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CHAPTER 1

Leaders and leadership in the school,
college and university: a prelude

Peter Ribbins

Introduction
In September 1995, after a year of planning, the British Educational Management
and Administration Society (BEMAS) held its Annual National Conference. This
took place at Balliol College in Oxford and its theme was Leaders and Leadership in
Education. The membership of the Society contains many who exercise significant
leadership functions at all levels within our educational system. Even so it had been
some years since the theme of headship or principalship had been thoroughly
explored at a National Conference. For reasons which I will attempt to explain
below it was felt that this was an appropriate time to revisit this important topic.

The conference used the usual tried and tested methods including a series of
keynote lectures and over 40 papers from members. Some of these papers have
already been published in Educational Management and Administration (e.g. Gronn,
1996) and others are awaiting publication within the journal and elsewhere. In
addition, the programme contained a number of novel elements. The most impor-
tant of these was an opportunity for conference members to read, in preparation
for the conference, eight sets of individual and substantial conversations on lead-
ers and leadership between the heads of a variety of different kinds of educational
institutions and a researcher from higher education on leaders and leadership
(BEMAS, 1995). In addition, and as part of the formal programme, they could
attend sessions at which they could discuss three of these conversations with the
leaders/researchers who were involved at the conference. Furthermore, those who
came to Balliol College had a chance to examine with the eight BEMAS
researchers aspects of the talk of the eight leaders. In what follows, I shall say some-
thing about two main issues: Why was this a good time to examine leaders and
leadership in education? How was this organized before, during and after the con-
ference?
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Why is this a good time to examine leaders and leadership
in education?
When the organizing committee from the West Midlands Association of BEMAS
suggested the theme for this conference, it did so knowing, of course, that there is
a huge mass of literature on leaders and leadership in education and a substantial
corpus of writing on headteachers and headship, particularly in secondary schools.
What, then, was the point of seeking to add to all this? We tackled this by asking
ourselves questions about the current state of our knowledge such as: How helpful
is it? How relevant is it? Why do we need more research? What forms might this
research take?

How helpful is it?

Thomas Greenfield thought much of what is written in this area 'bland and bor-
ing' (Greenfield and Ribbins, 1993, p. 164). In a conversation which I once had
with Christopher Hodgkinson, he described the extant literature on leadership as
a 'swamp' which

goes on and on and ranges from the sublime to the ridiculous with little in
between. Taken as a whole it is a shambles, a mess full of philosophical
confusion. If you could burn words at the stake in the same way the Nazis
burnt books, the first word I would suggest is leadership. It is full of word
magic of the worst kind. I was moved to write a book on leadership
(Hodgkinson, 1982) to get this message across. (Ribbins, 1993a, p. 21)

This was not entirely the answer which I had expected from one of the most dis-
tinguished and prolific of all writers on leadership in recent times but it did make me
wonder if I might not give a rather similar answer were I ever asked to comment
on the extant literature on secondary, and to a lesser extent primary, headship. It
would be more difficult to comment in this way upon what we know of the lead-
ers of other kinds of educational institution since the literature on headship in
special education, principalship in further education and vice-chancellorship in
universities is much more limited.

How relevant is it?

As I have argued above, there is a substantial literature on heads and headship,
especially in secondary education, in the UK and in many other countries as well.
This takes the form of many surveys, autobiographies, autobiographical state-
ments, biographies and case studies (Ribbins and Marland, 1994). Sadly, a good
deal of this is now of rather doubtful relevance. Much of it draws upon studies con-
ducted in the 1970s and earlier. And, as Reynolds and Parker note,
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the complexity of the contemporary situation in which he or she is likely
to be, the overload of pressures - all these are likely to call for a style of
effective headteacher very different from the one-dimensional creatures
that stalk through the present day literature within school effectiveness.
(Reynolds and Parker, 1992, p. 178)

Much of what we 'know' of headship relates largely to a bygone age. If this is
less true of the leadership of other kinds of educational institution this is so essen-
tially because we 'know' much less about this anyway.

Why do we need more of it?
To an extent I have already considered this question. For the record, a number of
reasons might be advanced. First, if we need to know about leadership in educa-
tion and if there are some areas in which very little research has taken place, it
follows that we require more. Second, if in other areas much of what we know is
no longer relevant, it follows, once again, that we need more. But there are other
reasons why we need more research into this theme. Let me illustrate why I think
this is so by reference to what we know of contemporary secondary headship in
the UK. Let me preface these remarks by stressing that I do not claim that no high
quality research has taken place on this theme over the last decade. On the con-
trary, a good deal of illuminating work has been undertaken and much, although
by no means all of it, is publicly available. But beyond the claim that the quality
of headship is somehow related to the quality of teaching and the quality of teach-
ing is somehow related to the quality of student learning, there is not much
consensus to be found. Even with regard to the relationships posited above there
is by no means universal agreement. Thus studies in Australia, the Netherlands,
the United States and the UK challenge one or more aspects of such claims. More
specifically, in studies which have taken place in the countries listed above and in
parts of Africa and South-East Asia the idea that headteachers, or principals as
they are more usually described, are significant educational leaders has been con-
tested (Harber, 1992). Let us consider the case of the UK.

A good deal of contemporary writing suggests that in attempting to cope with
the demands of the many innovations contingent on the unrelenting pace of recent
educational reform, many heads have tended to focus upon their 'administrative'
rather than their 'educational' functions. In 1988, Williams predicted

the daily life of English headteachers in the 1990s will be very different
from their predecessors a generation earlier. . . . Heads will become man-
agers of an imposed curriculum rather than partners in curriculum
development . . . at the same time schools and their heads will be given
greater financial autonomy, and they will have to consider economic issues
such as the most effective and efficient ways to deliver a specific curricu-
lum. Financial skills such as drawing up budgets, control of budget
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management and management information systems will loom large in the
day-to-day life of headteachers. (Williams, 1988, pp. ix, xi)

Many researchers believe that this prediction has come to pass. Evetts (1994), for
example, in a study of 20 Midland heads, concludes that 'heads are no longer edu-
cational leaders'. In a report drawing on inspections of over 900 schools,
Woodhead, Chief Inspector of Schools, is almost as blunt. He concludes
'Relatively few heads. . . spend sufficient time evaluating the quality of teaching
and learning. Many should play a stronger part in curriculum development'
(OFSTED, 1995, p. 6). It would have been possible to have quoted similar con-
clusions in further studies drawn from both the UK and in other parts of the world.

My studies of heads and headship within the UK, Malaysia, Australia, the
Yemen and elsewhere have, on the whole, led me to a rather more positive view.
In the UK, it is certainly possible to discover headteachers who have slipped into
an essentially administrative interpretation of their role. They have done so with
more or less reluctance. As one said, 'headship is not what it was. It is not just the
ever increasing pace of change. Nor the fact that so many of these changes are so
poorly thought through ... I have found myself swamped with administrative and
financial responsibilities' (Ribbins, 1993b, p. 24). But as Brian Sherratt, the head
of the UK's largest school, has put it:

If you see yourself essentially as an administrator you can hardly hope to
be the leading professional as well [...] some heads are more comfortable
simply retreating into their administrative duties as a defence from the hard
intellectual and personal effort required to make sense of the curriculum.
. . . This is not to say heads shouldn't be interested in administrative mat-
ters ... it would be a very strange head who did not have an intense interest
in budgetary matters. It is the budget which virtually drives everything. But
you need to be clear as a head what your task is within it. Some heads seem
to enjoy becoming a kind of financial clerk. It is hard to defend this. (Rib-
bins and Marland, 1994, p. 191)

But it seems to me that in the circumstances remarkably few have allowed this to
happen. On the contrary, my experience as a researcher, teacher, consultant and
husband suggests that the commitment which secondary and other heads, but espe-
cially those in secondary schools, bring to their work today is mind-boggling. As
Bernard Clarke puts it, 'I talk to heads from other parts of the world, and they can't
believe what is required of heads in this country. . . . The British system has a tra-
dition of the head as both academic and pastoral leader and that makes it big.
. . . If you lay the business manager aspect of the role, the marketer, and all the
other things, it becomes a huge job.' An indication of the extent of the overload
has been quantified by a survey conducted in 1994 by the Office of Manpower
Economics for the School Teachers' Review Body. This found that 'the average
for secondary heads was more than 60 (hours a week)' (Passmore, 1995). In the
past, studies of this kind in other areas have been viewed with some scepticism since
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it is usually in the interest of those being surveyed to exaggerate. Astonishingly, in
this case, the figures proposed may actually underestimate.

In Headship Matters, for example, we report several examples of much greater
workload. Peter Downes, for example, confesses 'I probably work too hard, I prob-
ably work about 75-80 hours a week.' In the conversations reported in this book
it is possible to find similar levels of commitment. Helen Hyde admits that she
'attends every single school function' and there are many of these. Happily, she
'likes working in the evenings' and, presumably, many weekends and some part of
every 'holiday' too (Ribbins and Marland, 1994). And Roy Blatchford says he puts
in up to 80 hours a week. He 'gets in at a quarter past seven (and is) there most
evenings until 7.00 and many through until 9.30'. It is such dedication which may
make it possible to take seriously the claim which such heads make that, despite
the pressure, they still regard themselves primarily as educative leaders. Whether
they should have to work so hard to make this possible is, of course, quite anoth-
er matter. Indeed there is growing evidence that such workloads lead to stress,
disillusionment, illness and the search for early retirement (Cooper and Kelly,
1993; Passmore, 1995; Day and Bakioglu, 1996).

Given such controversy, it is not surprising that, as Grace (1995) puts it in a pow-
erful new book on School Leadership, there is a 'renaissance of interest and activity
in the study of educational leadership' (p. 1). What has caused this? Grace believes
'the answers to this question are as complex and as contradictory as the phenom-
enon of leadership itself. The existence of crisis in many societies - legitimation
crisis, moral crisis, economic crisis and social and political uncertainties - gener-
ate the conditions in which Salvationist leadership is looked for' (p.l). In an
important keynote paper at the BEMAS conference, which described and exam-
ined the various claims of'transformational leadership', Peter Gronn (1996) looked
sceptically at one of the most influential forms of Salvationist leadership. Whilst I
welcome this renaissance of interest, and the bracing scepticism of writers like
Grace and Gronn, I believe that we do not just need more studies of, or new ideas
about headship or principalship, but new ways of researching leaders and leader-
ship in education.

What forms might this take?

In developing my thinking on this, I was struck by some of the points which John
Rae made in his biography Delusions of Grandeur: A Headmaster's Life, 1966-1986. In
this he set out to 'explore, through my own experience, the role of the English pub-
lic school headmaster' (1993, p. 11). He claims that existing biographies and
autobiographies 'do not tell you much about what it is really like to do the job'
(p. 11). In his view 'fiction has been more successful in entering the headmaster's
mind'. But even fictional portraits can be one-dimensional. For Rae:

Auchincloss is the only author who understands how the master's person-
ality influences the way he will play the role and how the demands of the
role draw out particular aspects of his personality. . . . What makes the life
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of a public school headmaster interesting is not just how he did the job but
what the job did to him. (pp. 11, 12)

Such a view may have as much relevance to the study of heads - headmistresses
as well as headmasters - working in state schools as it does to those in public schools.
It may also be as pertinent to research into the role of educational leaders at other
levels in secondary schools, in primary and special schools, and in colleges and in
universities. In addition, what might be of equal interest in all such cases is the
dialectic made up of the ways in which the personality of a headteacher or princi-
pal shapes how he or she interprets and plays the role and the ways in which
headship shapes the personalities of those who hold it.

If we are to develop such an understanding of leadership in schools, colleges and
universities we need more and new methods of research. As ever, it is easier to sug-
gest the need for this than to propose what it might look like. In thinking of possible
new approaches, I begin from the proposition that the world of the school, the col-
lege and the university, and of those who attempt to lead them is a complex one
characterized by many realities. Given this, I see no escape from the need for an
approach which makes the study of the individual and her or his subjective inter-
pretation of reality one of the 'foundation blocks' of a satisfactory account of life
within such institutions. Whilst this requires a broadly interpretivist view, I have
come to believe that such an approach, on its own, provides, at best, only a par-
tial explanation of patterns of leader/follower behaviour. As Seddon (1994) has
pointed out 'it denies the possibility of causal explanations which do not rest on
intentionality' (p. 47). Furthermore, it also tends to neglect power because, to the
extent that it fails to distinguish between qualitatively different types, and socially
arranged levels of context, interpretism lacks an adequate explanation of inter-
contextual relations. If this is correct, then only an approach which has a concern
for both agency and structure viewed within a context shaped by the interaction
of macro (the societal level), meso (the institutional level) and micro (the individ-
ual level) relations is likely to enable the researcher to gain an insight into the life
of educational leaders and their institutions which is more complex and may be
closer to everyday reality than that which is possible using research methods based
on alternative assumptions. In any case discussions such as this have been promi-
nent in recent debates in social and organizational theory and have preoccupied
such eminent scholars as Archer (1988) and Giddens (1979). As such, as Peter
Gronn and I have argued, they will play an increasingly prominent role in the
development of post-positivist approaches not only to the study of leadership but
to our understanding of educational management more generally (Gronn and
Ribbins, 1996).

In a series of papers I have tried to work out what all this entails for the study
of management, organization and leadership in education (Ribbins and Sherratt,
1992; Ribbins, 1993a; Gronn and Ribbins, 1996; Ribbins, 1996). A key aspect has
been the definition of a set of five main propositions which, taken together, offer a
'new' framework for the study of contemporary leadership in a period of radical
educational reform. I put 'new' in inverted commas because I am aware that, taken
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separately, some of the propositions listed in the prolegomenon are not especially
novel. But others may be rather more so, and so too, perhaps, is the set taken as a
whole. Finally, I have described the set as a prolegomenon because it represents a rel-
atively early attempt to produce a framework which may or may not, in due course,
prove to be as coherent, logically ordered and comprehensive as I had hoped. How-
ever that may be, I suggest that what is needed is data on:

1 the educational reforms and proposals for education reform in their particular
historical, social, economic, cultural and values framework;

2 the contemporary scope, dimensions and character of the reforms;
3 the interpretations of, and responses to, the reforms by key national and local

stakeholders;
4 the interpretations of, and responses to, the reforms by the professional associ-

ations to which headteachers, principals, and vice-chancellors belong;
5 the interpretations of, and responses to, the reforms by headteachers, principals

and vice-chancellors in specific schools, colleges and universities.

The first two propositions constitute macro-level, longitudinal and comparative
relational contexts. The next three cover actors who are operating in a variety of
interpretive contexts at macro (3), meso (4) and micro (5) levels. Much of the rest
of my discussion will focus on the fifth of the propositions identified above and as
such argues for meso- and micro-level ethnographies of educational leaders. Three
elements of interpretive contexts at these levels are implicit in proposition (5): sit-
uated, individual portrayals; multi-actor perspectives; and an analysis of
multi-actor perspectives in action. I will illustrate what this means for the case of
secondary headship but would argue that it is, in principle, of equal relevance to
the study of leadership in a wide variety of educational contexts and beyond.

A situated portrayal
Many accounts of headship are based upon surveys which typically claim to some
extent to be more or less representative of the views of headteachers in general.
From these surveys the researcher extracts composite glossed accounts of key issues
which may represent more or less accurately the views of the sample as a whole or
the ideas of a particular headteacher on one or more topics. In extreme cases, the
data from such research seem to be simply raided to demonstrate the validity of a
thesis to which the researcher was committed before undertaking the study. But
even where the data are treated with respect, it is still hard to see how such an
approach can possibly offer a rich and comprehensive understanding of the per-
spectives which heads bring to their work. For this to be possible the reader must be
offered a much fuller access to their views across a representative range of issues.

Such an approach would present the reader with a set of portraits of the per-
spectives of individual heads each reported in some depth. It can take a variety of
forms. Mortimer and Mortimer (199la, 1991b), for example, invited seven pri-
mary and nine secondary heads, to respond in writing to a set of issues specified by
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the researchers. These issues dealt with: 'the background of the headteacher and
the school; the headteacher's personal philosophy of education; organization and
management of the school; organization and management of learning; relation-
ships; and personal reflections on headship' (199la, p. viii). They accept that

in a collection of such personal contributions, where heads and schools are
identified by name, there is bound to be a certain amount of inhibition that
affects what is written. On the whole, we think these heads have been
remarkably frank but we are conscious, as were they, that the repercus-
sions of too much openness can be severe. (199 la, p. ix)

In this aspect of my work on headship I have emphasized the need for greater spon-
taneity and a more open and shared process of agenda negotiation than seems
possible using the methods employed by the Mortimers. With this in mind, I have
derived my accounts from face to face interviews. This was the approach used both
in preparing for Headship Matters and in undertaking the interviews reported for this
conference. Later I will describe in more detail how this was organized. Before this,
I will say something about the other forms of conceptualization.

Multi-perspective
Traditional reports of headship decontextualize in the way which has been described
above but also sometimes do so insofar as they do not attempt to locate what heads
say within a context of the views of significant others (senior and other staff, pupils,
parents and governors) within the community of the school. A contextualized perspec-
tive would seek to give the reader some access to such information.

Multi-perspective in action
Relatively few extant studies explore what headteachers say (as described above)
in the context of what they do. I have been aware for some time that to offer a con-
textualized perspective of headship (or of any other role) in action the researcher
must do at least five things. First, to collect relevant documentary evidence which
touches upon the role of a specific head within a particular school. Second, to
observe a head as he or she enacts his or her role in practice in relevant situations.
Third, to discuss with the head what he or she is trying to do and why. Fourth, to
set this account against the views of significant others. Finally, to compare and con-
trast all the available evidence in the hope of producing the kind of enriched
portrait of heads and of headship called for above. The following examples of such
studies are further classified into three categories according to the extent to which
the educational leader is their principal focus and his or her status in undertaking
the research involved.

Category 1: The educational leader as incidental actor. Such studies do not focus on the
perceptions and practices of the educational leader, rather he or she is regarded as
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one among a number of subjects for investigation (Ball, 1981; Burgess, 1983; Har-
greaves, 1967; Lacey, 1970). At 'Rivendell' I was involved in research which in
part attempted to examine the characteristics of three regimes of headship at the
school in terms of the educational and managerial values and praxis of three suc-
cessive heads, 'Mr Barber', 'Mrs SewelF and 'Mr Lucas', claimed to espouse; how
these claims were regarded by others within the school; and, to what extent and
how each of these three very different headteachers sought to enact their vision
and values in practice and with what effect (Best et al, 1983).

What made this a Category 1 Study was that in trying to describe these three
regimes of headship we did not regard the views and actions of the three head-
teachers involved as any more central to our understanding of what was taking
place than those of other staff. In this context, I would classify in this category many
of the ethnographic based studies of schools published over the last 25 years which
touch upon the role of the headteacher.

Category 2: Educational leaders in focus. Studies of this type are characterized by a focus
on the perceptions and actions of the particular educational leader involved. Eliz-
abeth Richardson's famous on-the-record study of Nailsea School and its
headteacher may be an early example of this category (Richardson, 1973). But,
perhaps the most interesting example of this category of study currently available
is entitled Looking into Primary Headship. In this, Geoff South worth (1995) reports on
research in which he studied 'a headteacher by observing him at work inside the
school. . . . I investigated the idea of producing a portrait of the subject and saw
parallels with biography' (p. 1). Southworth set out to look into and not just at head-
ship and in doing so sought to do more than just 'describe one head's work, but
(to delve) into what this meant for the individual himself (p. 2). The core of the
book is a 'case study and my reflections on it. The subject of the case study is Ron
Lacey, headteacher of Orchard Community Junior School' (p. 2). It deals with
Lacey's background and context, what he did as a head, how he controlled what
happened within the school, a portrait of his headship and with his response to the
case study of himself. But Lacey is described as 'the informant' and Southworth
emphasizes that 'Ron was the native I was studying and the research was aimed to
elicit his vision of his world' (p. 38). Lacey is clearly the subject of the research and
not a partner within it. As such, Southworth's description of his project as a 'biog-
raphy' to describe his project is appropriate. It is such considerations which make
it a Category 2 and not a Category 3 study of headship, albeit an unusually full,
intense and interesting one.

Category 3: Educational leaders as co-researchers. Since 1989 I have been involved in a
third level research project at Great Barr Grant Maintained Comprehensive School
which, with 2400 pupils of between 11 and 18, is the largest school in the UK. At
first, this study was informed by the ideas first developed at Rivendell and refined
elsewhere. It was originally planned to focus upon an examination of the way in
which a large urban comprehensive school was responding to the educational
reform agenda initiated by the 1988 Education Act. As such it would have been
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best described as Category 1 research. But as the research progressed I became
more and more interested in the role of the head as an interpreter and enactor of
change. As a 'biography' of Brian Sherratt at Great Barr, during this phase, it took
a form which was in many respects similar to Southworth's study of Ron Lacey at
Orchard Community Junior School and could be classified as a Category 2 Study.

More recently still with Brian Sherratt's active involvement, I have been trying
to develop a novel third level approach to the study of headship. In this the head is
both the principal subject of the research and a full partner within it. Our research
is autobiographical, insofar as it requires and enables the head, as internal researcher, to
reflect systematically and critically upon his praxis during a period of intense
reform. He has done this in various ways including 40 interviews and many other
conversations with me over the last six years, the production of a frank diary of his
everyday life as a head, and the collection of relevant documentation. The study
is biographical insofar as I, as external researcher, have recorded over 200 interviews
with significant others including teachers, other staff, pupils, parents and gover-
nors and have observed a wide variety of events related to the exercise of his
leadership in practice. We began the demanding process of writing it up thereafter.
In its present form, it has evolved into a Category 3 study of headship.

In terms of the contextual analysis discussed above, Leaders and Leadership in the School,
College and University represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first Level 1
account of its kind which reports upon the views of a number of heads and prin-
cipals currently working in a wide range of educational institutions. In the section
which follows, the approach which was used to collect this unique series of Situat-
ed Portrayals is described.

Producing and analysing the nine interviews

Producing the interviews

The Committee charged with managing the Balliol Conference, wished to include
something novel for members. This was one of the terms of reference which Hugh
Busher and I, in accepting responsibility for organizing the programme, took very
much to heart. A second term of reference was that the proceedings would be made
publicly available in various ways. This has taken a variety of forms including the
distribution to all conference members of a three-volume text running to several
hundred pages which included many of the keynotes and members' papers and
drafts of eight of the nine interviews reported in the chapters which follow. In addi-
tion, twelve papers which examined these interviews in various ways, and which
were later to constitute an important source for the final three analytical chapters
of this book, were made available at the conference. In planning these interviews
and analytical chapters I had it in mind that it would be on this material that any
subsequent book would be based. In what follows, I will describe what happened,
beginning first with the interviews and then turning to the analytical chapters.

In the first part of this introductory chapter, I have described the theoretical
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ideas underpinning the production of the interviews reported later. They repre-
sent what I have described as a situated perspective. How have they been produced?

Initially, Hugh Busher and I identified possible researchers to set up the research,
select the interviewees and produce the interviews. Those invited were all people
who had been active participants in BEMAS events in the past. Only one of those
I sounded out felt too busy to take part. There were to have been nine interviews
and therefore nine researchers but for reasons which I will explain shortly, one was
forced to drop out at a late stage. Initially, most of the research team met at the
University of Birmingham to discuss how the project was to be organized. We decid-
ed that we would focus on educational leaders responsible for managing institutions
rather than systems. In doing so, we felt it necessary to have representatives from
all the main types of educational institutions including the heads of primary schools
(two), secondary schools (four), a special school, a further education college and a
university. In doing so we had some regard to what we knew of the membership of
BEMAS as a whole. Each researcher was allocated a type of institution and invit-
ed to select the person they would wish to interview and to agree it with me. Some
attempt was made to achieve as wide a variation as possible but we make no claim
that the group as a whole is anything like a representative sample.

After an initial, usually telephone, conversation each interviewee was sent a letter
which, after a preamble saying something about the conference, made the follow-
ing points:

You will be involved at a variety of levels as follows:

1 In an initial interview of 90+ minutes between ourselves. The main
themes of our discussion are listed in the interview schedule included with
this letter. This is intended as a framework to support our talk, not a strait-
jacket constraining it. I hope you will agree to me raising supplementary
issues as appropriate. If there are issues of particular concern to you not
identified in the schedule and which you feel we should discuss, please let
me know before or when we meet.

I will tape record our interview and get it transcribed. I will then under-
take a preliminary edit to ensure that it reads as well as possible whilst
remaining as faithful to what you have said and the way in which you have
said it. I will then send you the edited transcript for your suggestions as to
additions, revisions, excisions, etc. Since the interview will be on the record
our objective will be for us to produce an agreed text with which we are
both happy. In this sense we will both have a veto on what is included and
what is excluded. You will also be able to withdraw from the whole ven-
ture at any time should you feel this to be necessary although should this
become a possibility I should be grateful if you could let me know as early
as possible in order that I can find someone else to work with. Once the
set of interviews has been produced and agreed, we will be putting them
together, with an introduction, and sending the set to conference members.
We hope they will have been read before people come to Balliol.
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2 In attending with me when I make my presentation as my contribution
to the seminars on 'Contemporary Leadership in Schools and Colleges:
Aspects of Praxis and Practice' planned for Friday 22nd September 1995.
3 In contributing either from the stage or the floor to the Plenary session
planned for Friday 22nd September 1995.
4 In leading at least two presentations on the Saturday session entitled
'Case Studies of Leaders and Leadership in Schools and Colleges'. What
we envisage here is that you would speak about your interview elaborating
and explaining it in ways that you feel appropriate for about 20 minutes
and then invite questions and other responses from those who choose to
attend your sessions. I will be with you when you make these presentations.
5 During the conference a Conference Rapporteur will be talking to those
involved in preparation for making a final presentation on the morning of
Sunday 24th. He may wish to talk to you. Also all nine heads and princi-
pals and all nine BEMAS researchers with whom they have worked will
need to meet with the Rapporteur at 1.45 on Saturday 23rd September to
brief him.
6 Finally, we hope there will be a book from the conference. We are
not, as yet, in a position to guarantee this. We will need your prior agree-
ment that we can use your agreed interview to produce the text of such
a book.

Whilst we hope you will find the whole experience a valuable and inter-
esting one, we are aware of what an obligation all this will entail for you.
Please let me know if all this is acceptable to you.

If you need any further points clarified I shall hope that we can achieve
this when next we meet.

The Interview Schedule identified the following themes:

Interview Schedule
The terms 'headteacher', 'headship', 'school', etc. are used below. These should be amend-
ed to 'principal', 'vice-chancellor', 'college', 'university', 'principalship', etc. whe
appropriate.

1 How would you describe your own education and to what extent and
in what ways has this experience influenced what you have tried to
achieve as a teacher and headteacher?

2 How and why did you become a teacher and a headteacher?
3 How did you prepare yourself for becoming a headteacher?
4 How well prepared were you for your first headship?
5 What is your vision for your school and how do you go about trying

to achieve it?
6 What are your key educational and managerial values? How success-

ful are you in putting them into practice?
7 How do you manage people?
8 How do you manage resources?
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9 What part do you play in enabling more effective teaching and learn-
ing?

10 How do you manage external relations?
11 Is it harder to be an effective headteacher than it used to be?
12 How do you manage others within the school to lead?
13 What sort of a leader are you?
14 Who manages you? To whom are you accountable?
15 Is there any part of your role you find especially difficult and/or do

not like?
16 Do you still enjoy being a headteacher?
17 Is the term 'headteacher' still an accurate description for what you

expect of yourself and others expect of you? Is it time we joined much
of the rest of the world and called our school leaders 'principals'?

In our letter to interviewees we had stressed that they could withdraw at any
time. We felt this to be right at the time and still do. In the event one did exer-
cise this prerogative. This took place after the interview had taken place, been
transcribed and received its first draft edit. By the time it was clear that this was
going to happen, there was little time to replicate the process. The problem was
compounded by the fact that the BEMAS researcher, who did identify a pos-
sible alternative interviewee, was committed to being out of the country for
several weeks. As such it seemed very doubtful if it would be possible to under-
take the required editorial process in the time available. This is why no college
principal was included in the original text. Subsequently, it was possible to fill
this gap and the interview between Len Cantor and Mick Brown, Principal of
South East Derbyshire College, has been added. Hugh Busher, Viv Garrett
and Janet Ouston have had access to this interview and have drawn upon it in
producing the text of the final analytical chapters of this book.

A brief curriculum vitae for each of the nine institutional leaders and nine
BEMAS researchers who were involved in producing the interviews and analyti-
cal chapters are included with the 'List of Contributors'. The partnerships are set
out below:

Interview partnerships

Institutional leader Research partner
Roy Blatchford Peter Earley
Keith Bovair Steve Rayner
Mick Brown Len Cantor
Bernard Clarke Lesley Anderson
Kenneth Edwards Hugh Busher
Mary Gray Agnes McMahon
Helen Hyde Peter Ribbins
Mary Marsh Janet Ouston
Rosemary Whinn-Sladden Viv Garrett
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Most of the conversations were conducted in late 1994 or early 1995 and the
process of producing an agreed text took place in the weeks and months that fol-
lowed. Len Cantor's discussion with Mick Brown was the exception to this rule
since this was undertaken in early 1996. Once it became clear in early 1996 that
a book was to be published, interviewers were asked if they wanted to make any
further revisions or additions to the texts of the conversations presented at Balliol
and to check whether those whom they had interviewed wished to do the same.
As a result, some changes were subsequently made to some of the conversations
which were originally published in the BEMAS Conference Proceedings. In my
view, none of these changes has been substantial.

Analysing the interviews

In 1995, once the transcripts of the interviews were available we moved on to
attempt some analysis of what had been said. In doing so we took note of the list
of topics which had been identified in the original interview schedule and also drew
upon a preliminary examination of the text of the eight conversations. From this
twelve key themes were identified. Each of the eight BEMAS researchers then
agreed to lead one or more of the seminars planned for the conference which were
to be based upon a paper or papers analysing the set of interviews in terms of the
themes as follows:

Themes and leaders of 1995 BEMAS Conference seminars

Seminar Theme Seminar leader
1 What influence did family, friends, early life, etc.

have on their experience and views on education? Janet Ouston
2 How do they describe their careers before

becoming a head? Why and when did they decide
to become a head? Lesley Anderson

3 How did they go about this? How difficult was it
to achieve? How do they regard the selection
processes which they experienced?
How well prepared were they for the first
days, weeks, years of such leadership? Peter Earley

4 What is their vision for their institution?
How do they seek to share and develop this? Steve Rayner

5 What part do they play in enabling more effective
teaching and learning in their institutions? Are
they satisfied with the contribution they make? Hugh Busher

6 To whom are they accountable? Who manages
them? How do they see the role of parents,
governors, students, LEAs, DFE, etc?
How do they manage external relations? Viv Garrett
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7 How do they remember their own education
and what influence did this have on their views
as educators/managers?

8 What influences have shaped their views as heads?
What do they mean by effective leadership?
Has this changed? If so, in what ways and why?
Is it harder to be an effective leader than it
used to be? If so, why? Peter Earley

9 What are their key educational and managerial
values? What sort of leader are they?
How do they enable others to lead? Agnes McMahon

10 How do they manage people and resources? Hugh Busher
11 How do they cope with stress and when things

go wrong? What aspect of their role do they
most/least like? Where do they find support? Viv Garrett

12 Are they necessary? Are they democratic? Peter Ribbins

Subsequently, for purposes of this book, the minor themes have been consolidat-
ed into the three main topics discussed in the final chapters. In producing these
Janet Ouston in 'Pathways to headship and principalship', Viv Garrett in 'Princi-
pals and headteachers as leading professionals' and Hugh Busher in 'Principals and
headteachers as chief executives' have drawn upon the twelve papers identified
above and all the nine interviews now available as well as an examination of some
of the relevant literature. It could be argued that in analysing the interviews in this
way we are engaged in just the kind of decontextualization I criticized earlier. I
would say just two things in response. First, such an interpretation of what I have
had to say would misunderstand my intentions. I have never wished to argue that
an approach which does not seek to contextualize has no merit. On the contrary,
some of the most illuminating writing in the field has taken this form. Second, and
in any case, since readers have access to the whole of each of the nine interviews
it is possible for them to locate any particular claim or interpretation in the con-
text of the views of our interviewers as a whole.

A reprise

In this introduction I have tried to explain why we chose 'Leaders and leadership
in the school, college and university' as the theme for the BEMAS Conference of
1995 and for this book. I have also sought to describe the approach we have taken
and to locate this within a wider context. As such we have tried to produce a set of
fairly detailed individual portraits of nine educational leaders drawn from across
the educational system which says something about the kinds of people who become
headteachers, principals and vice-chancellors. In doing so I have acknowledged our
debt to the ideas of others who have written on the kinds of themes which are the
principal subject of this book. John Rae, for example, pointed us to the need to look
hard at what it is really like to do the job of educational leadership, and in doing so

Janet Ouston
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to examine not just how educational leaders do their job but also to consider what
the job does to them. In justifying the need for studies of this kind, I would echo the
Mortimers' claim that

Although a great deal has been written about headship, there are few books
that enable heads to speak for themselves. Yet over the last 25 years, in the
course of our experience within the education service, we have been struck
by the eloquence and, at times, passion, with which headteachers speak
about their roles and responsibilities. (1991b, p. vii)

I believe that passion is the right word to use in this context. It is not a word which
by any means all heads of schools, colleges and universities would use to describe
their work and their attitudes to it. Some would share Ted Wragg's view that 'When
teachers show interest in becoming a head, some kindly older hand usually takes
them on one side and lets them talk until they get over it' (1995, p. 60). He claims

demands on heads have escalated in the last few years. Many lament not
being able to teach children as often as they used to, or having time to dis-
cuss with staff what is happening in the classroom. As business-type
demands have grown, so time and energy available for other matters has
eroded. (Wragg, 1995, p. 60)

This may be so, and certainly there are echoes of what he says in a number of stud-
ies which report the views of headteachers on headship (see Evetts, 1994; Hustler
et al, 1995). But there are also many expressions to the contrary (Hustler et al, 1995;
Mortimer and Mortimer, 199la, 1991b; Ribbins, 1996) and it is this perspective
which predominates among the nine educational leaders whose views are report-
ed in this book. Certainly, a number of them confess to loving the job. Given our
approach, the heads really should have the last word. Asked how she feels about
headship, Helen Hyde says:

I really love the job -1 love coming to school -1 love dealing with the per-
sonnel side - I like dealing with my staff- I like to feel I am helpful and I
like to feel my school is achieving for the girls. I love the job - I really do.

Rosemary Whinn-Sladden is even more uninhibited:

I like being in charge. I'm sure it is one of the seven deadly sins. . . . I love
being the head. I absolutely love being the head. I love being able to do
things and see something happen. I have always been a lousy indian and I
have always known I was going to be a head.. . . I simply knew I was going
to be a headteacher and I enjoy it.
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Conversations
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CHAPTER 2

Mary Gray

In conversation with Agnes McMahon

AM: How do you remember your own education, and to what extent has that experience influ-
enced you in what you want to achieve as a teacher and a headteacher?

MG: I don't particularly remember being happy at primary school.
AM: Were you educated in Manchester?
MG: Yes, then we moved to Oxford and I had two years before secondary edu-

cation there. Then I went to Notre Dame High School which was a
convent-run school in Oxford and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Looking back
now I suppose it was quite archaic in its set-up in that it was an all-girls
school. It was so gentle, so caring. It did help me to develop within myself
a feeling of caring towards other people because of the attitude of the nuns.
The Notre Dame nuns at that stage were not a particularly austere order,
they were really quite avant garde, and they themselves appeared to be
very happy, very loving towards all their pupils, and celebrated their pupils'
successes. I have no bad memories of it at all.

AM: Where did you go to college?
MG: I went to college in London. (What was that like?) It was enjoyable. I can't

say I was a dedicated academic at that time.
AM: Did you start out training for teaching straight away?
MG: Yes. From the beginning, if I'm honest, I was recognized as a student with

great potential in terms of teaching skills, so that was quite successful.
AM: And you enjoyed teaching practice?
MG: Yes. It's so long ago I can't think. No one's asked me these questions for

years.
AM: From what you've said already, perhaps the attitude of the nuns at the high school is

something that has carried through to your practice as a teacher and as a head. Do you
think there are other things you'd like to add?

MG: I'm trying to recall back. I always felt I wanted to teach. It's very difficult,
with hindsight, because it's such a long way back. Was that because at that
particular period in time one of the careers that was regarded as the right
career was teaching? I really don't know. I can honestly say I've never felt
a desperate need for another career. There are times when I would have
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loved to have had the extra time to develop my own artistic ability but that's
the price I've had to pay in order to carry on with this career.

AM: When did you become a teacher? Did you start teaching straight from college?
MG: Yes.
AM: And was that in London?
MG: No. My first school was in Oxford. It was in the era of 'small is beautiful'

in terms of education, it was all hessian and dried flowers - a gorgeous
period, and Oxfordshire itself had a forceful impression on me, but I
didn't stay long in fact because Lyn and I had met in London and we got
married so that's when I started teaching in London. So I moved from the
beautiful village of Woodstock and then taught in London, just behind
Oxford Street.

AM: Didyou have a career break when you had the boys?
MG: No. We broke new ground there actually. I didn't have the feeling that I

was the kind of person who wanted to stay at home at that stage. Perhaps
because we had the children so young, I wasn't ready to stop teaching and
I didn't really fancy the ironing and the washing and everything else that
went with it. So we had a marvellous compromise. We had a nanny whom
the boys called Auntie Sheila and we had her for 12-13 years. She started
off with us and we just kept her and she's just 'Auntie' to the boys.

AM: Are you still in contact with her?
MG: Yes. She used to come before I left for school and stay until I got back. I

think that's why it worked so well, but in those days it was quite a hard
thing to do as you had to be back to school within six weeks of the birth.
Although looking back now, I suppose I must have been quite certain that
I wanted to carry on teaching, because once all the friends I was at college
with got married and got pregnant they automatically gave up their careers.
And I think perhaps people at the time thought that my husband and I
were quite unpaternal and unmaternal.

AM: Were you in London at this time?
MG: No. From London we moved up to the north-east.
AM: Canyon sketch out the different stages in your career; when you got your responsibility

posts and when you got your deputy headships?
MG: One thing relating to the children I suppose was that I didn't want to take

on extra responsibility too soon. So I taught in Oxford and in London, then
when we moved to the north-east I did supply for the first term while we
got a house sorted out, then after that I was promoted to a Scale 1 post.
And then we were on the move again because my husband got promotion
and we moved to Richmond, North Yorkshire, so again I had to start again,
and build up my scale posts. Then whilst still in Richmond I got my first
deputy headship of a large school in Darlington. Then from there we
moved back south to Essex.

AM: Was it a bigger school?
MG: No, about the same size. Group 7 - about 650 children. And stayed there

for about three years and then I got my first headship.
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AM: And you were therefor about ten years?
MG: Yes. When I was in Richmond I was one of those lucky people who had a

year off and went to Durham University. That was in the days when every
teacher was going to be released for a year for professional development -
that policy was soon abandoned.

AM: What did you do there?
MG: I did the Advanced Diploma in Primary Education.
AM: Was that good experience?
MG: Yes, in terms of theory and philosophy. In terms of practical understand-

ing with the people who you are working with, no. But as an experience in
itself, very positive, very good. We were also used as consultants to other
schools who needed help in developing some aspects of their work. That
was very useful, because you could look at another establishment to which
you were not attached; they indicated what they needed and you tried to
plan for them how that could be achieved and work with them.

AM: How did you prepare yourself for becoming a head? Did you decide when you moved from
Richmond to Essex that you could go for headships but you wouldn't because of the chil-
dren? (Yes). But had you decided at that stage that you would like a headship?

MG: I decided that the second deputy headship was only a very temporary
move. It was different in that it was an all-junior school which was some-
thing I hadn't actually experienced. That was interesting because it made
me decide that I didn't want to be head of a junior school.

AM: Did you prepare yourself for headship in a conscious way do you think?
MG: That's very difficult. I suppose there have been so many people in my life

who have been involved in education, and I've been used in so many ways
by other people that really this helped me develop skills for headship. I sup-
pose I've been asked to run so many courses or to be the practitioner
coming in and talking that this helped me in many ways decide both that
I did want a headship and the direction I wanted that headship to go once
I got one. I don't want to sound arrogant, but having worked for a variety
of heads, I think I was astute enough and interested enough to see how
other people worked and identify what approaches appeared to be suc-
cessful and unsuccessful. I felt that with that experience I could succeed. It
sounds like boasting but it isn't.

AM: Not at all, I suppose you've got to feel confident that you can do the job? I was thinking
in relation to the HEADLAMP initiative, do new headteachers begin the job thinking
I've got loads and loads to learn before I'm going to be able to handle this? Maybe they
recognize there are things to leam here, but presumably you've got to feel a reasonable
degree of confidence before you put yourself forward?

MG: Well otherwise you'd be a disaster within the first term, you wouldn't be
able to create the right atmosphere and set the right direction for the school.
The expectations of the staff will be such that they'll expect you to come
in able to cope. They're not going to look very kindly at somebody who's
appointed to be a head but has a series of disasters. I also think looking
back that, at the time I was involved in deputy headships and headships,
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there was still an old philosophy working in education that to be a good
head and a good deputy all you had to be was an excellent teacher. It was
almost a reward for past good teaching service. And I think many of the
heads who have subsequently had problems are those who obviously were
very gifted teachers, but who within their careers hadn't developed the
management side of the role. Some of them were ostriches who just put
their heads in the sand and hoped it would go away or somebody else would
take on the responsibility. It's now changed even further so that the role of
headship that I'm involved in now is entirely different from when I start-
ed 14 years ago. Basically I'm a managing director now. I am the
curriculum leader, but I'm the curriculum leader who identifies and dele-
gates and that is only one part of the strands of my role as a head.

AM: In retrospect how well prepared do you thinkyou were for your first headship?
MG: Very, because I had been deputy of two extremely large establishments,

both with heads who were in their final years of headship, where I had a
non-teaching role. This was unusual in those days, so I had the opportu-
nity of being selective in developing the skills needed for headship. I could
undertake a specific responsibility, fulfil that, then another responsibility
and fulfil that.

AM: / know you opened up a new school. Did you phase in the entry, did you start with
5 year olds and then move up, or did you have a full age range from the beginning?

MG: Full age range.
AM: You were in a position to appoint all the staff?
MG: I was in a position to appoint all the staff, and I was also in the position of

working quite closely with the architect.
AM: // must have been quite an exciting project?
MG: Yes, it was brilliant.
AM: Didyou have a lead-in period?
MG: No, I had to carry on with the deputy headship role until the end of the

summer and then open the new school in September, so I was actually
doing two jobs in the summer.

AM: What kind of leader do you see yourself as?
MG: I'd say benevolent and assertive. I suppose I've always got the overall vision

of what a school should be in terms of the opportunities, such as offering
the children more care. The sort of ethos that leadership fosters, and also
the values you have as a person, inevitably impact on the establishment.
That's the assertive side. The benevolent bit, is that I enjoy seeing people
blossom. I see my role as a facilitator who gives opportunities both to staff
and the children. The children to benefit in terms of their growth, the staff
in terms of their career. And one of my hidden attributes is that I'm quite
perceptive, so when you talk about benevolence, I'm perceptive to other
people's needs, and at times put other people's needs before my own.

AM: Presumably there is a potential tension there between, for example, supporting a member
of staff who is going through a period of stress - bereavement or divorce or something like
that - supporting them through that, but if there's somebody who's a nice, caring person
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but not doing the job very well, how long canyon be supportive and caring before you say
something to them?

MG: That's when I think I'm quite Machiavellian, I would start working on them
straight away, if I felt they were a very caring person but that the quality
of education that was being offered to the children was not of a standard
that I found acceptable, I would find various ways of taking action because
usually if people are not performing well, they're not aware of it, or if they
are aware of it they try to shut it away because they don't know what to
do, so therefore I would work with those people. There is a limit in how
far you can take them, but you can take them from being a poor operator
to an acceptable operator. It would be naive of me to think I could take
them any further than becoming competent.

AM: Do you think it's harder now to be an effective school leader than it used to be, and if so
why?

MG: I think it is harder now because the expectation is greater, because the role
has changed into all these diverse parts that you have to be involved in.
There's the finance; management of staff; demands of government. There's
all these extra roles that make the role far more difficult now than it used
to be.

AM: Do you think you have to work harder now?
MG: Yes. I wouldn't actually tolerate this headship now with children at home.

I couldn't. (Whereasyou did in Essex?) Yes. I know the boys were teenagers
then, but I could cope then. But looking back, it could be because I was in
a very middle-class school, without the behavioural problems. We had no
building problems. I didn't have to attend a child abuse case in all the time
I was there, there wasn't the involvement with social services, I didn't worry
about whether the school would be vandalized or broken into at night. In
the ten years I was there we had one pane of glass accidentally broken by
a child. So it's difficult for me to say. Although, when I did supply work in
the north-east, I taught in the middle of Middlesbrough which was a ter-
ribly deprived area at the time. The children were coming to school
wearing ladies' shoes with the heels cut off for the boys, it was real pover-
ty, and we're talking about the 1960s, but it was real poverty, and yet those
children did not exhibit the behavioural problems that we are dealing with
today. And yet that poverty in many respects was worse than any poverty
we have here. So one of the things I am beginning to feel is that society
itself is making education more difficult.

AM: Certainly things like drug abuse are more widespread than 20years ago?
MG: It used to be unheard of in primary schools. One of the social themes you

could identify here, although it's in a deprived area, is the number of chil-
dren who have a television in their bedroom, and their way of life is
watching unsupervised television in their bedroom. There's no one to share
their fears and anxieties when they're watching these programmes late at
night. And this does affect children. They are seeing things they ought not
to be seeing. That's why children were more innocent in those days. There
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are all sorts of other pressures. And I think you'll find talking to other heads
that the message concerning education in the press and from the govern-
ment is so negative that parents are no longer in awe of schools and
education. I'm not saying being in awe is a good thing, but what we're get-
ting now is a backlash, in which parents in many areas feel they have rights
which don't take the school and its community into consideration.

AM: Could you give me an example?
MG: As a recent executive member of the NAHT, heads would ring me up and

report accusations that have been made about teachers or things that have
happened in school. Parents now seem to have an attitude that their child
is always right, they're never in the wrong, therefore it's always the school
that's in the wrong, and I think a lot of this has come from the message the
government has launched. Heads and teachers are experiencing accusa-
tions by pupils against staff. Even in primary schools, children will say 'You
can't touch me, I'll have the police on you.' I might just be somebody going
to pick a child up off the floor. Now I don't ever remember this 20 years
ago, and this is becoming quite a major problem. And they're going to have
to make some amendment to it. (What's this, the Children Act?) Yes. For
instance, if a child makes an accusation against any member of staff of a
sexual nature, then automatically that member of staff has to be suspend-
ed from school, and it can take up to a year for that case to be dealt with.
There have been cases recently where they have been cleared, but this
doesn't mean anything, because they can no longer remain at that school,
their careers have been tarnished, so there's always this feeling of appre-
hension now about how you deal with children. I still, if a child is distressed,
put my arm around that child to comfort it, and the minute I can't do that
as a person, then I will give up this headship. I shouldn't do it I suppose,
but if I see a child in distress, a 5 or 6 year old . . . now these are the extra
pressures that are put on people. I tell members of staff now never be in
the room alone with certain children. These are all the extra pressures that
make you work harder, because you're having to look at strategies, make
sure your policies and procedures are in order and that at no minute dur-
ing the day can you lapse.

AM: What's your vision for the school, and how have you tried to achieve this?
MG: Creating the best working atmosphere I can for the children and offering

them values where they will appreciate other people, recognize the contri-
butions they can make both within the school and hopefully as they get
older, within the community.

AM: How do you try to do that?
MG: I suppose first of all by example, but at the very bottom is to treat the chil-

dren with respect to start with, and from that I have encouraged both
teaching and non-teaching staff to react in the same way. There's so many
different aspects, like fairness for instance, and I suppose you have to put
into place values, and once you've got your values in place where every-
body is equally important within the establishment and treated fairly, you
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then look at how you can develop within the school other attributes. One
of the ways we have succeeded in this school is valuing children's work and
the display and the feel of the place. We try to make it a welcoming place.
Why are we making it welcoming? Because we want parents to come and
enjoy being in the school. We want children in the school to feel good about
it, safe and secure, so they have the opportunity to develop their qualities,
and then in an informal way you start putting procedures and strategies
into place. There are so many aspects to it, I could go on for hours. It's
how you work with your management team and how you work with your
staff and other people to develop the ethos of the school.

AM: That's the next question really. How do you manage people?
MG: Talking about shared values sounds quite glib, but if you come into a school

as a head, those are the things you have to establish. On a simple thing to
start with and then develop further as you become a more collegiate staff.
You don't start off being collegiate. When I first started here they weren't
used to staff meetings, so the idea of anyone making a contribution was not
the norm. I had to put strategies into place and I suppose that's why I said
I can be quite Machiavellian, because I would deliberately, in the nicest
sort of way, ask somebody for their comments by referring back to some-
thing that they were doing in their classroom. I would say you were doing
this, would you like to share your ideas with us? It is manipulative perhaps.
But once they have gained that confidence then they become committed,
and they want to contribute. But you have to set up the strategy in the first
place, so that people feel valued, feel they are listened to and that their con-
tribution is as important as the head's.

AM: Where did you start from with your values? If you say to a group of teachers I would
like all the children to be treated equally, then most teachers would agree withyou, but
in fact in their practice or in the way the school is organized there may be things that deny
that aspiration.

MG: Occasionally maybe I'll notice that a member of staff is making too many
comments about one particular child, and his or her lack of success. Obvi-
ously then, at some stage or other, I will intervene. Depending on the
circumstances you can intervene in a careful way that makes them think
perhaps they have gone overboard a bit too much. But every situation is
different, which is why I say you have to be perceptive, you have to choose
the moment and it's got to be a time when you don't belittle them in front
of other people in the process. Maybe at the end of the day they will think
just a little differently about the way they are treating that child. For exam-
ple, if they are always complaining about a child, I'll say well, why is that
child acting like that? What are the problems she is experiencing to make
her behave in such a way? I think with 99.9 per cent of the children we are
dealing with, if we look at them sympathetically and try to find out what
the problem is, we can help them.

AM: So you don't feel you've had major problems with particular staff? I don't want you to
be specific about a clash of values, where people have rejected your values.
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MG: Some people I have had to work harder with. For example, one of the
teachers didn't value art, she was very much the academic, intensive with
words and writing, but in terms of children being creative, she was creative
with music but couldn't be with art, and I think that's because she had a
particular blockage about art herself. Over a period of time working with
her, any time that she put up a particular artistic work I would make a
point of praising it in front of the children, in front of her and eventually
she changed completely. One of the things she said when she went for her
deputy headship was how much her views in that period of two years had
changed in terms of valuing children's work and putting it up on display,
and that took me two years to work through with her. You find it's not so
much clashes with heads, because staff don't operate that way; but at times
if one teacher feels aggrieved he or she will get other staff alongside them
in a supportive role. I've always found that I'll wait and see how things
develop and then decide how I'm going to intervene.

For example, on one occasion a teacher had a particular view on some
issue and she was trying behind the scenes to build up people's support of
her. After a period of time I spoke to her directly and said that, although
I appreciated what she was saying, I had to consider the benefit to the
school as a whole and I appreciated her feelings but on this occasion I had
to make a decision that everyone would benefit from, not just her. So I
would do that in a quiet sort of way with the person involved, but I would
also then explain the decisions to the staff as a whole. I suppose my way of
dealing with any conflict problems would be to deal directly with the mem-
ber of staff, but also explain to all staff what has happened and why it was
happening, because in a way that stops misguided support.

AM: How do you manage resources?
MG: It depends where you are within your current establishment as to how

you're going to spend them. In terms of management of money I've always
believed in telling people and sharing with them budget implications, so
they understand there are certain parts of budgeting and resourcing that I
have no control over. Again, it's the collegiate approach. You can't change
the cost of the staff unless someone leaves or someone's made redundant.
I can't make many changes in terms of running costs. I'll ask everyone to
help with saving the heating and electricity but it doesn't have much effect.
The remaining resources which I feel we will be able to redirect into areas
we've identified, we would manage as a whole staff. I would say to people,
this is how much we've got left, this is the funding we had in these partic-
ular areas last year, what are the priorities for this year which we have
identified in our school development plan, how are we going to share them?
One aspect of resource management that I find doesn't work is when they
are organized on the basis of each individual member of staff being given
an allowance of money, that to me is the most ineffective way. (Haveyou
tried that yourself?) I've been in establishments where that was the practice,
as it was when I came here.
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AM: So you give the money to curriculum leaders?
MG: Curriculum co-ordinators, yes. But curriculum co-ordinators have to con-

sult with staff as to what staff needs are in that particular curriculum area.
I think that works successfully. Whereas previously staff argued that the
infants have got this amount, so the juniors must have this amount, we now
look at the school as a whole and ask which is the priority area; or is there
a class which is short of specific items, especially in a growing school? And
the staff now are less selfish. I've managed to get cupboards emptied to
become part of central resources and that helped tremendously to start
with. And we've now got this resource room here and the spin-off from
that has been super, not only do we have the resource room here but often
in conversations I hear people say 'Have you seen this' or 'Would you like
to use this', or if somebody comes across a useful piece of resource they will
reproduce it for somebody else so you're losing that selfishness which I think
is quite prevalent in a lot of schools.

AM: What about basic classroom resources like pencils and paper; how are they distributed?
MG: They're ordered for the school as a whole. Everybody states their require-

ments for the year, and then they're given to those classes for the year. But
things like the art equipment that we order will go into the art stock cup-
board and people will help themselves when they need it. The exercise
books and the sorts of pencils that teachers want which are specific to your
needs within that classroom, come out as a global amount. We do very
carefully identify our priorities in terms of extra expenditure.

AM: Presumably there's a baseline that's fairly constant from year to year, number of books,
etc?

MG: Yes, but we've spent quite a lot of money on history, so in fact our history
resources are such that this year people have said that, in comparison to
other areas, don't let's spend money there, let's put it into other areas where
the need is greater.

AM: What part do you play in enabling more effective teaching and learning?
MG: When I first came here there was a lack of procedures, strategies, account-

ability, I had to put into place policies and procedures so that staff knew
what was expected of them. We've arrived at a situation where I've now
developed a culture where staff with curriculum responsibilities are begin-
ning to feel more confident and take on the responsibility for their
curriculum areas and work with other staff in ensuring the policies and
schemes of work that should be being worked are in place. At the same
time I'm now introducing a system where I go into each class each week
and concentrate on that specific class. I see the children's work, I see every
child in the class at work at a specific task, whatever the teacher's chosen
and at the same time I'm using that non-threatening opportunity to go
round talking to children, looking back on work seeing how they have pro-
gressed and so on. Instinctively I pick up how that class is operating, the
sort of levels of concentration within the class, even where the teacher is
talking about the children; the use of helpers; the displays on the walls, and
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then I give feedback to that member of staff at lunchtimes, I do it on a
Monday, so I spend part of Monday lunchtime giving them feedback. I
haven't got to the stage yet which I had in my other school where I do a
written feedback.

AM: So, it's one class a week you're going to do over the term?
MG: Yes.
AM: Do the teachers find that comfortable?
MG: They were very worried to begin with, because it was a school that had a

culture of closed doors, now the doors are open. I'm getting positive feed-
back from it now.

AM: How long have you been doing it?
MG: It must be a year now. I'm starting my third round of visits this term. I was

surprised at the fear of formal observation because I would wander round
the school and go into classes on an ad hoc basis.

AM: And this is quite independent of any observation that's done as part of appraisal?
MG: Yes. Absolutely. It's completely independent. And the spin-off that has

been very appreciated by the teachers is that the children love it, and now
they're used to me coming in and they've started to look back on their work
so that when I do come in they will say 'I have improved' - so it's a
lovely spin-off. I'm toying with the idea that from next September I may
have more of a formal feedback, something for them to keep, which I had
previously always done in my other headship. But again, it's being per-
ceptive enough to know what's right, what can provide a structure to build
on, rather than have negative vibes about the process.

AM: Do you look at people's schemes of work?
MG: Yes. We have detailed teacher planning and recording books - in those

there's the whole termly planning, the weekly planning and then the assess-
ment as well. (Assessment of what they've done?) Yes, there's all sorts of things
in there. The staff hand it in either Monday or Tuesday, I read it and pass
it back. That gives you a better indication of all the different things that
they actually respond to. The reading records, the school topic calendar
which is a two-year topic plan for the whole school. The termly topic plans,
which are individual to the class teacher, curriculum planning, English for
the disciplines for English, Maths and Science, they are in great detail.
That's the National Curriculum. I find that I work on a framework, then
offer it to staff for suggestion, improvement and changes. I find that because
of the pressures we're working under, if I waited for working parties to work
together to produce it in the first place before going to staff, the time delay
would be too great. But I'm hoping that perhaps next year other people
are going to come forward more, which was my original concept. They are
now coming forward with new ideas, but in a way I'm always pushing, all
the time. I found that our records before this weren't sufficiently rigorous.
Now I can see straight away where there is a gap or a problem, and I made
a joke about that in yesterday's staff meeting when we were discussing it,
saying how much clearer it is now to identify.
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I hope they are finding the same thing, areas which they are perhaps not
covering in as much depth as they should. All the areas that require week-
ly planning and curriculum co-ordinators' action are now identified in the
new sheet in which they state what they have been doing in terms of their
job. New National Curriculum annotation sheets have come from staff in
terms of the SATs developing, the easiest way of recording the levels that
children are working at in an assessment, if one class seems to have a spe-
cific special needs problem more than another and so on. These black
books are this year's invention and I feel they are a great improvement on
what we previously had, but previously there was nothing, so we're mov-
ing forward the whole time. Teachers didn't record in any formal way when
I first came. I'm positive that the quality and the variety of the material
being offered to the children is greater. But it needs a formal structure for
this to happen.

AM: So really that depends on them filling out the forms but are you able to monitor and assess
fairly quickly?

MG: Over a period of time you become thoroughly practised in noticing things.
And to be fair I would say that staff operate on different levels. I've had a
chat with one member of staff and said 'Look you're not being specific
enough. You're giving a sort of contents page, but if an outsider read it
they would not have an understanding of the level at which you are asking
the children to operate.' Now I would pick up on those points and I can
say in the nicest sort of way that I would expect to see an improvement the
next week.

AM: People would expect feedback, do you ever write comments or say anything to them?
MG: I found in the red book I wrote more comments than I do in this particu-

lar format. But for instance, if they're doing class assembly or something
like that I would give positive reinforcement and say how good it was. If
it's something of a sensitive nature where I would want more detail filling
in on the book I'm not sure I would want that permanently on record at
this moment.

AM: Can I ask how you manage external relations?
MG: My philosophy is that any contact with external agencies ought to be of a

positive nature. The school is part of the greater community and therefore
I want support but also I would expect the school to give something back.
Really the schools should be saying to the LEAs this is what the schools
need. On the other side of the coin there are certain aspects of personnel
and law and things of that nature where the LEA ought to be guiding the
schools. We try to involve the press as much as possible in the nicest way
possible. For these particular children it's always good to be seen in the
press. We've only had one case where we were involved with the press
because a parent made a complaint but the complaint wasn't upheld. The
press are very keen on anything like that but you just have to handle things
as sensitively as you can. The greater community, well we welcome peo-
ple into the school.
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We have a policy, again it's values isn't it, that if people help us we always
make sure that we thank those people.

For example, we were planting trees last week. The mums did an incred-
ible job with the extra ones that were left over on the following day. They
came in and dug all day, they were absolutely brilliant, so we bought them
a little plant each. They cost about £2 each to give to all those mums, but
those mums were so appreciative of them. They must have been digging
for six hours non-stop. (So they dug all the holes for the trees did they?) The chil-
dren planted the rest the day before but we had mums helping then, some
students came as well. We had Avon Wildlife Trust help us. It's a feeling
that everyone is trying to make their environment better, and anybody
who's willing to help is welcome. Another example: at my other school,
you wouldn't allow a pushchair in the building, under Health and Safety
Regulations, pushchairs just had to stay outside, but here I've given up
completely because I've realized that if the pushchair doesn't come in,
mum doesn't come in, so Health and Safety have gone by the board. In
the mornings it's a matter of who gets in first, the mums or the children,
but if the school appeared too threatening we would never have those
mums coming in, and we desperately need them to come in and feel sup-
portive of the school and not fearful of it, because some people have had
a bad experience of school themselves.

AM: Who manages you and to whom are you accountable?
MG: I'm accountable to the governing body, I'm accountable to the staff and to

the children in a way and the parents, and the LEA, but the LEA has less
power now and formal accountability is to the governors, but I don't feel
that, I feel there are other aspects of accountability.

AM: How do you enable others within the school to lead?
MG: I found that one of the most difficult tasks when I first became a head, was

delegating responsibility, and then perhaps finding that the way they were
delivering was not quite the way I would have delivered. I found that hard
to come to terms with. I think I've learnt through practice to compromise
on that, to try and ensure that enough discussion takes place before things
are delegated whether to the Senior Management Team or to the staff as
a whole, depending on what the outcome is, so that the person who's doing
it feels sufficiently secure in producing the best they can. I think I'm also
quite clever in that if somebody hasn't yet learnt the skills of presentation,
say in a written form, it may look scruffy and poorly presented. Before it
goes to the office we'll talk it through, I give them some suggestions, e.g.
how we can format it, so that when they present it to staff nobody's aware
of my influence or help, so that the member of staff who presents the doc-
ument gets all the praise and the appreciation.

AM: Do you check up on people informally?
MG: I think we've gone beyond that stage. I think we work so much as a team

that if anyone's experiencing difficulty they will actually come and ask for
help. And also we have the strategy of setting date-lines. I try to make sure
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that if I've got a date-line, I keep to it, so I set the example that if we have
deadlines we do actually fulfil them. This comes from thinking in terms of
structures, for instance the termly planner has got everything indicated on
there to be worked at. If we have to make changes then we discuss it as a
whole group, so that things are not allowed to drift too much.

AM: If I was working on a new English course which I was going to present to the staff, say
at an INSET day in the summer, would we set a date when I would discuss my first
draft with you?

MG: Yes, and it would perhaps be brought back to the SMT on a specific date.
For instance on Thursday of this week departmental meetings are planned
for next term. We've now got into a situation where departmental meet-
ings are minuted and dates set and those minutes are put up for all the staff
to see. It's having strategies in place. Everybody knows now the next staff
meetings that are taking place. We've got Jane next week, who's introduc-
ing history resources, then Simon is leading a science meeting which will
be looking at attainment target 1, so it's all set out. It's a big enough school
definitely to warrant it. Everybody for instance has the agenda for the staff
meeting in advance. It takes stress off staff but it also keeps us on target.
For instance, yesterday, I mentioned to all staff that it would be beneficial
to be looking at their SDP targets that they established last September,
which will be reviewed early next term, so I have already pre-warned them,
despite the fact that the review date is not until May or June.

AM: Is there any part of your work that you find particularly difficult or you don't like?
MG: I suppose certain parts of the role where you have to make decisions that

disappoint people, for example interviews, letting candidates know they
haven't been successful. You try to be official about it, but because you care
about people I find it's difficult when I have to reject somebody.

When I see some of the parents and the way especially the girls have been
dressed up to look like young ladies to attract the males, things like this upset
me. What does upset me, and it is upset rather than difficult, is case con-
ferences and child abuse and it's all those extra emotional things that I have
no control over. I can't stop them happening. All I can do is perhaps help
the situation in the care that we show for the children at school.

AM: What aspects of your work do you most enjoy?
MG: I think seeing the children, parents, governors and the staff feeling a sense

of achievement themselves, feeling that they have moved forward and
applied in what they're doing, but also they haven't got complacent in
thinking they have achieved everything. In a way I do drive that, this has
been a great success, so where do we go next, there's always that question
to ask. OK, we've achieved this, what's the next step?

AM: You must have tons of energy, do you find it very tiring?
MG: Draining, yes. There's been a high price to pay.
AM: You could say, I'm a very experienced head, this school's working very well, why not give

yourself a bit of a break and coast along for a bit?
MG: I couldn't do that, I'd rather give it up. I have a volatile establishment here,
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a minefield. The minute I coast the school will either remain static or start
going backwards. There are so many different incentives for the school not
to carry forward the minute I'm satisfied that everything's all right. It
sounds egocentric, it isn't actually.

AM: You don't seem to be short of ideas about where to go, which is another aspect of it.
MG: I have difficulty in thinking of where we are going to be in five years' time,

I feel that you plan for a year, and from what you've achieved in that year,
you plan the next stage forward. I think a five-year plan is too far in the
future because you're not dealing with an innate plant, you're dealing with
people the whole time, and the whole emphasis can change. What will we
be required to do in five years' time? Will we be all be wired up to com-
puters or what? You can see visions, but you can't plan in detail for those,
you've got to actually go through the staff and make sure the goals and tar-
gets you set are achievable ones.

The most awful part of the job when I first came was the children. They
didn't smile and they looked suspiciously at any visitor coming in. If you
tried to come in the door, you'd be knocked down by anyone coming out
or in the corridor, and things like this. When I now go around with visi-
tors, the children smile at visitors, in fact we've had to warn them about
opening the door and letting visitors in now.

AM: Is the term headteacher still an accurate description of what you expect of yourselves and
others expect of you? Is it time we joined the rest of the world and called our school lead-
ers principals?

MG: I'm not sure about that distinction to be honest.
AM: You called yourself the managing director.
MG: Yes, I know, but having worked in the States and seen. . . .
AM: You didn't tell me you'd worked in the States.
MG: Yes, I was Visiting Principal in Salt Lake City, Utah, I did an exchange for

a term. I was already a head then. . . .
AM: Were you in Essex?
MG: Yes, I was in Essex then. The principal I worked with was fascinating,

because she definitely was an administrator, there was no doubt about that
at all. And there also wasn't the commitment to the establishment because
they could be moved at any time to a different school and they were only
on three-yearly contracts and they had to be re-hired as well. I felt they
never became really attached to the school in the same way as we do in
England.

AM: You were saying that the actual job of being a headteacher has changed a lot since you
entered into it and it's expanded, what has been retained?

MG: Yes. I don't do supply cover any more, where I would have perhaps pre-
viously done in my first headship, but this is because of the nature of this
school. I don't have a set timetable to teach so this aspect of it has changed.
But I take things like assemblies, I can still go in a class and cover if there's
a meeting and things like that, but it's not on the timetable in the way it
was before. And now I think we're going to find as well that there are a
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number of good practitioners who will now never become heads because
they won't be able to cope with the administrative part of the job.

There's definitely a group of deputies who have seen the reality of being
heads and have decided not to take on the headship role. And there's also
the feeling amongst heads of departments that they already have enough
pressure. What is taking me away from being a classroom teacher, is par-
ents - parents expect the head to be a social worker, they're not coping
with their children so they're wanting advice. Social services and case con-
ferences, external meetings which actually keep you up-to-date, and then,
as we are a flourishing institution, we have students and all the implica-
tions of having students. Another change is governors, because although
it's now supposedly the governors who run the schools, in fact the extra
work that has been created for the heads - the duplication of work - is
tremendous.

AM: What do you mean by duplication, getting things ready for them?
MG: Yes. In fact you do all the work. The governors are completely happy about

the decisions you make, but you have to go through the formal procedure
of holding a meeting, calling all those people on sub-committees together
to go through and explain in detail a decision that you would have just
taken alone - I suppose it's accountability again isn't it?

AM: Have you faced any particular problems in your career because you are a woman?
MG: I always felt that in order to succeed I had to prove that I was better than

my male colleagues, particularly as I was a married woman with children.
I have never used my family as an excuse for not being able to do some-
thing but have worked hard so that my home life doesn't suffer.



CHAPTER 3

Rosemary Whinn-Sladden

In conversation with Viv Garrett

VG: Can I askyou first of all to reflect on your own education. Has this experience influenced
what you have tried to achieve as a teacher, and a headteacher?
I think it would be fair to say that it's influenced more the way I see myself
as a teacher than a headteacher. That's mainly because I can't remember
any contact with the headteacher at all in the infant school, although I can
remember the headteacher at the junior school. I can picture what he
looked like but can't remember anything he ever did.

Some of the things that have stuck in my mind are individual inci-
dents. It wasn't until I was in third year juniors that I can remember
the very first teacher who said 'If you don't understand something, come
out and ask.' I am amazed it took until then for anybody to say you were
allowed to do that: to leave your seat and speak without being spoken
to.

Another thing is that I have a love of stories and an appreciation of lit-
erature which I also developed about the third or fourth year juniors when
we were introduced to classics by this one teacher who was very keen and
her enthusiasm came across. I was taught to read by my grandmother
before I went to school. When I was about 3 or 4 I caught every childhood
ailment that there was so I didn't really go to school until I was about 6.
When I got there I could read fluently and this was not approved of. I did
not fit in and got into trouble several times for answering questions; for
example, I can remember once having to stand in the corner and face the
wall because we were supposed to be identifying initial letters and I had
read the whole word. That memory has always remained with me and I
knew I would never do that but I would always treat children as individu-
als and let them do the best they could whatever it may be.

The other thing was that I got measles and developed a squint and was
given the incorrect glasses and for years and years I couldn't see the black-
board so I used to guess what it said and make it up. Fortunately I was
reasonably bright but until I was 9 I didn't know what it really said. I am
now very fussy over where the children are sitting and whether they can

RWS:
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see and hear properly. We have so many children who can't hear in one
ear and I notice the teachers say 'Oh yes, oh yes, we'll let him sit here', and
then they don't. They just carry on and forget all about it. I've always tried
to make the children feel confident about what they are doing and I think
if they don't, if they can't see or they can't hear then that's a problem.

VG: What other experiences canyon remember?
RWS: We had one primary school teacher who took us on school visits and even

now all I know about farming is based on the one visit that I made to a
dairy. She made it exciting and she made it fun and whenever she did any-
thing like that or history or geography activities we enjoyed it. I do feel very
strongly that children should be allowed to enjoy their education and be
allowed to laugh. Children have a distinct sense of humour and they need
to be able to develop that.

As far as secondary school is concerned I had some good and some bad
experiences. The good ones were the subjects that I enjoyed. They tended
to be taught by the good teachers; I am convinced that I enjoyed the sub-
jects because the teaching was good. The bad experience was that for a
couple of years while I was at secondary school I had a very bad time at
home and I went from being in the top two or three in every subject to
being practically the bottom in every subject. Even now I am resentful of
the fact that nobody ever asked me why, nobody ever seemed to worry
about the fact that I had gone from being in what should have been the
high flying group to being at the bottom. I have always said that children
can't learn unless they are happy and everything is sorted and if they have
a problem you've got to sort the problem out. That's another thing that I
bear in mind now in dealing with children and having some sort of respect
for them.

VG: So when did you decide to become a teacher?
RWS: I always wanted to be a teacher except for a couple of years when I had

this deep desire to be a ship's engineer! My father was an engineer and I
spent a lot of time with him on the docks going round the boats from a very
early age and I loved it, but it was made very clear to me that that was not
an acceptable way forward for a girl and so I gave up the idea. I think I
would have made a very good ship's engineer and whether I would have
made as good an engineer as I am a headteacher, I don't know but I was
forced out of that one rather than giving it up voluntarily.

Then I went to secondary school and decided that I very definitely would
teach. I wanted to teach PE, Games and French because they were the sub-
jects I was good at. I never doubted I wanted to become a teacher until
several people who had been away to college came back to teach at my
grammar school and I panicked. I suddenly had a vision of my life of never
setting foot outside the one school, going away for three years or however
long it was and coming back and doing and knowing nothing else, so I gave
up the college place. The school was not happy, my family weren't very
pleased but said it was up to me. So I went to the careers guidance teacher
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who had nothing to offer because in those days you either went to univer-
sity or teacher training college, or you didn't exist! Then I applied to the
Civil Service because I couldn't think of anything else to do and I worked
there for four years. However, after about two years, I realized that it
wasn't what I wanted to do and I did want to teach and it took me anoth-
er two years to get into teacher training college. I was fortunate enough to
go to a college for mature students which was brilliant. I don't know how
well I would have coped at that time if I had been sitting in with 18 year
olds, because the difference is so great once you have left home and start-
ed work. By this time I was married anyway, so I did the three years at
teacher training college and I chose primary because I had also decided by
that time that I did not want to work with older children. The junior age
range seemed to be what was particularly wanted, and that's what I did.

When I left college I was lucky that it was still in the days when you got
a job straight away. I got my first job in a school with a very interesting
staff. They had a very rigid way of working, very formal. The kindest thing
the headteacher ever said to me was that I stuck out like a sore thumb.
They did not like any deviation from the work cards that were set for every
subject in the curriculum. My habit of taking children out of the classroom
to do different things was not actually approved of. I didn't think he was a
good head and, if anything, the one thing I learned from him was what not
to do. I can't remember anything he did that I thought about and said Til
do it that way', but it was an interesting grounding. He seemed to special-
ize in making his staff unhappy and playing off one member of staff against
another and I have always gone out of my way not to do that. I don't think
it is the head's job to do that - I think the head's job is the opposite.

VG: How many schools did you work in before you became a headteacher?
RWS: I stayed at my first school and got a scale 2. They were given out . . . I'd

like to think I got it on meri t . . . I did deserve it but I didn't get it because
I deserved it, I got it because I had been there next longest and all scaled
posts were given out in order of seniority. There was one scale point going
in May and that went to the girl who started in September and there was
one going in June and I had started in January so that became mine. I got
it for environmental studies and language development, but in fact I did
PE and Science. I have no idea why they gave it me for one thing when I
did another but that was how it worked. I then took a sideways move to
another school in a very deprived area of Doncaster working for a head
who everyone called 'Mad Keith'. He was brilliant - he didn't want to
know anything about what happened in the classroom, didn't want any-
thing to do with the children, didn't want anything to do with the parents,
but it was a very happy school to work in. It was a mixed staff with a lot of
men which is something I wasn't used to. This was a first to middle school
and I taught reception and was Head of Science at the same time. When-
ever I went to liaison meetings with the other primaries at the secondary
school, they couldn't cope with the fact that I taught reception and Sci-
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ence. I worked there for two years and then there were six deputy head-
ships advertised and I applied for all six.

At that time the local authority said you couldn't visit a school before
you applied for a job; you could only go and look round the school if you
were short-listed and then invited. I was short-listed for a group 2, (3.5
teachers), school. I rang up to see if I could look round and was told that
we were all to go at 4 o'clock, not a minute before. I parked outside until
4 o'clock came round and went in and was informed that they had been
waiting for me because everybody else had arrived early! So that set the
scene. I went to look round the school with the head and thought it was
the worst school I had ever seen in my life! I decided as I looked round that
I couldn't possibly work with this headteacher. His views were so unlike
mine that I really didn't want the job, but I didn't expect to get it because
I felt the system was that you got on the rota and had so many interviews.
Eventually if you were lucky enough it was your turn to get the job. What
upset me was that a woman, who I did not rate too highly, was also up for
interview and I desperately didn't want her to get the job, even though I
didn't want it. I was very upset about it all and wished I hadn't applied but
it was too late and I felt really ill the following day. I had been awake all
night worrying about it but I knew I had to have a good interview and I
did. There were sixteen governors there - it was a church school - and the
head and the adviser. I didn't understand half the questions the head and
the adviser asked me and said so. They appointed me because they thought
I could stick up for myself. And so I got the job.

I went to see the headteacher afterwards to talk about what my respon-
sibilities would be and first of all was told that I would have 38 first and
second year children - this would be reception and Yl s together. The other
full-time teacher would have 24 children and he would have 18. But how-
ever it worked out I had 38, she had 24 and he had 18. He said I wasn't
to worry about curriculum areas or responsibilities as a deputy because he
didn't really want me, he didn't need a deputy. If I just looked after the
children in my classroom and didn't cause any problems, after two years
he would give me a good reference and I could go and work somewhere
else! That was before I had even started.

VG: Who appointed you to that school, the LEA?
RWS: The governors. It was a church school with only one rep. from the LEA

and so all the governors turned up and they made the appointment. The
head had been there twelve years, having been a deputy in a middle school
before that. The deputy I replaced had been there 24 years. The other full-
timer had been there 18 years and the part-timer had been there 11 years.
The full-timer had responsibility for girls' games and playing the piano for
the infants, that was all she did; the part-timer didn't have any responsi-
bilities because she was part-time; and the head didn't have any
responsibilities because he was the head, so I got the rest of it!

VG: So how many years were you there?
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RWS: Four. For the third year he had a lot of time off because his wife was very
ill and then he retired on medical grounds, so I had a spell of acting head
for the third year which was very useful, except that he was still in post and
came in for part of most days so in fact I couldn't do anything because he
was always there. But I did learn how to walk on cracked eggs and I learned
diplomacy because it was extremely difficult; so, although I hated it and
did not enjoy working there at all, I learned a lot. I learned a lot of skills
that have been useful to me.

VG: Didyou then move to a headship?
RWS: Yes. I had one last year at that school when the headship was advertised

and I didn't get it. Then I applied for the only job I have wanted in my life
which was in a very deprived area. At the time I was working in the Youth
Service and I had worked in this particular area, which was a dockland
area with a lot of problems.

VG: You were working in the Youth Service as well?
RWS: Yes, mainly because I got divorced and needed the money. So I did sev-

eral nights a week working in the Youth Service and that was very helpful.
I applied for this job as a head and got it. That was in 1986, so it was at
the time when heads were still doing what they were supposed to be doing
which was managing the curriculum and managing the education of chil-
dren.

VG: Did you feel that your experience as a deputy head, albeit in a none too easy situation,
was good preparation?

RWS: Yes I am sure it was. It not only taught me things I didn't want to do, but
I learned to curb my tongue which I am not naturally talented at. I learned
to persuade people to do things that I wanted them to do in different ways.
It wasn't a school where you could sit in the staffroom and say this would
be best for the children because that wasn't a criteria, so you had to find
other ways of persuading people to do what you thought was right. And I
also had the most militant NUPE caretaker I ever met and I learned a lot
from him. We ended up very good friends but, during that first year, how
I avoided 15 or 16 complaints procedures about the water or clay work I
don't know! But again it was good experience for dealing with people.

VG: So you started your first headship in September 1986. How long did you stay?
RWS: I stayed for three years. I originally had in mind that I would stay there for

six or seven years, working on the principle that HMI said you were at your
most effective between four and seven years. It was certainly a school that
needed turning round. It was a first school with about 170-180 children,
plus a 39-place nursery. I had an additional community teacher and a com-
munity nursery nurse which was helpful, although they weren't actually
being used when I got there, and we had to develop the roles. But it was a
good school to go to in that you couldn't go far wrong. There was a lot of
scope. But I had never come across a school where the staff themselves felt
so undervalued and inferior and yet they were wonderful, but they really
needed the chance to believe in themselves. I was fortunate in that I had
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the chance to appoint my own deputy. That was tremendous because I
knew the person I wanted and I rang this woman up. I had worked with
her years before. She was not a close friend of mine and it was at least a
couple of years since I had spoken to her. I just rang up and said 'I want
you to come and look at this job.' She came and had a look and agreed
with everything that I said about the school. We went round on a Satur-
day when there was nobody about and she applied for and got the job. I
knew she was the right person and I wanted her for her ability to be a good
deputy. A good deputy has to be able to fit between the head and the staff
and wear both hats with ease and I knew she could do it. I knew she could
support people and I knew she was one of the best teachers I had ever
worked with. I needed a good teacher to raise everybody else's expecta-
tions and that's what really made it for me. You can say what you like about
the qualities of a headteacher and I have read an awful lot about the value
of good leaders but you do need a good deputy. If you have a bad one you
really are up against it but if you have a good one they are doing half the
work for you. It makes such a difference.

VG: So, after three years, what happened then?
RWS: The local authority decided to re-organize from first, middle, secondary to

infant, junior or primary schools and one secondary school. I found that
out after I had been in post for a month. 'Hello, welcome, we are going to
close your school' was roughly how it was worded! My school was on the
list of those that were not going to be re-opened and it was very much into
the melting pot. Now about this time I had also taken over as the area NUT
secretary, simply because nobody else would do it and I have always been
a mug for things that nobody else would do. This put me onto the teach-
ers' panel which was negotiating the agreements for the re-organization
and that was wonderful. That gave me the opportunity to take part in for-
mal negotiations on a level that I had not been used to and that raised my
view of myself, it raised my standing in the area and it certainly broadened
my view of education. I had always felt that I had a fairly national view. I
had always read a lot; in fact I was the only person who ever took the Times
Ed. home! This really gave me the chance to operate on a different level
and I found that I was not afraid of dealing with the 'authorities' and was
quite happy to deal with people.

But one thing I did learn from that experience was that I found that local
authority officers frequently had difficulty dealing with women and par-
ticularly women in positions of authority. I was not only a headteacher but
I was sitting on a negotiating panel with clout, because you have a lot of
clout when you have that membership behind you. It was then that I first
began to notice how differently I could be treated on some days sitting
round a table. I would say that 'I think we should this, this and this' and
they would talk it over for ten minutes and then a man would say 'I think
we should do this and this, I think we should take that up', and they would
all agree. Eventually I learned to say 'Excuse me, but that's exactly what I
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said here ten minutes ago.' They didn't like being told, but I did notice it
more and more, especially when you were often not allowed to finish your
point. If a man interrupted they would stop and listen but I had to get in
almost physically. I have since learned a number of actions in order to be
able to put my point forward. This was something that I realized then and
I have noticed it frequently since, as a woman headteacher.

VG: But you were able to influence what happened. Did the school eventually close?
RWS: Yes it did, but I was able to influence how teachers were treated, how the

jobs were allocated. I think that I did a lot to ensure that teachers were
treated with respect throughout the re-organization and that they were
treated fairly and knew exactly what was happening and why it was hap-
pening. I think everything has to be fair and it has to be seen to be fair and
I think that's probably been my biggest concern in education. I like things
to be right, and then nobody can argue about it.

So after the three years I didn't apply for my old job because I thought
the new school was going to be a primary school. Although they were mov-
ing premises, it was still going to be a Group 4 which was what it had been
when I started with 249 children. Had it been 250 children it would have
been a Group 5! I was resentful of this because I thought it was a device
on the part of the local authority to pay the head less and I felt that with
all the problems at this particular school it merited additional pay for the
head. It really was the hardest place I have ever worked in but I loved it.
I thought it was absolutely wonderful there but it was hard work. If I had
decided to stay at the new school for five to seven years, I would then have
been in the same place for rather a long time. I didn't really want to work
at any of the other schools in the area but I opted for the biggest split site
school with lots of potential. It was a Group 5 to start with but ready to be
a Group 6. It is a Group 6 now.

The first year was a transitional year so I spent one year at the first school
with only three of the existing staff and five temps who had never taught
primary before. For a year that was horrendous because I was also given
one member of staff specifically because he was failing where he was and
they wanted me to look at his competence. I had already, in my first head-
ship, had one teacher who was failing and had started disciplinary
procedures for incompetence and this was going to be my second. Well I
did start it but he was moved on after a term, for which I was extremely
grateful. It is not something I would recommend to anybody. So I had this
one year with all these new people with whom I worked very hard and then
they all left except one and I got a completely new staff apart from this one.
And I got the primary school which was the first school building . . . and
the middle school building . . . and all these new people . . . and most of
the same children . . . and a 39-place nursery which was new! I have been
there now . . . this is my fifth year . . . which worries me. It worries me
dreadfully because I am supposed to be at my most effective now! I really
am beginning to get into a state of panic because I am not sure that if HMI
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came to look at what I was doing they would think I was at my most effec-
tive.

VG: Let's talk about that now. What do you mean by effective?
RWS: What I would really like to provide is quality teaching and I put quality

teaching before quality learning because you can't get the quality learning
without the quality teaching. I see the way to get quality education as being
a dramatic improvement in the quality of the teaching in the school. I want
the children's education to be good. It's the only chance they get and I want
it to be really memorable. I want them to be able to do their best. I don't
want any child coming out of school and looking back on it and thinking
'If only . . . ' 'If they had let me do this . . .' 'If they had pushed me a bit
harder at that. . .' 'If they had understood . . .'. I realize it's a very high
standard to set. I have an assigned adviser - we all have an assigned advis-
er in my local authority - who frequently tells me that my standards are
too high. I don't think they are too high. You have to know where you are
going. I know how far away some days I am from it but I do think that chil-
dren deserve the best and I think that's what I get paid for. I also think
that's what teachers get paid for and sometimes they forget it.

VG: How do you ensure that your staff have the same philosophy?
RWS: Mainly by drawing their attention to it. I spend a lot of time saying 'Of

course we do this, don't we?' rather than 'You are not doing that, are you?
I want it done.' There have been times when I have had to say to people
'I don't want to see that child sitting here.' I can remember hating it if I
was ever picked on for something good or bad -1 can remember how badly
I felt about being isolated or identified as having a problem with my work.
Teachers are very good at picking on certain children and as a head if I
see the same child twice I notice, if I see them three times I notice more,
and if I see them a fourth time I want to know exactly why because I can't
see that there is any need for it. You should be solving the problem, not
simply picking on them. I have a lot of old-fashioned teachers at my school
who were brought up in the days where you always made children stand
out rather than deal with the problem.

VG: So how do you go about trying to achieve effectiveness?
RWS: Well I do it differently now than I did in my first headship and I am not

sure whether it's been a change for the better or whether it's simply cir-
cumstances that have created it. In my first headship I seemed to have a
lot more time. I talked a lot more and I listened a lot more. I used to spend
far more time wandering from class to class. I'd get to the end of some days
and not feel I'd done anything but I could see the difference the following
day when something altered. With it being now such a big school (I have
15 classes at the moment), it is virtually impossible to get round everybody
and I miss that terribly. I miss trying to make the time to talk to teachers
about their teaching and about their children and about what they are
doing. I feel that I can influence them because they do listen to what I say
because I am the Head. They listen because you have status and they know
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I can do it and often they can't talk to each other in the same sort of way.
I think some teachers lack confidence and they need the confidence to try
things and to know that you are not going to come round and say 'Why
are you doing that?'

Time is one of the big problems and at the moment I tend to do a lot
more talking to groups: there's a lot more influence through staff meetings
and meetings with groups of teachers. I find I can be very effective if I am
working with a smaller group, say one of the wings (we have these two
buildings: Key Stage 1 in one building and Key Stage 2 in the other). Or
what's best is a group of like-minded teachers but it is taking me longer and
it's harder work than it was. I also think there has been so much change
since we re-organized because a lot of the teachers had never taught pri-
mary. I have, for example, two domestic science teachers who had never
taught more than 12 in a class and had never taught anything other than
domestic science unless they were covering for somebody and they were
given the book! And to suddenly get 30 children and ten subjects of the
National Curriculum was a big difference! The fact that they can now teach
ten subjects plus all the rest of it is quite an achievement and yet I am still
looking at the quality. If we are inspected, OFSTED are not going to say
'Oh well I see you have got two domestic science teachers who have only
been doing this for four years.'

I think the amount of work that I have to do that takes me away from
managing the curriculum is to the detriment of education. I think that's
what has happened to a lot of heads. A lot of heads try and do more teach-
ing because that's their way, but I don't see myself as achieving progress
through more teaching. If I am demonstrating or working with a teacher
looking at a particular area, and that has an effect, then all well and good,
but it's in my management of their work that I think I can make a differ-
ence.

VG: So what sort of leader would you say you are? What are your hey values? You've already
mentioned respect.

RWS: There are two things: fairness is the first thing and I think fairness as far as
children are concerned and fairness as far as staff are concerned. Staff do
not react well to thinking that there are a favoured few on the staff. We
have to always be seen to treat everybody fairly. I think I am quite an under-
standing person in that I feel, just as I feel if the children have a problem,
that if a member of staff has a problem they have enough on their plate
without me adding to it. There have been a lot of occasions when staff have
had serious difficulties and I feel it is my job to help them through it and I
think that is very important.

I think respect is important and so is equality. I have a big staff and they
are mostly all brilliant and some of my best staff are non-teaching staff.
Some of my teachers used to teach in schools where non-teaching staff were
not allowed in staffrooms. They were not considered to be an equal part
of the school and yet you cannot move a school forward without everybody
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pulling together. This view of everybody going in the same direction and
planning the future together is so important. When we have meetings,
everybody comes: the governors come, the non-teaching staff come, it
doesn't matter whether they are non-teaching assistants, teachers' aides,
nursery nurses, whatever, they are all there. They can all be listened to and
they all have a contribution to make. That has always been my view and
it's taken some getting there. It's the same with parents. We have a lot of
parents working in school. You've got to listen when they have got some-
thing to say because otherwise they go away and you've lost them.
Everyone has to know where we are going. This has meant that everybody
has worked on the school development plan, for example. We have done
a lot of working together as a whole site with the governors, etc., but we
have also done a lot of breaking down into smaller groups. This means
everybody, so every group has a cross-section of the school population in
it working on different aspects and then bringing it back to talk to every-
body else and that has worked extremely well.

VG: So everyone feels some ownership?
RWS: Yes, and it has to be everybody. What I think we need to look at next is

more of a contribution from the children because at the moment we are
only getting that from small defined areas, safe areas where criticism will
not come through. We could get beyond this. We can say 'Let's look at
how it is and let's see what we can do to make it better.'

VG: Do you think it is harder now to be an effective leader than it used to be?
RWS: Very much so. The workload is phenomenal. Whatever they say about

devolving more and more of the budget into schools they are devolving
more and more work and I object to the fact that a lot of it is work the local
authority already do. I'll give you an example. I get a lot of paperwork
which I don't deal with. I am not the most efficient paperwork person, par-
ticularly if I don't fancy doing it or I don't think it is important. I thought
it was daft doing salary assessments because they have got all this infor-
mation on forms at the office and I thought they should do it. So I kept
putting it off and putting it off and they kept ringing up and I kept saying
it's getting closer, it's on my desk at the moment, or whatever. Eventually
they sent me the assessments, two years worth at once. Now my argument
is that there is a chap sitting somewhere, who rang me up, and who has
now done the job for me. He's probably done it in 20 minutes at the most.
Why didn't he do that in the first place? Why did they ask me to do it? Why
aren't they doing that for all schools? Why are they giving stuff like that to
headteachers? That's not myjob. Yes, the governors have to approve salary
assessments but all I want to know is where there's a problem. I get very
upset that they are palming off paperwork where they have all the infor-
mation and they can look it up on computer. So why give it to me to do?
I am supposed to be managing the teaching and learning, the efficiency,
the management and everything on the OFSTED list. I am paid to do that
so why do I have to fill in forms for somebody?
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VG: How can you ensure that you continue to be an effective leader in spite of these difficul-
ties? What sort of strategies do you use?

RWS: One of the things that I am doing at the moment is 'Investors in People'.
This is staff-development based so it fits in beautifully with my view of how
things should be and how to move things forward, because I do feel so
strongly that you move a school forward through the staff, children and
parents. You have to ensure you include everybody, as it's fatal to forget.
The emphasis on staff development and quality, in order to progress the
school's aims and objectives, gave us opportunities. It has given us the
opportunity to look at how far we have come since we opened, to look very
carefully at where we are now, where we are going, and how exactly we
are going to get there by improving ourselves, each other and the input
that the children are getting from different sources. It also gave us a chance
to reaffirm the fact that everybody is involved.

We started off by having the whole school together including mid-day
supervisors, the lollipop lady, caretaker, the governors, everybody . . . in
fact, if anybody was walking past, they were just about drawn in! We
worked together as a large group but kept breaking down into smaller
groups which included everybody. I put people in charge of each group in
turn and the first thing they had to ensure was everybody had the oppor-
tunity to put an opinion forward and that everybody's opinion was written
down. Therefore if one of the mid-day supervisors suddenly got a bee in
their bonnet about something you made it important. Now I mention mid-
day supervisors for two reasons: one is that they feel under-valued, they feel
they are on very different levels from the rest of us and they also have this
vision of teachers being in some way superior. Now there is this problem
about teachers feeling superior; the majority of teachers feel they are gen-
uinely better than everybody else on the staff, including nursery nurses who
have probably spent as much time in college as they have and are better
at certain areas than they are. I could never run a nursery unless I had a
damn good nursery nurse there. Mid-day supervisors might not have had
the same opportunities to go to college. So the process was good in that the
teachers had to make the effort to include people that they perhaps didn't
feel ought to be in that group, and allow them to make decisions about
important things like the curriculum. They not only have the right, but
they have a lot to offer. So that was the starting point for it. It's been bril-
liant because of the willingness of other staff to contribute and a recognition
of the fact that we are all in it together. If one area fails we all fail, and that
is quite an interesting view.

VG: How long have you been involved in 'Investors in People'?
RWS: We signed the paper before the summer holidays 1994 and we are aiming

to complete by the end of 1995. We are taking it fairly steadily. I have
learned over the years to decide how long I think something is going to
take and double it, because I am extremely impatient and you can't rush
these things.
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VG: How much is it costing you as a school?
RWS: We are hoping for a grant from the TEC which will cover the £500 that

we have to pay. We have been allocated a certain amount of time by our
consultant who happens to be our school-assigned adviser. Now that's very
interesting in that a lot of schools don't want their assigned advisers who
are closely involved in what they are doing, because they think it better
that they don't know everything that is happening. I am painfully honest
about things at times. I see no point in hiding where we are or what we are
doing because I work on the fact that she is there to help. If she ever proved
disloyal to the school then I would certainly take exception to that but I
have to say she has been extremely supportive in working with us and I
think that's how it should be. She does not have an extensive background
in primary education but she is very good at staff development. That is
where her skills lie and from that starting point she has developed her
expertise by working with us and vice versa. In fact it has been a learning
process for the school and for her and she has been very helpful.

I would also like to say something about GNVQs. We are looking at
training our staff properly as far as 'Investors in People' is concerned and
we have ten non-teaching staff: mid-day supervisors, non-teaching assis-
tants and teachers aides, who are working on GNVQs related to the work
that they do. We have managed to get funding to pay for it and a member
of staff, who is a trained assessor, is assessing five staff and somebody is
coming from outside to assess the other five. We are becoming more and
more responsible for developing our own staff, and parents and voluntary
helpers as well. We are also offering placements to other people too. Again
it's back to the people, if you make the most of the people you get the best
of the children.

VG: What about teacher development?
RWS: We have a very good but different appraisal system. The local authority

appraisal system is set down and we follow the guidelines broadly but our
staff do not keep all the information to themselves. They decided that they
would all be appraised together, not in bits and pieces. There would be
equality of suffering (!) and they all selected areas of classroom managemen
to look at. They might be different subject areas perhaps, or different points
of view, but they all chose an aspect of classroom management with a view
to them coming back to the rest of the staff with what they had learned from
it. Anything good that came out of it they would bring back. In fact that has
been wonderful because they are a very open staff now. They talk to each
other about their strengths and their weaknesses, and they know where to
go to get help and that's been very positive. The authority are not entirely
happy with the system because they have this thing about confidentiality,
and also they can't get used to the idea of a whole staff working on an
appraisal together. It somehow doesn't have the ring of the authority's
guidelines but we are fulfilling the criteria in that it is seen in the light of
that teacher's personal development but it is also of benefit to everybody.
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We also have a deputy head responsible for staff development and he is
able to not only look at staff development in terms of the school's objec-
tives but in terms of a teacher's own potential and where they need to be
in the future. We also try and identify certain people who are interested in
promotion. At the same time we try and identify those people who are not,
but who want to be a good classroom teacher. If you are not careful the
emphasis on promotion can be crushing; people are pushed into it when
they don't want it and then fail, or the ordinary classroom teacher feels
devalued because they are not interested. We certainly, as a governing body
and as a staff, don't agree in paying people extra for excellent classroom
practice; but what we do pay for is when people do things over and above
the call of duty relating to their classroom practice which benefits the school
and benefits them.

VG: Do you think a lot of these things that you have been able to do, like IIP and GNVQ^
work because you are a bigger school?

RWS: Yes it works because we are a bigger school and it works because I am quite
a brave person. If I think it is worth having a go, the staff have confidence
that they can go ahead and do it. You can do anything if you put your mind
to it. Now there is one argument that says I shouldn't be spending my time
doing all this; I should spend more time doing what I say I am supposed
to be doing, which is looking at what the children are doing. But I think it
all benefits the children. I think if you improve the quality of adults around
them and improve what's there for them and make them feel genuinely
valued, and their parents valued, then in fact children make more progress.

VG: Can I move on now to external relations? How do you manage those?
RWS: We have a thriving 'Education Business Partnership' link. We have just set

up a group in the area for looking at 'Education Business Partnership',
funded by the TEC, and there are a number of heads and teachers on that
now with a number of local firms. We have made a lot of progress in look-
ing at primary schools and how they develop their business links because
we feel very strongly that by the time children get to secondary school it is
too late. They already have decided what they can and can't do, what they
want to do and what they don't want to do, so we have to get in early, and
we have developed a lot of links with the primary sector. We have a mem-
ber of staff with responsibility for the partnership and I am on the steering
group anyway, and it has a lot of spin-offs for us as far as the curriculum
is concerned.

We have good links with most areas of the community, including all the
churches which we rotate because we don't want to be seen as looking to
one church in particular. We have good links with other schools but I think
that is due to the re-organization. We set up a heads and deputies group
when we re-organized and we have stuck together. We have a 'do' at the
end of every year and we try to support each other. We are trying to get
away from the view of competition that a lot of schools have. It's a small
area and there will be competition but we have got to get on. Often it has
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been very helpful in our relationship with the local authority because we
stand together. We are known as the 'Goole Mafia'!

VG: What aspect of your role do you most enjoy?
RWS: I like being in charge. I'm sure this is one of the seven deadly s ins . . . I love

being the head. I absolutely love being the head. I love being able to do
things and see something happen. I have always been a lousy Indian and
I have always known I was going to be a head. I have never, even when I
went to college, doubted that I was going to be a headteacher. I simply
knew I was going to be a headteacher and I enjoy it. I love walking round
the school when it's full and when it's empty. I look round and I think,
'Look at that, I did that.' All right, I might not personally have done it, but
I got it done. I look at the improvements in the way staff are working and
I think, 'I did that.' All right, not single handed and not without everybody
working together, but where else can you have a job where, whatever you
do, a little wave just gets bigger. I love it when the kids come up with things.
I have an open-door policy with children which means they can come and
see me any time they want to for anything. It's amazing the odd problems
that crop up that you didn't know about until a child tells you. Children
find it easy to accept that they can walk straight in. I do keep the door open
- it's very rarely closed - but if it's closed it means that I am there with
somebody. That is lovely because they trust me to do it and I think that's
good. I just enjoy it very much.

VG: Who do you feel you are responsible to?
RWS: That's a really interesting question. If you had asked me when I started as

a head I would have said the local authority first and that I work in part-
nership with my governing body and the parents and the rest of it. Now
I do not think that I am responsible to the local authority at all. My gov-
erning body are my employers. They are the people who are responsible
for everything I do. More and more I am coming round to the fact that
there are very few aspects of the local authority that I personally need as
a head or as a school. I never thought I would get to this point but I do
feel that anything I want I can buy in. This has come to a head recently
because we are possibly changing local authorities because of the restruc-
turing of Humberside. Now if we change authorities we will be losing
certain things. It is likely if we go into a small unitary authority we are
going to end up all being grant maintained because there isn't a way for-
ward otherwise. This may be heresy or it was until Tony Blair sent his
child to a grant maintained school. However, I would miss the area finance
officer because you can ask her a question and she goes whizzing through
the machine and out pops the answer. But I suppose I could buy that in
from somewhere, plus the fact that my secretary is doing an accounts
degree at the moment. That was part of the staff development in the school
objectives.

VG: Are you paying for that or is she?
RWS: No, we pay for everything if it's for the benefit of the school. I don't allow
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staff to fund their own development if it is in any way going to benefit the
school and I give her the time off to do it. I have several nursery nurses
who are doing the advanced course; I give them time off to compensate for
the fact that they are working in the evening because I think it is too much
otherwise. They do have all the extra work to do. The same applies to the
secretary.

VG: Let's go back to the question of responsibility.
RWS: I feel most responsibility to the governors. They in turn are taking on more

and more responsibility because I am working with them both as individ-
ual governors and in groups on different aspects of the school and school
development with a view to increasing their understanding of what we are
doing and where we are going. They have got to be involved in those deci-
sions and not just ratify something that I say, because that would be too
easy.

VG: You've spoken about formal responsibility but from a lot of other things you have been
saying I would say that you have a very strong personal accountability to the children,
about making a difference to their lives.

RWS: Yes, and that is supported by the governors. If you asked them what we
were there for they would all instantly say 'the children'. There would be
no doubt about that. They have been known to give me a hard time over
certain things but that is fair because I give them a hard time over things.
We do work together, very much so, and that's good.

VG: Do you think 'headteacher' is still the correct term? Do you wish to use a different name?

RWS: I think 'principal' is quite a good term in that it doesn't imply that I am
simply a senior teacher and I am not anymore. I can teach but I can turn
my hand to anything. The headteacher is a 'jack of all trades' and that
includes fixing the toilet when it overflows. I am not being facetious. I have
never met a head yet who hasn't fixed the ballcock when it's required, but
head of the teachers I am not. When you look at our school I am the head
of the people there and the children and the whole school community
which is completely different. I think 'principal' has a ring about it that
implies that you are head of everything, that's it's all your responsibility
and you are in charge of it. You don't have to say 'Well actually, that's not
my bit - it's all your bit.'
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Keith Bovair

In conversation with Steve Rayner

SR: Please describe Durants, your present school.
KB: Durants School is an all-age school for children aged 5-19 and a Group

size 2 - what was an old 3S with 120 pupils in the school. It provides for a
variety of need but in the main for moderate learning difficulty (MLD).
There's about a 15 per cent ratio of emotional and behavioural difficulty
but that is a secondary aged related problem and is actually part of the
learning difficulty the children are experiencing.

SR: What is your vision for the school?
KB: It's an all-age school. I see it changing focus to becoming a Secondary Cen-

tre - changing the title from Special School for MLD - and changing into
a mind-set about it being a school that works intensively with individual
needs. People come to us through the admissions procedure which
describes the type of individuals we can work with in this setting and it's
always the professionals who are trying to get placements. They therefore
should know how to approach us through the admissions policy without
'approaching' the label of the school. I think that's one thing, the other, is
also to make it [the school] more proactive in contributing to the greater
good of the local community. It has to be more than just a school centre
and I see elements of research, development, initial teacher training, train-
ing of probationers, induction courses, and post to post exchange with other
teachers, offering opportunity to develop skills, working intensively with
individual children. I see it working for student placements, at a variety of
levels, to give them that experience. I see this development possibly link-
ing into adult literacy projects and programmes which with materials
developed in the centre could actually extend these programmes.

SR: That sounds exciting, how do you go about achieving it?
KB: Well what I've been doing is starting dialogues with schools in the area,

taking a look at what their perceived needs are, and having a dialogue with
officers in decision-making positions for handling the minimal finances
available, to show that this could actually maximize those minimal
resources. I'm having this sort of dialogue with them, looking at how we
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can have inclusive education which will involve the whole community.
There are elements of the school as it stands which can be based within
mainstream, to achieve greater access. We can reduce or avoid any later
stage of labelling, and provide a secondary type of setting where the place-
ments need to be transitional so that we can make that provision more
effective - or - in other words moving children through appropriate pro-
vision more flexibly.

The approach is not simply about physical resources or a traditional out-
reach arrangement. I think more in terms of dialogues with other heads of
primary schools and that we all see it as joint ownership, that there would
exist certain lines, there would be a line management arrangement but also
a sense of trading at some point, of expertise from the centre, to assist all
the people involved, and not just the specialist teachers who are in the
mainstream schools but also other teachers in the school setting. That's
part of the dialogue; the individual headteachers and other staff have site
management of it. The headteachers deal with the personnel issues and all
of that; but they also share in looking at the dialogue and agree to identi-
fy that there are not units on the school grounds and that they would move
classes around if they needed to draw up new provision, say portacabins,
or the timetable or anything else. They would move school provision
around and put the classes for children who would be coming, say, from
this place, into the mainstream building, so that they are not isolated.

SR: What does that mean for the management of the place, in terms of what you seem to be
describing as a change in the nature and identity ofDurants School? Ton mentioned in
conversation the words 'mind-set'. Is that a crucial part of it? It seems to me that there's
a lot wrapped up in that package, especially in terms of change. There's going to be a
great deal of fundamental change!

KB: Yes! It is! There will! It's full of change. And again, that's part of the chal-
lenge of the job right now because they've had this change that has been
going to happen here for the last five years and nothing has happened! I
think I'm accelerating it happening. People have been hanging in there
with that type of change to come, not knowing what shape it was going to
take. It's definitely a process of change and, together with the mind-set
changes, it's about recognizing how the school has been viewed in the com-
munity. It's very historic with the whole negative labelling thing there for
the school.

It is like having a kind of re-launch, even just for the physical premises,
buildings, trying to change a piece of that, bit by bit. I think it will revital-
ize the place and the community because we are not only just getting
involved with the schools. We're involved with industry links for example
and are looking to see how we can fit into the schemes around . . . they
have a regeneration budget in that we're situated on the side of town where
the money is coming into and we are busy seeing what role we can play. I
think this kind of development is enabling for those involved and is about
enriching provision.
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SR: TTiis describes afar more open provision, one which is flexible, that is, I'm thinking about
the school shifting to some sort of centre as an institution. I guess that would be threat-
ening for staff and people accustomed to working in school with its recognizable features,
the school day, the timetable, there would be organizational difficulties, classes, the cur-
riculum and so on. How do you see all of that developing?

KB: Well. Again - the staff- there are staff who are anxious. There are some
staff who see this as a challenge and the thing is it does create difficulties
in management right now because of the fear of change. But it's tackled
through educating; team-work; working through projects involving col-
laboration which through this activity extend their own personal
experiences.

I organized an outreach recently, where teachers now for the first time
are team-teaching in primary school and they've come back alive. It's actu-
ally now happening! Our first integration project was in France. We began
with some of the kids cleaning up Enfield Lock - now - they're cleaning
up an ancient monastery in the South of France. Finding this old pond
became the source of a major archaeological find. We've been there now
for two years in a row and when I first moved here - they knew that I'd
written something on the teaching of French - and they said, 'I suppose
you're going to have the kids learning French.' I said, 'Yes but in my own
way.' Well - the kids are learning French and they're really going some-
where as they learn - learning and travelling to France. We are now as a
school taking on initiatives. We have travelled too as we moved into main-
stream so that we can bring back the experience into the special settings -
which means extending this provision further and thereby letting the staff
realize they can operate beyond the boundaries of the school.

We have team enterprise where staff and pupils have set up a business,
run the business and then they - believe it or not - close it. Very British that!
To have to close it! I think to myself so very very British! I don't want to
really emphasize that do I? Well in that project, we're setting up a prod-
uct to sell, and the kids are going to take it to Enfield Market. The Enfield
Market experience is the test-bed. They also actually set up a market in
France, for a whole week, working with a French school, with the French
Chamber of Commerce and the Enfield Chamber of Commerce. It's a con-
tact which we have built up. There have been other similar small projects
which we've built up, extending opportunities for other children and we've
done that through a variety of art projects too. These are just small things
but they are also the opportunities that give individuals confidence so that
they can get out there and grow.

SR: Does this help the staff to share the vision you've been describing?
KB: I think gradually . . . yes ... I think so ... the school's been historically

. . . it's not a criticism of the staff and that . . . but it's been . . . and sur-
prisingly so at this stage . . . unchanged. A special school is meant to meet
the challenge of the National Curriculum but for quite a few the school
has remained the old model of insular but caring, a deficiency-based
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curriculum, with a very protective ethos. The idea is to move towards a
broadening of that curriculum? Broadening is the key word. It is ... like
... spreading the message... like Pablo Cassell's quote that children should
be dignified by their learning and this gives the basis on which to move for-
ward. I think this is perhaps one of the key features of my vision? I picked
it up from Lambert Bignell, he's ex-HMI, he uses that in a quote. I always
hang on to it.

SR: I'd like to switch the focus a little now, away from the school and just focus on yourself.
How wouldyou describe jour own education and to what extent has that experience influ-
encedyou as a teacher and headteacher?

KB: First I never thought I would be a teacher. When I started into my career
I started in Psychology, but going back beyond, before that, I got into trou-
ble in high school. I got thrown out of a Catholic high school. I got put into
what we call a public school - a state school here - and they put me in the
remedial department because I got thrown out for hitting a priest. It's a
true story. It was over an issue of religion - but I won't trivialize it and go
into all of that - but I had that incident hanging over me which meant I
came with this record that really was not true. It was just one of those things
and as a result they put me in a remedial department for my last two years
of high school. They put me on a work experience for most times in the
afternoon.

SR: The incident seems quite serious?
KB: Well, it was a privileged boys' school I was thrown out of and they gave

me this sort of lecture on learning. They wanted me to stay for the fee but
- you know - on their terms. They lectured that there'd be Jewish people,
Lutherans out there, different religions, and there would also be girls - you
know - that's what clinched it! No. No. No. I got out of there and I actu-
ally fell in with a couple of good teachers. They - you know - the typical
thing. They influenced me, got me interested in things. I found I'd got a
bit more to me than I thought and while working in the afternoon I got
into jobs, drove a truck, worked in a warehouse and ended up getting draft-
ed into the Air Force for four years. I did a lot of time and a lot of thinking
- you can when you are in that position.

SR: TTiis is in the States Keith?
KB: This is in the States. Yeah. This is the time of Vietnam. And I did not want

to go in the Army because I already had had two friends who didn't return.
You could go into the military with a choice, Air Force, Army, you had a
choice . . . your choice would be two years in the Army or four years in
any other military, Navy or Air Force, and you got the chance to learn a
trade. I thought I'd learn draughtsmanship - so - somewhat typically, I
actually ended up as an Administrative Specialist.

I think that was a time during which I did a lot of growing up. I got inter-
ested in Psychology. I took night courses and I got the grades - found I had
the ability. I'd never gone to university because of the service and if it
wasn't for the GI Bill, well I'd have missed out. I went to the University of
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Michigan because my grades, while I was in the Air Force, night school at
Boise State College were good. I talked my way into the University of
Michigan, which was interesting, you know, because they said Boise was a
State College. It was not a university that the good grades came from -
and all I said was - look I've just come out of the service and I got drafted
because of this Vietnam thing and I'm coming over to talk to you. They
thought I was going to arrive with bandoleers and guns blazing or some-
thing. I got out there, they had the application forms all ready for me.

SR: TTiey were expecting a fast blood encounter'?
KB: Yes, yes that's it - they were expecting mayhem. No seriously, let's not get

into that, still it worked well for me. I got into the University. I started study-
ing Psychology and my mentors were Fritz Redl and Bill Morris. American
Bill Morris. I talked to them. Well I talked to Bill Morris and he encour-
aged me. He said the field of emotional impairment would be of interest.
Okay, now how's that influenced me. I mean there's Morris's story. I did
that work. I went into a programme of integration. I had 110 children
where I had pastoral oversight. A group of students with emotional impair-
ment - you know - in a high school of 2500. We managed that quite well.
It was my project. It was interesting. And it really worked because we had
all the resources to make it work. I got it all going and we received a Com-
munity Mental Health Award for the work. That's it up there on the wall
and that's how that came about.

This took place in the very inner city in Detroit. They've got inner and
outer schools in Detroit. They've got little cities within cities and Ferndale
was inner city. Ferndale, Detroit, Michigan, a very mixed school, high inci-
dence of racial incidents - you know - drugs were around but it was a good
school and part of the job was to deal with all these problems. It was about
helping teachers on one side and being a crisis teacher on the other side.
Again it was about the value of the individual, and that, finding ways kids
can create, getting their energy right so you can go from there. I then came
over here. I think as I went along I felt - you know - giving people a good
chance and buying time.

SR: You get a buzz from that?
KB: I got a buzz from it because I know from myself that one or two people

along the way gave me a chance - like I said.
SR: And do you see that same sort of experience influencing the headteacher period of your life?
KB: Oh yes, I see it as a key thing in that and I think my favourite story in lec-

turing is about taking this kid that no one would take to go anywhere
because he was very aggressive, very large, speech impediment, hearing
impediment, and disciplined rough at home. This takes us back to New-
castle upon Tyne. The Royal Shakespeare. I took five children to see the
Royal Shakespeare Company. I worked up differentiating the curriculum
but I didn't know how to spell that then.

In my own mind, I took Paddy because I wanted to give him a chance,
because, well no one would take him anywhere and everybody thought I
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was crazy doing that, taking him to see Shakespeare. It was 34 hours long.
I'd worked with him before that in class. I'd worked with Paddy on Kings
and Queens of England and stage presence, and words, how the Tudors
would understand the words. He sat there for 34 hours until the ending
scene where Richard was fighting one of his assailants and Paddy was quiet
through the whole experience, he'd never before been to a theatre. At the
end, where Richard was defending himself, Paddy jumps up and yells 'Get
the Bastard!'

The actor, Howard, I'm not quite sure now who, smiled and looked up,
and Paddy apologised and sat down. Now, now that for Paddy was what
anybody else would have done in Shakespeare's time and that's how
theatre used to be ... yeah . . . and he got that, all of it in that experience.
After that, from then on, I was able to build something more with Paddy,
and that's a starting point, one of the key moments, giving a kid a chance.
In a sense what I'm saying is that working with individuals is a key feature
of this approach and the vision that we were talking about before. You
can't get removed from the individual in any of this if you are going to be
true to it. Another one of my pet sayings is that anything that you're true
to, it sounds a bit heart-on-the-sleeve stuff, if you have the child at the end
of your hand you can't go wrong - if you're doing it for that reason - you
can challenge any officer on policy or practice.

SR: In terms of your experience, let's focus on the headteacher bit. Could you track through
your experience as a headteacher?

KB: The experience began with Washington Hall School in Durham, a resi-
dential school for children with emotional and behavioural difficulties, a
first headship. 1980 to 1984. Then I moved down to Cambridge and took
up Lady Adrian School. It was an MLD School and that was from 1984 -
and then I went to Birmingham University to lecture in special education
in 1991.

The time in Cambridge, a period of around six or seven years, was when
things really buzzed for a while - extending opportunity for kids at a school
about the same size as Durants School, approximately 110, 120 on roll.
We averaged, at our golden time, 50 children per week out in the main-
stream setting. They were there at different times for their timetable but
still based with me, which allowed us to extend their education, and the
curriculum opportunity available, and then the National Curriculum came
along.

SR: The curriculum has been an interest for you throughout your career?
KB: That's the heart of it, I believe, some people argue, I know, especially in

the EBD field that if you can get the curriculum right in the sense of valu-
ing individuals, their self-worth, self-esteem - you know - you've got there.

SR: What of the old debate on care and education, particularly with EBD youngsters in mind?
The need for therapy as against or in contrast to the need to teach - how do you see this?

KB: I perceive that the curriculum can be the therapy. You can have thera-
peutic ways of handling educational material. It is not more appropriate,
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for example, in a special school for children with emotional and behav-
ioural difficulties to run a specific therapeutic approach - say
psychodynamic - instead of an educational approach. The psychodynam-
ic stuff has its place given a training in psychology but I think a lot of times
it is one of these things that you can get into a structure. I think that the
children need a little more of a framework than only that of an openness
of exploring feelings. We're here to teach.

SR: Tes - that used to be one of my favourite sayings.
KB: We are here to teach . . . we're not into social services and that stuff but

that's not negating any of that because in my own writing I have support-
ed the development of counselling skills and the personal approach. I think
it must be stressed that it is a key and that's part of it. It's not the main part
of it. It would be easy to be into an approach which is more about psy-
chodynamic relationships anyway because you don't have to assess - you
don't have to move on and learn. I can see the attraction of the more care-
orientated approach. It can be more convenient - easier perhaps for those
involved. Although taking a therapeutic approach properly is never really
easy. But it takes the focus away from the challenge of educational devel-
opment.

I think personally one of the things about therapy and everything else is
really that the training base of individuals has been very low in this coun-
try, whereas, I'm not saying it's better in the States where I was trained but
it is more pronounced there. I did my background. Psychology. I worked
as a locum, like a doctor, in several psychiatric hospitals. You realized a
depth of psychology and that gave you your framework. That's a base thing
you got then, to understand children, to understand their behaviour, so that
the 'normal behaviour' was part of your reference. I mean in my lectures
on behaviour I always ask the question 'Whose behaviour?' - so that's what
you're talking about when you get into dealing directly with behaviour.

SR: / was interested in what you were saying about your first experiences of headship — let
me ask you the question how and why did you first become a headteacher? I guess we're
thinking back to Washington Hall School. How and why did you go for headship?

KB: I felt people were working for the children and I felt there was a structure.
I was there as a deputy and I saw that they were operating what I thought
was a deficiency-based curriculum. It was reinforcing what the kids knew
about themselves - what they couldn't do. The curriculum on offer was
Maths, Art, PE and Art disguised as project work, that type of thing. It was
whatever the teacher happened to know, or had an interest in, at that time.
So you could have one teacher teaching German and in the Maths class
too, that's right, until the teacher leaves and it would carry on year after
year, you know, that was the difficulty with it. It wasn't planned. It wasn't
organized, kids were drifting and again I felt that the behaviours they were
showing were often because they weren't being stretched.

SR: Now these youngsters would have already been identified as EBD?
KB: Yes. They came from about ten authorities. It was a private school. Before
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Washington I was in a state school in Sheffield. The reason I went into a
private at that time was because there weren't that many jobs in EBD. The
Sheffield provision was not a special school. The Sheffield 'school' was a
project. I arrived over here on the boat with one suitcase and at that time
it was one of the few jobs in town. It was IT [Intermediate Treatment].

I started by setting up IT in those days. Yeah. It was all about coming
over to this country and social services and education - it was providing
education in the project for IT and the idea was to get IT working in the
community. The thing is - the only base they had was out in the Peak Dis-
trict - it was a hunting lodge. Yeah - intermediate treatment - it w
wonderful. I had another colleague - we were both teachers in charge. We
both worked through a community home in Sheffield. We worked with
kids at risk and we both believed we had to do more for the kids than just
sit around and talk. Kids at risk because of their involvement in crime,
drugs, disturbing or disturbed behaviour, abuse. Everything a body could
get or give - we had 12 children every 90 days. And we turned them around
on a programme. We worked to re-establish relationships with the schools
they came from to get them back after a fixed period of time.

SR: / can see the progression with EBD work leading you, somewhat ironically, given your
nationality, up to Washington, Co. Durham. Is that right?

KB: My background training was emotional impairment in the States, that was
my interest, the psychology of children. I saw the job as deputy at Wash-
ington developing the whole package, or that's what I thought I saw at the
time but I got in there and found out that the Director was an entrepre-
neur. I left before he declared bankruptcy and returned to the state sector.
I left to get out of the private sector and because we had got up to inspec-
tion standard. I had put a curriculum into the place, this was part of the
previous question, you know, you were asking me if we needed the cur-
riculum, I was giving it needed structure.

I provided a structure and it gave credibility to the school for those
inspecting it - they knew where I was at with the curriculum. This was
important to the Director who had to ensure registration with the DES
through an HMI inspection. We were inspected several times. I left when
the final report came through that accepted the school was efficient.
I eventually left after I had looked up one morning and saw a stranger
sizing up the car park. The future was looking uncertain and I thought it
was time to think about a move.

SR: So it wasn't dissatisfaction with day-to-day business?
KB: No, no. The school was getting there. It was the motives which lay behind

the operation, like the owner, he had it all planned as a profit-making busi-
ness operation.

SR: However, moving on from there down to Cambridge, linking it together, still the desire to
be a headteacher, to see a school develop?

KB: Yes - to take things forward - to shape the dynamics for children to learn.
SR: Have you always felt as the head you had the power to do that, to shape the dynamic?
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KB: I basically had a belief. I always have had a strong enough belief for that
to happen. I think possibly being American in some ways gave me a dif-
ferent edge in leading and influencing this kind of development because I
was not being placed in certain roles as easily, you know, so I used it to cre-
ate change.

I do not mean any disrespect, but, you know, protocol, tradition, all of
that in the baggage. I have also had the experience of having something
integrated - truly - so I had the confidence to say no I've been there, hav
you? It is perhaps that type of thing. And I keep going that way, without
being bullish, without being entrenched on anything, without looking as
though it's them and us. I am actually trying to be collaborative and co-
operative.

In Cambridge it was easy. It was collegial. It really was and it worked.
We had 19 schools which had really developed into a healthy relationship,
and as part of that relationship, because we had a healthy one, anyone who
started tampering with us - I didn't have to say anything - I had the sec-
ondary heads and the primary heads saying something. This involved the
schools cluster called Heads North of the River - then we changed it. We
called it Schools North of the River. Then we got into formal clustering
and all of that and it worked very well.

SR: Were you there when Cambridge brought in LFM and did that shake the collaborative
nature of the cluster?

KB: I was there in the early days. The group was very strong because it still
worked on a collegiate basis, trying to share in non-competitive ways,
maybe towards the end, now we're talking 1987, 1988, 1989, they started
becoming formal, trying to work out collegiate Codes of Conduct. People
were going grant maintained but they still tried to work out Codes of Con-
duct and they still wanted to keep it together based on co-operation. There
was a strong sense of belonging.

SR: What of the effects of recent legislation and reform? Do you think it's harder now to be
an effective school leader than it used to be-1 use the word 'leader' advisedly?

KB: Oh yes. I think so because I feel you have so many other people to be
accountable to and I'm not saying it's a bad thing. It's trying to work that
relationship out because sometimes they want you to be managers of the
setting and at other times they want other people to be empowered in the
management of the setting. Perhaps there's an ambiguity that could devel-
op in that but there's also the sort of thing that involves officers or other
agencies who are being re-organized. They're often feeling threatened in
their positions and the whole thing can be about empire building. You end
up being over-managed yourself and responding to things that aren't actu-
ally moving the school along but instead actually justifying or keeping
people in their positions.

SR: Do you find it easy to discern between the two?
KB: Yes but I usually talk to colleagues about that because I think you've got

to be sympathetic to them. Just like you would for anyone undergoing
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stress, say, they're giving us a hard time, but they're just trying to justify
their position and you've got to try and take that into account, just try to
understand and it's easier to manage.

SR: You mention accountability as being important. Are there any other aspects of leading a
school today which, in comparison to Cambridge ten years ago, there's a big difference?

KB: I think I'm seeing parents who are starting to feel more ownership of the
setting, rather than being dragged into the setting. I think that's very good.
Yeah, I'm a great believer in involving parents, because you're dealing,
especially in the special school, with people who are trying to come to terms
with their child's difficulties and the relationship and you need to remain
very aware of the impact that has on individuals. It can be the case that
when the professional gets involved parents get to feel totally de-skilled,
overwhelmed by the experts and the procedures and the process.

I mean, for example, when you have them sitting down and more
involved in the school, talking about what they want, their aspirations for
a child, for their child, and they can begin to realize that they are actually
being heard, that they're part of that dialogue, it empowers them that much
more and the child moves on that much more quickly in their develop-
ment. In that sense, the children feel the support of their parents, and the
relationship is positive, and it helps the child in school. In a sense too we're
much closer to parents than is customary in mainstream. Part of the rea-
son for this is that it is a time thing, the time we've built in to allow for it.
The thing is we've got that in place, it is accepted, and if there's anything
that's special here, it's just that, if you're going to declare anything that is
special, it's creating time for a closer and more involved relationship.

SR: We've talked around the curriculum reforms and my impression is that you think they've
not been a bad thing for special education but in terms ofLMS and other reform, the
business aspects of schooling, has it made a major difference?

KB: Yeah - I'm running a site now, and I've got to consider the walls and maybe
how we affect the neighbours. In the past, I would have just picked up the
phone, but now I have to consider how we can sort the thing out, and how
we can budget for it. I do the budgeting with the help of my two deputies
and the school secretary. One of my deputies is skilled in finance and adopts
a role of School Bursar. I also would say that the best thing about my time
in service was my experience within accounting and finance. It actually
gave me administrative skills. I was an administrative specialist for those
years and it was good training. We're not actually sitting up at night doing
the budget - not the day-to-day invoicing - but we shape the policy and
planning and take it to the governing body.

We're so well caught up with computers and everything else, it doesn't
take a tremendous amount of effort, you don't have to keep pushing pounds
around. You have to start making judgements - we're lucky - this year we
have a £23,000 carry forward. There's winners and losers in all of that -
but when I first came here we found that the LEA owed us £40,000 and
I got it back. It helped put me in a good position with my governors because
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we got it back and it was rightly carried over. There is a tendency to think
parochially but I think individual schools can only look to themselves for
a certain period of time. The thing is, again, like any institution, you can
become too insular and you start to get right back to it, you back up on
ideas, attitudes, dynamics and results.

SR: There's a bit of distance, isn't there, between that as a reality now, andyour vision, which
seems to be very collaborative, very sharing, in its essence?

KB: Well, what it is not is simply theoretical. It's about being, trying to realize
a concept of affiliation with the community. We're affiliated to the sec-
ondary schools in this area and so we almost create ourselves as a branch
or a subsidiary of it. We maybe need to create the financial models for the
future as part of this organization. You are involved but retain your iden-
tity within their context, and it helps to maintain your viability because
you're coming up with better provision. In this way you're not just using
your staff but involving other staff and resources. I see it as collaboration,
with people coming here and using us as a resource, for meetings, classes,
a base or an outreach.

Alternatively, there's institutional survival in this in some ways. It pulls
on you, something like being attached to nine tails, nine cats, and you don't
have to say anything. That's what we had in Cambridge. It was that kind
of relationship. We were so inter-related. We ended up supporting 200 chil-
dren in primary at Cambridge and, what do you call it, we had movement
skills, which was part of the work we did at that time. We worked with dis-
affected pupils, helping pupils in other schools, helping our pupils, helping
children with severe learning difficulties, our pupils working with primary
children, disaffected pupils working with them and everything else. We put
together this whole network, sixth formers coming in to our place. We
upped the community tolerance for everyone and worked at any one time
with over 200 people and I only had one member of staff for it. But then
they started messing around with that, and they weren't really messing
around with it to improve it, they were looking for financial things, but peo-
ple still saw there was more value in that than there was to be gained in
false economy.

SR: In a sense too, is part of your vision for special education a definite notion of communi-
ty and the idea, if you like, that this notion ofinclusivity is one of the aims of special
education, that is, to educate the community in a response to special needs?

KB: Yes, that's right. It is about how to build up tolerance levels and alleviate
prejudices and I think it can, as if say you're a Catholic standing outside a
synagogue and you're wondering what's going on in there and you're try-
ing to pass someone who says it's a school, the message is stay out, it's not
for you, and that's why I think I'd like to lose the name special school, or
the label special educator. I might call it a centre for learning difficulties.

SR: But what happens to the nature of the school as it is turned into a centre? It's by defini-
tion something different - it means something different.

KB: Again - its who you want to be in that, I think, who's it for and if you're
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serving the individuals and they're being educated within that and you're
actually enhancing their opportunity - what's in a name? I mean, I do, I
play around with it all the time. We are not special educators, but we are
educators who work in special education. We've got to get that emphasis
on education back. I remember a small bit of research by Christine
O'Hanlon on this area of professional status. It showed that special edu-
cators are as marginalized as the children they work with in much the same
way. There is a real problem of stigma, which special education has been
wrestling with for a long time. We've got to move from that towards the
inclusive idea. I'm an educator first. I've worked mainstream but I also
have worked special and my interest is in special education.

I want to shift that thinking forward. When this starts to happen we begin
picking up feelings of people in the community. In the same way, we work
with parents and help parents' groups to work better, like the other night,
we were identifying that if a child is having difficulties with special needs
in the school and other parents are protesting that the child is too great a
problem, how to handle the issue. I would get together with parents to talk
that through as a group. To begin creating networks which offer support,
create dialogue and inform further development.

SR: Ton mentioned accountability as a big change just a moment ago, who manages you?
KB: Who manages me? That's a good question. And again I could say the gov-

ernors - they're getting more into a management position.
SR: Who do you say manages you - specifically - does anyone?
KB: Not really - you know what I mean. There are officers I respond to but I

feel we're all working together in that area of management. There are cer-
tain things that go to the Director of Education, that they're responsible
for, the authority's ethos for education. I feel somewhat of a free agent
except for the need for keeping the chair of governors informed and mak-
ing sure the governors are aware of my vision. I don't feel too structured.
That was part of the job when I took it on here because I was asked because
of my background in lecturing. They asked me, would I feel constricted,
and I replied are you going to constrict me? If you are I don't want the job.
I'm not the person for you. What you want is to make change happen here.
In that case you've got to create the room to allow me to take it as far as I
can - but - informing all the way. I see that as my responsibility - to info
everyone along the way. I do think I have a considerable amount of free-
dom but in a more general sense, I guess I am accountable to the officer
of special education.

The education officer is one line manager, then you've got the assis-
tant director, the area officer for special needs, but at the same time
because we are in a new culture, I see them more working for me. Right
now we're going through the shift. Mainstream schools have gone
through this same process and now - they're autonomous -1 feel because
we, as a special school, have to work within the LEA mandatory require-
ments we still have that kind of half-way house scenario facing us.
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I'm accountable to the governing body and they're the ones I do keep
informed. I don't go ahead with anything until I've informed and let them
know. I've got a very good relationship with the governing body, and the
thing is, they see it's not just a theoretical vision. It's actually happening.
The children are coming up trumps. It is like an acid test, and it's surely
one of the most important measures we can use in school. If I use the
term 'client' in discussion with staff, it helps their response in clearly
seeing it.

SR: In that sense -you mentioned the term 'vision' - I think you're talking principles, your
educational values. What are the two or three basic principles which guide your think-
ing?

KB: I use Maslow's list of assumptions, that is, everyone wants to be a part of
it, everybody. I agree with the humanistic psychology which explains
human motivation and so I think that's part of it, everyone wants to be val-
ued in what you're doing and that you have to make sure you do that, not
do anything at the exclusiveness of anyone. I'm a great believer in people's
potential and that's what we're moving towards more here, now, empow-
ering children and encouraging them to be in control of their environment
and what's happening to them. I believe in this way, and taking that fur-
ther, that I need to empower my own staff. They need to make their own
decisions. The difficulty is that they in turn have genuine difficulty with
that because I've given them opportunity and this sometimes hasn't
worked. When I came here what I did in the first years was give them balls
to run with, then I saw who carried them, who dropped them, who dropped
them and picked them up, who never picked them up at all - you know -
see who did what with it.

SR: And then what happens Keith?
KB: Well then you start getting down to tackling the difficulties in that, and me

making an assessment about it and some people are historical - not his-
torical, I can't phrase it. It is that they are at such a point in their career
that you may not be able to move them to a new way of working, so, you've
got to see what their strengths are and use that as a base strength so that
you're not putting them under any extra stress. When they're not with you
is the problem. To that extent I guess I am looking at strengths and weak-
nesses and working to the strengths while hoping to strengthen the
weaknesses. The way to do this is to go with those strengths. It's like the
Children Act. I always say to the staff we know the children's weaknesses.
We have enough reports about them. The hard job is to go about finding
the strengths, and so it's, it's orchestrating, orchestrating strengths.

SR: That's an evocative word, orchestrating; paints a clear picture of working through other
professionals. Now with all of that in mind, I mean, leading and managing people's per-
formance - to sum up - what sort of leader are you?

KB: A non-coercive manager! I don't try to manipulate people. I try to give
them experiences that'll take them along, yeah. It could be seen that as you
give experience it's manipulation but at the same time you're trying to give
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them a taste of the vision you have, trying to give them opportunity to share
in that, including more realistic things, you know, that are in the short term
with them being in control. I've got someone now who's doing team teach-
ing out in mainstream in a six-week block - and the whole deal is that they
won't have to do it again - but what they've done is come back saying it's
really great and that'll encourage someone, lead on to it. I don't know . . .
yeah ... I think... it is the truth about management skills. Yeah, I do con-
sult with people, but I do also feel that consultation does not mean you
have to make a decision in line with that consultation, you know, I've heard
everyone but this is how I feel and this is what we've got to do about it.

SR: What kind of headteacher is Keith Bovair? What would the staff say?
KB: I think they would say - we're not sure. They're still waiting for this change

to happen and they're not sure about it. They're not really aware yet of
that idea about the primary phase in school going out there. I keep them
informed on the way but taking the primary out of school. I don't discuss
that because it's not certain and is still with the Authority. I don't want to
raise the anxiety level if it's not going to happen. I can manage the anxi-
eties that will come with it if it is happening but if not, we're going to take
them down the road again like they were for five years here before I came;
it's got to be really happening.

SR: Why do that?
KB: Why do that indeed - so - they see me making decisions and not making

decisions and that's because I know, I don't want to expend energy that
maybe we're going to have to expend again in the future.

SR: That's a general response but more specifically, on a day-to-day basis, forgetting the future
for a moment, how would they regard you in the here and now?

KB: Well. I don't know. I think they would see me as fair. I think they would
have difficulty understanding my involvement in a lot of meetings and they
would feel I'm out a lot and again that's the changing role of heads today.
They might see some of this in a relatively negative light because they see
the day-to-day stuff needing to be done. They see the figurehead there and
that's the security blanket for them. Well, that's part of the cultural change
in school management and I've got to live with that as they do. I know it's
there. I think they would say I'm very fair. I do have an open door policy.
The thing is, they say they see people use it, but some people use the door
more than others, and some people don't use it at all. One way I find out
what staff were thinking was to set up my appraisal. I set it up so they were
interviewed about this new re-organization.

SR: Didyoujind that helpful?
KB: I put myself into it. I felt the reason I did it was to have the process

demonstrated, to show that I'm open, open to the whole process. I used it
deliberately to make a point. It was just to say, look we've got to be true to
this idea of open working. I've put myself up front here and I will want you
to do the same.

SR: Just to round off on the kind of leader you see yourself as - I pick up from the last few
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moments this sense of you, a part of you, stepped back two or three paces, that's always
looking for an angle, in management terms, a strategy, a way to move things forward, if

you like, is that accurate?
KB: Oh yes I think I'm a strategist but I think I am always trying to be a

strategist in the most positive way but not a manipulative manager. I try
to always remain positive. It's like anything. It's like my humour. My
humour is never at the expense of anybody else. I don't favour the put
down. I think it is important to have humour in the classroom but you don't
use sarcasm. It's the same thing working with staff, it's that we're all doing
these things, you know, I'm out there . . . too.

SR: How important is the humour in every thing you do?
KB: One hundred per cent. Yeah. In a sense nothing's flippant but I feel. . . .

Well, you've got to keep levity in these situations. It's a way of keeping bal-
ance, drawing perspective, maybe even drawing a breath? It also helps in
communicating and understanding. I like to use analogies, it's like using
sound bites. Maximum attention, impact and take the people with you.
You have to be a person of many parts. You've got to hold people's atten-
tion and create active listening and participation, just like in the classroom.
Sometimes it gets busy like recently we've got budget situations and we've
got this re-organization and trying to get these ideas in place and you know
when you haven't tended to those things you really need to get to, to reach
and realize. It's the same with staff.

SR: Do you ever get tired, do you ever sit in the chair at seven o'clock at night and put your
head in your hands?

KB: Oh yeah . . . I think everybody does.
SR: You have your moments?
KB: Oh gosh yes, yes - I had one the other night - it was after a meeting that

everyone felt, well it's what I call the February meeting where everyone felt
flat and tired. We have people off sick and ill. Everybody's been sick. Every-
body's been covering for each other and everyone's a little bit nippy with
each other about right now. It's what after ten years of headship I call the
February Meeting. Everybody vented at me. All the angst. This is not work-
ing, that's not working, one deputy's out all the time, you know, the whole
thing came out and that, what a meeting. I then had to go to a meeting
and be proactive about the school. And I had to get the energy back. And
then I . . . had to go home. I was tired. By the time I got home - you know
living at Cambridge - it was 12 o'clock and I woke up in the morning my
shoes were still warm - you know - because I had to get up at six. I came
to work feeling a bit tired but everybody here was happy as can be because
they needed that meeting. I think they felt that they could do that at the
meeting.

SR: Do you still enjoy being headteacher?
KB: Yeah. I enjoy it. Yeah. I think. . . I think you've got to keep yourself togeth-

er as an adult. It's sometimes hard to service yourself. Sometimes you want
to respond emotionally. Or on occasion just try to make your own space.
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I do feel it's this traditional thing about the old patriarchal position of the
headteacher. It is the security blanket for staff, you know, you go out and
the building starts to shake and the staff immediately see rainy break-times
and restless kids reacting to an absent headteacher. It can't afford to be like
that now and it's trying to get people up to that and give them a bit more
power to take decisions. It's difficult though because a lot of people who
worked the old model, they don't like that, they're afraid of that, so you
know, I feel I want to be an adult again.

SR: How do you perceive headship in mainstream compared to headship in special education?
Are there differences? And if there are, what are they?

KB: I think the differences are the extent of the curriculum organization and
the access to certification to recognized qualifications. But still, if you're
doing it properly, especially in a learning difficulty area, then you should
be well aware of all the new developments NVQ, GNVQ, the National
Curriculum itself. I feel that I am. This is what I've written about over the
last few years. I'm now tackling the GNVQin the same way as the Nation-
al Curriculum and finding access to foundation courses. I don't know how
other colleagues would be with that but when I left the States, I had had
experience of acting deputy of a high school. I had that experience under
my belt and I had a subject background in teaching English, so that's there,
and yeah, I feel I could manage a large site. There might be a major dif-
ference for some colleagues because they have not easily gone down the
National Curriculum route, and then they might find it difficult keeping
several sections on the go, and the delegation might be a difficulty for them.

SR: Are the roles really different, are they two different jobs then, being head of a special school
and being head of a small comprehensive school?

KB: In a small secondary school? I think . . . you get to know all the children
in a small school whereas you'd have to recognize in a small secondary
school that you might know pupils in time, but you'd have to accept the
fact that you'd be more distant from individual children until they cropped
up as concerns, or whatever, in the routine of the day. I think in the sec-
ondary school they are more sort of involved in the administration of
education whereas small special school headteachers are like primary head-
teachers. That's a difficulty for special and primary. I mean that primary
headteachers were traditionally also classroom teachers and they had man-
agement duties in addition to this 'primary' role but now they are managers
- that's where there is pressure - that's why a lot of colleagues in primary
are in difficulty - so - in the secondary school there's not the same tradi-
tion of role conflict or difficulty in management.

SR: So in terms of a career development would you see the two routes still being parallel or
separate? The idea of transfer between the two is not really possible or desirable?

KB: I think there are limitations there if people allow themselves to travel too
far down a certain avenue, and they haven't extended themselves in their
thinking or practice.

SR: So there is something special still about special. It is different?
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KB: Yes . . . it's the problem with special.
SR: What would you regard as the special needs of a headteacher in special education? I'm

assuming that there's something special still about the job.
KB: I think . . . it's the depth of understanding of the dynamics individuals find

themselves in when they're dealing with children who are having difficul-
ties. Their own personal difficulties are a priority, I would say, parents,
partners, or whatever and also to understand the complexities of the wider
brief, the different systems we're operating in, because it's not just one sin-
gle thing, it's not just about the individual child. Its about how you handle
the situation. If you just handle the individual then you're not really going
to move the child on and especially when they're no longer in an educa-
tional setting because it's an either/or situation. It's a contract. I think what
you've got to do is work with both and that's the thing, it is about working
relationships with parents.

Colleagues in mainstream are tackling the same issues but do not always
have the same intention? A lot depends on the time element and the major-
ity of contact I've seen in secondary school would be in parents' evening
for a ten-minute slot and then you have the social events of the year which
are again, short, superficial opportunities. I think Records of Achieve-
ments, and things of that nature where they sit down with individuals and
talk about their role, and review it, give opportunities to have more depth
for the individual child in secondary schools now and actually putting peo-
ple in that position and I don't know whether that will be coming in more
for the parent. I think the parent is more distant but not intentionally dis-
tant but it is nevertheless a distance, much more than you would have in
a special setting. . . .

SR: What differences did you experience in the transition from teacher to management?
KB: I think, because of my past experience as administrative specialist and run-

ning an office at 20 something with 50 individuals, civilian and military,
aged 21 or 22, I didn't have any difficulty with the idea of administration
or the move from teacher to administrator. I also have my own work ethic
because the approach in the educational profession in the States is that you
recognize your route from teaching to administration. You are recognized
as an administrator when you move into the higher positions, you are
trained further for that kind of movement. There was no formal educa-
tional training. Preparation for headship was an accumulation of various
experiences and maybe, to a large extent, my military service. I was lucky,
although I didn't appreciate it at the time, having to get involved with the
military. It was then that training was happening for me in an indirect way.
I was running an office, having to work with budgets. I was in accounting
and finance. That was a good grounding. I think all teachers should have
some sort of experience outside an educational setting.

SR: Would you opt for formal training for those who aspire headship or take on headship?
KB: I think it should be more than a single element in educational training.

Maybe it could take the form of something like the HEADLAMP
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initiative. An arrangement for induction and training. If you want to go to
administration you train for administration and because I think it breaks
away from this pull which headteachers have to resist that they should
remain teachers. It creates a great deal of stress in the field. It's shifting now
but I also think it gives recognition and acknowledgement for anyone else
that you are an administrator. You know, you're not the symbolic teacher,
the headteacher. The difficulty of that is that you have to also cross with
that new role and teaching so that you still have a base, a knowledge of
teaching, which helps you to make decisions around the educational table.
I think you've got to have a good grounding. It's like an artist before they
go abstract. They've got to have a good grounding in the use of colour and
form before they actually go o f f . . . yeah . . . I think that's the thing.

I think the rationale for management training must be it will be applic-
able to what we're about, that is, team-building. And then what the future
is going to be about. Vision - finding. What the school is going to be like,
what you want for this institution, and then what we need to support peo-
ple responsible for these positions. It is in a sense a form of frameworking.
When you sit there and say right those are the skills you'll need, and I would
give that to everyone and so they feel there's a purpose behind it. It is about
drawing people together and as part of that to make sense of the purpose
of education.

SR: What kind of leader are you?
KB: Positive. I think I'm a positive leader. An optimist. I've been described as

dynamic by other people. I mean it sounds funny to describe yourself that
way but yes, I am dynamic. I am a talker. I believe I can take people with me
when I talk. I think that's the way I manage people? Taking them with me.

SR: What happens when they don't see it your way or travel in your direction?
KB: That's the trouble. That's one you always like to crack. You want to take

everyone with you but sometimes you can't for a variety of reasons. It's not
your agenda and they have other agendas for themselves. You recognize
that and allow for that. . . that's a hard one!

SR: Changing tack, could you describe how you manage resources and external relations?
KB: I think . . . I ge t . . . try to get as much resources in place as I can. I try to

enhance the resource, increase resources, like things you've seen as you
walk around the school. The task is to enhance resources, to give teachers
the best to work with, not to allow them to work with mediocre materials,
and now all of that within the budget - sometimes you can do that. I man-
age external relations in the same way. I've got a good working relationship
with officers, that is, because I'm positive. I offer what skills I have to
enhance what they're about. It's like the person coming in today. They
were looking for me to help get their INSET off the ground. It's got to be
two-ways. That's the whole thing, my relationship with schools and getting
this project off the ground is definitely two-ways! I'm very open, if people
here need to use the resources and I feel it's part of the community - it's
state education and I want them to have 'ownership'.
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SR: With all of that in mind - what would you say is the key priority facing yourself and
colleagues sitting in the same position in special education? What's the key task?

KB: How to operate the re-organization of special education - not how to oper-
ate it - how to handle it, how to deal with it, how to shape it, how to become
engaged in it. The need for re-organization comes into play for a number
of reasons. It's very much a consequence of Audit Commission Reports
identifying that special education is expensive. We need to develop ways
to measure the value of what you're doing. You need to make sure that
what you're offering is of value. That's the challenge. It's to make us more
proactive rather than more inward looking and segregated. It is the biggest
problem we face because you're also working with limited resources.

The problem is with things being cut more and more, you feel yourself
being exposed and you feel, before you can move into place concepts which
will maximize resources, you might find that they have to cut back yet again
and then they do not exist at all. While it might be fair to say this issue is
about survival I would say that it's not the survival of the actual building
itself but ensuring that resources and skills are there to meet the needs of
individual pupils. In the re-organization, or in the dissipation of resources,
it is important to maintain this effectiveness or better still, improve through
change. Or we may see the closure of institutions have a negative effect,
and it is important that the resource to meet the needs of individuals isn't
dissipated because it has no focus. I want to save special education as part
of that picture. I think there is a need for a sort of brokerage base to encour-
age good practice and to remind people that all individuals have a right of
access.

SR: Given all of that it seems fair to say we're in the centre of a complex flux - increasingly
so - but if we focus on you for the moment, is there anything in the role you play you find
especially difficult or thankless or even simply tedious?

KB: I don't know, perhaps day-to-day decisions about where a plug should go,
should we have new shower curtains and what colour should they be, deal-
ing with things like that, for example, sanitary napkins and how to dispose
of them, yes, things like that, and I'd sit there thinking I'd rather be doing
other things. There are times when the job can seem tedious. I haven't felt
uncomfortable very often, the problem really is just how to manage it.
Yeah, how to handle it. I've had difficult staff. I've faced situations where
I've had to make a decision whether to suspend a member of staff or not.
To do that without demoralizing the individual, you know, because there's
an allegation made, that type of thing. I mean how to handle that without
losing that person amongst that, that's a little difficult, because you have
procedures which dictate what you do but you also have an instinct about
the dynamics and what's fair for everyone. Fortunately the decision, how
I managed it, worked out well for everyone. It was a problem-solving chal-
lenge but I don't think, feel. . . there's anything I can't handle. I don't feel
. . . it sounds silly . . . there's anything daunting in it for me. It's a problem
to solve, a challenge to meet, not a threat to fear.
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SR: With that in mind - I'd like to ask what particular aspect of the job do you most enjoy?
KB: It's when the kids come around and say they really like what's happening

in the school. They come back from something they were unsure about
and say - 'That was fantastic.' The kid coming into school who stops at the
doorway, takes in a breath, and slips his shoes off because he sees new car-
pet on the floor. It is moments like this, behaviour which says they value
where they're at, that's it, when the kids start valuing where they're at.

The hard thing would be when I hear a kid coming in not happy with
where they're at. I feel I've got to see what I can do. There are moments
when you feel a sense of failing if that happens, a sense of frustration? I'd
put it down more to frustration and saying what do we need to do to re-
organize things for this individual child, to make it better if they're
unhappy, to ask why are they unhappy, it's frustration with finding time to
'unpack' it all.

SR: Is the headteacher still an accurate description of your role and what others expect of you?
KB: I think headteacher should be replaced by the term 'principal' as we use

in the States. I think principal rather than 'head'. I think a principal is the
key figure but I think it's an administrative role not the teaching role.

SR: Is that what you're touching upon - the idea that the headteacher is the 'best' teacher but
that this does not automatically translate into effective manager or administrator? There
are different skills at work?

KB: You should have good grounding to come to the position of headteacher.
You should have demonstrated it but once you get there it doesn't have to
be an expectation that you carry on with that because you've got to be out
there more, wheeling and dealing, you've got to try and bring resources
into school any way you can. In that sense it is like something I said earli-
er when I think you asked if I was a 'wheeler dealer'. I think it's part of my
personality and maybe my style of management. I make people feel what
they'll be involved in will be worthwhile, is of value, will be valued. There
will be recognition of it with the children. There'll be a nice feeling from
it because staff will see something from it.

SR: Carries them with you as well!
KB: Yeah .. . carries them .. . yeah . . . they'll be involved. Of course it's a two-

way thing . . . I'm never just going to take.



CHAPTER 5

Roy Blatchford

In conversation with Peter Earley

PE: How do you remember your own education and to what extent has that experience influ-
enced what you've tried to achieve as a teacher and headteacher?

RB: My own education had been following my father around. He'd been a
headteacher of a primary and a middle school in his time and I went to
three primaries, and a couple of secondaries, both of which were grammar
schools. I don't think they were particularly strong grammar schools, but
the thing that they gave me was the extra-curricular emphasis on, partic-
ularly, theatre and sport. So, in terms of formal education it's the
extra-curricular I remember, in the sense this has always lived with me as
a teacher. The other thing I would say, of my own early education, was
that my father was a much stronger influence on me than any teacher I
came across. He said whatever you do, don't go into teaching! . . . When
you look at Damon Hill and his father's profession . . . you know how influ-
ential that can be. My brother's an accountant so he did follow the advice!

PE: How and why did you become a teacher and headteacher?
RB: When I left university I had always been very keen to follow my father's

advice and not teach, so I went into publishing.
PE: Which university did you go to?
RB: I went to Reading University and did a degree in Linguistics.
PE: Where was your father and family based at the time?
RB: At that time they were based at Southampton.
PE: So, it wasn't too far away, but far enough not to live at home?
RB: I originally went for an interview in the French Department and I was not

at all impressed by the calibre of the people who were interviewing me.
Their spoken French was not as good as mine. I felt very despondent about
that. I remember going back to my dad and saying 'I can't do that', so I
ended up doing Linguistics, partly because I didn't know what it was and
partly because of my interest in language, which I very much inherited
from my father. The degree was very interesting, but as with so many things
I did in my formative years - through 17-25 years - it was only later that
I realized the richness of the experience. It's a case of university being
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wasted on the young! So I went into publishing: I was a theatre critic on
Time Out; I translated for an international magazine, Adam; I worked for
Haymarket Publishing. What I didn't like about publishing was being
behind a desk five days a week. So I started truanting, taking long week-
ends (as one discovers some teachers do before they leave teaching), and
then I started doing some voluntary work in Brixton Prison. I walked in
there one day interested in adult literacy and they took me on. Then I
decided to go down to the local comprehensive in Brixton and started sup-
ply teaching. And stayed!

PE: Ton were able to teach without having a teaching qualification or PGCE?
RB: I went in as an untrained graduate and quickly realized if I was going to

make a career out of it, then I needed to do something. I followed an aca-
demic diploma, part-time at the Institute of Education, and then an MA.
I worked long hours in adult education and youth education at the week-
ends and evenings, and really threw myself into education in all aspects. I
kept the publishing and free-lance work going . . . that had always inter-
ested me.

PE: What sort of things were you writing about in your free-lance work?
RB: Theatre reviews, book reviews - you may remember the old ILEA Contact

magazine - I used to keep them going! So mainly book reviews and
theatre reviews, and the occasional article about the politics of the ILEA,
to which I was very drawn in my mid-20s. I just think the richness of what
the ILEA offered - whether music centres for youngsters, or the English
Centre for teachers (I was involved in probationary in-service with Cam-
den and Westminster) - there was always something to do if you wanted
to be the extended professional. I think that there was a great richness in
those days, which I guess is no longer to be found.

PE: Well certainly not in the same way, those kind of centres have largely gone. So, at what
stage did you think about headship? Was it something that sort of crept up onyou or did
you have a distinct career plan in mind, once you'd gone into education as such, and you'd
become qualified and had worked in several schools in London?

RB: I was a Deputy Head of House in Stockwell Manor, then a Head of Year
at Pimlico School, which had about 1600 children, multi-racial, multi-
everything.

PE: Who was the Head around that time?
RB: Kathleen Mitchell, who had a strong vision about education and person-

al/social education. This was in the mid-1970s. If I look back on my career
I was never happier than when I was a Head of Year at Pimlico. I'd always
interpreted that post as being head of their academic as well as their pas-
toral lives. I was always resisting being labelled as a pastoral person or an
academic person. The fact that I taught English and wrote of its practice,
at least my self-perception was I had kept both the pastoral and the acad-
emic going. That was a marvellous job, simply because of the range of
children's ability at a genuinely comprehensive school. I was there for five
years and I thought well, perhaps in order to be a head, I'll have to be a
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deputy head and I think it was that way round. So I looked for the expe-
rience - and I had some good guidance - to go to a different kind of school,
having worked in two Group 12, mixed comprehensives in central Lon-
don. In the end I went to William Ellis school, which was all boys aged
11-16, on the same campus as Parliament Hill, which is 11-16 girls, and
a wonderful joint sixth form provision. It was a grammar school going com-
prehensive, even as late as the early 1980s.

PE: Was it a deliberate decision to get a different experience to round out your c.v. if you like?
RB: Yes, it was. Also at that time - 1982 - I remember thinking I should try

outside London and did indeed apply for some deputy headships, but real-
ized that both professionally and personally, I wasn't ready to move out of
London. So I went to a very different sort of school and part of its attrac-
tion was the voluntary aided nature of it - there were very few like William
Ellis which was the old direct grant school which had then gone compre-
hensive. Peter Newsam was on the governing body at that time, having
persuaded the governors of the merits of comprehensive education! So I
did a deputy head's job there, very much as a change agent. After four
terms the head left to join HMI and so I had a period of acting headship.

PE: Wereyou the only deputy?
RB: No, there was one other.
PE: Tou were given the nod, as it were, for being the acting head?
RB: Well I think in the old style voluntary aided you were appointed as first

deputy, and so I was appointed by the governors as first in line.
PE: As first deputy, did you ham both curricular and pastoral responsibilities?
RB: The responsibilities were anything and everything! I've always said the role

of the deputy head is what you make it. Even thinking back ten years, I
don't think people were as clear about job descriptions then as perhaps they
are now. As a former grammar school we had a deputy head (boys' disci-
pline) and senior master (examinations). When I went there it was an
opportunity to start trying to carve out new roles. In essence I had the
11-16 responsibility and my colleague 16-19, and we each deliberately
had cross-academic and pastoral responsibility. As in all effective schools,
there emerged team management, so we had experience of everything.

PE: How did you prepare yourself for becoming a headteacher?
RB: It was the range of schools that I'd taught in that was important, because

within those there were all manner of issues: dealing with parents, staff,
governors, community, politicians, councillors. At the same time you have
to fit yourself to the particular school, you can't just say you want a differ-
ent experience . . . I remember going to an interview thinking 'This is not
for me.' In terms of preparing for headship, it is also about the extended
professional role and I pursued a range of things, e.g. chaired the Nation-
al Association for Pastoral Care Education in London, and was an external
examiner for an ACCESS course at North London Polytechnic; I did a
range of lecturing at Roehampton. I was deliberately trying to give myself
some experience outside London, just to see what was going on outside the
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capital. I deliberately chose a couple of national courses to go on, outside
the ILEA. I went to one at Bulmershe and an HMI COSMOS course.

When I had the acting head role at William Ellis, there was a great
advantage for a term in being a head in a school you already knew. I'd
already been there four terms, so I think an element of trust had come from
other staff. They also knew I was only going to be a term in post and I
didn't apply for the headship. It was keeping a well-oiled machine going.
The staff were right behind me as long as they knew there were no new
initiatives! In terms of bringing me into contact with governors for the first
time, that was a really useful experience, particularly in a voluntary-aided
school. It was there also that I first had to deal with a disciplinary case with
a member of staff. I think that is the most difficult thing heads often have
to deal with and it was very good to have gained experience of that. The
voluntary-aided status again was valuable. I thought in the light of the
William Ellis experience, that this local autonomy was the way ahead for
schools and when I moved elsewhere I would play it accordingly; that is,
the governors were the people who one is accountable/responsible to in
the first instance, the local authority is second. That was certainly true of
course in the voluntary-aided sector. In a way it anticipated much of what
was to come with Local Management of Schools. I felt I was able to draw
on that voluntary-aided experience immeasurably. If I had to say anything
about training heads, if possible give them a period of acting headship.
There's a serious point there for senior management teams: that point
when you're alone to take the more difficult decision.

PE: You didn't apply for the headship. Did you give that any serious thought?
RB: No not at all, I thought this wasn't right for me. I had already begun to

think that I wanted to move outside the ILEA because I knew that there
was more to education than the ILEA offered, albeit it had provided
tremendous in-service opportunities and support for me.

PE: How well prepared were you for your first experience of headship? You mentioned the sort
of opportunities you'd had outside of ILEA, in terms of staff development, INSET. Had

you taken full advantage of what was offered to you in preparing for deputy headship, for
headship and so on?

RB: Yes, there had been some courses run by Doug Caldwell (Senior Inspec-
tor). You were almost head-hunted - there were groups of people identified.
One year, about 15 of us worked on one of the Open University modules.
We had to write assignments and we came together for some in-service -
probably two or three days a term - meetings with other people from across
the ILEA. That kind of provision, I think, was excellent, an early forerun-
ner of HEADLAMP perhaps?

PE: TTiat was, if you like, selecting or inviting people . . .
RB: Yes, you were kind of spotted . . . in a way that the ILEA had to be seen

to be doing it in an equal opportunity way, but it was on recommendation
from your headteacher or divisional inspector. Within the ILEA, there
were opportunities to take you out of your own school environment - my
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work with new teachers meant you found out what probationers were doing
across the division. That opportunity was marvellous. I guess that as that
has fallen away then there is more the need for such initiatives as the
HEADLAMP programme. It's about being a self-starter and looking for
those opportunities. If you're lucky also you'll have a head who is keen to
help. I hope I've learnt to carry that on with my own deputies.

PE: Did you find that was the case with the heads that you had at William Ellis and Pim-
lico and other schools that you worked at? How much didyou leam what to do, or perhaps
what not to do? Were there significant role models or significant influences on your own
professional/ managerial development?

RB: I have worked with seven headteachers, and you do learn. I remember one
of them saying to me 'Well, you'll watch me, you'll watch me make mis-
takes and you'll go elsewhere and you won't make these same mistakes but
remember you'll make your own!' I always remember that! And I can think
of people that I've worked with from whom I learned a great deal about
what to do and what not to do, in the certain knowledge that you're going
to make your own mistakes. I can think of working with Katherine Mitchell
at Pimlico whose vision about education in an inner city context in the mid-
1970s was inspirational. Even though her own way of running the school
would not be mine, the ethos which emanated throughout the school from
her sense of excitement and educational vision was tremendous.

I can think of someone else I worked with whose values in education
were very explicit in all he did and again I think that rubbed off on me.
Another head I worked with believed very much in (I used to call it 'fudge'
when I was being critical) 'phyletic' development. It was really like one of
those great spider plants that goes in all sorts of directions, in other words
whichever way the school grows that's the way we're going! I could see
even in that particular context: don't go in to a new school with a fixed way
of doing things. I can think of another head whose attention to adminis-
trative detail was second to none. And the way he prepared staff for an
HMI Inspection was a seminal experience in my career. I learnt a lot from
him. I think the one thing I really learned is that you need amongst your
senior management team someone who is good with people and someone
who is good with paper. And unlikely to be the same person!

PE: So, those experiences were obviously important. Whenyou decided to go for headship, had
you at that stage decided you were going to work outside of London, and can you tell us
a little bit about the first applications that you put in and your first successful post.

RB: I did actually apply for a couple of posts in inner London and got down to
the final three and it's fair to say that in one of the cases I would've liked
the job and in another case I talked myself out of it. I think it was after
the second experience that I thought I do want a change. It was partly
wanting to have a different perspective on school and education, allied to
the fact that I felt increasingly frustrated with the separate empires of 5~19
education, adult provision and youth provision, even though it was in Peter
Newsam's notion of education for the whole community. I had worked in
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all of those sectors and wanted to come to a different environment, where
community education — 'the cradle to grave' — was found. I felt very strong-
ly about trying to develop community education and therefore did look at
Cambridgeshire and Leicestershire. Then some posts came up in Oxford-
shire and I applied for three headships which all came up together. Partly,
I was persuaded by the Brighouse rhetoric about community education. I
liked his educational values and I'd also heard - and since found it to be
true - that it's a very hands-off local authority. As I now say, if every school
in Oxfordshire opted out no one would really notice.

PE: What kind of leader do you see yourself as?
RB: That's a notoriously difficult question favoured by interviewing bodies.

I think those I've worked with ought to be asked that question. Our
OFSTED report said the school is 'purposefully led, by a committed and
energetic headteacher who is supported by an able senior management
team of three'. Now my deputies said it should have read 'who is restrained
by the senior management team of three!' Of course, you never know with
an OFSTED report whether 'committed and energetic' are damning with
faint praise. I hope the school is purposeful. Paraphrasing Tom Peters, who
talks about 'hands on, value driven', I've always thought of my style,
whether I've been an English teacher or head of year or headteacher, as
'hands on, values driven'. I'm convinced about what children require from
school in terms of basic discipline, structure and expectations. I have a
conviction about what children require from education. I also believe
strongly that the best teachers remain children at heart. My style of
leadership is constantly to recognize that. I shall continue a headteacher as
long as I choose at lunchtimes to watch children rehearsing for a
pantomime or 'Blind Date' rather than sitting in the office looking at
the latest budget cuts. If I ever felt that my inclination was taking me
that way, I would realize that I would've lost the heart of what I
believe in.

PE: It probably would be better for me to ask other people that question, but if I were to go
down the stqffroom and interview a cross-section of staff. . . what kind of leader do you
think they'd see you as? If I could use the terms: facilitative, transformative, would they
be the sorts of ways that they would describe your leadership style or you as a person? Or
would I get different views from different people?

RB: No, I think you'd probably get similar views from most staff who would
probably say that it's quite 'hands-on' but not in an interfering way. Pos-
sibly, some might say interventionist. What I did learn from my father was
that what people most value is your time. I think that's how people would
see it, but there again, I remember once saying, you could take two head-
teachers, equally good and one never leaves her room and one who is never
in her room. So I don't think I would say there are obvious ways of doing
it but I would say in my case they're less likely to find me in this room. It's
the 'hands-on' aspect, whether that's on the corridors or in the classroom,
that I love each day.
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PE: Does that mean you're on site most of the time? What time would you normally get into
work and go home if there wasn't a governors' meeting in the evening?

RB: Well I normally get in at quarter past seven and open the post, which is
always a good time to get rid of the admin by 8 a.m. I live about 20 min-
utes away.

PE: Tour secretary doesn't filter any of that for you . . .you get the dross as well?
RB: No, I like to know what's going on ... I'm also in free-lance publishing

remember . . . so yes, I do that from scratch. It's very quiet then and I don't
answer the phone before 8 o'clock. From 8 a.m. to 8.30 a.m. before we
start I'm either around the corridors or meeting with staff.

PE: And at the end of the day?
RB: We finish school at 3.45 p.m. I would say most evenings, other than Friday,

there are meetings perhaps that would go on until 5.30 p.m. If there are
governor committee meetings or PTA meetings and so on, then I would
probably be here most evenings until 7 p.m. and many evenings through
until 9.30 p.m. That's a choice I make because I like spending the time here.

PE: So, the findings from the workload survey that the School Teachers Review Body recent-
ly did- which said secondary heads do 60 to 62 hours a week on average - that would
sound like a slight underestimation?

RB: Yes but I think if you're in the profession . . . I usually come in on Satur-
day mornings unless I'm at a conference or something like that, I come in
and watch the rugby and the football. I do a disco, one Friday a month
here, and just do a couple of hours on the door, those sorts of things, take
students to the theatre . . . as a professional those are the hours you do.

PE: Certainly your staff wouldn't question your commitment to the school, in terms of the
amount of time you were putting in . . .

RB: Yes, they would see me as someone who puts in the time. I think that's
because that's the way that I can best do it ... I've worked with head-
teachers who didn't need to put in that level of time to get the same level
of respect from staff.

PE: That's the way you choose to operate. One could talk of a more effective use of your time.
RB: I'm not saying that if you're here for 80 hours a week that every minute of

those 80 hours is effective.
PE: That's the way you choose to operate, it's part of your leadership style. Is it harder to be

an effective school leader than it used to be and if so in what way and why?
RB: If we're comparing it with 1986 when I started being a head, or 1983 when

I had been an acting head for three or four terms . . . then I don't think it's
actually changed in terms of 'Is it more or less difficult?' over that period
. . . I think it's just different. And as I said earlier looking back on the heads
that I've worked with, they were all effective or less effective in different
ways. Some did give an enormous number of hours to the school . . .
others were good thinkers, good with their paperwork or good with peo-
ple or whatever it might be. I don't think it's any more or less difficult to
be effective now if you believe in what you do. It goes back really to the
values. The moment you feel you're not happy with those values then . . .
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I'd like to give you a couple of quotations that I've used for a review and
development plan. One is from Robert Frost, the second from a naval mag-
azine. The poem from Robert Frost reads:

. . . why abandon a belief
Merely because it ceases to be true.
Cling to it long enough, and not a doubt
It will turn true again, for so it goes.
Most of the change we think we see in life
Is due to truths being in and out of favour.
As I sit here, and often times, I wish
I could be monarch of a desert land
I could devote and dedicate forever
To the truths we keep coming back and back to.

And the second:

Two battleship assigned to the training squadron had been at sea on
manoeuvres in heavy weather for several days. I was serving on the lead
battleship and was on watch on the bridge as night fell. The visibility
was poor with patchy fog, so the captain remained on the bridge keep-
ing an eye on all activities.

Shortly after dark, the lookout on the wing of the bridge reported,
'Light, bearing on the starboard bow.'
'Is it steady or moving astern?' the captain called out.
Lookout replied, 'Steady, captain,' which meant we were on a dan-

gerous collision course with that ship.
The captain then called to the signalman, 'Signal that ship: We are

on a collision course, advise you change course 20 degrees.'
Back came a signal, 'Advisable for you to change course 20 degrees.'
The captain said, 'Send, I'm a captain, change course 20 degrees.'
'I'm a seaman second class,' came the reply. 'You had better change

course 20 degrees.'
By that time, the captain was furious. He spat out, 'Send, I'm a bat-

tleship. Change course 20 degrees.'
Back came the flashing light, Tm a lighthouse.'
We changed course.

Essentially the point of these quotations is that there are, on the one hand,
truths that keep coming back and back, which you hold on to if you want
to be an effective head. But equally there are some things, like in the story,
which sometimes really challenge your assumptions and that you've got to
be careful they don't really deflect you away from what is your core mis-
sion. I think the great thing in headship over the past seven or eight years
that I've been doing it, is that it has been endlessly refreshing. When I came
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here from a voluntary-aided school, we were just beginning to think of
greater autonomy for schools; we've had LMS, delegated budgets,
appraisal and National Curriculum issues and it has been endlessly refresh-
ing. As Goethe wryly observed: 'Everything has been thought of before.
The problem is to think of it again.'

PE: The NFER headship project I'm involved in has asked our cohort of heads, whether or
not they feel they have sort of 'plateaued out'. TJie response in the main has been similar
to what you've just said, that there have been so many fresh challenges or whatever, that
they simply haven't had time to sit back on their laurels and take things easy.

RB: Yes and this school itself has been gradually increasing in size, so it's not
been a difficult issue in terms of managing contraction, the budget is look-
ing reasonable and so on. The future promises to be a little more difficult.

PE: What is your vision for your school and how do you try to achieve this?
RB: Perhaps I can use a quotation from the 'Three Wise Men' report and

though aimed obviously at primary schools, I often use this when I'm work-
ing with colleagues, particularly with primary heads but also secondary
heads of department. It says: 'The headteacher should lead by example.
They may not have timetabled teaching commitments, but all teachers
should teach. Actions speak louder than words and the headteacher's
teaching, can and must exemplify their vision of what the school might
become.'

I can see how that phrase was aimed at people in primary school. What
I've tried to say about it for secondary heads is, what word can you sub-
stitute for the word 'teaching' in that quotation? I would probably go back
to my rather 'hands-on' approach. The teaching for me is personally quite
important. And how I try to achieve a vision is also by making sure I am
in and amongst the children and teaching them.

Can I just say that I feel my vision about community education has always
been a little stifled by local education authority structures and strictures -1
think it is still quite difficult genuinely to realize the 5—19 or 'cradle to grave'
continuum because of separate empires that operate in local education
authorities. It isn't a green field site. I certainly have a vision for the chil-
dren and the families that are here, the staff, the buildings and resources.
And I have a vision of where those should be developed. I do believe in the
local democracy that comes through local authorities of some kind, but I
find some of its strictures quite inhibiting. I believe that secondary schools
would raise standards in all sorts of ways, if they were independent of LEA
control. I certainly have a vision for raising children's self-expectations -
my core vision if you like - and I think implicit in that are teachers' expec-
tations of pupils. And I'm particularly interested in the vision that there is
a wider world beyond your own classroom or town. I guess wherever you
work a teacher should be about widening those horizons for young people.
I hope we do that through assemblies and all sorts of initiatives. Clearly,
any vision for a school is about raising achievement and it goes back to the
values about how you define achievement in the broadest sense.

81
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It's interesting to think of Howard Gardner's forms of creativity and
intelligence and how we champion these in schools. How do I do it? I would
say: 'hands-on', and putting in the time. Also, you appoint the right peo-
ple and you achieve your values through them. If those values have not
been celebrated I can only blame myself. One thing I would mention is the
importance of self-criticism. It was interesting that when we had the
OFSTED inspection, one of the action points was 'to introduce more for-
mal procedures at all levels for monitoring, evaluating and reviewing the
school's values statements, in order to test their implementation and to test
their strengths and weaknesses more effectively'. OFSTED appreciated we
had high values but they questioned whether I was testing them in a sys-
tematic way. For example, if you say you are a family school, what does
that mean for the Head of History; if you say you are a learning school
what does that mean for the Head of Year 8? As a result I picked that issue
up as part of my own appraisal this time around. It was very useful to have
the OFSTED inspection say 'You have these high values, you have a clear
vision, are you sure they always communicate to everybody in the build-
ing'. Looking through the Investors in People documentation also
highlighted that.

PE: Tes . . . to what extent the staff are aware of the vision, as expressed in your mission
statement or whatever . . .

RB: Remember when OFSTED arrived and said 'Do you have an equal oppor-
tunities policy statements?' I said 'No, we don't but equal opportunities I
hope, permeates all that we do.' I was really heartened to read in the final
OFSTED inspection report the phrase 'equal opportunities permeates the
school' and I would like to feel that those values and vision do permeate,
but I suspect that the reality is that they don't all the time.

PE: I'm interested in the fact that you teach for a third of your time. Clearly that does reflect
the way that you enact headship, you see yourself leading from the front. But conversely
people might argue 'What are we doing employing a highly paid principal for a third of
his time to teach kids, when we could get any half-competent teacher in.' Tour job as
principal really is to motivate the staff rather than motivating the children. I think from
what you're sayingyou'd want to do both and you achieve both through the staff, but how
would you respond to that, to what is quite a high proportion of your time, a third isn't
it?

RB: Maybe I'm not using resources most effectively. I'd agree that's a very fair
question. I'm always interested when I'm talking to someone like yourself,
or inspectors, to have such questions raised. Also I worked it into my
appraisal last time around. The conclusion that we came to then was about
time management. I think you have to ask yourself what would you be
doing with that time. Some headteachers might spend that time doing
paperwork in their office which I might do at another time.

PE: That's the thing that I've noticed from your comments . .. a third of your time is a third
of your timetable not a third of your time . . .

RB: It has to be said that I have been told by the senior staff that I mustn't teach
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more than that. Often it's a pragmatic issue on the timetable about having
an extra French set here, for example. I've always wanted to teach a GCSE
examination group so that I know that when it comes to discussions about
workload and marking, I know what it actually means. We have a whole-
school PSE programme that I feel it's important that everybody teaches
because that's again part of the values that everybody's involved in. But I
wouldn't deny that a headteacher I greatly respect in Oxfordshire doesn't
teach at all and says that's how he best manages and I'd go along with that.

PE: What sort of timetable teaching commitment would your deputies have and say your
middle managers, heads of large departments or faculties?

RB: The deputy heads would just have under a half timetable and the HoDs
would have something like 24 lessons out of 30. Average teacher contact
time is 0.78 which is a lowish average, and I think with potential educa-
tional cuts ahead that might have to be raised. It is a very fair question and
it remains an open question for me. About two years ago I decided to do
less teaching in order to look particularly at differentiation. I did a bit more
supply teaching as some heads do and I did some systematic work on Year
9 differentiation and lesson observation.

PE: How do you manage people? How do you manage resources?
RB: I'd like to raise something here that you brought up earlier and it refers to

the role of the senior staff team. When I was first appointed here I did have
a senior staff. There were four of us who sat round the same table, although
I think it would stretch definition to say it was a team! It was a group of
people, professionals but we didn't necessarily hit it off as a team in the way
the present team does and that has been in operation for about four years.

PE: They were all appointed by you?
RB: Yes, two externally and one internal. I think the great thing about that team

is that we are privately very critical of each other and publicly loyal. I would
say in response to the questions 'How do you manage people?' and 'How
do you manage resources?' that we do that together and I could not sepa-
rate out my management from the team's. For example, when we had a
meal last week and I sat alongside my secretary, the deputies and the bur-
sar, the six of us were talking, reviewing the term, the financial accounts
and so on, and it was 'writ large' there for me how many things go on in
the school that I don't have the same touch on as others in the manage-
ment team do.

In terms of how we manage resources and people, we have done that
significantly through appraisal and mutual observation. There's a lot of
give and take in managing people . . . we use postcards to each other rather
than memos! There are lots of different ways, but again it's about time. I've
described myself as quite hands-on. I think that's also true in people terms.
You have to learn by doing and I was much less confident with people in
1987 than I hope I am now. Although I said we are 'hands-on' we do run
a system here of devolving resources to the various cost centres. I'm very
'hands-ofF with that, because I do believe that if you've appointed the right
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people, then they're being paid a reasonable salary to manage a team of
people.

PE: And if we look at the delegation to the middle managers, do you think that they manage
people and resources in the way that you would want?

RB: I'm sure in any school that the heads of department and heads of year are
as consistent and inconsistent as the senior staff team are. I think at our
best we're good and at our worst, we're average. I don't think we're below
average. I think people respond well to delegation; there are clearly some
individuals who handle that less well and need a lot of pressure and sup-
port.

PE: You made a statement a moment ago that you are able to manage some people better than
others and you put this down to a combination of factors . . .

RB: I think what I'm trying to say is that I recognize . . . that I naturally get on
with some people and others you have to work hard at. I think that's where
the strength of the senior team is. It was very interesting when we were
looking at appraisal, although we have this system of negative preference
here nobody said they did not want to be appraised by the person sug-
gested. As a senior staff team we clearly linked ourselves with people with
whom we would best get on and get the best out of. Over a period of years
I've had, on occasions, to say some sharp things to several members of staff
. . . we've made a judgement in relation to appraisal it was thought better
if somebody else appraised them. Appraisal has worked well here.

PE: In terms of jour own appraisal, and appraisal of other members of the SMT, was there
mutual observation of teaching or did the appraisal focus more on management issues?

RB: I think it was a requirement - whether it was our internal requirement or
based on the DFE ones I can't recall - but we did say that even at head
and senior teacher level, we would look at teaching because we feel that's
very important to all of us.

PE: What part do you play in enabling more effective teaching and learning?
RB: I'd like to make a couple of references in relation to this question. I've been

involved in writing some material on the effective teacher. I'm particularly
interested in looking at how classrooms are managed (see p. 31 of Effective
Teaching published by the National Primary Centre, 2nd edition). I'm very
interested in looking at the teacher as provider, entertainer, actor/actress,
learner, listener, language user. At the back of the book there is a checklist
for the effective teacher and that material was worked up based on obser-
vations in classrooms. I do feel very strongly about trying to bridge that
primary/secondary gap. How do you enable more effective teaching and
learning? I think you do this by making this a core focus in whatever you're
doing in a school by way of reviewing. I've noted down class size (which is
the key resource), setting by ability, in-service, mutual observation, prima-
ry/secondary interface. In relation to all of those I like to feel that you allow
teachers to decide the best modes of working, in languages or science or what-
ever, but that you lift the carpet regularly on that practice. And you intervene
if you feel that quality teaching and learning are not being delivered.
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PE: How do you manage external relations?
RB: The more you see, the more you perceive you aren't doing what you should

be doing! As far as external relations go, I'm good on those who come to
see me, but I'm less good on those who I need to go and see and be more
proactive about. I know many heads who are and do that very well, and
maybe it is a weakness of myself and the management team. We're good
on the campus but perhaps we don't go out enough to see local employers
and journalists.

PE: Do you have much contact with other heads? Do you attend meetings of Oxfordshire heads?
RB: I'm very committed to the Bicester District and the primary/secondary

partnership. I feel very at home here because I do feel it has a distinct iden-
tity. I also like it because it's gender mixed. I do not like the male clubability
of any secondary head gathering. Because I have a very good senior staff
team, and I also have a fairly good network of educational contacts, I per-
sonally don't feel the need as an individual headteacher to go and sit in a
row with other heads and talk about the state of the nation. I feel very
strongly that any organization that would only allow the head to attend
and won't allow the deputy head to attend is mistaken. It's crucial that
deputies can attend although there are other heads who will argue against
that. They will state 'No, it's the head who must go because she/he has the
final say.' Well, I've never been to a meeting and made a final decision at
that time. I've come back to the school and discussed it and by definition
I really think the senior staff should be able to do the same thing. I feel
quite strongly about that in terms of the professionalization of our work.

PE: In terms of insularity, you mentioned it's more a matter of people coming here than you
going out, but because of the contacts you have and the other work you're involved in,
would I be right in assuming that you wouldn't regard yours as an insular institution?

RB: Definitely not. Because we make an effort to work with researchers, pub-
lishers, the media and so on, and particularly the various Departments of
Teacher Education. We have a lot of visitors here — ask the children! — and
I think that's absolutely essential.

PE: Who manages you and to whom are you accountable? I suppose in strict line-manage-
ment terms, you would be accountable to the Chair of Governors and the Director of
Education?

RB: In thinking about this question I was reminded the other day by one of the
governors - I think I was being pretty critical of a decision by the Chief
Education Officer - and I said 'Well, you know in the end she employs
me'; and the governor said 'Remember always I employ you.' He was
speaking as a county councillor. As far as accountability and the Chair of
Governors is concerned, I like referring to when Graham Taylor was man-
ager of Watford Football Club and Elton John was chairman. Graham
Taylor said 'We have this understanding, Elton and me, he tells me noth-
ing about football, and I tell him nothing about music.' Correspondingly,
a chief executive of a large company was asked what he wanted from the
chairman. He said 'I like the chairman to have an extremely demanding
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and full-time job. Somewhere else and a long way away from me!' So, to
that extent, yes I think I am accountable to our chair of governors here.

In truth, I am managed by and accountable to the usual list that you'd
come up with - governors, parents, councillors, the auditor. I'm managed
by the secretary, the bursar, the senior staff team, the classes I teach, and,
in a sense, by the last parent I've met and who has put me in my place! For
example, I've got a letter here from a complaining customer received
earlier this term. I'm a great believer that you should see your institution
as your complaining customer does. The letter reads 'Dear Mr Blanchford
(sic)... I was both amazed and annoyed on reading Robert's timetable for
this year when I read that the poor child has to do more cooking. He's
already done two years and nearly everything he's cooked has gone in the
bin because my wife and I consider his offerings inedible. As he hates the
subject we will not be sending him to school with any ingredients.' It con-
tinues 'Now, as Robert, (and going on the school leavers currently being
employed in my factory I'm sure he's not alone), cannot form a sentence,
his spelling is generally appalling, surely would it not be more practical to
employ another special needs teacher, hopefully at the expense of an HE
teacher, to improve these basic skills? I'm sure cookery is not taught at
schools like Eton. Also there are literally thousands of cookbooks if one is
so inclined.'

And my answer was to invite the author of the letter to the technology
department to show him round.

Returning to the question about who manages you, I think those sorts
of critical letters and phone calls are about day-to-day accountability. In
terms of an annual account, this is done through the auditing, and through
the governing body more formally. I would have to say that these days one
doesn't have a great sense of being accountable to the local education
authority (who or what is the LEA?) but to the collegiality of Oxfordshire,
to teachers in Oxfordshire. I think one's accountable to them, particular-
ly in relation to, say, something like employment practices and equal
opportunities to make sure you're doing things fairly.

PE: It's interesting that in your comments above you haven't mentioned OFSTED, especial-
ly as you're a school that has been OFSTEDed. Would you include OFSTED as a
body to whom you are accountable?

RB: No, I wouldn't. But I think from the conversation we've had this afternoon
I've mentioned OFSTED several times, so it may be an omission on my
part, but I wouldn't mention it explicitly. But I would see that now as an
important part of the system which has helped move this institution for-
ward in the 12 months or so since we began the preparation. I have respect
for much of the operation.

PE: How do you enable others within the school to lead?
RB: I remember when I was at William Ellis, we asked at a HoD's meeting,

how do you extend the able child, and the head of Classics said, 'Oh, well
you teach them Greek.' And I could say, as glibly probably, that the best
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way I enabled others in this school to lead, was that I went on a one-term
sabbatical and gave the senior deputy an opportunity to do the acting head-
ship. The other thing I would say in response to this question, and we
haven't touched on it before, is the size of school and the length of head-
ship. They are I feel key determinants and I'm not sure that I would
necessarily be as effective a head of a school of say twice this size, with 2000
students rather than 1000.1 would probably find myself- and I have talked
about this to another headteacher as part of his appraisal - as missing out
on some of that 'hands-on'. So I think the question about how you enable
others in the school to lead, is very much about size but also about the
length of headship.

I would say that getting the pressure/support equation right in your early
days is much more difficult. You have to be alert to when people are out-
growing their roles and, where possible, either 'kick good staff out' or look
within the institution where you can move them around in some way.

PE: Is that proving to be more difficult now than say when you started in 1986?
RB: Possibly. In my first three or four years here we had almost a complete turn-

around of staff. Since then there has been relatively little movement. Last
year only two staff left. I think one of the challenges here, that came up in
my appraisal, is (a) How do you keep yourself fresh? and (b) How do you
keep staff who are in the system, and haven't experienced another school,
keep them fresh, and not tired. It's important to be alert when they've out-
grown their roles and want to move on. Again, I'm deeply dependent on
the senior staff team to pick that up for me as well as my being aware of it.
It's also important to appoint some staff who you know are ambitious and
likely to move on after a few years. Stability must never mean stagnation.

PE: More and more of what we're saying does remind us of the importance of having effec-
tive deputies working with you and that the notion of leadership is very much a kind of
collective leadership.

RB: Very much so; I'm not sure how true that is in other walks of life, but I
know it to be true from experience in school management.

PE: You often hear and read a lot about the colkgiality that exists in schools. Tour role as an
educational leader certainly seems to have beenfacilitated by the fact that you have a good
team of people around you?

RB: It's important to assert that they are not a group of clones. You have to be
brave in interview and make sure you are going to appoint people who are
going to challenge your views and be different and have different strengths.

PE: Of not having a poodle but someone who says 'Hang on, do you really think that. . .'
RB: I think that is part of it. I would say gender balance is important, crucial-

ly, I think that is my number one criterion. But I think also I would try and
make sure you've got a combination of those who've been in the school a
long time - who can say we've been there, done that, why should we try it
again - and a mixture of people coming from the outside. But equally
important I would recognize, particularly where I sit at the moment, that
it's important for me to move that senior team on and not let us become
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complacent. Two of those people should move on to headships for their
own sake and probably for the school's sake.

PE: Has any member of the SMT over your time here gone to headship?
RB: Yes, and I think two of them will soon go on to headships. It's important I

move them on.
PE: It's all so important isn't it to have that sort of turnover of staff?
RB: It is but it's difficult for the head, who feels well protected by the excellen-

cy in the team!
PE: What kind of a leader are you?
RB: This seems to be very similar to an earlier question! Is this a psychometric

test where you ask the same question in a different kind of way to check on
a person's response? Am I going to be tested here on my response?!

PE: Have you ever undertaken any of these psychometric, or competence-based assessment tests?
In Oxford, as you know they've got the education assessment centre. Have you ever been
involved in these?

RB: Yes, the ones that we've done here at school have been as a senior staff
team, where we've done them as an aspect of in-service. We thought we
would do it as an exercise.

PE: You have actually used the SHA materials?
RB: Yes. My deputy and I - again this is part of keeping yourself fresh - had

been running 'Preparing for Deputy Headship' courses for other Oxford-
shire middle managers, and as part of those, we used psychometric tests,
just to see how we would do as teams of people. Basically we were encour-
aging them to go back to their schools and use them in teams. And we've
used them here with Year Tutor teams. I think we were using them really
to ask 'Are we making sure that we are questioning each other's values?'
Were we staying fresh and not just reinforcing each other's prejudices?

PE: Is there any part of your role which you find especially difficult and/or do not like?
RB: I've said it before but 'You don't know what you don't know' and I hon-

estly can't think of more than one or two things that I find especially
difficult. Would it be worth asking one other person, say a senior staff mem-
ber, to write some notes about what I find difficult? It would be quite
interesting, particularly in the collegiality of a senior staff team.

I used to find disciplining teachers difficult. It's particularly hard in your
first year, when who are you to say, but at the same time one knows if you
don't get that done early on ... I've found people saying if you don't 'weed
out' early on you don't do it later. I actually haven't found that. But it's
never easy; essential, yes.

The only thing I really don't like is Sunday night's marking! Yesterday,
I spent a whole day marking which had its good points because I was look-
ing forward very much to giving the work back, but in terms of the time
commitment, which I can only do at home, I find that hard. English and
French both involve a fair bit of marking.

PE: What aspects of your role do you most enjoy?
RB: Writing governors' reports I really like. I like being with children in class-
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rooms, the corridors, and extra-curricular. I like assemblies, and that I
think comes back to my values. Sometimes you can hear a pin drop in the
hall and I know the children are thinking. I like sharing our values as an
institution and our successes outside school. The great thing about being
a head here is the independence to be involved in a range of activities
beyond the school. It's a matter of not being insular - that's what I really
enjoy as well. The work for SCAA, with primary colleagues, conference
addresses or whatever. That's not to say I still don't find if I'm out for a
day something hasn't happened that requires headteacher intervention.
You can probably believe you're indispensable even if you aren't!

PR: Is the term 'headteacher' still an accurate description for what you expect of yourself and
others expect of you? Is it time we joined the rest of the world and called our school lead-
ers 'principals'?

RB: I had to consult the dictionary on this! The term 'principal' in the Collins
dictionary is defined as - 'first in importance, rank, value - chief. If we're
talking about the headteacher who is the principal who is first in impor-
tance, what does it actually mean? And rank? Value? I think it's an
interesting one. Chief? Yes. It's interesting that the French have Monsieur
le Directeur, who is not a teacher at all of course. In France, a friend of
mine who's been teaching the same length of time as I have - he's been a
classroom teacher for more than twenty years - this year he's on a one-
year stage in Bordeaux, where he's visiting a range of schools with some
in-service with other classroom teachers. Next year he will be assigned to
be a Directeur somewhere in France, which if it isn't in his beloved Bor-
deaux region he's not going to go. He will move back to being a classroom
teacher. Contrast that with the USA - where they have principals and vice-
principals of large institutions - and maybe much hinges on the size of the
institution.

PE: Tou're principal of the community college aren't you?
RB: On the letterhead I'm headteacher. Some audiences and some people use

'principal'. I tend to use them interchangeably outside school but internally
and with governors it's the head. I guess it's what really suits the commu-
nity. I thought there were two parts to this question because it says 'Is the
term "headteacher" still an accurate description (a) for what you expect of
yourself and (b) what others expect of you? I think maybe it's a case of both
a Yes and a No because increasingly one is perhaps expected to be seen as
the principal. Mainly I think by educationalists rather than parents, gov-
ernors and pupils.

I think to be a successful head you need to enjoy it, you need to stay
fresh, you need to enjoy being with children. You've got to enjoy ques-
tioning the institution at all levels. And if you don't enjoy those things then
I think you really ought to get out and make way for someone else. If you
are doing all those things but still it is time to move, then someone in the
institution needs to tell you that, because you may not be the best person
to judge it.
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PE: You mentioned, when you were talking about France and North America, the fact that
the term 'Principal' was used in the USA - as too is the term 'Administrator' which we
don't tend to use — but is there a danger of a division developing between the adminis-
trators of the school or its management, and the faculty or teachers? If we were to move
towards the notion of a principal or non-teaching headteacher would there be a greater
tendency for that type of conflict or division?

RB: My experience of a term in the States was very much in terms of size of
school - even and especially in the elementary schools which were often
900 students plus - and there was that separation between the principal,
certainly in the large 2000-plus secondary schools. I tended to meet with
both principals and classroom teachers and each reinforced that division.
I wouldn't feel happy with that here in the system as we currently know it.

PE: The size of the school here allows you to maintain that 'hands-on3 approach. I wanted
to ask you what your future career plans were and whether you're looking towards
another school, possibly a bigger school?

RB: I'd be interested to know how other colleagues respond to this question,
because my own view from where I sit now is that the larger the school the
more difficult it is to play the headteacher role. Perhaps one becomes drawn
more to the principal role. It's quite interesting that once you get to a cer-
tain size - maybe it's just self-aggrandizement - but people call themselves
principals more readily than they do headteachers. It's an open question
for me whether a school of a much greater size would attract me or not. I
certainly feel having had the opportunity over the past two or three years
to do a fair bit of work in places like the Department for Education and
other outside bodies, that I know that I still very much want to work with
institutions, broadly called schools, and probably be a headteacher. It goes
back to my previous point about making sure that one stays fresh and also
moves on at the right time for the institution.

PE: Would higher education or university appeal?
RB: Naturally you look at what other things are around. I sometimes think high-

er education, albeit in a great state of flux at the moment, might be quite
challenging. Also I think working in a local/district education authority at
a senior level could be quite interesting. But I'm not interested in some of
the more administrative aspects; it's not as though I'm not interested in pol-
icy making, I am very much -1 don't think my strengths are in meticulous
bureaucracy. I'm motivated to set and sustain values.

PE: One of the other avenues, although it wouldn't be a full-time position, would be to train
as an OFSTED inspector. You could do that, say once ayear, as a kind of staff devel-
opment activity. Would that appeal?

RB: Possibly, though not as enjoyable as being a good parent and spending time
at home! Again it's a case of looking at your institution and what you can
then take back. Also the way it frees up opportunities for others in the insti-
tution is important. I would also say, as a head, I very much enjoyed
working with you on the NFER project, as did the governors. It was an
opportunity for us to be reflective practitioners. For example, when you
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interviewed our chair of governors it opened up discussions between him
and myself that we hadn't had; we were prompted into them.

Perhaps we could end almost with a question mark - whose responsi-
bility is it to move the reasonably effective headteacher/principal on to her
or his next post? Margaret Thatcher talked about passing on the torch
when she felt someone else was ready to take it - events dictated otherwise!
Maybe there'll be a Putsch here and Blatchford will be out! Or the audi-
tor will decide it's time for me to go!

PE: The key question is who actually discusses this with the head. . .
RB: My secretary and I have this 'voluntary euthanasia' pact; we shall tell each

other when it's time to go. We've worked together effectively for eight years
- we'll be strong enough to tell each other when the time is right to call it
a day.



CHAPTER 6

Bernard Clarke

In conversation with Lesley Anderson

LA: I'd like to ask you about your views on leadership, what sort of leader you are and what
made you adopt that style of leadership. Can we start by talking about your own educa-
tion and to what extent those experiences influenced your work as a teacher and
headteacher?

BC: When I think back to my own education I think of two things. One is a
hatred of primary school and fear of primary school teachers. The other is
loving being at the local grammar school and almost worshipping various
teachers. I absolutely loved that part of my schooling even though it did
not teach me how to study. It was, in fact, devastating for me because I
failed my 'A' levels. With hindsight, the experience of failing 'A' levels was
a most significant learning time for me. I think it actually gave me an under-
standing of what happens to many people, and to young people in
particular. I don't think many headteachers have that experience.

I always wanted to be a teacher, when I didn't want to be captain of
England at cricket, or drive a railway train. But, of course, the result of fail-
ing 'A' levels was I couldn't train to teach because I couldn't get to
university. However, it did mean that I gained experience of other types of
work. I started in a bank although that only lasted for about three months.
I thought I was dying. So I left and drove a lorry for a time and then,
eventually, I went back to college to do 'A' levels again. But I still did not
take them because I developed glandular fever. So I arrived at the age of
about 20 with nothing and no sense of direction just like an increasing num-
ber of young people today. However, I was lucky because, by chance, I
went on to work as a VSO teacher and so I gained teaching experience by
the 'back door'. However, there was still a problem when I came back to
Britain. In conventional educational terms, I was no further on because I
still hadn't got any 'A' levels and I still had not got the entree into higher
education. So, for some reason or other, I found myself in residential social
work working with delinquent boys and it happened to be in Bradford. I
knew there was a university there so I went to the back door and asked for
a place. I got one and I enrolled for one of the liberal 1960s general degrees
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in applied social studies. This was fascinating because I ended up not only
getting a degree, but also professional training in social case work.

LA: So that was without 'A3 levels?
BC: Yes, that was as a mature student with a little experience along the way.

With hindsight, one of the most important parts of my training as a head-
teacher was the training I received as a social worker. In those days the
work was very much related to the dynamics of individual and interper-
sonal behaviour, understanding what happens in groups, and when people
talk, trying to locate what their real feelings are underneath the words they
use. I think that was a very valuable training to have, one which every
teacher should experience. It ought to be part of teacher training. It seems
crazy to me that teachers can find themselves in front of a class of 25 ado-
lescents without having any real understanding of group dynamics. I found
these earlier experiences very useful in my teaching.

LA: You said when at school you'd always wanted to be a teacher. IVhere does that come
from?

BC: I've no idea. Neither of my parents were involved in education in any sense.
Neither were educational successes. They went to elementary schools and
left at the age of 15 for work. I had no relatives who were teachers and I
didn't like primary school. I suspected that it grew out of a sort of adoles-
cent hero-worship of some of the teachers I encountered at secondary
school.

LA: So it was probably established in secondary school?
BC: Yes, that's right and I think it was literally about those people. There is

very little I can remember of what I was taught, but I can remember those
people. I suppose the other, in a sense, negative experience which has
informed my educational ideas, was watching my two brothers at school.
They went to public school and it was decreed by my parents that I should
go as well at 13+. But I was so happy and settled at the local grammar
school that I did the unheard of thing and refused to go. This caused a
tremendous 'hoo-ha' in the family. Subsequently, I saw how unhappy my
brothers were. I suppose I was a bit pious but, even at that early age, I had
this moral objection to the notion of private education and I saw it didn't
work for either of my brothers.

LA: Was it a boarding school that your brothers attended?
BC: Yes, it was a boarding school about 30 miles from home and I watched my

elder brother gradually become more withdrawn and isolated and social-
ly inept. Then my younger brother committed the cardinal sin of failing
the 11 + and was sent to the same school rather than the local secondary
modern. (What would the neighbours think of having a child at the sec-
ondary modern?) His rather fragile confidence had already been affected
when he failed the 11+ but it was destroyed at this school and he ran away.
I think I can trace the effects of that school experience throughout both my
brothers' lives and as a result of all of this, I developed pretty strong views
on education.
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LA: So when you graduated you went to train to teach?
BC: I went to Bristol and did a PGCE. I'd been at Bradford for four years so

by this time I was 25 or 26. It was also at this time that I got married. I'd
heard about the Department of Education at Bristol. In those days, there
were three very eminent professors of education there. William Taylor, a
young William Taylor, a wonderful man called Ben Morris and a sage and
guru called Roger Wilson. I'd heard about these people so I got a place
and studied for a PGCE at Bristol.

LA: It was a conscious decision because of the people working there?
BC: Yes and it turned out to be an interesting year. However, as I said, we'd

got married and so I decided it was time to stop training and get a job. I
got one in Bristol. I was appointed to work at Filton School half-time as a
youth leader and counsellor and half-time as a teacher. In those days there
was some opportunity for this arrangement.

LA: So that role enabled you to draw on your earlier experiences?
BC: That's right. I did the job for five years and then decided to become a 'legit-

imate' teacher. I became head of lower school at Filton. This was a good
formative experience although it was an environment in which I felt some-
what limited. The atmosphere at Filton was not one of experiment and
trying new things. It was run as a tight ship, a very safe organization and
after 11 years there I felt rather constrained.

LA: You were there quite a long time?
BC: I was there a long time, longer than I intended. I was looking for a pro-

motion for about two years and I wrote for scores and scores of deputy
headships. I think my chequered career and the rather whimsical direction
it had taken meant that I didn't have a lot of success. I really got rather
depressed and quite desperate to get a move and a promotion and I
wasn't getting them. I had a number of bits of advice along the way about
letters of application and so on and then, towards the end of the resigna-
tions deadline in 1980, I saw an advert for the post of Vice-Principal of
Burleigh Community College in Loughborough. I sent for the details and
when I read them they jumped off the page at me. They really did. They
were quite unlike anything else I had read in the way of details about a post
in a school. They were written in a particular style by a woman who turned
out to be one of the formative influences upon me. She was called Joan
Gregory and was the Principal of the College. She was quite outrageous,
but her educational vision was absolutely wonderful. There were issues
about her personnel management and she was strong meat. But, most
importantly for me, there was a clear role for the deputy; to work as sort
of lieutenant to her.

It was the most brilliant experience working with her and it was all the
things I had been longing for. She was the sort of person who would throw
15 balls in the air, knowing that ten would crash to the ground and two
would be picked up by somebody who would run in the wrong direction.
But she knew that three would be taken on. If things did not work out, her
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approach was always to have another go. Her view on management was
to let people get on with their job. If things went wrong, she would pick up
the bits. In fact, you didn't dare make a mess of it.

She was constantly nipping at people's ankles, always restless in a pro-
fessional way. She had little phrases some of which I've assumed as my
own. At Peers, we don't use the word 'kids' but one of her expressions was
'What's in it for the kids?' What she meant was whatever we did in school
the students' experience was the bottom line for all of us. Another of her
phrases was 'School should be full of second chances.' I think that's bril-
liant. I just believe it's so true. She was a wonderful influence.

LA: So had you decided before you went to Leicestershire that you wanted to be a head? You
were obviously very influenced by Joan Gregory.

BC: I think it's about readiness. I hadn't planned it through. When I was at Fil-
ton, I'd been there three weeks when a guy, the head of sixth, came up to
me and asked what I was going to do next. I told him that I don't know,
that I'd only just arrived. But I went on to ask him what he was going to
do next. He told me that he was going to be an HMI. He'd got his career
planned out in detail. Mine wasn't like that. But I knew the time when I
had a sense of readiness for headship. I watched the people I worked with,
my immediate colleagues, and there came a time when I thought 'I could
do that.' It first happened at Filton. So there was the influence of working
for five years with Joan Gregory. That helped me in my readiness. Then
she retired and I was part of the process of appointing and seeing in a new
principal. The College was a big place. There were 1700 students and the
man appointed to replace Joan was the very highly regarded Keith For-
man. Before he came to Burleigh, he'd already been a head for 17 years
at a village college in Cambridgeshire. He'd been through grave personal
illness and had been awarded the OBE for his work in Cambridgeshire. So
working with Keith was an equally fascinating experience.

Jumping on, when I applied for this job at Peers and was interviewed, I
was asked why I should be appointed. What made me the person for the
post? I was able to say, without hesitation, that I'd had this apprenticeship
and experience of working alongside these two remarkable, powerful peo-
ple each with an entirely different style.

LA: So you learned about headship from Joan Gregory and Keith Forman in Leicestershire
and, indeed, from the head at Filton as well?

BC: From Filton, yes. The head I worked with there has retired now but my
time with him helped to clarify the sort of head I wasn't going to be. There
was a sort of caution and a control in the place which I didn't feel com-
fortable with. I suppose the guiding principle was 'Don't rock the boat',
whereas with Joan, particularly, it was, 'Yes, let's give it a whirl. Let's see
what happens.' I believe you find out by trying.

LA: Am I right in thinkingyou are talking about the contrast between Filton and that lucky
break in finding such a person to work with as Joan Gregory?

BC: Absolutely, and to his great credit, Mike Smith, the Head at Filton recog-
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nized the 'fit' and gave me strong support. I have always been grateful for
this. I owe Joan a huge debt of gratitude.

She was, however, also infuriating. There were times when I thought
'What are you doing, Joan? You can't do that.' But she'd carry on. People
could either follow her or want to leave; she was such strong meat. But it
provided a context where there was a real job for me to do and enabled
me to watch her in action. The apprenticeship taught me never to be com-
placent. I remember a time when a group of HMIs were in the College to
look at one particular department. Their report was glowing and, at the
debriefing, they were really effusive about the department. Afterwards,
Joan saw the head of department and congratulated him but then she went
on to advise him not to let the department's staff relax. She wanted them
to be praised but also challenged further. She wanted to know 'What were
they going to do next?' This was all part of her restlessness. She continu-
ally asked, 'How can we make it better?' Joan was into annual school
improvement long before it became the general culture.

LA: Is this is your fast headship?
EC: Yes.
LA: How well prepared do you think you were for it?
BC: I go back to readiness. I'd watched Joan very closely and, as I've said, it

was a huge privilege to work with her, and then with Keith. Their style was
such that they were grooming me, I knew they were. I looked and I reached
a point where I found myself feeling that I could have a go at most of the
things that Keith did, and that Joan had done. And I couldn't have done
all those things when I arrived. I learned from working alongside them,
and from the many conversations with each of them.

For example, when there was a need to have a tough conversation with
a colleague, they would sometimes talk it through with me beforehand. As
a deputy, it was a huge privilege to be a confidant to the head. Imagine,
the boss tells you he or she is about to have an extremely difficult conver-
sation and he or she does not know how to do it. Joan and Keith would
rehearse it with me and then come back afterwards to talk it through again.
I remember after one such conversation with a colleague who wasn't deliv-
ering the goods, Keith saying to me that the conversations are never as
hard as you think they are going to be. He told me to 'always bite the bul-
let' because the member of staff generally knows it's coming. In this
particular case, it was actually a relief for the member of staff to hear the
boss say that things weren't right. So, whereas there is an inclination to
avoid tackling the difficult conversation because you don't want to lose pop-
ularity or you don't want to be disliked, Keith's message was to act.

So there was a sense in which I felt ready, at least, to have a go at head-
ship. But I think my experience as a deputy made me realize I wouldn't be
happy in any school. I knew I had to look, and find, the right fit. As it hap-
pened, there was a very significant meeting that helped me find that right
fit. This is an anecdote. Tim Brighouse visited Burleigh. I remember he
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came into my PSE lesson. I was teaching a group of year 11 students. I'd
briefed them and told them that they were going to meet this guy who was
a Chief Education Officer and a pretty remarkable man. I'd told them to
talk to him and find out about him. The conversation went well; the stu-
dents ran it. They asked Tim lots of questions about his work as a CEO
and what had he done before that. Someone asked him what he wanted
to do next and he replied that what he would really like to do was run a
school like this. I remember making some sort of flip comment that I hope
I was not on the same shortlist.

Later, I don't know how long, the advert for the Head of Peers appeared
in the Times Ed. I remember thinking that it was an interesting post. I knew
about Bob Moon and I had heard him talk. I wondered who would follow
him. Then I put it to one side. The following Monday morning, the tele-
phone rang and it was Joan. She asked me what I was going to do. I replied
that I didn't know what she was talking about. She asked if I'd seen the
TES and the Peers job? I told her that, as a family, we'd planned to go
north next. She just said 'Apply' and that was the end of the conversation.
When I was interviewed for the headship of Peers, Tim was still CEO in
Oxfordshire. There were four other vice-principals from Leicestershire
shortlisted, so, although I didn't know much about the school, I had a sense
in which I felt it was broadly on the same wavelength as Burleigh. So it was
about feeling ready and about there being a sense of fit.

LA: What is your vision for the school? How do you go about trying to achieve it?
BC: I think my experiences of academic failure, and my background in social

work, have led me to be a bit of a sceptic as far as the curriculum is con-
cerned. Obviously, I do think it matters. But I do really passionately believe
that if young people are going to learn and be successful, the conditions for
learning are the most important thing. So my vision of leadership, such as
it is, because I've never set it out, is being responsible for creating the cli-
mate in which young people and adults can do their best. You will find
headteachers who are the real curriculum thinkers in their school. I am
not. You will find headteachers who know every last detail of their budget
and timetable and I am not one of those. My view of headship is of some-
body who tries to articulate a set of principles, persuades people of those
principles, and then, puts them into practice.

The best way I can explain it is by example. Another of Joan's catch-
phrases was 'Do the words fit the music?' Now, Peers has always had a
reputation of being on the liberal wing. Remarkable things have happened
here. For example, the introduction of the modular curriculum in the
1980s. But when I came here, it seemed to me that there were occasional
discrepancies between the rhetoric and the reality. The rhetoric was about
relationships but was not always acted out in practice. So I wasn't sure that
the words did always fit the music. Shortly after I'd started here I was walk-
ing around the campus and everything seemed fine. Suddenly, I heard a
loud male voice and I looked across and some distance away there was this
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tall male verbally assaulting a small female who appeared, in my mind's
eye, to be getting smaller. I, as a greenhorn, asked his area co-ordinator to
have a word with him because his behaviour really wasn't good enough or
necessary. It was very important to me. So I'd dealt with it and felt quite
pleased with myself.

However, I was reminded of this incident a few weeks later. It was the
first staff meeting and, in those days, there were 65 or 70. There was already
an agenda in the school about leadership and management and the staff
were still 'sussing' me out. We got through the business and onto AOB
when, unannounced, a friend of the chap who had been shouting those
weeks before, stood up and asked me if I had a policy on shouting. I told
him that I didn't, but that I would say what I thought about it. I remem-
ber saying three things. One was that if we disagree, we don't scream and
shout at each other. Second, I said I thought it very hard to ask young peo-
ple not to raise their voices if adults were heard shouting and, finally, I
believed it was impossible to say that the school did not tolerate bullying if
big powerful males verbally assaulted small powerless females. I heaved a
sigh of relief and the meeting was over. I remember reflecting as I was leav-
ing on what the staff would have made of my response. But, more than
that, it occurred to me that it was actually a trigger for me to say to every-
one in the school that what was sauce for the goose should also be sauce
for the gander.

I believe that one thing young people can spot at a thousand metres is
'bull...' and if we say we want them to be independent, autonomous, deci-
sion-making young adults, but tell them that they must do exactly as we
say, then they know that we don't mean it. So, as a result of that initial con-
versation, I began a discussion with the Senior Management Team about
what we, at Peers, ought to be able to expect of each other, whoever we
are, in order to get on with our jobs at the school. From this, we drafted a
document which, in those days, we called a Code of Conduct and we put
it to the staff.

LA: A Code for adults and children?
BC: Everybody. We invited comments from the staff on the draft but there

weren't many because it was like the abolition of sin. There wasn't much
anyone could disagree with. The only exception was that some of the staff,
and I would describe them as the more anxious people, were concerned
about what they would do if the students didn't conform. My reply was
that we'd got a disciplinary structure, we had strategies for dealing with
people who break the rules. But I think the question should have been
'What do any of us do if any of the others don't?' Not us and them. What
happens if any of us transgress?

Staff and student discussions were held and these were used to redraft
the document once more. It then went to the parents and the other agen-
cies on the premises, the library, the kitchen staff, the sports and arts centre
and, finally, the governors ratified it. So, at the end of the day, we could
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hold it up and say we have all agreed the Code and, through it, we'd agreed
what we stand for. We review and refine it each year. We have also moved
away from the rather military title of Code of Conduct. We now call it
'Rights and Responsibilities'. The strength of it is rooted in the notion that
the school is a place of work and it is everybody's right to get on with their
work. But it is also about the expectation of everybody that they will get
on with their work. It's couched in the assumption that we will do our best.
The assumption of sets of rules is usually that if you don't control young
people, they will break the rules and they will, therefore, need punishing.
I don't agree with that. I think young people see through it immediately.
But, if you assume the best of them, they will come up trumps.

Let me give you another example. When we have visitors I take them
into the hall. At morning break there are two or three hundred students
there with just one or two staff. When visitors see the way the students
behave they generally ask where all the rough kids from Blackbird Leys
are. In fact, I have virtually never had to deal with misbehaviour in the
hall.

I believe it's about people adjusting to a context and doing as is expect-
ed of them. If you have the highest expectations in terms of work and
behaviour, students endeavour to come up to these standards. Of course,
they don't all the time but neither do any of us. So we hold up 'Rights and
Responsibilities' to each other because all of us are frail. I might 'flip my
lid' and raise my voice at somebody, and teachers, especially when they
are under stress, might infringe 'Rights and Responsibilities'. Equally
young people, who are growing up, don't get it right first time. But 'school
should be full of second chances'. Five years ago, if we had visitors who
wanted to look around the school we would decide which lessons I thought
it would be okay for them to visit. Now, visitors go anywhere, literally, any-
where. The atmosphere in the school is purposeful and calm. Difficulties
are dealt with quietly by discussion in a rational way, by confronting young-
sters with the consequences of what they did. For example, I had a
conversation yesterday with a student who had misbehaved. I told her that
she could choose to behave in that way, that is her right and I was not going
to prevent her. However, I explained that if she did behave in that way cer-
tain things would happen and she needed to know.

LA: // seems that you are reiterating the example you gave before, where you were facing up
to dealing with a difficult member of staff. It's about facing up to things, isn't it? It's
about being explicit, sharing exactly what is happening and what you expect.

BC: And avoiding manipulation by students, staff or yourself. Being honest.
One of things I think is very common in schools is for the manipulative
teacher to try and put the head or the senior management of the school in
the position of having to support and justify what is ultimately unaccept-
able. So I think 'Rights and Responsibilities' gives us a basis on which to
identify what is rational. So I had a discussion with a student on Friday
who had been deliberately rude to a teacher. I asked him why it was
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necessary. He told me that, in his view, the teacher was useless. I said that
he was entitled to his opinion but that being rude to the teacher was not a
helpful way of dealing with the matter. I told him that it is his responsibil-
ity to say something to somebody if he did think a teacher was not delivering
the goods because it is his right to get the best possible education. By being
rude he had shifted the agenda so that I had to deal with his rudeness. He
may feel this was unfair but, by the same token, I did not feel that his behav-
iour towards the teacher was fair. She was hurt and offended by what he'd
said. I told him that I wanted to reach the situation where we all, the stu-
dent, the teacher and me could sit down together so that he, the student,
could tell the teacher what he thinks about her lessons and the teacher can
tell him what it is like to have him in her class. We would then be in a posi-
tion to try to move forward.

That seemed to be the rational way of dealing with the situation. That's
how adults do their business, or ought to! There is a great tendency in insti-
tutions to regress and, this is the social worker bit in me, to an infantile
attitude. Staffrooms are very interesting barometers of that. Staffrooms will
occasionally take up the cudgel, rather like a family, on behalf of a belea-
guered member. They do it for quite irrational reasons, to get at the angry
or the oppressive dad or parent. There is, frequently, an interesting dynam-
ic that goes on in Staffrooms.

LA: So what kind of leader do you see yourself as?
BC: I want to say I'm all the nice words, like a democrat, benign and so on. I

suppose I would aim towards those characteristics although not for senti-
mental reasons. I think there is something in all of us that wants to be liked.
However, it seems to me, that as a headteacher you can't do much, you
can only achieve with the people you have around you, working with you.
Therefore, it is very important to involve people and for them to feel that
they can participate, but not take every decision. I have worked in situa-
tions where we have tried to open up the decision-making process. Burleigh
is an example of this. But I concluded, as a member of staff as well, that
people don't want to be involved in every decision. They haven't got
enough time apart from anything else and they may not be particularly
interested. Part of the judgement of a leader is deciding which things to
consult people about and engage them in and which things just to say,
'Okay folks, this is what we are going to do.' So I don't regard myself as a
democrat. It seems to me that the buck does stop with me and there are
times when I have to say to people, 'This is the way it has got to be.' But
one hopes that it is said in a context where people feel aware of the impor-
tance of their role. I'm afraid I fail all the time on the importance of praise
but I do endeavour to handle situations with sensitivity. We had some inter-
views here recently and, as it happens, the internal candidates were
unsuccessful. I think sensitivity to those people was vital. I think the impor-
tance of having a word with them cannot be over-estimated.

My own view of myself, my own hang-up which I alluded to earlier, is
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that I am not very good on detail. I tend to be broadbrush. I tend to be as
I remember Joan. I say things like, 'Why don't we give it a whirl?' So, for
example, we have this link with a school in Tanzania and, in 1990 when
Desmond Tutu came to Oxford, somebody in the staffroom suggested that
it would be great if he came to visit Peers. So I wrote to him and he came
and it was just a jewel in the lives of lots of people. Desmond Tutu came
and talked to us. He greeted, hugged and shook hands with everybody. It
was a golden moment. In one sense this is nothing to do with the job of
headteacher, but, in another way, in terms of giving the place a lift, I think
it is. I see my role in terms of rinding ways to make the school better. I know
it has improved but I want it to be even better next year and so I ask, 'What
can we do?'

All the time, the bottom line for me is the motivation, the expectation
and the achievements of the students. I ask how are we going to help these
youngsters who are not the most advantaged educationally in this city of
dreaming spires. How are we going to help them get themselves on the
map and feel good about themselves and their education? I keep a picture
in the middle of my notice board. It's a charcoal drawing of a girl. I keep
it because the girl artist came into year 9 a few years ago. She had a rep-
utation for being an impetuous, and occasionally aggressive girl. She was
quite a struggle in years 9 and 10, but, by year 11, she'd calmed down. The
head of art spotted her talent for the subject and so we persuaded her to
stay on into the sixth form. This was much against the odds and very unlike-
ly in her circumstances. She is now at Brookes University reading
Anthropology and History of Art.

For me that is what it's about and it's good to keep stories like that one
in mind. The other thing is, and this will sound pious, but I think there is
something about being authentic and being at one with your beliefs and
your principles. That's why I feel so angry about Tony Blair. I don't feel
pious about it but I just rejoice that my own kids chose to come to Peers.
Our second transferred from another city school into the sixth form and
got such good 'A' levels. She got two As and two Bs. When she got the
results, I asked her about her decision to move to the sixth form at Peers.
She told me she wanted to prove that she could do as well at Peers as any-
where. She was hacked off with the North Oxford attitudes to Blackbird
Leys and the prejudice which exists. Two of our other children are at Peers
as well. Tom is in the upper sixth and Jo is in year 10. I didn't persuade
them to come, they chose it. To me there is a message for parents in the
fact that our children come to Peers. 'If it is good enough for the head's
kids, it good enough for mine.'

We now have ten members of staff, teaching and support staff, who have
children in the school and they are doing well. So there is a sense in which
there's an increased investment in the place and, in fact, the chap who I
told you about earlier, who was shouting at the student now has a son here.
The teacher admits his attitude has moved. He used to say things like
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'They're kids, I'm the teacher. We know where we stand. I am not into all
this student business.' Now he sees the benefit. So I think there is some-
thing about trying to be true to your principles because the leaders I have
admired have all been people who you knew didn't say one thing and do
another, so to try and do that is important to me.

LA: Ton suggested that you are not good at the detail What do you do about it?
BC: Delegate . . . although I mustn't overplay it. It's very easy to be self-

effacing or cavalier. I have to manage a certain amount of detail. I have to
get a balance. But, actually, I get quite bored by the detail. The sort of buzz
I get is from working with business people or setting up a study support
centre or working with the university or going to see David Blunkett, like
I am later today. It's all those things that I believe are important. I think
being a head is the most privileged job there is and I get a daily buzz from
it.

To me, you deal with the detail as a deputy. You saw one of my deputies
earlier. That was Chris Dark. He's brilliant at the student affairs end of
things and as a project manager. He'll produce a newspaper or a presen-
tation in three weeks. Glynis, the other deputy, has a background in the
pastoral care side of things. She took over from another deputy who was
second to none. Glynis moved into the job and had a huge amount to
learn. But she has got it and does the work brilliantly. I feel comfortable
about her handling the timetable, the staffing and the curriculum. Chris
handles student affairs and project management and Peter Walter, a for-
mer maths teacher, manages the budget. Peter is rather like Newman
Noggs in Nicholas Nickleby. He's rather diffident and stands on the edge
of things. He whittles away at the minute detail of the budget. But I only
have to ask him what the five key points are and he can loosen up and give
me them. It is comforting to know that he is poring over the details of the
budget.

LA: So it's about knowing how people tick and how you tick as well?
BC: Yes, playing to people's strengths and looking for the gaps and seeing what

we haven't got. Then asking if there is anybody who could do it. I am not
ever so good at the formal structures, like the weekly senior management
team meeting, and I think, maybe, that is an area I ought to sharpen on.
But it seems to work, although it's easy for me to say that, but I hope the
others feel that it does. We do have pretty ready access to each other. Peo-
ple come in and out and have a chat. My office is a corridor really! So,
yes, that's how we handle it. We haven't been caught out yet on detail and
there is a brilliant tradition at Peers of pulling the stops out if it's needed.
So when we found three years ago, that we had the opportunity to apply
for the Government's Technology Schools' Initiative, we got a group of
people together around the table and we started to bang it out. We pro-
duced a brilliant submission and we got the grant.

LA: What are your key educational and managerial values?
BC: I think that the overriding values which guide the way I work are, firstly,
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the importance that I do things through my colleagues. Therefore, my
greatest responsibility is to develop and encourage staff. Without that, noth-
ing can be achieved. A second value is, and I hesitate to say this as a man
to a woman interviewer, a deep commitment to equal opportunity and a
sense that we are actually all in this together. As headteacher, I am no bet-
ter than the youngest, most disadvantaged youngster in the school. Simply
because I happen to have a few more years and a few more qualifications
and a few more advantages does not make me any better. And if we can
create an atmosphere in which there is a genuine sense that we are of equal
value, I reckon adolescents can buy that. And teachers can buy it. Now
that this philosophy has become fairly rooted in the school, I don't think
that there are many teachers who would have it otherwise. I'm not sure if
it's a value but another principle which I hold dear is the belief that we
have a responsibility to ensure that every year is better than the last, in as
many ways as possible. I suppose if by value one is talking about the role
of the head, in addition to what I've already said, I think my role is to artic-
ulate the vision. I believe in holding up the vision and I know that another
reason why my apprenticeship was so invaluable was because I had the
opportunity to work with visionaries. I may not be quite clear about my
vision all the time but I know I have a vision and I am working towards
finding it.

LA: Is it harder to be an effective school leader than it used to be?
BC: Well, I've only been a school leader since 1988 which, in itself, is quite a

significant date: Educational Reform Act and all of that. It is true that the
job that I applied for is very different from the one I am doing. In some
ways I'm sure it is more difficult. There are much greater pressures and
demands on heads in terms of public accountability, the political context
in which we operate, like league tables, open enrolment and the pressures
of formula funding - both at the level of the inequities which are inherent
in formula funding but, also, in the actual practical business of managing
budgets. So I certainly wouldn't think headship is easier than it was before
1988. On the other hand, it is all I've known and I have to say that although
it is difficult in the sense of hard work, it is hugely stimulating. Every day
is a different challenge, and so 'easy' or 'difficult' don't actually fit my
descriptions of the role. As I say it is hugely stimulating and, occasionally,
it can be frustrating. I think it's a bit of a roller coaster.

LA: It's changing for you as well as the climate generally?
BC: Yes, that's right.
LA: It's probably not possible to make comparisons?
BC: I can't make a comparison. Occasionally, I talk to heads from other parts

of the world, and they can't believe what is required of headteachers in this
country. Being head of a school always seems to me to have been a big job,
as much in symbolic terms and in terms of the role in relation to other peo-
ple as in terms of the actual tasks that have to be performed.
So I think it has always been 'big' in that sense, in terms of the public and
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student perception of the role you occupy. The British education system
has a tradition of the head as both an academic and pastoral leader and
that makes it big - bigger than a head of a French school, for instance. If
you then lay on to that the business manager aspect of the role, and the
marketer, and all the other things, then it becomes a huge job.

I remember a visit we had from the chief executive of a multi-million
business. The visit was part of a Business in the Community initiative and
was called 'Seeing is Believing'. We spent time work-shadowing each other
and at the end of the time he spent with me, he commented on two aspects
of my role. One was that my job is infinitely more demanding than his and
secondly, it is more stimulating. He'd sat in my office for half the day and
was surprised by the range of people and issues I dealt with. He remarked
on the number of constituencies that I address, was available for and
accountable to as the headteacher. In his own role, he knew exactly who
he would be dealing with, just the employees, the board, and the share-
holders.

LA: "The range is both demanding and stimulating?
BC: That's right.
LA: Who manages you and to whom are you accountable?
BC: There's the technical answer, which is the governing body, which, in our

case, is hugely supportive. I can't over-estimate the sense of confidence that
provides. They are not a push-over, they want to know answers, they are
rigorous at meetings, but they are solidly committed to the school and solid-
ly committed to the view that I'm the manager and should get on with the
task of managing the school. They want to be kept informed but they don't
want to interfere and they don't want to take decisions at a day-to-day level.
That's very good.

Personally, I think that there is no question that the most important
check and balance in my professional life is my family. My wife is very sup-
portive but, also, very acute in her perceptions. She's from a professional
family herself and a nurse so she knows about many of the pastoral issues
that we are dealing with. But she is also interested in the personnel mat-
ters. The greatest support I get is when I discuss in-school personnel issues
with her. She is able to put them into the context of her understanding of
people and what makes them tick. Also, I've already said how useful I find
it having children in the school.

LA: I suppose you get a feedback from your children?
BC: Endless feedback, and much of it not favourable either about me or the

school. But, at a deep level, I know they are solidly committed and that is
very important. They want to do well. They have a personal investment so
they want the school to do well. I hope that's not too much of a burden for
them.

LA: Because it was their choice to come here?
BC: Yes - all three of them. Lucy was the first of our children to come here in

to the sixth form. It was about four or five years ago and the school was
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not what it is now in terms of its status and public perception. So I swal-
lowed hard when she made her decision. In one sense I was pleased but
there was a bit of me that was anxious as a parent that she would do okay.
So I was hugely gratified that she did so well and enjoyed it so much. Tom
came at the same time in year 9 and he has done well and is doing his 'A'
levels now. Jo chose to come two years ago and she's now in year 10.1 sup-
pose there's been a bit of a family mission about the place because my
children have been not insignificant in encouraging friends who might oth-
erwise have gone elsewhere to come to Peers as well.

LA: So is their feedback to you fair or do you feel that they are hard on you?
BC: Oh I don't feel families are ever fair. They ought not to be fair. If kids can't

sound off at their parents, they can't sound off to anybody. Although, actu-
ally, what they say is generally fair. They will challenge me if they think an
injustice has been done. They will challenge me if they think there are
weaknesses in teaching or resources in the school. They will say that I real-
ly ought to do something about this or that. Which is very good. They will
tell me if something is rubbish. They won't hesitate, but they will say less
about the good things. But, as they are settled and doing well, I conclude
that they don't need to say much about the good things.

LA: And they act out their support for you through the things they do?
BC: That's right. And I feel that one of the other sources of comfort is the

increasing number of staff with children at the school. I'm talking about
both teaching, office staff and others. As I said before, I believe there is
quite a good message in that fact.

LA: Do you still enjoy being a headteacher?
BC: I absolutely love it. Which is not to say that I would necessarily love it in

any school and, as I've already said, I'm increasingly sure about the impor-
tance of fit. When we interview people for jobs here, we talk about the
object of the exercise being to get the best fit. And it's not just a one way
process. I don't think this school would be everybody's cup of tea, just as
I'm quite sure that there are lots of schools that wouldn't suit me. But it
gives me deep satisfaction to know that there are so few aspects of the school
with which I feel out of kilter - I can't think of one, actually. I think there
are always issues that need addressing in any school but at a level of any
significance there isn't an aspect of the school with which I feel out of sym-
pathy. I regard myself as very fortunate. And, of course, being in this
position, I am well placed to ensure that this situation continues. So I play
a significant role in guiding the direction of the school - one that I believe
is appropriate. This is the vision and I try to encourage people along that
same road.

LA: You're drawing more people into that vision?
BC: I think that's right, and so I do not feel complacent. I hear that there are

people around who really rate Peers because it has doubled its higher grade
GCSEs in four years without changing its key values. That's the most excit-
ing thing- you can really say we still believe in equal opportunities, we still
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believe in the value of every student, we still believe in all those key prin-
ciples and yet we've enabled youngsters, and their teachers, to raise their
performance, and all being well, that will continue. So that's the buzz.



CHAPTER 7

Helen Hyde

In conversation with Peter Ribbins

PR: Can I begin by askingyou to reflect on your own education. Did this influence your views
and values as an educator and manager?

HH: I don't remember much about my early education. I am not sure that the
primary school I went to had much of an influence on me. I remember
having problems with my writing. During my primary years I was kept after
school endlessly because they couldn't read my writing. I had to do writ-
ing practice - I hated that. My secondary school was very different. It was
a girls' school. I loved it. I felt very comfortable at school. But I never, ever,
said anything - I was far too shy. But in my last year I got so angry in a
class debate that for the first time in my whole school career I put my hand
up and spoke and won the debate. I was thrilled by that. I discovered I
could talk and that others would listen. But I did not talk again for a very
long time. I was still desperately shy. As I recall it, the school was tradi-
tional, with a strong emphasis on order and learning. It influenced me but
not as much, perhaps, as my growing involvement with a Jewish youth
movement. That had a much greater influence on me at the time than any-
thing else. This has been a lasting influence.

While I was at school I found that the only way I could really learn was
to go into our garage, and use an old table tennis-table and use chalk to
teach myself. Partly because of this I suppose, my parents have told me
they thought I was going to be a teacher. I was sure I never was going to
be a teacher. I was going to be a perpetual student. At secondary school I
loved learning. When I finished school in 1964 I had to decide what to do
next. This was not a difficult decision. I was going to go to university. Every-
body went to university. There was no real pressure on me, particularly
from my family. I dreamt about being a pilot, but since I was terrible at
Maths that idea flew straight out of the window.

Having a Belgian mother and a German father and being in the Jewish
youth movement were important in shaping my interests. We spoke French
and German and English at home. Our custom was to speak English for a
week, French for a week and then German for a week. I now speak them
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all, none perfectly. At university I just knew I had to study French - then
the love of my life came up - 'Biblical Studies' - Theology. I loved those
three years even though I did not take much of a part in university life.

PR: Ton studied Languages and Theology?
HH: Yes, a double Bachelor of Arts degree. I was not naturally clever. I hope

my mother never reads this, I get on very well with her, but she always said
to me whenever I achieved anything, 'You did it and you don't even have
brains!' To this day she says 'You're the headmistress of a school and you
don't even have brains!' But I really did enjoy working which was fortu-
nate because I had to work very hard to achieve mediocre grades at school.
I worked exceptionally hard at university. I sacrificed a great deal for this,
even friendships. This was and is probably a part of my compulsive nature.
I have to work. I see studying as more important than anything else. I
remember a conversation which I had with my husband when I agreed to
marry him. I said 'You must not get in the way of my work.' That was the
understanding we got married on, my work would carry on.

At university I met someone who was to have a lasting influence on me.
He was the Professor of Biblical Studies, Professor Geyser. He was a high-
powered academic who pushed and encouraged me. He was the most car-
ing teacher I have ever had - he loved his subject and his job. All he did
was designed to promote his department and his subject. He was absolute-
ly wonderful.

PR: If you were writing for the TES on this, would you describe him as your 'best teacher'?
HH: Without any doubt. At the end of my three years I had a Bachelor of Arts

degree and found myself having to decide what to do next. I decided to go
to Transvaal Teachers' Training College to do a PGCE. I had a lovely year
- very relaxing. It didn't have any relationship to reality but I did have lots
of fun. Then I went straight back to university and got married in the same
year. What really struck me in going back to university was that I was going
back because I really loved studying and I loved the subject I was doing. I
did a further year of Theology for an Honours degree.

I was still speaking French and English at home. I found myself reading
a lot - reading is one of my ways of escaping. I read a good deal of rub-
bish and a good deal of fine literature. At first, I read fairly equally in
English and in French fiction. But gradually all my leisure reading became
French. The only things I read seriously in English are for my work or
Theology. I suppose this is another example of my compulsive nature. My
father is a person dedicated to all he undertakes -1 have inherited this from
him. I have to keep up my French. My husband calls it paranoia, but it's
not - it gives me intense pleasure.

PR: Tour PGCEyear sounds more like a pleasant marking of time rather than a serious prepa-
ration for being a teacher?

HH: It was a very pleasant interlude but it helped me to think through how
teaching needs to be organized. I am a very organized person - I get that
from my mother. I came to understand that to be a good teacher you need
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to be clear about what you want the children to gain from each lesson. I
think this was the only thing I gained from the PGCE course. I can't
remember the tutors, nor anyone watching a lesson of mine. I'm sure they
did. The education theory, the philosophy was a joke to me. It didn't seem
to have relevance.

PR: Why did you do a PGCE?
HH: I didn't know what else to do. I really didn't think that I'd ever teach. I had

to do something - everybody else had got their degrees and were going
places and doing things. I didn't know what else to do other than to study.

PR: You hadn't made up your mind to be a teacher?
HH: Not at this stage, but I did not find the experience of teaching threatening.

I had been a youth leader and was still a youth leader. I had moved up
through the age groups starting with little ones and by the time I was doing
my PGCE, working with the older ones. I had taken them on camps, liv-
ing with the 'whole child' and this experience has affected me in anything
I have done ever since.

PR: Did you specialize in Theology for your PGCE?
HH: I read Biblical Studies not Theology. My studies were not philosophical

but essentially historical - a study of books of the Bible and associated
material in a historical context. We examined the sources of theological
evidence - historically and scientifically. My degree had no relationship to
teaching Scripture. I've never taught Scripture or Religious Studies.

PR: Biblical Studies remains a major interest?
HH: It has been and is a major influence in my life - one of my main hobbies

out of school.
PR: Was your secondary school a girls' school?
HH: Yes. It was a large school although not quite as big as my school. It was

fairly formal, with a uniform, some stress on discipline . . .
PR: White?
HH: White - absolutely - in those days you wouldn't have a black child near

the school. I don't want to give you the wrong impression. There was quite
a lot fun involved. But everything in the curriculum was compulsory except
for French or Latin and Biology or Physics. I dropped Physics as soon as I
could.

PR: It seems to have been a serious place?
HH: It was a serious place. You knew you would move on from there to uni-

versity. I felt comfortable there. I remember our school assemblies, the
headmistress used to process slowly on to the stage. She was a huge lady
and her dog would usually follow her - a fat long dachshund which came
onto the stage with her. Once there she would say 'Right we'll sing hymn
so and so.' I am Orthodox Jewish. I love singing and sang hymns from the
bottom of my heart. But I cannot remember a single reading she ever read.
Those were the only assemblies I ever went to because at none of the
schools in which I taught did we have proper formal assemblies.

PR: It sounds like your mother was the key family influence?
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HH: My father is as quiet and as serious minded as I am. He came out of Ger-
many at 19. His family suffered terribly - but he was the quiet, silent type.
Always reading, often away on business trips - totally dedicated to the task.
Maybe that is where I get this aspect of my personality from. My mother
was always around. She was a very outgoing lady, who didn't go to uni-
versity, who barely finished secondary school. She was full of fun, always
playing jokes on people in her school. But she didn't take her own educa-
tion very seriously. Even so, she made me work very hard.

PR: Was she trying to achieve through you, what she had not achieved herself?
HH: She never put pressure on me to do anything important. I think the under-

standing was you studied until you got married. She did feel that I was
either always away studying or wearing the youth movement uniform and
she did not like that too much. Only later did I come to realize she was
fairly domineering. It was easy for me because I was quiet - my sisters found
her much more difficult. My mother is very, very proud of me but she
always seems amazed at anything I might achieve. Also because I study
Theology with such a passion, my mother thinks I am going to be a Rabbi.
She never had a thought of going to university herself- she went to work
straight after school. But had a lot of fun. She was an outstanding sports-
woman - who swam, played hockey and tennis - that was her life. I suppose
I get my passion for exercise from her. Looking back, my parents have had
a lasting influence. I'm sure it is at the back of my mind to try to make them
proud of me.

PR: / can appreciate that. Ton left South Africa in 1970?
HH: We set out upon what was intended as an extended tour. My husband, I

think, wanted to get away from my parents - because they were so domi-
neering. I also thought it would be good for us to go away and become
independent. We spent three months in Paris where I continued to study
French - but I kept on buying Theology books in French. We had a won-
derful three months. Every art gallery in France was visited. Then we came
to England. By that time we had run out of money. My husband is a doc-
tor so he found a locum job straight away. I needed to work. I tried my
hand at business - I can't remember what it was - I had to count up fi
ures. I lasted about half an hour and then left. Then I got a job at the
Michelin Tyre Co. writing out envelopes - for about three weeks. Then I
thought, well the only thing that I can do, I am trained to do, is to teach.

Walking through the school where I was called for interview, I saw these
absolutely colossal boys. I rejected the job before I got to the interview. I
was terrified. Instead, I went to a school down the road - a co-ed school
called Acland Burghley and stayed there for fourteen years. I started work-
ing four days a week while I was doing a Masters degree in Theology at
Kings College, London. At Acland Burghley I was one of eight or nine pro-
bationers all starting together. There was a real feeling of working together
- life was very hard. At first, you had to spend all your energy learning to
survive. But it was fun. We all felt we were in it together. We all learnt
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together and developed a very close relationship. Some of the friends I
made then are still my friends now. I taught French and a bit of PE. I slow-
ly worked my way up the languages department becoming head of
department, then senior teacher in charge of primary liaison. I did feel I
had built up a really good department which offered French, Spanish and
a bit of German. I loved the teaching. I always felt first and foremost that
I had to build up a relationship with the children so they could trust me
and understand my sense of humour. Once again I reverted to what I had
learnt as a youth leader.

I worked for four heads. One a very quiet retiring man - a father figure
another was Sam Fisher. People in London would know of him and his
wife - he was very influential; very good to me. When he fell ill I found
myself running the Staff Association and that was when I woke up. I had
to talk. Until then, I had never, ever spoken publicly. At first, running the
Association nearly finished me. In the end I loved it and I realized I had
something of a leader in me after all. At the same time I started taking chil-
dren to France - at first the sixth form groups and later 150 first-year
every year for a week. We linked up with schools there. We taught Maths,
History, PE - everything in French for a week. That was one of the things
that kept me at that school for so long. I really enjoyed those school jour-
neys.

Then I met the best head for whom I have ever worked - David Kelly.
He is now head of a sixth form centre in Essex. He was everywhere at the
same time. If, for example, you arrived late he always seemed to be at the
entrance to meet you - and there were nine entrances! He listened to you
- he always looked at you straight in the eye and you knew he was listen-
ing. He only stayed for a few years - but during that time he changed the
school. I learnt a lot by watching him. He didn't speak a lot to me, but he
greatly influenced me. I spent fourteen years at Acland Burghley and then
suddenly, in the last year, I felt totally bored and I don't get bored easily.
This was very upsetting. I was happy there - my friends were there and we
had fun in spite of the hard work. I found this feeling of boredom very
painful and I knew I had to go. I had to decide what to do next. Did I want
to study or did I want to climb the career ladder? I didn't actually answer
the question to myself, I just went for deputy headship. I knew I didn't real-
ly want to go back to university. I had my Masters degree and did not really
want to start a doctorate. I got a deputy headship in Haringey, at High-
gate Wood School - a predominantly boys' school at the time.

In Haringey there were ten, then nine, secondary schools and that was
very important. The deputies of the nine schools formed a very close unit.
I did not get on very well with my head and only stayed for four years. But
I was very lucky because when I got there, there were these two wonder-
ful deputies - both Welsh. They were huge men. The head took me on as
a pastoral deputy; I loved that because there was that responsibility for the
whole child which has always been so important to me. I still taught French
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and started teaching German for the first time. I was about three pages
ahead of the children - but I enjoyed it. I had a very good head of depart-
ment. And the deputy, with whom I worked closely, kept reminding me
'The single most important resource we have are staff. Your most impor-
tant job is to look after the staff, they must be happy.' That has been the
guiding light for me here. Two years later I became the curriculum deputy
- I loved that. I wrote the timetable which I had never done before. A sci-
entist showed me how he did it - on a piece of paper, no bigger than an
exercise page. Wonderful. The timetable is such a powerful tool. It brought
me in much closer contact with the staff. Why did I want to leave? Partly
because I didn't get on with the head - but I wasn't at all bored. Part of it
was an inner challenge - I have constantly to do something that frightens
me. So I started to apply for headships.

I had always worked in mixed schools. I went for Hendon School, a big
mixed school. I liked it because it was in those days a pretty downtrodden
school. I remember seeing a greasy motor-mechanic area and thinking 'I
must change this so that girls will like it. It is disgusting.' But I didn't change
it because I did not get that job. I then thought that I would go for some-
thing totally different and so I applied for Enfield Boys' Grammar School.
I went genuinely believing that a female could or should run a male sec-
ondary school.

PR: I am not sure I can think of any who do. But there are a few men running girls' schools.
HH: I don't know of any women heads of boys' schools either. Enfield is a beau-

tiful school. I went through two or three rounds of interviews. After the
final interview they took us into this most beautiful chapel and I fell about
laughing because they had on the walls all these wonderful heads - with a
sword and hilt under one breast - and I wondered if I get the job would I
be expected to wear a sword and hilt? I got to the final interview. I think
they felt they couldn't really appoint a female. A woman could not really
be an appropriate role model for the boys.

PR: Do you think they were right?
HH: Not at all. But I can understand the view that boys want to see a male role

model. In some ways girls want to see a female role model. In any case, from
their point of view it did not seem the right time to have a female there. It
is sad, boys' schools can be too macho, they need the female influence. I
would never call the boys by their surnames ever. Then I applied for a job
in Hertfordshire but withdrew at the last moment: something told me that
the school would close and it did. After that I put in an application to my
present school. I did not get shortlisted. Later, I received a telephone call
from somebody who said he was very sorry that I had withdrawn from the
other school, but was I aware that they were re-advertising at Watford
Grammar? I said I didn't know anything about it, but that I hadn't been
shortlisted. He said get your paper in tonight. I had to handwrite it and
deliver it by hand. I did so not because I was passionate about a girls' school
as such, but I did want this school. I knew the area I had driven around and
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spoken to shopkeepers and local people. The school had quite a good rep-
utation but people in the area believed it could be even better. This time I
was shortlisted - and after three interviews, was appointed.

PR: Did you think you were going to get it?
HH: I certainly didn't think I would after the first interview. It was very taxing.

Lunch was excruciating - and we had two lunches over the two days. I kept
thinking the only thing they are looking for are my table manners and noth-
ing coherent came out of my mouth. I hated that. The other thing which
worried me was that somebody from the school - the head of biology - was
going for the job - that put me off. I had never been in that situation before.
But at the end of the third interview, I felt that at least I had performed
reasonably well.

PR: That you were in with a real chance?
HH: Yes, but you know you usually have to wait for the result - well I couldn't

wait. I had to get to the Albert Hall to see Paul Simon with my daughters.
There was no way I could disappoint my children on this. So I gave an
excuse and left. I phoned the governors from a telephone booth outside the
Albert Hall and was told I had got the job, and here I am.

PR: Did you ever make a conscious decision to become a head?
HH: I've talked to my husband about this - I'm always putting myself into a sit-

uation which is new and a challenge. I knew I had to try for the job. If I
stayed too long as a deputy - I would begin to enjoy it too much. I love the
challenge of focusing my ideas on an application form and trying to imag-
ine what they would ask me. In preparation I wrote a side of A4 on every
education issue I could find. That was a kind of preparation for headship.
But I also went on a course which was called The Management of Change.
It was run by someone who had brought about major change in industry
- in ICL I think. After the course I realized I needed another challenge
and that is why I applied for a headship. I did not begin by thinking overt-
ly 'I am going to be a head' - I never thought that.

PR: You did not overtly prepare yourself for a headship?
HH: No - but I had this idea going during the third year of my deputy head-

ship. I must have known then that I was going to look for headship. I began
to think about the heads I had known. David Kelly was a positive role
model. He spoke wonderfully to the children and staff. In the third year I
started preparing my ideas. I could never just go anywhere without having
prepared carefully. I can't ad-lib.

PR: What about more formal preparation?
HH: I wanted to go on a COSMOS course. I did go on one in Wales - it

wasn't a true COSMOS course, but it was basically the same sort of thing.
I enjoyed it immensely but not as much as the Management of Change
course I told you about earlier.

PR: Weindling and Barley suggest the early years of headship are often difficult. What were
your fast three years like? How well prepared did you feel? I remember you describing
yourself as sweating blood when you walked in the door for the fast time?
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HH: I was sweating blood and I sweated blood for more than three years. I was
appointed in April, for September. I felt I knew absolutely nothing about
my school and that all my previous experience was worth nothing. I was
lucky because I was allowed to come every Wednesday and the two senior
deputies were outstanding - they held my hand with everything. But I did
everything their way and the way in which the school had always done
things. I did two things immediately after I had met the staff in April. The
first was to opt for compulsory Combined Science. I could see what was
coming within the scientific world and the scientist who had first shown me
how to timetable influenced this decision.

PR: He was in favour of Combined Science?
HH: Yes, and I was in favour of it for girls. I was desperately worried about the

number of girls dropping Physics. Combined Science for all was essential.
I also brought in a pastoral structure based on heads of year.

PR: Had there been a house system before?
HH: No, there wasn't anything.
PR: So you introduced a new pastoral care structure?
HH: Yes, and I made the head of biology who had not got the headship respon-

sible for the pastoral system - she has subsequently become my deputy and
is very close to me.

PR: Was she very disappointed? It would have been a big jump. It was not uncommon twen-
ty years ago. More recently, I know Peter Downes did it and my wife had one term as a
deputy before becoming the head of a secondary school. But this is not common now.

HH: I think she was disappointed and we did have some difficult moments for
the first few years - but she is outstanding, she is a real problem-solver. We
respect each other, so there isn't a problem. During the first year, because
she had a new project to develop, she kind of kept out of my way for a lit-
tle while which I thought was wise.

One of my most traumatic experiences was my first assembly. I had this
wonderful reading which I have used subsequently - a part of Martin
Luther King's speech 'I have a Dream'. I arrived on the stage and the girls
stood and I realized that I didn't know how to make them sit down. I froze
and was halfway through my reading, about two lines from the bottom,
before I said 'I am sorry, please sit down - you've been standing for more
than ten minutes.' They then sat down and as I reached the end of my
reading I had to get them to stand up again for the prayer. This standing
and sitting seemed to go on and on! For most of the first year not one girl
looked me in the eye - I felt like a fish out of water. I was embarrassed by
many things. Let me tell you about my first parents' meeting. It must have
been in November - so what I knew about the school by then was more
'dangerous' than useful. I had taken away the little traditional hymn books
which everybody had. I had plans to produce our own hymn book. But the
parents really went for me. Amongst other things, they wanted to know
whether I saw myself as the new broom. Some of the parents who went for
me subsequently became governors and have become very good support-
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ers - but they did teach me that every second word would have to be 'excel-
lence'. So for the next two years all I did was talk 'excellence' until it got
to the stage when my staff started teasing me and then I felt a little bit bet-
ter - but they talk 'excellence' now.

Looking back, I could not say I enjoyed the first two or three years. I
had made many of the changes I wanted - but I didn't feel confident
enough to correct the staff. It probably took at least five years before I real-
ly felt the school was 'mine'. It may even have been seven years, by which
time one whole cohort of girls had gone right through the school. Certainly,
it took several years before I felt ready to introduce a new sixth form badge.
Having a daughter at the school has been a great help. She tells me the
truth - a critical friend.

PR: It was her choice?
HH: We gave her lots of options because we were still living far away. I have two

daughters. The elder one went to school in London. I didn't like that school
at all. It was a girls' school and I used that to exemplify certain things I
didn't want in my own school. Having my younger daughter here has made
me much more aware of what the girls' needs are. Also, if something is good
enough for my daughter it must be good enough for all the girls here.

PR: Your vision for Watford Grammar School for Girls is set out in detail in the prospectus.
It has jive main aspects including such traditional statements as 'The ethos of the school
is based on traditional academic excellence - all girls are expected to work hard and devel-
op to their Jiill potential in all areas of the curriculum and in all areas of school life.'
Even so the two statements which particularly struck me were:
• The school should be a microcosm of what we would like society to be: a happy,

caring collection of motivated and hardworking individuals, capable of living
together harmoniously while recognising and respecting each other's differences.

• Each girl should, while pursuing her own goals, never forget that service to others is
of paramount involvement.

What else might you add to that statement of vision?
HH: Well it does summarize my view. But there are other things I could add.

One is that it must continue to be a respected place of learning and of aca-
demic achievement. That is what I inherited and that is what I see as my
duty to perpetuate. That is what the parents want - high academic stan-
dards - they expect us to have high expectations of the girls in work and
in life. Of equal importance to me is that the academic work takes place
within a warm and caring environment. Our girls do have self-discipline
and a sense of responsibility. I am glad to say that they develop confidence
in themselves, in each other and in the school. If you walk around you will
see that they feel that they can walk together arm in arm and they talk
freely. Earlier this week I was with another member of staff and we saw
two girls arm in arm and one of the two girls gave the other a big kiss on
the cheek. My colleague asked 'What are you doing Alice?' I answered
'Well, they haven't seen each other all week - they are just saying hello',
and I think that is wonderful.
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One of my teachers at a Conference for Heads of Year in which the con-
versation had turned to the topic of physical contact between teachers and
pupils was asked 'What would you do if you saw a child crying and very
upset?' She answered 'I would go and put my arm around the child and
give the child a hug.' Her questioner responded 'You must never do that,
it is absolutely out of the question - what would your head say?' My col-
league responded that 'If my head saw it she would give the child a hug
before I had a chance to do so.' That is absolutely right. Even so, this is a
girls' school and for obvious reasons, I could not extend the same privilege
to the men unfortunately. But the school is a very warm and caring place
and the girls feel that there are people here who love them. If there are
teachers here who do not feel that, then they should not be here. So as far
as the pupils are concerned I am trying to maintain a respected place of
academic learning characterized by a warm and caring environment for
the pupils.

PR: What of the staff?
HH: I respect my staff enormously. They know that and they know I trust them.

They are the experts. We have moved a long way from the stage in which
the head is expected to know it all. Let us consider the case of the Nation-
al Curriculum. There was a time when I used to try to read everything in
detail. I have come to see that this is neither possible nor sensible. So now
I don't try to keep up with all the details. I trust my head of history to read
the history documents with great care and, if there are changes to be made,
to let me know what they are. The same is true of every other subject and
department. My heads of department have a high degree of autonomy.
They have their own budgets and they take their own curriculum decisions
but they do so within the framework of the philosophy of the school. As
staff, we are subject to the same ethic of service that we expect from the
pupils. We are all serving the school and the wider community. Having
said that, this is not a community school as such. Rather it is a regional
school since many of our children come from outside the immediate area.

PR: Given this scenario, do you think heads are necessary? Would it be possible to achieve
the kinds of things you have been talking about in a more collegiate way?

HH: We do work in a partly collegiate way. I have three deputies and a senior
teacher whom I meet as individuals and as a group every week. I also meet
the School Management Group every week - this is made up of the four
senior staff plus a head of year and a head of department. All major deci-
sions go though this group. I use this group, and my Curriculum
Committee, as sounding boards and for advice. But in the end there are
some decisions which if you don't take them they are not taken. When I was
first appointed one of my junior history teachers said to me 'What I like
about it here, is that you see yourself as a benevolent dictator.' I had not
thought about that, now; 'benevolent' is not a term I am happy
with. It sounds very patronizing. Nor would I glad to be thought of as a 'dic-
tator'. But when necessary, I will take the decisions that must be made.
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For the first three years I hardly took a major decision. I was so busy
consulting that we went nowhere. I felt that I really needed to find some-
thing I could say 'No' to. But I did not find it and instead kept on saying
'Yes' to staff. It has taken me a long time to realize that staff do not make
huge unreasonable requests. So I stopped consulting and asking for advice
all the time. Instead, now I am much more likely to take quick and clear
decisions. The staff don't say to me anymore 'I wish you or somebody, any-
body, would take a decision.' In that sense I am not a 'benevolent dictator'
anymore. Having said that, I find it difficult to say what kind of leader I
am. But I do try to listen. This is crucial. In making decisions, I always try
to use appropriate sounding boards - often my governors or one or both
of the staff committees which I described earlier. And, of course, I am talk-
ing to my deputies and senior teachers all the time. But having heard what
they all have to say, I then go away and think about it and tell them what
I have decided.

PR: You are clearly proud of your policy of trusting your heads of department. I once talked
to another head who took a similar approach. In my judgement, and in that of the staff,
this meant that there were some wonderful departments and some dire departments. How
do you avoid the dire whilst enabling the excellent?

HH: Heads of department do enjoy much autonomy, but in exercising their
responsibilities they all feel they need somebody to talk to. One possibility
is through the appraisal system but some believed that talking to their
appraisers might unhelpfully influence their appraisal. Even so they did
want somebody senior to talk to. So I have taken my Senior Management
Team and divided the heads of department amongst them. This means,
for example, that my curriculum deputy is responsible for seven heads of
department and she meets with each of them once or twice every term. I
occasionally put items on the agenda for their meetings, for example our
OFSTED report, but otherwise they generate the agenda. For my own part
I see the heads of department formally twice a year, in July and Septem-
ber. But, of course, I meet them often in the normal course of events and
also there are regular middle management meetings. These are all ways in
which we can monitor the ways they are working and I think they are
pretty effective.

At the school management meeting which takes place each week, I table
the minutes of meetings with departmental heads which have taken place.
This process keeps the whole Board well informed about what is happen-
ing across the school. But if there are confidential issues they come and see
me and I go directly to the head of department concerned. I am very
pleased with this structure. It does mean that my deputies are overworked,
but they also see the benefits of the arrangement. It means, for example,
that the finance resources deputy is heavily involved with the curriculum
because she is working with the heads of departments. That is how it should
be. The pastoral deputy, who by the way is a man, also looks at curricu-
lum matters. So there is a lot of cross-fertilization.
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What is more difficult to achieve is to get the departments to work togeth-
er. I've got the obvious ones working together but this is some way short
of the collective effort I would like to see taking place. To try to make this
possible we have tried something new. For some time we have had these
awful middle management meetings with six heads of year and 20 heads
of department - ghastly. So my pastoral deputy has suggested that we
should take a specific problem to each meeting and divide them up into
groups and get them to work together. We have had some very, very good
feedback from this. For example, for some time we have been struggling
with our grading system. Using the new approach enabled us to get some
useful ideas and to ensure all those who carry a management responsibil-
ity felt consulted. Our middle management meetings will now be run like
this - as a problem-solving exercise. I hope they feel it is worthwhile.

PR: In what sense?
HH: As opposed to coming to a meeting with 26 people in which all too often

the assertive few or those with an axe to grind hold forth and the shyer peo-
ple say nothing. I have never felt comfortable running that kind of meeting.
Now I can make a short presentation - explain the problems, sometimes
outline the options and sometimes not because sometimes they know more
about it than I do. Using such an approach you get good and quick feed-
back.

PR: All this seems an interesting way ofimprovingyour knowledge of what is happening with-
in the departments but, to paraphrase what seems to be the hey OFSTED question, how
do you know about the quality of what goes on in your classrooms?

HH: What I have done - not in the first three years - was to arrange to spend
every half term with a new department. This has been wonderful. For
example, I have just come out of Science. I make sure I see every teacher
teaching and teaching in every year. So I have seen every single member
of my staff teach and I have seen teaching within all the year groups. This
means that I know what is going on in each department and year. I should
stress that I am not attempting to monitor the teachers as an appraiser
might. Rather, what I am looking at is the way the children are receiving
the lesson. I sit with the children and if worksheets go round, I have a look
at the worksheet. Not that I necessarily do it - with Maths, I don't think I
could. [At this point a girl came in and spoke to Mrs Hyde.] That girl asked me if
I would take her home. I take that as a real compliment. I don't know her
very well. But I do know her father has a shop in the village where I live.
I take that to be a real achievement. It shows the girls are not frightened
of me. They can treat me 'like their Mums'. I can be a taxi driver like their
mothers [laughs],

PR: Who do you see as your managers? To whom are you accountable and how has that
changed since going grant maintained?

HH: First, I am accountable to myself. I set myself high standards and contin-
ually push myself. I have constantly to do better to make sure this is the
best possible place for learning. Second, I am accountable to my staff. I
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have to ensure, and I suppose this is the answer to the questions you asked
about leadership, that I am as effective a facilitator of their work as I can
be. Staff have to be able to trust and rely on me as a real leader to repre-
sent and to guide and look after them. Third, and a close third, I am
accountable to my pupils. They must be able to trust me; to respect my
personal standards. I must be the best role model I can be. I have been
here for eight years, and wore trousers for the first time last week! I have
done this on purpose, because I believe the girls need to see me as a whole
person, not only a person who wears a skirt. It has taken eight years - but
I have finally done it.

Fourth, my governors and fifth the parents. I worry a bit about all the
parent power - but they keep us on our toes and it's right I should be
accountable to them - but they are only here for seven years. I do respect
the parents and I have a lot of close contact with them - I attend every
single school function. I make a point of talking to parents and to make
them feel that I believe every child is important. But I will also stand my
ground and I will be very cross with parents if they try to push me too far.
Beyond that I cannot be accountable. I don't feel I am accountable to the
wider community. I cannot cope with that idea anymore. While I was a
deputy, I had this wonderful view that as a head I would carry a kind of
general social responsibility. I do not believe it anymore. My job is here. It
is an enormous and demanding job and I can't cope with anything more.

PR: You are not a community leader, a social worker, a marriage guidance counsellor. . .
HH: No I am not, although I do enough of those things - and I don't mind. I

would try to help any parent that needs my help, but they would have to
be a parent. I cannot do more than that.

PR: What do you see as the function of the governors?
HH: They are critical advisers - like a Board of Directors - what I like about

my governors is they come with a wealth of experience and information
from all sorts of places. They are always at the end of a telephone. If I have
a major concern I can phone my chairman or the two chairs of the main
sub-committees at any time and say - 'We've a meeting, can you come in
half an hour earlier?' or Tm going to do such and such with a child - are
you happy with this?' If they are not happy they will tell me and I'll think
again. But I'll fight my corner if I still think I am right. They don't give me
an easy time if they don't think I deserve it - but they trust me. My chair-
man is a very wise man and the fact that he trusts me makes me feel I have
something very important to do here.

I haven't had the chance to stress the importance of humility. It is, in
my view, an essential trait of effective leadership. I don't like to assume that
I am an important and influential person. When people talk of me like that
I don't think they are talking about me - they are talking about somebody
down the road. If you lack humility you lose contact with what is really
important and that is the children and the staff. Without humility you can-
not get 'into their shoes'. If the child feels loved and respected then you can
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teach and you can push them hard. The staff and I do push hard togeth-
er - without this you go nowhere. This school has proved that more than
anything else to me.

PR: Tolerance as well?
HH: Tolerance and mutual respect.
PR: Are these your key educational and managerial values?
HH: Every school claims this but in my case I only got to know what tolerance,

mutual respect and care in a school really meant once I got here. The teach-
ing staff taught me this. They are a constant example to me. The way they
nurture the girls but also the way in which they push them when they need
this.

PR: Do staff ever need pushing?
HH: Everybody does. For me, this is the most difficult part of the job. The great

majority of staff are fantastic and work as hard or even harder than duty
requires. In pushing, I work initially through my heads of department - in
any case they usually bring the problem to me. Then I try to work through
the person who is supporting the head of department to work with the
member of staff concerned. But appraisal can also help. I have talked to
staff and I have said 'One thing I cannot abide is sarcasm to children -
sixth formers you can joke with - but no sarcasm - the younger children
are unable to understand it and they can take it very personally.' If I was
in a classroom and witnessed it I would - at the end of the lesson - say to
the teacher 'I really don't think that is the right way.' I would be glad to
be able to change the way some staff talk to the children, but I don't always
succeed.

PR: You were appointed in 19 87, just shortly before the 1988 Education Act. How do you
regard the reforms it set in train and what have its consequences been for you as a head?

HH: When the National Curriculum started it really didn't worry me at all. We
had already begun to do many of the things it specified. For example, even
before the documents on compulsory Modern Languages had been pro-
duced we had already gone for this. Before the documents proposing 20
per cent or 12 per cent for Science we had already had compulsory 20 per
cent Science. So the broad perspective of the National Curriculum did not
have a major impact - we were already doing much that was proposed.
The five cross-curricular themes were more problematic because we had
only just set up a marvellous PSE programme designed to cover the first
five years - we had not yet looked at the sixth form. What we had set up
was coherent, it did the things which we thought were important. I sup-
pose I should have said NO - after all many other schools did - but I was
just too nervous to say NO to anything. So my heads of year put back into
our PSE curriculum all the 'stuff we had to do for the cross-curricular
themes. After monitoring this for two/three years we realized that the girls
had come to hate PSE. We had never had that before. Unfortunately in
my monitoring of classroom work I did not go into PSE lessons. I much
regret this. In the end a head of year came to see me and she was very dis-
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turbed - she said, 'I am really sorry, Helen but we have lost something
important.' From there I took the decision that we were going back to
where we had been. She was absolutely right. The heads of year re-wrote
our PSE programme. From the National Curriculum themes we still have
sex education, which we always had, and careers education. All the 'stuff
the children don't need until possibly the sixth form or later we dropped.
We have done what we believe right. We should have done so in the first
place. I had taken a silly decision and I did it because it was the law rather
than because it was right - perhaps it is my South African upbringing?
There, if the police tell you to do something you do it because you are too
frightened to disobey.

Another silly decision, and one which was taken for much the same rea-
son was related to Technology. On my desk landed a document which
insisted that Technology was compulsory. I was anticipating an OFSTED
inspection. We were going to be one of the first schools inspected nation-
ally. I took one of the worst decisions I have ever taken. Again, it was
because there was a law which seemed to require that there should be com-
pulsory technology for all year 10 pupils. We looked at what impact this
would have for the options which were available to the girls. I made the
decision in spite of the fact that implementing the policy meant option
choices were much restricted. You could still have a linguist doing two lan-
guages but you could not have History and Geography. I had a dilemma.
Either the pupils would suffer because they couldn't have a broad cur-
riculum in years 10 and 11 or they could follow what the law required. At
the time we had a bid in to the DFE for a Technology block so I felt I had
little choice. To this day I regret that decision deeply because the girls have
followed a Technology syllabus which I can only describe as absolute
garbage. Even now nobody knows what the GCSE is going to look like. I
could have done what many other schools did at the time - ignore it. I'm
quite good at doing this now. They tell me compulsory Technology will be
coming back in 1996 - but it's not coming back here unless I am very sure
of the educational content of the courses.

PR: My wife believes Technology is not just a subject for boys. Because it was compulsory
helped her to persuade staff they had to take it seriously, that it was something for all
girls.

HH: I couldn't agree more. I agree with the principle. All girls should be doing
Sciences and Technology. But I am not happy that all girls should be doing
Maths, Science, Technology for up to 35 per cent of their timetable if this
means that everything else gets squeezed. Also whilst I agree that Tech-
nology is crucial for all girls, if the content being proposed is rubbish then
you shouldn't be doing it.

PR: What is your view on the National Curriculum? Is it appropriate for the Government to
have a major say in determining it?

HH: I think there should be a National Curriculum. Only then can you have
some confidence in what any child might expect to get - an entitlement. It
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also enables greater co-operation between secondary schools and between
primary and secondary schools. In any case, the existence of a National
Curriculum does not mean that all flexibility has disappeared as far as the
individual school is concerned. It does not mean that at all.

PR: I was reading the Minutes of the Clarendon Commission of 1864 recently and was sur-
prised to discover they suggest a curriculum very like the National Curriculum.

HH: Even so, I think we do need a National Curriculum. I think it helps every-
body. As we have it now, there is time to do things we want to do. There
is lots of time within each subject to teach in very exciting ways. I still have
worries. For example, in the lack of coursework in English - I think that is
a bad mistake. Coursework can be extremely stretching - both for the able
and less able child. It is possible for all pupils to show their worth in a non-
threatening way. Exams can be very stressful. That is not to say that I am
opposed to exams. We have lots of them here, but we look very carefully
at what we do. When we were told coursework was not stretching enough
for the bright child - we sent examples of the GCSE coursework produced
by our brightest pupils to the various people taking these decisions and
described the circumstances under which it was produced. It was splendid
work. But we got nowhere -1 think this is the single biggest loss in the Dear-
ing review.

PR: What of assessment? Some argue the 1988 reforms did not set up a National Curricu-
lum but imposed a very constraining national system of assessment instead.

HH: I think that is probably true. I don't think the National Curriculum tests
offer anything much at all. We are going to do them and package them off
to whoever we are supposed to send them to, because we must. I think it
is very sad that they have gone down that line. Assessment is a very diffi-
cult area. We are struggling in this school. For us, assessment should simply
mean marking a child's work in such a way that the child is helped to devel-
op and improve - nothing more important than that it must result in the
child's further development. The purpose of the GCSE and 'A' level is dif-
ferent. But to enable the pupils to do as well as they might in these, you
have to give them practice of such exams under exam conditions. In any
case I think the 'A' level should be broader.

PR: Canyon say a bit more on that?
HH: I think you need a broader 'A' level, not just specializing in three subjects.

But I am not in favour of the Baccalaureate. Perhaps five subjects would
do? In this school - pupils have to do English if they are not doing 'A' level
English, and Maths if they are not doing 'A' level Maths. So we make sure
the curriculum is broad. Picking up on assessment again, I don't believe in
Records of Achievement. I do not allow my staff to get involved in them.
We do summative sheets because that is unavoidable. At my previous
school we did a lot of self-assessment. We followed our forms from year 1
to the sixth form. By the time I was doing self-assessment with my fifths
they used to say 'We don't want to do it again. Photocopy what we said
before and stick it on the sheet for us. We're bored with it. We hate it.'
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The staff were supposed to spend time and negotiate what was to be
recorded with each child. This meant that instead of having a form
period where we could talk as a whole group, I had to let most of them get
on with something else whilst I talked with each child. I was panicking all
the time because I felt the rest of the children needed more - something
more meaningful and structured. It was all just too time-consuming. We
don't have the time for that. So when the wine covers came out (wonder-
ful burgundy colour) in their thousands I said to my staff - Tm going to
hold out as long as I can - you are not going to have to do them.' Instead
we have a kind of record of achievement for the sixth form - a progress
chart over the two years - and a careers progress chart for which some self-
assessment is necessary for end of years 7, 9 and 11. When I interview
children in the sixth form and they bring me these wonderful things - I
have only 20 minutes to talk to them to hear their views and thoughts. I
make the right sounds - but I don't look at it in detail - I talk to the girls
- and then look at their results - so for me it is a waste of time. If I was in
industry I'd have even less time.

PR: What do you feel about the proposals for RE and for corporate acts of worship?
HH: I had not been to a religious assembly since leaving my own secondary

school. When I first came I used to take whole school assemblies but now
the school is too big. I still take an assembly myself every day — if I'm not
here then a deputy takes it. In the last three years I have come to realize
how very important they are for me personally. I can see the whole school
and I can talk to the girls - I can compliment them - amazingly for me I
can sometimes even ad-lib. Today, for example, is Valentine's Day and I
began to speak about the real meaning of love. In the end I started joking
about it and the girls were laughing with me. On a personal level I am
deeply religious. So collective worship is not a problem. I do not interpret
it even vaguely as 'wholly and broadly Christian'. Being a religious Jewess
and a theologian — 'wholly and broadly Christian' is, for me, based on the
Hebrew Bible. I will not assign a special value to Jesus. I will not assign a
special value to anybody but God. I don't insist that the girls pray. I say
'Will you stand for the prayer.' Those who wish to pray - pray. Those who
don't - don't. The same goes for the hymn. Our senior assembly can be
excruciatingly embarrassing because they don't sing - there is a tradition
in the school that year 11 girls don't sing hymns, but everyone else does. I
don't mind the tradition - in a way, it's maturing girls' exercising rights to
do that sort of thing. The Junior assembly is lovely - the little ones do sing.
My director of music has some lovely hymns - the Jewish girls skip over
the words they don't want to say - the Moslem girls don't try to sing. It is
not a problem and I just break the law. But I do have assembly every day
and I would defy anybody to tell me there is not a spiritual attitude in the
school. We will continue to have assemblies. They are an important part
of the day. I think very deeply about what I am going to read. The prayer
is usually about helping others, helping the less fortunate, thinking of
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others. At our Open Evening I tell the parents that when they choose this
school, I will not allow withdrawal from assembly - in spite of the law -
because it is appropriate to all girls and an important part of the life of our
school.

Religious Studies is compulsory in every year except the sixth form, and
even there it is included to some extent within General Studies - I would
like it there as well. All years have two periods a week. It is a wonderful
growing area for the girls. It is creative. There is a lot of discussion and act-
ing. The girls love it. Our real problem is RE is such a popular subject -
we have huge GCSE and 'A' level groups. 'A' level is not a problem, but
the GCSE syllabus has become a serious problem. I am having a running
battle with Bearing. If you wanted to divide the school population you can
think of it as Jewish, Christian, Muslim and Hindu and others. It is a won-
derfully rich community. In the past for GCSE we chose a syllabus dealing
with Christianity, Judaism and Islam and for 'A' level - Christianity and
Hinduism. The Government now tells me the syllabus deals with two reli-
gions only and I must make a choice. So we rotate - this year 40 or 50
GCSE girls are doing Christianity and Judaism and next year they are
doing Christianity and Islam. They also suggest that I separate the girls by
religion. This is ridiculous - it undermines everything we stand for.

PR: It has been claimed that the introduction of site-based management in the wake of the
1988 Act has forced heads to spend much more time on budget and personnel manage-
ment and that this has taken place at the expense of their role as curriculum managers.
Do you share this view? How do you structure the management of the school?

HH: I don't teach as much as I did - four or five lessons a week now. I have
done my teaching. I know I can teach. I use my teaching to have a rest and
because I love the girls. I have a wonderful time. And it helps me with
appraisal and maintaining staff credibility. I don't spend more time than I
want to on financial management. I have an outstanding deputy who looks
after this. I meet her once a week. I like to keep in touch. I also have an
outstanding pastoral deputy and another in charge of the curriculum/
staffing/sixth form and a senior mistress who is in charge of the daily orga-
nization.

I also have a bursar - not a posh bursar because I have my finance deputy
- some agree with that and some don't. I am happy with that because I
trust my deputy - we speak the same language. We learnt together. I am
no mathematician and she showed me what I needed to know. At first, she
used to tell me everything and we did everything together because I want-
ed to learn. We are now at a level where I don't need to do this. I have
learnt the questions to ask. We still meet regularly but I am spending less
time doing the trivial and preparatory things. We are working on a big issue
at the moment. I have asked her to prepare the ground with me. There are
other resource-related things to do. For example, I do need to see the site
manager, but my deputy is in charge of him too. We have a lot of 8 a.m.
meetings which relieve the pressures of the day a bit for me. We also have
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lots of evening meetings. I don't think I'm doing anything that I don't want
to do. I do whatever is important for the school.

PR: Talking about decisions that are important for the school, who took the decision to go
GM?

HH: We had two attempts at it. The Boys' School went GM first. They had a
very experienced headmaster, Keith Turner. I came along as an 'innocent
little girl' who didn't know what she was doing. My Union advised me to
sit on the fence - don't say anything because you are not confident enough.
I listened to them and didn't say a word. We were totally out-voted.

PR: Even though you were in favour of it?
HH: I didn't know what I wanted. I was terrified - the Boys had got it and

seemed to be thriving in it. I have never not worked in an authority. When
I was first appointed as head, the authority invited me up to Hertford, sat
me in a big room with a huge table with all these advisers around it and
told me about the school I was going to. I wrote everything down. They
went through every department and criticized all aspects of the school. I
kept thinking what have I taken on? I never ever got over that. It seemed
that when the authority needed something they came to the school,
otherwise we were the forgotten partners. I should say that Hertfordshire
are good people to work for, they are not 'baddies' at all. But I felt we were
not really welcome in Hertfordshire. We had to wait a year but then I went
for it overtly. I called parents' meetings myself and spoke at nine in all. I
believed that if we had stayed with the LEA we were going to lose a lot of
money and that I would have to make two staff redundant. But more
importantly, I went for grant maintained status because I valued the flex-
ibility, the ability to make quick decisions which I thought it would offer.
I wanted to be in a position that if we needed something important for this
school, tarmac the drive, paint the school or whatever, we could get on
with it. I pushed for it, but I had a wonderful parent group with me. They
masterminded the meetings and got the parents there. They were a cru-
cial source of support.

PR: Why are you in favour of going GMfor this school and what is your general attitude
towards the idea of grant maintained status?

HH: I saw it as ideal for this school, not least because the governors, the staff
and parent body are very keyed in, they know what they want. We know
where we are going. We are a very popular school with 180 places in year
7 and over 600 applicants. The parents want an academic school - it has
been branded elitist but the parents are clear they want us to maintain our
standards. The only way we could do that without having things constantly
watered down was to be our own boss. I am purposely using 'our' to mean
the governors/parents/staff. I have a real pride in my school now - because
I know that what we have achieved we have done ourselves. I do not rely
on Hertfordshire to come in and bail me out or to help me. I don't need
that. I need the support of other heads, of course. I have this. We have
never been isolated. The idea GM results in isolation is a total fallacy.
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When we went GM there were four GM schools here. We have con-
tinued to work as a consortium. Our admissions are now organized within
the consortium. But even when we were not in a consortium we had the
support of other GM schools. The GM movement means you support each
other. I can contact any GM head in the country and be confident they
will help me. I noticed this when we were going GM and also when we
were going through OFSTED. I found people were willing to fax exam-
ples of their policies on various things to me and I have done it for others.
That is how it has been and is now. We support each other overtly - even
if the philosophies of the school are different - so I don't feel we are iso-
lated. Furthermore, take staff development - we have got the most
outstanding choices - and the flexibility to accept or reject suggestions for
in-school training. I welcome this. I like being independent. I would like
all schools to experience the flexibility we have.

PR: It is sometimes claimed that those who go GM commonly do so for the money?
HH: It was good initially - but it is not good now. We were lucky to have been

able to save funds for two major building projects. But Central Formula
Funding (CFF) is going to work against us. We are going to have to be very
very careful in terms of staff numbers. When we went GM, the only neg-
ative thing was that we had to take in another class group - another 30
children in spite of not having the space. That is going to work against us
under the GFF figures. As it is, our funding has been going steadily down.
We have also been paying back the central funding. That is not a problem.
I think it right and proper we do so.

PR: What do you mean?
HH: We were funded at 15 per cent central funding to pay for things which the

authority used to pay for. Now it is felt this was much too high and there-
fore we are paying back 10 per cent of this fund each year. We have
budgeted for that. The argument on money is constantly thrown in our
face. But the money and the decision to go GM do not go hand in hand.
The philosophy is central and the key question should be 'Do you want
independence or do you want to work as part of an authority? Do you want
real flexibility working with your parents, your governors or do you want
to work for the authority?'

PR: What is your feeling about the publication of league tables?
HH: I don't like it. It gives parents the wrong information. Perhaps not that but

it doesn't tell the whole story. I'm lucky - we have outstanding exam results.
That is important. It is the single most important thing as far as parents
are concerned. But schools are very good at nurturing children in all kinds
of ways. This is not recognized. I know what the Government is doing and
I understand why they are doing it - but if schools are to continue to do
their job and be respected by society for doing so - you can't just rely on
league tables. Some have stressed the importance of judgements made on
a value added basis. I wonder if the public will understand this. I noticed
in a recent league table that those schools that had improved by x per cent
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on last year were identified in bold - but will this be understood? What
people seem to want to know is are you in the top x per cent. If you are,
then you are thought to be a good school. Parents are constantly saying
that. If you go to my previous school, they do an outstanding job for their
children, but they don't do well in the league tables. They are sending out
children ready for the difficulties they are going to have to face in Haringey
- surely this must be recognized. Even so, I think the league tables are here
to stay.

PR: What do you think will happen if there is a Labour Government?
HH: I hope a Labour Government will look at what is good in GM and either

extend it to all schools or give people the choice. You can go back to the
LEA if you want, or you can stay out if you want. They could put two more
locally elected governors on my governing body if they wished. That is not
a problem. I don't want them to start treating me like a child again. I don't
want that ever again. I hope a Labour Government will look at what is
good in GM and build on that without making it threatening to GM or
non-GM schools. GM schools have the parents behind them. I am
apolitical - I think politicians are all the same - but I am totally in favour
of GM because of the independence of thought it gives one. I think Labour
believes in accountability and in locally managed schools. Locally man-
aged schools have gone so far down the line that they could adopt the major
aspects which GM status gives. I agree with equal funding. Some, in fact,
LMS schools are better funded than GM schools now. I would go for a
national funding formula for all schools. I think the Labour party are in
support of that too.

PR: Can we turn now to your OFSTED experience?
HH: I have heard many heads being critical of OFSTED. I don't know why

they are so critical. Our inspectors had some teething problems because it
was the first inspection which they had ever done. In general terms I think
that schools should be inspected.

PR: You are in favour of regular cycles of inspection?
HH: Yes, I am and for the publication of findings. I experienced a quinquenni-

al inspection when I worked in London. It was very demanding and we
produced the huge amounts of paper required and endured a week of dis-
ruption and all for a bland and anonymous HMI report. It was ridiculous.
Our OFSTED inspection, however, made us do some very deep thinking
and analysis. The preparation for the inspection was outstanding - every
head of department was prepared properly. I had people that had trained
as inspectors coming in and training my staff - getting them to the state
where they were supposed to be. As a result we now have proper
syllabuses, programmes of study, etc. I could not have achieved this on my
own. In practice, the inspection was very traumatic for staff. When the
report came out there were minor problems in the 'report back' but we
clarified them in a very professional manner. The inspection identified key
issues for action. There was some rubbish, of course, such as what they had
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to say on Collective Worship for all children every day. But many of the
other things they identified were things we needed to work on. We are now
a year ahead. We have tackled all the key areas for action and that is won-
derful. More recently, we have undertaken a detailed analysis of the fine
print. We did so by focusing on anything in the report that could be seen
as critical. Everything is being worked on - that has got to be good for a
school. I am in favour of what is happening. I wasn't in the beginning. But
I am pleased we have gone through it and we'll be prepared for the next
one when it comes round.

PR: Ton have been a head now for eight years. Do you still enjoy it?
HH: I'll read what I wrote in preparation for our meeting, 'I really love the job

- I love coming to school - I love dealing with the personnel side - I like
dealing with my staff-1 like to feel I am helpful and I like to feel my school
is achieving for the girls. I love the job - I really do.'

PR: Is headship harder than it used to be? Does experience help?
HH: I don't feel that I am all that experienced and I don't feel that I have all

the answers. Even so, I don't feel it's more difficult than when I first start-
ed. The first three years were hard for me - I didn't know anything - I
didn't know what I was doing - now at least I feel more confident in myself.
I feel confident that if I've made a mistake I can admit to my staff/par-
ents/anybody that I've made a mistake. There are exceptions to this.
Technology is one. I've told my staff I feel terrible about the decision I
made but I can't say anything to the parents yet because I feel this would
be bad for the girls. But I am on a learning curve. I am creeping up - where-
as I was probably going down during the first three years - now I can say
I am learning again. I now know where I want my school to go. It has got
easier in some senses and more stressful in others. I'm worried all the
time about standards and expectations being lowered, that I might be
becoming complacent. Fortunately, I have my deputies nagging me all the
time.

PR: What do you do when things go wrong?
HH: I talk to my deputies first and then my senior team -1 don't keep anything

from them - and I really mean that. I talk to my chairman - and we solve
problems together. I don't like having to reprimand staff, I absolutely hate
it and it takes everything out of me -1 usually do it first thing in the morn-
ing to get it over with otherwise the day is destroyed. I am grateful I don't
have to do a lot of it because my staff are very good - but that is what I
hate most in the job. Otherwise there is nothing in the job that I don't like
doing.

PR: You sound like many other heads I have talked to -you work all God's hours — how do
you cope with that? With two daughters and a marriage how do you find time for
another life?

HH: My husband also works very hard - we like working in the evenings thank
goodness, but I have always worked in the evenings. I don't know what I
will do when I retire - probably study. So that is not a problem for me. I
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do work all the time but go to a gym at least three times a week - I'm going
after this. I go to a Theology study group once a week. I sew - all the
tapestries you see are mine. The busier you are the more you do. I can't
sit doing nothing. I drive my husband absolutely batty. I can't be with peo-
ple who sit doing nothing and then complain that they are very busy.

PR: If a capable colleague comes and says I am thinking of headship what would you advise?
HH: Shadow one of my deputies and then shadow all of them to get the breadth

of understanding. If they were a head of department I would make sure
they had a pastoral view too - you can't be a good head without a pastoral
view and a pastoral feeling. After the 'shadowing' I would have another
talk to them about the deputy's role - I do feel you need a few years being
a deputy before headship and then I would advise them to apply for a
deputy headship. If they can't cope with the multiplicity of roles and tasks
which deputies face - they will never cope with a headship. I don't think
courses are instrumental in whether you should go for a deputy headship.
I would be frank - if I didn't think they were good teachers and didn't love
children I would not advise them to go for a headship.

PR: Did being a woman make it more difficult for you to get a headship?
HH: I don't think being a woman was a problem. I did think what was difficult,

you might think I'm paranoid, I was Jewish. Here I am the first married
Jewish head - all my predecessors were single. I don't think getting the
headship was a problem. The fact that I was a woman made no difference
at all. When I first came to Hertfordshire, on occasions I was the only
woman, but there are many more female heads now - which is
wonderful.

PR: Do women manage headship differently from men? If so in what way and why?
HH: Definitely! Women are used to doing a million things at once - at home,

etc., etc. They can cope with this. I'm not saying men can't cope, although
perhaps I am, with deciding many different things all at once and doing
all of them effectively. For many women organization is not a big deal.
We are used to doing five things at once because we do it all the time. I
also think that women deal with people differently. They can be overtly
caring. They don't seem to have the same need for hierarchy in the same
way that men often seem to. I can't say much more than that - every
woman is different. Some women are very macho and others are not. But
more women tend to have that element of humility than men do and I
am attracted by that. Furthermore, men don't tend to be open and they
are usually less ready to admit mistakes. I know you have told me of some
exceptions to this rule and I know my colleague at the boys' school is not
like that. We share everything and really talk about things to each other
which is lovely. I have not come across many other male heads who share
in that way - who are not afraid that they made 'a total mess of this or
that' or who are willing to say 'I don't know how to do this.' Perhaps
they are more willing to talk to you about such things then they are to
me?
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PR: Are women more cautious?
HH: Perhaps. I can walk into a room and people say 'Look, another confident

female head'. But it's nonsense, I'm not, it's a big act. But I think women
deal with their staff at a different level. I see the girls as my children. I'm
not sure a man could or would say they 'are my children'. I don't really
know. It is just my gut reaction. It is not based on rigorous evidence.



CHAPTER 8

Mary Marsh

In conversation with Janet Ouston

JO: Could you describe your own education and say to what extent this has influencedyou in
what you've tried to achieve as a teacher and a headteacher?

MM: I enjoyed my education, although I now realize that in parts it was limit-
ed. I went to an all-girls direct grant school which was therefore very
academically focused. It was highly selective, and what now distresses me
looking back was those of my peer group who felt that they weren't achiev-
ing and were failures when they were clearly some of the brightest and best
of my generation. There's something wrong in that principle somewhere.
But I enjoyed it because I came out in the right half of the year group and
felt that I was successful and did achieve reasonably well academically. I
enjoyed it and I went on straight from school to university - I didn't have
any sort of a pause at that point.

As far as knowing what I wanted to do with my life I never planned to
go into teaching. My mother used to encourage me to think teaching was
a good profession for a woman - all those wonderful school holidays fitted
in with your family, etc. She was a doctor and my father was a doctor. She
had done her medical training but in fact has hardly worked. She worked
for a little before her first child and thereafter very intermittently. Because
she was way out of date when she went back to work it was clear for her
the idea of doing a job you could do with a family was something she
thought a good idea. I was adamant -1 was not going to be a teacher. Hav-
ing spent my education seeing teaching from the perspective of the learner
in the classroom, I didn't see that it would be a particularly rewarding occu-
pation.

I went to university and did my degree in geography. I had difficulty all
the way through choosing what subjects to do because I have a fascination
with quite a wide range of things. I wanted to study languages but was per-
suaded that was the wrong thing to do. I realized that my aptitude was in
science but I wanted to be more in the middle and ended up with geogra-
phy which certainly suited me very well. I like to know what's going on
now and where things are going, rather than too much about where we've
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come from. I had a good degree at Nottingham - in the 1960s it was at the
forefront of modern geography which was fascinating because it was chal-
lenging all the earlier assumptions about how geography should be studied,
and it used lots of new techniques like modern maths and topology. That
was a positive period and it was a good period for me personally.

When I left university I got married -1 met my husband at Nottingham
- and I still didn't know what I wanted to do. The university careers advi-
sory people were useless - the only thing they came up with was a librarian
and having a traditional view of what a librarian was I nearly died. I now
see that there might have been something in it if they had presented it to
me slightly differently but I certainly didn't explore that. So I applied for
a job in market research and very nearly took a job as an industrial mar-
ket researcher in London but my husband got a job first so then I knew
where I had to live. It was in Luton. He was going to be in export and we
planned to go and live abroad, so I thought what I ought to do was quali-
fy as a teacher of English as a Foreign Language as this would be a useful
thing to be able to do while we were abroad. The alternative that had been
open to me was to go into academic research. I had decided that to do aca-
demic research would be self-indulgence. Certainly at that stage it wouldn't
have qualified me to do anything later on, so perhaps I thought I ought to
do something a bit more practical. I tried to go to the London Institute to
do a PGCE in EFL. They were very nice about it but said 'You have no
experience - go away and get some experience and come back next year.'
Most people who do that PGCE have been abroad for a year but I
couldn't do that. So I looked in Luton for a job as English as a Second Lan-
guage teacher. Of course you couldn't get those without qualifications so
I was a bit stuck. There was a shortage of teachers in the 1960s, and when
I applied to Luton LEA for a job in ESL they called me for interview. But
when I arrived they said 'Well, actually we've filled that post with some-
body who's qualified but we have got a job in a comprehensive school
where there's a unit attached where you could do some time.' I fell for it
and thought 'It wouldn't do any harm to do this for a year and maybe it
would give me a chance to try teaching some English.' So I found myself
in an 11-16 comprehensive school teaching geography and to my amaze-
ment I absolutely loved it.

I was very fortunate, I think this is true of many who enter teaching suc-
cessfully, that I had a very positive head of department who was extremely
encouraging and very fair. But it was a school that I wasn't comfortable
with. It had very rigid streaming - full streaming - but the head of depart-
ment made sure that we all got a fair share across every age and the ability
range in spite of the fact that I was very new. And there I was teaching
geography without having done a PGCE at all because you could in those
days - I only had my degree and they were so desperate for teachers they
took me. But I was hooked, and I applied from there for a post at St Christo-
pher because I was intrigued by the school. I hadn't been to it before, and
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found myself with only a year in teaching, and no PGCE, applying to be
a head of geography in this small, progressive independent school. I got
the job. That gave me a whole new dimension of experience very early on
because I was running a small department and was part of a fascinating
all-age school. It was alternative in many ways although not very radical
in its curriculum - it was a bit stuck as far as curriculum development was
concerned.

JO: So were you at St Christopher twice?
MM: Yes, my first incarnation at St Christopher was in the late 1960s and early

1970s, when I was head of geography, then my husband's job changed.
We never ended up abroad - he travelled the world but I stayed at home.
His company chose to send him on short, month-long, export sales trips
rather than basing him abroad. When he changed jobs that moved us over
to Essex from Hertfordshire and I accepted that it was going to be impos-
sible to carry on at St Christopher. But in fact it coincided with the arrival
of our first child. So I stopped teaching in the early 1970s and spent get-
ting on for eight years in Essex bringing up my tribe of four sons which was
a hugely important part of the experience that contributes to who I am. I
really enjoyed it. It was very positive, extremely demanding, very rich and
enlightening. I learned a lot. I really didn't know very much about bring-
ing up small children - I thought I did but I didn't have a clue. But they
were a wonderful crowd and I did a lot of it on my own because my hus-
band was abroad so much. That's quite tough because I had no family
nearby so it was pretty much full-time. I tried to do a PGCE - a distance
one - but I just couldn't sustain it. There just wasn't the time to do it and
there wasn't support that would release me to do it. I did some work teach-
ing Asian women English in Barking which got me involved in the whole
multicultural debate, and I worked with the Community Relations Coun-
cil in Barking and I enjoyed that. You asked me earlier about my education
- this is all my education - I've always gone on learning and there were
more stages for my learning after that.

JO: When you went back to teaching after the eight years where did you go back to?
MM: Well, this is the most amazing part of my career I suppose. When our

youngest child was just two weeks old and the oldest was 6, a letter landed
on the doormat from St Christopher saying that the governors had met to
discuss the fact that the deputy head would be retiring within a year. They
had asked the head to approach me to see whether I was interested in the
post. My husband had been looking for a way of not travelling the globe
and if I was to work at St Christopher the boys would have a chance to go
there too. This was something we were both very pleased to consider. We
took a deep breath and accepted the fact that there would be quite a big
drop in income, even with a deputy head's post, compared to what my hus-
band was earning as an export executive, but we decided to go for it. So
we moved to Letchworth, after he took redundancy from his job in Essex.
We were in Letchworth for about nine months before I actually took up
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my post in 1980. So I went from my eight years of maternity leave, back
into teaching as a deputy head. This was an unusual progression. And I
think I found the one job in the country where the people appointing me
placed great value on the fact that I had spent eight years at home bring-
ing up my family and they saw that as adding significantly to what I could
offer. They knew me from my previous time at St Christopher and they
had identified that this was somebody they wanted to draw back in. I think
it was quite a big risk on their part and it could have gone very badly wrong
but I never thought about that at the time - it didn't occur to me. I just
thought I'd grasp the opportunity for the family and myself.

JO: So you stayed therefor about ten years?
MM: Yes, I was there about ten years. My family (who were less than 1 and 6

when I started) were all in their teens by the time I left. The eldest had left
school and the youngest was at secondary level. While I'd been at St
Christopher I did all sorts of different things. Within six months we took
over a boarding house for 14-19 year olds - there were 120 of them in this
huge boarding house which my husband and I ran for 18 months togeth-
er with our young family who lived with us.

That was interesting -1 learned a lot from doing that. After that I decid-
ed it was about time I got on with my own education - that I got some
qualifications in education. Here I was in teaching having done a range of
things but I still wasn't in any way qualified. And what was then Hatfield
Poly — the University of Hertfordshire - had a diploma in education man-
agement and they were prepared to accept somebody with a degree but
without a PGCE if they thought their experience warranted it. They
accepted me so I did that for two years. It was a wonderful course. There
were 15 of us on the course: five from each sector of mainstream educa-
tion - so there were five primary, five secondary and five FE in the group.
I think that was exceptional and I wish we did more training across edu-
cational sectors like that. I learned so much about current issues in FE and
the primary level by being together with this group and obviously vice
versa. It was brilliant. And it was particularly fortunate that there was this
primary link because in the middle of my doing the course the head of the
junior school at St Christopher left at short notice. It was decided that the
head should be an internal management responsibility for a period to pull
things together before the post was advertised. So I took it on initially for
nine months but ended up doing it for nearly two years. So I've also run a
junior school for two years at the same time as being deputy of the whole
school.

JO: So at St Christopher your responsibilities were mainly curriculum?
MM: I was director of studies throughout my time as deputy there. I ran the cur-

riculum and took over things like writing the timetable but I also took on
other responsibilities. One of the interesting things, I think, is that St
Christopher, being a smaller school, was almost a better preparation for
headship than spending all your career in large schools. As a senior man-
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ager in a small school you do everything. So I was responsible for intro-
ducing the school's response to the 1981 Act on special educational needs.
There are a number of special needs children at St Christopher so we took
a lot of trouble to get that right. We worked with the educational psychol-
ogist who came into the school so I was very actively involved in
establishing procedures for special needs in a more overt, explicit, way than
had been traditional before. I took on the careers side and really enjoyed
that. It's something I am very fascinated by - the whole issue of careers
guidance. I think that's probably stayed with me in a number of different
threads through my own career and I certainly say to my staff now that I
regard all of them as careers advisers. I think it's a core responsibility, it's
not something that just comes in at particular points in time and is only
done by specialists. It's there all the time you're educating everybody. It's
a very comprehensive picture that I have of careers guidance.

Now what about other mainstream responsibilities. Obviously I was
dealing with the boarding side as well which is an unusual dimension. I did
a bit on business links there but never really got them going as well as I
would have liked to do. Then, of course, the very big thrust from the mid-
1980s to the end of my time at St Christopher there was the Education
2000 Project which started in 1985. With that came IT, and that set me
off on another wave of learning - my own development of my interest and
competence in IT.

JO: Now you did an MBA at some point?
MM: I did, yes, after I'd completed my diploma at Hatfield. I thought I needed

further management training and I looked around at the education Mas-
ters degrees. But even those called management Masters in the 1980s were
rather soft. There were all the organization behaviour, human resource
management, issues. None of the finance, marketing, strategy - none of
those areas were there. So I realized that probably what I ought to do was
an MBA but I wasn't quite sure where. I applied to a number of business
schools and was completely taken by the particulars from the London Busi-
ness School. This was particularly because their part-time programme had
an element in it which meant that they wanted and expected people from
the public and voluntary sector to apply. That's unusual so I went to an
information session there and was utterly convinced that it was what I want-
ed to do. The governors at the time - 1985-86 - said that I should have
the time released to do it, although they could see that the pressure would
have been on me, but they said 'Not this year because we don't know what
demands Education 2000 will make.' But the following year I was able to
get agreement from them; some of the sponsorship for me to do it came
from Education 2000. I applied to do it in 1987-89, and was delighted
when I was accepted. I had to take a G-MAT exam in order to get on the
course, which interestingly was done in the buildings just across the play-
ing fields. I'd never been to Watford before in my life and I came to the
American University which is now closed, next door to Queen's, and took
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my four-hour G-MAT exam there. It was the first exam I had done for 20
years. That was really quite a salutary experience for somebody in the
middle of their career as a teacher to suddenly have to sit timed exams. I
was quite intrigued by the effect it had on me. I got a satisfactory G-MAT
grade and got in.

JO: And fairly soon after that you came here?
MM: Yes, when I was completing my MBA -1 finished at Christmas - I'd start-

ed thinking about what I should do next. I realized after being in one post
for ten years - even though I'd done all these different things and it didn't
feel like one post for ten years - that really I ought to move on and do some-
thing else, but I had a rather odd c.v. with an eight-year break in it and so
much time at St Christopher that it didn't carry much weight or credibil-
ity for most people. But I applied for the post at Queen's and was appointed
the same week as my MBA results came out in 1990.

JO: So whenyou came here you had a lot of experience from a much smaller progressive school
out of the maintained sector, and this was then an LEA school?

MM: Yes.
JO: So how did headship feel whenyou came into it?
MM: Well, many people said to me 'How are you going to adjust to this very dif-

ferent kind of school?' but it was fascinating to see how many of the
underlying issues were to do with people and they are the same almost
wherever you go. Certainly schools have many strong common threads,
and young people are fundamentally the same even if they are asked to
look rather different in some schools. So I didn't find that transition any-
thing like as difficult as many people thought that I might. The size didn't
worry me because I was quite clear that if I was going to be in a compre-
hensive school - you needed a school of over 1000 to give you the scope
to do what you needed to do. I definitely wanted a large mixed school so
I was very happy that I had found that. I don't think I would have moved
to a much smaller school. It wouldn't have achieved what I was looking for
in terms of my long-term career at all.

I'd had a term at St Christopher being acting head before I came to
Queen's so I suppose in that way I'd had some preparation for my first
headship. Being an acting head isn't the same as being a head at all because
you are a caretaker. You've got to be very careful, and you don't move
anything. You don't rearrange the deckchairs even - never mind throw-
ing them overboard - you've just got to keep things ticking over.

I suppose the thing that I found most extraordinary about headship -
and I think it's an amazing statement of how I think things have moved on
in the last five years, because I don't think it would happen to people tak-
ing up headships now - was the lack of induction. I asked the authority
'What are your arrangements for induction for heads?' and they somewhat
shamefacedly told me that they didn't have them. Yes, they agreed that
perhaps they ought to and they did invite me join some conferences - so I
met some other heads - but that was about it. This was before LMS - w
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were a year behind - so the school still didn't have a delegated budget.
When I arrived the governing body was gearing itself up for LMS but it
hadn't got into the full flood of all those kinds of responsibilities. So they
were quite used to leaving the day-to-day running of the school to the head
and there was no thought from them that there should be any sort of
involvement from them in my early days at all - I don't remember seeing
them for several weeks of being here. But I do remember on my first day
sitting down at my desk and finding all around me was just emptiness - I
didn't even have pens or paper clips, or a pad of paper. It was very odd
because it was not immediately evident what I was really supposed to do.
There was no pressure on me to leap up and down and do it. I did set about
meeting a lot of people. There was no agenda, there was only a limited
schedule of meetings, there were no immediate decisions to be made and
no outstanding matters to be resolved. There was a flow of paper from the
authority and that seemed to be about it. So I set about creating my own
agenda about how to move things forward.

JO: And did you get any formal induction into headship?
MM: None at all. I just don't believe that would happen now. I suppose possi-

bly some schools might not prepare, but certainly if you wanted advice and
training you could easily find it now - there are plenty of places you can
go to get help if somebody doesn't lay it on - including all the mentoring
that is in place now. I could really have done with that: somebody to speak
to but there was nobody. Being a head is potentially a lonely position
because people don't realize what your needs might be - your role is to
support and encourage others rather than anyone thinking that you need
support, encouragement and direction. To be fair the county area sec-
ondary adviser whom I'd met before - he did come in early on and had a
discussion with me about what I was doing and what I was planning to do.
He must have been reasonably satisfied with that because I suspect if he
wasn't he'd have been back more frequently — so I suppose to that extent
somebody did have an eye on what I was doing. Maybe when you look
back it's a bit emptier than it really was at the time. But I do remember
that I set about filling my diary with long meetings with every post-holder
in the school, exploring issues and getting some sense of what the key
priorities were and getting groups together to work on them. That was cer-
tainly how I set about it.

JO: What were your priorities and your emerging vision for the school at that stage?
MM: I found it very interesting trying to distinguish between the things which

you should leave untouched regardless of whether, in the longer term, you
thought they were right or not, and the things you felt that if you started
to tackle them you would create all kinds of instabilities in things that were
crucial to the school continuing to operate with confidence. Because the
school was confident, it was over-subscribed, and it had good support from
parents. There was every reason to think that this was a good school and
there weren't major concerns about it. But in fact there were a number of
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areas where things had not been looked at critically for some time. I sup-
pose my key priority was how to get a group of people who've operated
very much in separate, fairly independent, department groups - to some
extent almost at loggerheads with each other - to come together and work
in some kind of coherent whole. Also to accept that reflection on what we
were doing and deciding that some things were not quite right and that we
needed to do things differently, and that this could be done in a way that
didn't set off a wave of lack of confidence while maintaining the school's
confident image outside. This was obviously important while all this reflec-
tion was going on.

If you ask the right questions you can begin to get the key answers and
that's really what I set about doing. On the first training day I asked some
very simple questions to start off discussion in cross-departmental and
departmental groups. We used the feedback from that to decide the prior-
ities by asking them 'What are the strengths of the school? What are its best
achievements? What are the things that give you most concern? Where do
you think the priorities should be? What are the key weaknesses?' Four or
five simple questions and you very rapidly got a pretty comprehensive diag-
nosis of where the school was from the staff. They could get at it far quicker
than I could. Then it was a question of steering the priorities. I could see
that regular assessment and monitoring of learning, and actually ensuring
that standards of achievement were of the best, was at the heart of it. But
there were also a lot of organizational things - such as how to set the struc-
tures in the school so that this became more possible than it was - that I
wanted to look at as well.

JO: Did going grant maintained come up at that early stage?
MM: No. That was later - that wasn't until 1992. We were firmly opposed to it

right up to the general election in 1992. The governors had made a very
clear decision about that, but after the 1992 election there already were
grant maintained schools in the area, and it was clear there were going to
be more. Once other schools in the area started to make moves to opt out
the governors were determined that they were not going to be last. Their
key concern was to protect the interests of the school. They saw that it need-
ed the independence to manage its own affairs in this particular context. If
we were going to do it we had to do it positively, which is certainly what
we set about doing.

JO: You said when you came here that it was a successful school and popular with parents.
Has it changed since you've been here, in terms of its values, or its aims and priorities,
or has what you have done been to implement things more effectively?

MM: I think a lot of things are based on what was there before but the school
didn't have a very sharply worded statement on what it was about. That
was certainly one of the early issues. I found that whatever we set out to
do - whether it was thinking about the prospectus which needed rewrit-
ing, or trying to get groups to grapple with issues of the curriculum -1 kept
realizing that until we'd had this debate about the aims and values of the
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school we really were in a vacuum. So we had a couple of very good meet-
ings to look at that - 'What does Queen's School exist for?' It's these simple
questions that are important - or perhaps it's a technique I use! You as
these simple questions and you wait for the responses, then you jumble
them all up and you actually begin to get some strong, coherent messages
coming through. You get some things that are extreme, but there are strong
common things that come through.

Although the first responses to that question were all very exam result
oriented, it very clearly became evident in the discussion that in fact peo-
ple felt very strongly that Queen's was much more than that. So we came
up with our simple threefold statement of what the school was about. Our
by-line is 'Encouraging learning for life'. It took us a long time to get to
that, we didn't realize it until the last eighteen months. The three core aims
were largely being accepted as being right by the end of the spring term of
my first year - within nine months. We agreed that the school was here to
encourage effective learning, develop self-awareness and develop consid-
eration for others. And they have stood up very well as the three aims
around which everything else develops. Somebody said that we should start
talking about preparing them for the future, but effectively if you get those
three aims right you have prepared them for the future because that's about
knowing who you are and what is important to you. Also we emphasized
the importance of encouraging people to be different rather than having
any kind of uniformity, and a view of an ideal outcome for all. We are into
celebrating differences here rather than trying to be the same and recog-
nizing that people have different potentials. The important thing is that
they are as fully developed as possible. Obviously the whole 'consideration
for others' aim is to do with community values, work in teams, and so on.
You can see how it can be unpacked and at the heart of everything is the
question of effective learning. We've used these as the touchstone for every-
thing all the way through, and it's beginning to stick. I really do think people
accept that learning is the most important issue in the school. What the
school is trying to do is more clearly understood by everybody and this gave
us a better sense of purpose about how things are done together.

I think the school is also much more inclined to look forward now rather
than be complacent on the basis of where it's come from. I think we're very
much readier now to be forward looking, to take stock of what we've
achieved, and to ask questions about it confidently. I think that is quite a
change - that sort of dialogue and debate and sharing of issues is some-
thing that was not so common when I came.

JO: And that's comefromyour own leadership style, has it?
MM: Yes, my predecessor was a very open warm person but his style was possi-

bly less consultative. He probably delegated less than I do. But it's the
nature of effective management that you have different styles for different
contexts. He had run the school extraordinarily successfully for 17 years
and it had had a long period of stability. Many things in the way in which
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the school operated probably hadn't changed in ten years, and there was
no reason to, because it was fine. That hadn't been a problem, but we were
moving into a rather different period, both in the way the school was run,
and in the kinds of things we needed to do to face the future. Look at the
National Curriculum - pre-1990 there was no National Curriculum, no
LMS - now it's a different world.

JO: Do you think it's harder to be an effective school leader than it used to be?
MM: It's probably harder to feel satisfied that you are effective - to believe it

yourself. I think that when the pace of life was a bit slower you could take
longer over things. The range of demands was much smaller. As a head I
think you could begin to feel that you were on top of the job, and be aware
that you were, in a way that most heads now can't, unless they've got an
extraordinarily strong and effective stable senior team they've worked with
and developed themselves. But for most heads it's pretty hard to feel that
you are doing everything you ought to be doing. Most weeks you don't do
something you should have done that's quite big. And you've just got to
cope with not having done it or find time to do it in the next week which
is even worse than the last one. The pressures are from the range of things
you need to be doing - it is impossible to do it all - so if you are at all self-
critical, which you absolutely have to be to survive as a head, you are very
aware of this. The loneliness you can experience sometimes is in terms of
getting feedback - you have got to be the one judging things a lot of the
time. If you are working in that way, to do that and to be very aware of
what you're not doing, and yet say to yourself 'I am succeeding, I am an
effective leader' is actually quite difficult. So I think you probably can be
an effective head as much now as you ever could be, but to believe you are
is probably more difficult.

JO: Who manages you and to whom you are accountable? Is that a straightforward ques-
tion?

MM: Well, when I came here one of my MBA colleagues came to interview me
because she was doing some work with a local authority as a consultant.
She felt she needed to know something about schools, so she came to talk
to me to give her some background. One of her first questions was 'Who
is your line manager?' and I just said 'I don't have one.' She could not
understand this. And you don't really have a line manager in a grant main-
tained school. Yes, clearly, you are appointed by the governors but as soon
as you are appointed you are ex-officio a member of that governing body.
So you're in it as well as without it as it were. You can say that for a grant
maintained school head ultimately it's the Secretary of State you are
accountable to but that's pretty far removed.

Certainly in a local authority school the relationship with the authority
is one that is different in every local authority you go into. The degree to
which that feels like a relationship in which you are managed, or one in
which you are a partner in a joint enterprise, or that you're left to get on
with it - there is every shade of this. In Hertfordshire it has certainly moved
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very rapidly to the partnership principle with the new Director of Educa-
tion who arrived soon after I came. Hertfordshire has been very successful
in changing the way the authority operates in relation to its schools in estab-
lishing that kind of way of working. While I was an LEA head I felt very
comfortable with the relationship I had in terms of management. But when
you come to be appraised the Hertfordshire model of appraisal was the sec-
ondary adviser and a local head, but nobody from the governing body was
directly involved. But that may be different now. It is likely in this grant
maintained school that the chairman of governors is going to want to be
involved in my appraisal debriefing interview later this term. And I think
that's probably quite right.

JO: So how did that change in questions of accountability feel?
MM: Well, you're even more on your own in a grant maintained school because

your governing body, who now have these enormous responsibilities, aren't
here because they are non-executive. They may be very supportive, they may
be very ready to be here if you want them, but on a day-to-day basis they
aren't the ones who are doing it. Certainly as we went grant maintained I
made a very conscious decision to protect the school from the change as
much as possible to reduce the turbulence within the school. I encouraged
the deputies to continue as they were, running the school. It was myself and
the governors who managed the transition. But that inevitably meant that
too much was falling to me, and looking back on it we really ought to have
had some extra help as other schools do. But I've only got two deputies and
it would have distorted things to have taken one of them out of running the
school in order to be more involved in the transition.

The nature of the responsibilities, in terms of your total operation as a
financial and personnel unit, is quite considerable. I don't know whether
people always appreciate the scale of these. In my post today there is advice
about liability for corporation tax which is something I had just heard about
somewhere else but it's the not the sort of thing that had even crossed peo-
ple's minds until recently. They might think about liability for value added
tax which could occur as in an LEA school, but corporation tax is some-
thing that people in education probably are a bit surprised to learn that
this is a liability they might be running up now. So it's a very different world
you're in when you're operating on your own as an independent charity.

JO: Do you get support from the Grant Maintained Schools Centre?
MM: You can buy in what you want, but it's very difficult to know what to

choose. You want to be very sure that any advice you buy is good advice.
I think when we went grant maintained the sector was still learning. My
colleague heads were my best touchstone at that time. And the auditors we
appointed are pretty important people in terms of the advice. We appoint-
ed our own solicitor, and I am very glad we did that. Again, that is
something you wouldn't even have to think about as an LEA head. Our
potential legal liabilities for example - the possibility that somebody might
sue you about something - and the need to give the governors correct
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advice about matters like that. Obviously the headteacher associations can
also support you, but the grant maintained sector is still relatively new. As
often happens in new contexts the law won't be established until case law
has established it. I think there are some difficulties to come that merciful-
ly I haven't had to deal with yet. I've seen where they could be and that's
an additional pressure. It takes your mind quite a long way off learning.
Apart from my own learning - and I have I learnt so much!

JO: What have you learnt?
MM: Well, I knew all about the principles of accounting having studied it. I now

have a much sharper understanding of what that actually means on the
ground so that we implement it properly. A really rigorous attention to the
separation of responsibilities, procedures and controls, and internal audit
and all of that - things I knew in theory but when you actually come to do
it, it's rather different - that's just an example.

JO: A more difficult question - what do you see as your key educational and managerial val-
ues? What sort of a leader are you?

MM: In terms of values I am passionately committed to openness and trust — and
being direct. I think that's absolutely crucial. It's actually a very difficult
thing to sustain because there are times when - for whatever reason -
you've got to deal with something without necessarily explaining every-
thing or preparing people for it. And I'm very aware of how vulnerable
people's confidence, and their trust, actually is. You've got to live it and
work it every day. It only takes one serious incident where people feel things
were handled badly, or they felt that they weren't being consulted, for you
to lose that. You know when you've got it - when you've been through one
of those difficulties and you come out the other side, and you've still got
everybody with you. But as you go through it you still feel very vulnerable.
This is very important to me - I'm looking to do things with other people
rather than to them or for them - that's fundamental.

I also believe in risk, and grasping opportunities and encouraging peo-
ple to tackle things and see the potential that challenges bring. The upside
of difficulties if you like. Also knowing how important it is that you try things
even if it isn't what you end up wanting to do in the longer term. What
you've learnt from trying is of benefit when you come to actually take mat-
ters forward. If you wait to arrive at the perfect solution by discussion,
debate and somebody else to tell you, I think you make very slow progress.
So I very much wanted to get on and do things, and try to make debate
and discussion focused on particular issues in defined time spans to take
things forward.

Where we haven't been able to do this is in the curriculum - I felt very
trapped by the National Curriculum. There were all sorts of things I want-
ed to do with it, but I felt the whole thing was unstable, as indeed it has
proved to be. I wasn't going to rush off reinventing something when the
ground rules might be different before too long. So I've played that one
pretty long while I've been here, and I think that will be a big issue for my
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successor. We haven't looked at things like the structure and balance of the
school day. We've adjusted it, we've had a review of it, and we've agreed
fundamental principles but the boxes that deliver the curriculum are still
substantially the same as when I arrived. Nothing very dramatic has hap-
pened there.

My leadership is also pragmatic, because I will take advantage of what-
ever is there. I'm not (I hope I'm not!) over-ideological so that although I
have things that I am more at home with personally, I accept other ways
of doing things can actually be the right way to do them at a particular
time or for other people. You've got to have a fair degree of drive to be
effective because you've got to have the energy to sustain whatever you set
off. If you aren't fairly determined sometimes things will come along and
run you over or deflect you. So I recognize that presenting that drive to
other people in a way that they think it's a good, not a threatening, thing
is yet another problem. I think I'm very aware of timing (it's this pragmatic
point), of when things happen, the manner in which they happen, and the
pace at which you do things. These are all so crucial as to whether some-
thing works or not.

So what it is that you are trying to do often is much less important than
how you're trying to do it, and that's the bit you need to get right. Yes,
you've got to set very clear targets and objectives, but you shouldn't spend
weeks developing elaborate ones. Keep it snappy, short, focused, and get
on with it. Do it and review it. 'Is it working? No, it isn't. What do we do
next?' So it's much more immediate and not so large-scale.

JO: And is it still enjoyable being a head?
MM: Oh, yes. I do enjoy it. I'm surprised I enjoy it as much I do, because when

I was doing my MBA there were all sorts of other suggestions. 'Why -
you're a teacher, why do you want to be a head? What are you in the LEA
for? Why not do something else?' - a rather limited view of what the man-
agement challenges of being a head actually are. I also knew that I wouldn't
want to be the head of just any school. I was going to be quite fussy. I am
surprised that I've found a second headship that I'm equally excited and
positive about as I was about this one when I came here.

JO: What are you thinking about the new school?
MM: It's a huge opportunity. The school has had a period when it has not moved

forward. Certainly it has worked very hard to face up to some of the key
issues in recent years. It's at the point where I think a great deal could be
done to take advantage of this - if it's all handled in the right way, so that
you build people's confidence. The trouble is that they've been subjected
to, and taken part in, so much rigorous review and debate and inspection
that they are at a point - and I don't think this is very different from other
areas in the profession - where there is a lack of professional confidence to
get on and do things. There is a sense of unease that I think pervades a lot
of teachers because they have been made to feel so inadequate. I think there
is a combination of that, and some continuing complacency about areas
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that do need to be addressed. Things need to come out into the open. I
think being a bit more hard-edged about issues is something they haven't
felt comfortable about. It's always this concern to be supportive and
encouraging rather than challenging - I think that's where the emphasis
needs shifting.

But it is a school with enormously strong roots in terms of its culture,
and mutual respect between staff and students. The work the school does
to support students with extraordinarily difficult backgrounds is good and
they make great progress with them. There are some very precious things
there that have got to be nurtured because you could easily trample all over
them in trying to do other things. You could change it into another school,
but it's got something of its own that I think ought to provide a special
opportunity. I think we can get all the issues to do with learning and
achievement right in the context which is Holland Park by the millenni-
um. That's five years away and that's my initial time span. Some people
will be looking for outcomes sooner than that and I'm sure we will deliver
in some areas. But I think that the school is going to be more ready for the
challenges of the twenty-first century than some others. I think it has the
potential to be flexible, adaptable and conscious of the need to develop cre-
ative, non-conformist people, which is what the world needs. It's the way
the world's going to be. Although school cultures are often very strong they
are often very stuck and very hard to move.

I think it will be very exciting to be in a school which is very dynamic
and alive and in touch with the world outside - it has the world outside in
it - so the opportunities for action to start making those boundaries work
are great. The community around it is so rich, too. I just think it's an amaz-
ing opportunity and it's a school environment that I feel very at home in.

Note: This interview was tape-recorded on 7 March 1995. It was then transcribed
by Janet Ouston, and minor amendments were made to the transcript by Mary
Marsh.
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Mick Brown

In conversation with Len Cantor

LC: How would you describe your own education, and to what extent has this experience influ-
enced what you have tried to achieve as a teacher and principal?

MB: My education was somewhat unconventional. I attended a primary school
which had an unorthodox approach to education, and as a consequence,
very few passed the 11 + examination which was current at the time, and
I, with the great majority went to a secondary modern school. Then, a few
years later in 1964, selection was abandoned, and the higher streams in the
secondary modern school -1 was in one of them - were transferred to the
grammar school. This was not very popular with the grammar school and
we were made to feel somewhat unwelcome. The experience has left its
mark on me and as a consequence, as a teacher, I've always been inclined
to avoid the conventional wisdom to encourage critical examination of cir-
cumstances, and look beyond the orthodox.

I have carried this background and outlook into my own work as a
teacher, and to an extent, as a principal. For example, this college does not
subscribe to some of the conventional orthodoxies. We are one of a small
minority who are not members of the College Employers' Forum. I
describe myself still as 'principal' and not as 'chief executive'; my gover-
nors are still 'governors'; and we describe ourselves as a 'college' and not
as a 'corporation'; and the non-teaching support staff are known as 'non-
teaching support staff and not as 'business support staff.

But, to return to my school career, academically I did well at school and
eventually went into the sixth form. I did not see myself as going to univer-
sity at first and so went into banking for about four years, after which I did
go to university and took a degree in Economics. I then trained as a teacher,
and then obtained a job in further education. While at the bank I had been
a part-time FE student, having taken an Institute of Bankers' qualification,
and so I sought a job in further education. Then I moved through various
stages in my career. I wanted to achieve a variety of ends in education and
in order to do so had to assume leadership. On the other hand, I never had
an ambition to move up the educational ladder for its own sake, and I
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became a head of department almost by accident. And then, vice-principal
almost in a similar fashion. Having been a head of department in one col-
lege, I moved to another as vice-principal, where I spent three and a half
almost idyllic years. The reason for moving from the first to the second col-
lege was that I didn't want to stay as head of department in the former, and
in order to move up I more or less had to move out to a more senior job. I
then came into my present post as principal, where I have been for four
years. There is so much distance between the vice-principal and principal
in one's ability to influence and shape the character of an institution, and
because I wanted to shape a college of my own, I decided to apply for the
principalship. I had been approached by the governors in the college in
which I was vice-principal, to consider being principal when the current
principal retired. However, I decided it would be more difficult to act effec-
tively as principal in a college where I had been vice-principal than it would
be in a new college, and so I decided on the latter.

LC: How and why did you become a teacher and a principal?
MB: Well, I think that question has effectively been answered by what I've just

said.
LC: How did you prepare yourself for becoming a principal?
MB: I don't think I prepared myself at all. The local authority regime that oper-

ated when I was vice-principal was one I had been well exposed to and had
had a good deal of experience of. I was a member of county-wide com-
mittees, I spent time at County Hall, I knew the system, the officers and
the politicians well and was therefore well prepared for operating in a con-
ventional role as an LEA principal. However, as the enormous changes
which have taken place in education in the last few years took effect, I was
not at all prepared for operating as principal under the structure that
emerged following the creation of the Further Education Funding Coun-
cil and the demolition of the Local Education Authority. We now operate
under a system of Funding Council stewardship in which the sector is
shaped by this body, whether or not that is the government's, or indeed
the Funding Council's intention.

LC: In your view, how has the Funding Council shaped the sector?
MB: In a variety of ways. One way is through its funding methodology which

favours the full-time learner, and takes less account of adults, or of pro-
grammes which are educationally desirable, but which may not have
'approved' outcomes. The mechanism, despite avowed intentions to
become 'mode free' is still heavily loaded towards 'time-serving', that is,
the retention of students on programmes, or in other words, of keeping
bodies on courses. The Funding Council also exerts control through its
audit service, and through its inspectorate, neither of which have any inde-
pendence of the sector. The Funding Council also shapes the sector
through its circulars, which, while they're issued for consultation, often con-
tain a clear, preferred outcome. Certainly, I feel that in the eyes of the great
majority of principals, it is the Funding Council which controls the sector.
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LC: How well prepared were you for your first principalship?
MB: Well, as I've just explained, I was well prepared in the conventional sense,

that's to say if we had remained a conventional college, but very ill pre-
pared for what was to come after April 1993 when the colleges became
corporations.

LC: What is your vision for your college, and how do you go about trying to achieve it? And
if I may ask a supplementary question: from what you said at the beginning - about
describing your institution as a college and yourself as principal - that sounded like a
traditional college approach: is that a fair description?

MB: The college is traditional only in the sense that we are very much orient-
ed to the local market. We are not a European college, for example, seeking
students from the continent, still less from further afield. We see ourselves
as providing programmes for the local market, which is an area where
skilled workers are under-represented and which has pockets of high youth
unemployment. Therefore, we adopt a traditional approach in terms of
serving our local priorities, but not in the way in which we deliver our cur-
riculum. We have always had a strong tradition of pastoral support for our
students, and we have maintained and strengthened that support at a time
when many others appear to have forgotten that it is desirable. At an early
stage, we decided to take opportunities for learning out into the commu-
nity, so that we treat the concept of'the learning community' very seriously.
As a result, we have developed very close links with local employers, 85 per
cent of whom in this area employ fewer than 25 people. We are increas-
ingly basing our curriculum delivery on electronic forms, in which we
involve employers, many of whom, because of their small size, have never
had any systematic involvement in training. In achieving, or trying to
achieve, my vision for the college, I know that the principal plays a key role
in determining the nature of the institution, along, of course, with the gov-
erning body, which examines and ultimately endorses the approach taken.

LC: How big a part do the governors play in formulating policy in your college?
MB: Given the prescriptive role of the FEFC, the local TECs, and others, gov-

ernors' real authority is rather limited. They look to the college - that is to
say the principal and the Senior Management Team and the Academic
Board - to indicate the direction and to provide options. We work very
hard to ensure good relations with our governors, though occasionally gov-
ernors can feel they are merely 'rubber stamping'. To a degree this is
inevitable, because they only meet once a term, as does the governing
body's Finance and General Purpose Committee. As a consequence, they
touch the organization in the college tangentially at points in the year.
Their real strength, I think, is to review performance against college tar-
gets, and the direction they have been asked to endorse.

LC: But while governors don't meet together often, presumably you see the chairman of the
governors much more frequently, and, if he wishes, he could doubtless play a bigger role
in influencing college policy?

MB: Yes, he can, but the chair of the governors of this college is very busy. As
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a consequence, I see much less of him than I used to. This does not nec-
essarily impair the efficiency of the governing body however, for example,
we've had to convince the governors that certain financial economies have
been necessary in the last few years, as a consequence of which a number
of staff have taken either voluntary or involuntary severance. We've said
to our governors 'This is what we've had to do' and asked them to endorse
this. They are prepared to accept changes that have to be made, though,
of course, not everyone is necessarily entirely happy about it. But to come
back to my vision for the college: when I came here, it was heavily biased
towards full-time 16- to 19-year-old students. What I've tried to do, sup-
ported by senior staff and governors, is to emphasize our role as bringing
learning to the community, and to enable the community to access learn-
ing in the colleges, by whatever means are appropriate. As a consequence,
numbers of full-time students have declined relatively and absolutely over
the last few years, while part-time student numbers have increased very sig-
nificantly, and those accessing college programmes 'flexibly' have also
increased significantly, very significantly. By accessing college programmes
flexibly, I mean those who attend our learning centres. The college is locat-
ed on six sites, and we have learning centres on four of these . . . our next
phase is to locate computers there, and to enable students to have access
to a central learning facility. We hope also to extend this facility to local
small- and medium-sized firms. We are pursuing this development in con-
junction with two other colleges.

LC: Where do you get the cash to do this?
MB: The majority comes either from the FEFC capital (Hunter) allocations, or

the fund which the 1994 'competitiveness' White Paper recommended. We
put in a bid for the latter this year, and have been successful. In moving in
this direction, I have been strongly supported by my Senior Management
Team, which has changed almost completely in the four years since I've
been here. I was at first unable to change the team which I had inherited,
because under the local authority regime prior to April 1993, there was a
policy of'no redundancy' which effectively meant 'no severance under any
conditions'. Since then, I have changed the personnel of the Senior Man-
agement Team through persuasion, through accident in the sense that one
retired through ill-health and in one case through dismissal.

LC: Given the entirely different financial regime which applied after April 1993, presumably
you have had to appoint somebody with financial expertise?

MB: Yes, we decided to appoint someone who was a chartered accountant, and
he was appointed in October 1991. In addition, my deputy is a human
resource specialist, experienced in personnel and industrial relations: he
was appointed in 1995.

LC: Are you going to continue in this general direction as far as college policy is concerned?
MB: Yes. Up until now, all colleges have been chasing the same market, as have

been the secondary schools. Now, everybody understands that the only pos-
sibility for expansion is to recruit more adults, both unemployed adults,
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plus the very much bigger market of those in full-time employment. The
policy has been forced upon colleges by the need to increase student num-
bers in order to survive financially. Indeed, the financial position of all the
colleges that I have some knowledge of is fragile. Part of the problem may
lie in the insecurities of those now responsible for the sector, who may occa-
sionally exhibit ignorance of the complexities and diversities of further
education. As a result, every time there's any suggestion that things are not
quite right, there is a tendency to respond in a disproportionately heavy-
handed fashion. Since the Nolan report, there appears increased
nervousness about the use to which public funds are put.

LC: What are your key educational and managerial values? How successful are you at putting
them into practice?

MB: As far as educational values are concerned, as I've said, what underpins
the work of this college is our policy of accessibility and opportunity; our
notion of the 'learning community' in society enabling people to have
access to learning without discrimination. As for my managerial values, I
believe in the 'no blame' culture. This has two aspects: first, that staff with
responsibility for various aspects of the college should both be able to admit
mistakes and secondly, should put them right. This takes some time for
individuals to learn that this is not an easy option, and that unless you admit
your mistakes you make no progress. Certainly, it is asking a lot of indi-
viduals, particularly those who are not very secure, to admit that they are
wrong on occasion. However, this policy is about commitment, rather than
compliance, and about ensuring that individuals are aware that as long as
they act in a proper and professional way in pursuing what are often risky
ventures, they will not be 'jumped upon' when things go wrong.

LC: How successful have you been about putting this policy into practice?
MB: As for educational values, this has been OK, because the county council

previously had an underlying framework of values, which staff understand
and which are basically congruent with those which are held by me and
my governors. Where managerial values are concerned, the difficulty is that
when you reconstruct the management systems and appoint new people,
they bring other values with them. As a result, this is proving more diffi-
cult, and there's an element of cultural change that will take some time to
work through. All the Senior Management Team, apart from the char-
tered accountant, have been recruited from the traditional FE sector, and
have adapted very well to the changing climate. Nowadays, individuals
applying for senior posts in further education understand the sort of cul-
ture they're dealing with and the sort of priorities that face us, and, on the
whole, they don't lament the passing of the local authority controlled sys-
tem.

LC: Do you lament its passing?
MB: It depends on the local authority. I was not favourably disposed towards

the incorporation of colleges. It wasn't thought through. It was a political
act, and I'm not satisfied yet that the overall effect has been positive. On
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the other hand, staying with a local authority was not necessarily a better
option, and we certainly haven't got it right yet. At present, there is no
strategic national framework for colleges, although freedom from the local
authority was, in some respects, desirable. The fact remains that colleges
are struggling to survive.

LC: How lonely do you feel? Are there informal networks of principals? Is there any one you
can turn to for help and advice?

MB: Although we've lost the support networks provided by the local authority,
unofficial ones are quite buoyant. I'm in contact with a number of princi-
pals across the country to discuss common problems. There is a great deal
of informal networking, virtually on a national basis. Although the former
regional meetings of principals have gone, other meetings have replaced
them. I am a member of a group of principals, for example, who meet from
time to time, to lobby against the demise of certain programmes, and there
is a group of us planning a regional framework in South Derbyshire who
meet regularly. But to answer your question: yes, principals have a greater
propensity for loneliness than hitherto.

LC: How do you manage people and resources?
MB: As for managing people, I think that good teachers are themselves good

managers. However, they require empathy, which is critically important.
I require of them both honesty and commitment, but I do not define the
latter as long hours spent at the work-place which I think can be self-defeat-
ing. Communication is absolutely vital, by which I mean keeping people
informed about one's thinking and one's objectives. It comes back to the
principle that if people are not prepared to sign up to the 'no blame cul-
ture', they have to be confronted. Ideally, we should have a group of highly
committed people who do not require managing, but in its absence one
has to be prepared to deal with those who under-perform.

LC: What part do you play in enabling more effective teaching and learning?
MB: Very little directly. My direct influence is at the strategic level, where our

action plan contains proposals for teaching and learning styles and priori-
ties. However, I try to ensure effective teaching and learning in various
ways. For example, every year I produce a detailed annual report, part of
which looks at outcomes such as examination results. As long as these con-
tinue to be very good and students are happy, then I'm reasonably content.
Also, the Funding Council's inspectors' reports have continued to be good,
and I am in the middle of negotiating a system of appraisal to include class-
room observation of teaching staff by their immediate line managers. My
influence is indirect therefore, and has much to do with personal style and
stated priorities.

LC: How do you manage external relations?
MB: This is very much my personal role, which requires a great deal of local

involvement. For example, there is the Erewash Partnership, which is a
local private and public sector economic development company, of which
I am a member of the board. I also run the Learning Community project,
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which has close links with local industrialists and employers, and meet
heads of local schools at an informal level. We also have a formal market-
ing policy, which requires me to go out into the community. All this is very
time-consuming but essential. If an employer has a training need, I want
them to think first of this institution, which increasingly they do. When I
came here, the college had virtually no presence in the outside communi-
ty, and its employer links were very poor. Since then, we have put a great
deal of effort into this area which is increasingly paying off.

LC: Is it harder to be an effective principal than it used to be?
MB: In some ways, incorporation has made it easier to be an effective principal

because one is freer of local authority bureaucracy and restrictions. How-
ever, effectiveness depends on the Funding Council keeping its distance,
which all too often it doesn't - it creates problems, because, for example,
its audit requirements are heavy handed, its inspection regime is massive-
ly disruptive and its funding mechanism is very complex. I have to say that
in my view the sector as a whole views the Funding Council negatively,
and regards it as a major problem.

LC: How do you manage others within the college you lead?
MB: I've already answered that, I think. I use the same approach throughout.

As far as senior managers are concerned, it is about good communication,
and looking to them to manage. They have to develop a certain autono-
my, but not an independence from the organization. And, as I've said, have
to admit when mistakes have been made, and be prepared to take the nec-
essary action to correct them.

LC: What sort of leader are you?
MB: I like to think of myself as consultative, participative, empathic and

approachable, but inflexible where effort and commitment are lacking, and
uncompromising where 'game-playing' occurs. There is no room for
'game-playing' in managing a complex organization like this, and man-
agers have to be aware of it. I am more aware of it, I think, because it
becomes easier to identify with experience.

LC: Who manages you, and to whom are you accountable?
MB: No one actually manages me day to day, or perhaps my deputy manages

me to some extent! Certainly, the relationship between us is a key one, as
far as the running of the college is concerned, and is, in some respects,
more important than my relationship with the chair of the governors.
However, a number of principals have dispensed with their vice-princi-
pals, which I find difficult to understand. I delegate to him a great deal of
responsibility for smoothing the internal ripples of the institution, and here
his industrial relations and personal experience have proved invaluable.
The day-to-day running of the college is very much in the hands of the
Senior Management Team. For example, for every session of the day and
evening there is someone who is acting principal and is in the building. I
myself am accountable to the governing body, who are accountable in
financial terms to the Funding Council. Only the governors can remove
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me from my post, although the Secretary of State can remove the
governors.

LC: Is there a part of your role that you find especially difficult, and/or do not like?
MB: Yes: the unhealthy obsession on the part of the Funding Council with pub-

lic sector accountability, and its deep paranoia which gives it the impression
of it not properly understanding the sector. There is an obsession with
ethics and probity, especially following the Nolan enquiry, which makes it
very difficult for principals, because the slightest hint of anything untoward
- which in a very volatile sector is inevitable - in comes the Council in a
heavy handed way. They have a lack of confidence in principals, and
exhibit a lack of security themselves. As far as industrial relations in the col-
lege are concerned, we have no particular problems, nor have we had any
great problem in negotiating new contracts with the staff. We consult very
closely with the staff unions and have been able to keep things very stable.
We are not members of the College Employers' Forum, and have negoti-
ated new college contracts with 92 per cent of the staff. However, another
major difficulty is the increasing 'screwing down' of public expenditure on
further education, especially since last November's Public Expenditure
Review. As a result, we have had to examine our future and are now
engaged in something of a struggle to survive. Fortunately, the situation
here, at least, looks relatively secure.

LC: Do you still enjoy being a principal?
MB: Yes. Provided that I continue working in the further education sector, there

is no other post I would rather have. Having built up relationships with the
local community, and having a Board of Governors I'm happy with, I am
now more settled in my role after four years as principal. However, were
I not to be principal, I think I should leave the college. From time to time
I consider my future and I think that I shall want to work in the further
education sector in some capacity or other, if not as principal.

LC: Is the term 'principal' still an accurate description of what you expect of yourself and
what others expect of you?

MB: Yes. As I've said, I don't use the term 'chief executive', though indeed the
principal is both the chief executive and the leading professional. It would
be very difficult for someone to be appointed as principal from outside this
sector, either to make sense of it or to be credible in the eyes of the staff,
who are highly articulate and highly critical. Moreover, people in the local
community with whom I interact, such as employers, expect me to be
knowledgeable about further education.
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Kenneth Edwards

In conversation with Hugh Busher

HB: Ton were at a county grammar school in Shropshire?
KE: I went to a fairly small county grammar school with a small sixth form in

a small country town. It was not particularly well equipped but had a very
supportive and encouraging environment for someone who clearly had, I
suppose, some academic potential. I'm not sure that I recognized that at
the time, but my teachers did and so I got a lot of support. I found I enjoyed
science and the enthusiastic attitude of my science teachers.

My parents were farmers and so I found the idea of agricultural science
attracted me. My parents were keen to see me move into a 'profession',
since they remembered very vividly the difficulties of running a small fam-
ily farm in the depressed years of the 1930s - so they were accepting of the
idea that a university was OK, given that I did not like their first choice,
which was that I get a job in a bank! I was the first member of my family
ever to go to university and I enormously enjoyed the experience. I thought
that it was something to be greatly valued partly because before going to
university I'd spent two years in the Air Force. Having that break out of
education made me appreciate getting back.

After university I went straight on to do a Ph.D. in a research institute.
It was something that appealed to me. Already by that stage I could envis-
age a research career or at least I hoped for a research career. Going to a
research institute to do a Ph.D. rather than doing one in a department
opened up a vista of research which I think suited me. After that and var-
ious fellowships in the States and so on, I went to Cambridge as a lecturer
and became a College Fellow and eventually became a head of depart-
ment. Now I suppose it's interesting why anybody becomes a head of
department. I think in my case it was the old story of the alternative peo-
ple were too awful to contemplate. I couldn't really bear the thought of any
of my colleagues being head of department. Originally I was going to hold
the post for a year. In fact everybody obviously felt that I was doing quite
well so I continued after that and eventually became Chairman of the
School of Biological Sciences in Cambridge. After that I had this rather
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peculiar job in Cambridge called Secretary General, a full-time senior aca-
demic administrative job. To some extent that sums up my own experience.
My own education had been so enjoyable that I felt (a) I wanted to stay in
that kind of work and (b) I felt I could contribute something back, or I
hoped I could contribute something back to it.

HB: You started off as a researcher but you now seem to have little time for research. How do
you see that change in balance in your life, in activity?

KE: Yes I did start off as a pure researcher. I was working in a research insti-
tute for the first few years. After my Ph.D. I went back to doing no teaching.
Why did I change? What were the factors? What has happened to me? I
discovered I think by chance that I had administrative skills. I'm not quite
sure what they were but I found I was able to cope with those sorts of things,
to make sensible decisions and to get things done. That in a university is
not actually always a very common currency. So I find myself being asked
to do all sorts of things because I could do them without too much fuss.
While doing research I discovered that although it was fascinating it was a
slightly lonely activity and a rather narrow activity. By performing admin-
istrative tasks which were involved with research not just paper shuffling
tasks, I was able to relate to people that I wouldn't have done otherwise.
Particularly being a head of department allowed me to be able to help,
advise and act as a mentor to younger members of staff who were trying
to make their way. To see some of these succeed was immensely satisfying.
I suppose it went from there really. I miss research. It's a long time now
since I did any active research. It was about ten years ago. I miss the atmos-
phere in the laboratory, you know, the very informal and at times highly
creative atmosphere of a lecture.

HB: What did being a head of department in Cambridge involveyou in doing?
KE: Cambridge is a very loosely organized university. Every academic regards

themselves as being highly autonomous. I think they would see parallels
between themselves and a general practice of doctors or a partnership of
solicitors, i.e. they bring their professional skills. The value of the organi-
zation is that it allows them to share some of the overhead costs and it
produces a range of expertise which attracts more clients. Therefore being
a head of department certainly doesn't give one much power. I suppose
that one thing I learned from holding the post was that the sometimes
rather slow business of trying to persuade people to do things rather than
directing them to do things was one that I could live with. It probably suit-
ed my personality. In fact it conditioned my approach to the jobs that I
have had subsequently.

HB: How did you persuade them? Where did you meet people to persuade, to talk with them?
KE: Well working in an experimental science subject you see a lot of the peo-

ple in the department because of necessity most of them are tied to
laboratories to do their research and to teach. Being a laboratory scientist
myself, I'm used to working alongside people in experimental work. The
rest of the networking in Cambridge that leads to decisions about how your
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department fits in with other departments is partly through the college sys-
tem which produces a lot of informal networks and partly through an
extraordinarily cumbersome and arcane committee system with which
obviously, as a head of department, you spend a lot of time being involved.
The Chair of the School of Biological Sciences rotates around the heads
of departments.

HB: Did that involve you in a lot of negotiations?
KE: Yes. The School of Biological Sciences was essentially a talk shop. It

didn't have a budget of its own but it did realize that in order to try to get
what it thought was a fair share of the university cake, they had to be co-
ordinated and well organized to stand alongside the other groups, like the
physical sciences, social sciences and humanities.

HB: How didyou learn about leadership in the context of what you were doing in Cambridge?
KE: To answer the question how did I learn about leadership implies that I feel

I know very much about leadership. I think I know a little bit about lead-
ership but I wouldn't like to be too positive about that because it's
something that you're constantly re-learning because it comes in such var-
ied shapes. As a head of department I realized that getting decisions made
when you had no or very little direct power was essentially a political
process. I think leadership is a political process, with a small 'p', in that you
have to try to create an atmosphere in which the people involved feel the
solution which has been produced, gives something for everyone and that
the total solution, the total benefits from that solution, are better than any
alternative. First of all leadership involves analysis of a situation to try and
identify what the options are.

Secondly it considers how these affect various interest groups of people.
Thirdly it requires the leader actually to try and produce with the other
people an acceptance of a particular strategy. Now that's one aspect of lead-
ership. Another aspect is the direct impact a leader can have on people
who for one reason or another are feeling disenchanted or disappointed or
disillusioned. That aspect of leadership involves a much more direct one-
to-one relationship with people. It's an important part of leadership. It's
been a considerable fascination to me to realize how poor, actually, the
university system has been in some ways at caring for its members. The
sense that nobody, in some cases, has taken any interest in the career of an
individual has been quite disillusioning for some people. On the other hand
there is a need to respect somebody's particular skills, expertise and
experience. It's a question of finding the appropriate balance between
respecting people as professionals on the one hand and trying to help if
they need help or being aware that perhaps there is a need for help. That
concern for individuals is another side of leadership that I suppose I became
aware of when I was head of department.

HB: What experience have you had of being led?
KE: Well there's the military kind of course when I was in the Air Force. That

was a fairly simple business of being told what to do when the consequences
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of not doing it were fairly serious. That was direction rather than leader-
ship. In a sense I think I owe a great deal to the professor of the relatively
small department where I was an undergraduate in my last two years. He
was somebody I respected and I felt drew me out and encouraged me enor-
mously. The head of department where I went for my first teaching post
was someone who took a great deal of interest in his new young members
of staff and encouraged their teaching and was constructively critical.
That's another important aspect of leadership. At times you have got to be
critical, and to try and get to do so in an atmosphere where people realize
that you are being constructive and not destructive.

HB: Why did you choose to become a vice-chancellor?
KE: I think one has to go back a little bit and ask why I chose to become a sec-

retary general at Cambridge. I think I did that because I'd already been
head of department in Cambridge and chairman of the School of Biolog-
ical Sciences. The secretary general post was on a scale that fascinated me.
It was a kind of senior civil servant job in a sense. I enjoyed the experience
of getting involved in the whole range of academic activities across the uni-
versity. At the same time I found it somewhat frustrating because I wasn't
in charge. Cambridge is not the place in which anybody is in charge in any
obvious way. When I was invited to see if I was interested in the post of
vice-chancellor it seemed a natural next step to move to a position in which
you could try to exercise leadership.

HB: How did your time as secretary general help to prepare you as vice-chancellor?
KE: It taught me a good deal about how universities work, even though Cam-

bridge is different in its organization. It led me to experience a wide range
of academic activities. It taught me something about managing academic
budgets and about resource allocation and it taught me a good deal about
the outside world: about the university grants committees and research
councils and so on, which was clearly a valuable experience to bring to the
position of vice-chancellor.

HB: What kind of leader do you see yourself as?
KE This is an interesting question because whenever I'm considering candi-

dates for a professorship, I put down that we expect academic leadership
from them and ask them what kind of leader do they think they are. What
kind of leader am I or what kind of leader do I think I am? I think I am a
hands-on leader. I think that when I came here I got involved a great deal
in all sorts of details that, I gather now, not every vice-chancellor does.
That's partly because I felt I wouldn't be comfortable unless I understood
a good deal of the mechanisms and the issues over which I was chairing
groups of people that were making rather strategic decisions. I think I see
my role, and therefore I suppose this is the way I see myself in leadership,
as being a kind of focusing device or exercising leadership to focus the views
of members of the institution. I see a university as a source of points of
light, many points of light - the bright ideas and intellectual ideas and
forms of analysis by people. Yet we've so many points of light in three-
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dimensional space it's not easy to grasp the shape of this. Indeed you may
be rather dazzled by these many points. So I feel a necessity to focus these
in some way, to produce an image, which the institution recognizes as
something that it is aspiring to. To put it perhaps more simply and a little
more crudely, I see my job as creating a sense of the vision for the institu-
tion. In the end this is dependent upon everybody but I think that the
vice-chancellor, as leader, has a particular role to play in trying to help an
institution to create a sense of vision, of what kind of organization it is.

HB: What sort of vision do you have for the university?
KE: The change in the higher education system in the whole of Britain of course

has been enormous in the last few years and there's now a greater range
of institutions which go under the title of university. The range of institu-
tions is just as great as before, but now that there's a single mechanism, the
search for the particular niche which an individual institution may occupy
has become more acute. At the same time, of course, there has been much
greater pressure for institutions to be accountable for the contribution
which they make to society. Therefore the image that an institution pre-
sents to the outside world becomes very important as well. Because there
is this greater diversity, because there is greater competition I think there's
been a very substantial change in the way in which universities see them-
selves. When I was an undergraduate when there were only 26 universities
in the UK, every university saw itself as a fairly modest variant on a com-
mon theme. The external examining system ensured a strong commonality
and they were all attempting to be vaguely like Oxford and Cambridge. In
the 1960s what were then the new universities were created, some of the
former Colleges of Advanced Technology became universities and the
polytechnics were created. Now the range of institutions is so diverse there
is a necessity to have an image which is identifiably that of your institution
rather than something that is identifiable with all the rest. Today, not
attempting to do everything that every other university is doing, I think, is
a considerable change from the past. The image that I have and I think
this university has, is seen partly in its traditional activities and role, and
partly in where it sees itself in this new and complex world which now
includes so many other players in this particular game. The image largely
holds on to traditional values: concentrating on fairly basic research in cer-
tain areas where we have our strength; recruiting largely from the
traditional cohort of 18/19 year olds coming full-time; concentrating on
advanced Masters courses. That is much more of a traditional role than
this university has had.

HB: You used the metaphor just now of being a focusing lens for creating a sense of mission
for the university. What actually does that involve you doing? How do you go about cre-
ating that sense of mission?

KE: In the end it's by a lot of talking, not necessarily in formal committees
although there is some of that, but in networking. When you talk about
how you actually arrange things this sort of grand idea of the metaphor
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rather breaks down. How you create that sort of mission image is in fact
by creating networks so that ideas and information flow upwards and
downwards and from side to side. Traditionally universities did this by very
elaborate committee structures in which there was lots of representation
on every committee and formal proposals bounced around between com-
mittees and up and down the hierarchies. Of course most of the time that
worked well though sometimes it didn't because it became so tedious and
slow. Then the notion that the process represented democracy was actu-
ally a bit of a myth. In fact it represented the influence of those people who
were prepared to operate the system while a lot of people only wanted to
get on and do their academic work. Although it usually worked quite well,
it was too slow to operate in a world where the external factors are chang-
ing so quickly. So you're left with two alternatives, one is to have a highly
centralized, highly directed system of decision-making in which the deci-
sions percolate down. The other is to try and create a web of informal
networks although they're formalized in the sense that you have to have a
few structures by which information flows to operate it. That means
extending your managerial network in to a series of layers all of which can
pick up information and ideas and spread ideas and produce feedback. For
example, I mentioned the idea of writing a mission statement. You can't
afford not to have one, but on the other hand you want to have one to
which people assent, not just on a piece of paper saying it's a mission state-
ment. It had to be something that people actually recognized as being
descriptive of the university. I could have asked all the faculties and halls
and various other committees for their views but in fact I did it through a
rather formal manner. The deans are critical players in this particular
game, having good contacts. It is important that the deans get on well
together, so they feel supported by me and by one another. Actually one
of my deans today put it that, it is a position where you can get attacked
from the centre and from other people in the department. A dean is some-
one who manages to score own goals at both ends.

HB: This idea of informal networks and how you get colleagues at all levels to accept a mis-
sion statement is interesting. How did you get colleagues to accept that mission statement?

KE: I wouldn't claim it was a perfect acceptance of a perfect notion. The six
academic deans and their equivalents for academic services and adminis-
tration and myself and the pro-vice-chancellors had an away-day which
gave us a chance to knock ideas together and produce a document. The
deans then took it and did a similar process with the heads of their depart-
ments. Then the heads of department took it away to the departments.
From the ideas which flowed from all these meetings we then put the mis-
sion statement together. Now that I think is different from the way it would
have gone had it formally gone to some committee or other and then been
passed on to the faculty boards to be bounced around in that way. We were
trying to do it in a way which actually gives people some sense of respon-
sibility. A committee can be a very amorphous and rather aloof. It's very
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impersonal if everything's passed on to a member of the committee. The
chairman might feel some responsibility, but sometimes they just seem to
be someone who starts and finishes the meeting and tries to make sure in
between something happens.

HB: Why did you choose to use that method for getting acceptance of the mission statement?
KE: I think it coincided with the early stages of moving from a fairly central-

ized decision-making process. It's really all about resource allocation.
There used to be a system whereby a series of central committees and
departments made bids for this. This was a move to a more devolved
system. What we did was to devolve the two essentials, the budget and
appointments to faculty posts, to the deans. Now that of course seems
revolutionary. A lot of people didn't like it because some people had had
a sort of direct access to certain committees where they lobbied. They had
got used to a system that they felt they knew how to manipulate. Of course
we were changing the system and they no longer felt they knew how to
manipulate it. I was keen to use this new network to actually make people
feel involved in trying to produce a mission statement. I mean, we talked
at length about mission statements. I think they can be over-rated but one
needs to go through the exercise every now and then, not too often, per-
haps every four or five years. I think we're probably at a stage now where
we ought to repeat the process and see how people feel about it.

HB: You said you changed the system and people didn't like it because they no longer knew
how to play. Was it a conscious decision of yours to change the system to knock out the
old networks?

KE: No it wasn't a conscious decision to do that. There were a number of rea-
sons for doing it. One is that when you've got a highly centralized system
people bid for money and lobby for money. If you've got increasing
amounts of money you can always hand out a few more lollipops. It works
quite well because people on the whole know they can have the odd lol-
lipop now and then so nobody feels too hard done by. On the other hand
if you haven't got many lollipops to hand out, you really need people to try
to face up to the fact that with a limited amount of funding and other
resources, their decisions are in their hands. They have to decide how best
to use what resources they have and what they can try to do to try and
increase them. It's the departments rather than any central committee who
know more about whether they should have a technician in this subject or
that or how many technicians compared to lecturers. So the process of
devolution of responsibility was a very practically based decision to try to
get departments to take these decisions. I hoped to get a better use of
resources and a better acceptance of people actually making decisions over
which they felt they had some real control.

HB How do you maintain staff morale at a time when there are shrinking resources?
KE: There's no single easy answer to that. Part of it actually is for them to feel

they do have some influence over their own fate. By devolving a big amount
of budget control, they can see that if they take on certain activities, for
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example recruiting more overseas students, they will see some benefit to
themselves. People can see some direct relationship between their decisions
and the outcomes and the use of resources. People can see better that
they've got some control over their own fate. It's not tied to some mysteri-
ous committee which they may or may not have been successful in
lobbying. Part of trying to keep morale up at a time when the world seems
to be getting worse generally - fewer resources, having to take more stu-
dents, more legislation from government, you know the usual sort of litany
of complaints - is to try to make all the decision-making as soon as possi-
ble. So I explain the situation to people although sometimes that can seem
rather dispiriting, as you can spend a lot of time doing that and still have
people saying why haven't you given me an extra computer or something.
What is important is that if people think the place is being run in what
seems to be a reasonable and fair way, you will get better morale. It's very
difficult to say whether you're managing to achieve that sort of feeling of
fairness around the place but explaining to people why it's not possible to
do certain things or what the limitations are, does help. Spending time
doing that is an important part of leadership, trying to perfect the morale.

HB: Earlier on you talked about people who felt they knew the system and knew how to manip-
ulate it. What sorts of resistance did you feel you met when you were bringing about these
changes and how have you gone about overcoming those?

KE: There were several levels of resistance. There were various heads of depart-
ments who'd been in those positions for quite a long time who felt they
knew how to run the system. They knew where to go and they knew which
part of the administration to contact, the vice-chancellor's office or the reg-
istrar or wherever. They knew which committees there were and which
people to lobby on them. Those people actually felt very insecure and
therefore were hostile to the changes. There were also, on the other side,
part of that particular alliance if you like, parts of the administration who
felt insecure about devolving control and decision-making to bunches of
amateurs, which was how they saw the academics out there. The admin-
istrators were afraid the academics wouldn't be able to keep control of their
money and so on. So there was some resistance on their part. That was
partly, I think, a feeling of being threatened and partly a feeling that in dif-
ficult times you need some clear, strong central decision-making which to
some extent can be imposed on people for their own good. I feel there's a
real issue here. I think if you run a very tight centre of control you can cer-
tainly keep an institution afloat. You may even be better at keeping it afloat
than if you have the crew making their own decisions about when they pad-
dle and when they don't paddle. On the other hand if you devolve power
down and can get the sort of voluntary co-operation of people rowing
enthusiastically, then the ship will go faster. We still have a good deal of
central control. We don't just take a decision and dole the money out here
and dole the money out there, and then sit back and see what happens.
How money is allocated is dependent on departments producing plans.
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They know the plans have to have a good basis, like any holding compa-
ny would require of a subsidiary company. You'd want to see what the
business plan was like before the finance director would issue them with
more funds for the next round of activity.

HB: How did you resolve the conflict of values that you seemed to be talking about just now
between yourself as the incoming vice-chancellor and existing members of your staff?

KE: By chance, some of the most strongly opposed people were fairly near
retirement. A few took retirement. Some people moved anyway. There was
one issue which is perhaps worth mentioning to you because there was a
crisis in the Arts Faculty. The Arts Faculty was in considerable disarray. It
had about 80 members of staff who were organized in 13 departments some
of which were actually tiny, two people, three people. There were only two
professors amongst the staff of the faculty and they were all lobbying hard
to get two or three extra posts. There was clearly no way in which those
could be created. The issue was so major that it forced a crisis. Normally
these things would have come up to the various committees allocating aca-
demic staff posts, non-academic staff posts and money for recurrent
expenditure, three separate central committees. As there was an incoming
dean who was fairly new to the university as well, I went and talked to the
whole faculty on a number of occasions. I explained we had to sort out the
problem, explained we couldn't create the posts but asked them to try to
come up with some sort of solution themselves. What would they like to
do? And after a bit of blood on the carpet and probably a good deal of iter-
ation it was agreed that with certain people coming up to retirement and
certain people willing to take early retirement and certain people who had
arranged to move to other universities we could reduce the number of staff
in the faculty and merge some departments. Now we've got virtually six
departments with much more tightly knit staff and reasonable size.
That solution was something that involved having to by-pass the existing
structure.

HB: So you had to restructure?
KE: So that actually gave staff a faculty with a degree of influence over its own

affairs and direct involvement in decision-making. OK they had to per-
suade me that that's what they wanted to do and I had to agree to it, but
there was a direct interchange. I then saw the potential for using the fac-
ulties as units that could actually have a degree of involvement in the way
in which they were run and so on.

HB: How have you forced through some decisions?
KE: Well, I think I haven't. The changes in the Art Faculty in the end were

forced through. The staff didn't want to do any of this and I said 'Look you
know either you come up with some ideas and we discuss them or I make
the decision but the status quo is not an option.' I hoped that they would
actively have a discussion process and in the end they would feel that they
had some part to play in the decision. I mean the decisions that were made
on our new structure, were not forced through against overwhelming votes
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in senate. That didn't happen. But I had to force them in the sense of press-
ing staff and spending a lot of time explaining, until in the end people were
persuaded or gave way. Some were persuaded and some gave way. Mod-
ularization was another issue which we forced in the sense that if left to its
own devices, it would never have happened. First there was a break-
through, myself and the pro-vice-chancellors and getting the deans
on-board and then a sort of networking.

HB: How did you manage to get staff invoked for modularization?
KE: It's interesting to go back because I'm not sure that I was ever conscious

at the time what persuaded them. There was a succession of arguments,
one of which was that modularization was becoming the flavour of the
month in the system; modular 'A' levels were developing; students would
be used to having things in modules. Staff could see there were some pos-
itive advantages in that students get better feedback at various stages. The
chemistry department had actually gone ahead and modularized itself and
the students thought it was great and the staff thought it was great. If you
can actually persuade some enthusiast to do certain things in a certain way
and then use them as an example it helps encourage others. For with Enter-
prise in Higher Education, when the idea was first moved, many staff were
sceptical and indeed I myself didn't think very much of it in its initial form.
But there were some funds there and we could see some possible things.
We got some departments who were enthusiastic and gradually it spread.

HB: One of the things that seems to have been coming out of what you've been saying is the
notion that you feel your self accountable in a way to the faculties as well as presumably
to other people. I wonder to whom you are accountable and how you feel managed?

KE: The formal position of course is that I am accountable to the University
Council and directly to the Chairman. As the accounting officer for the
Higher Education Funding Council for the public money we get, I've got
other responsibilities to say to the Council if they make decisions that I
think are not in line with my responsibilities. I feel that I'm much more
generally or much more profoundly, actually, accountable to the universi-
ty. I mean I have this temporary trusteeship as it were for the university.
It had existed for a long time before I came and hopefully will exist for a
long time after I've gone. There is actually a limit to the things that one
can do in seven, eight, nine, ten years or whatever in a job like this. I think
I'm accountable, or to at least have a responsibility to people who are devot-
ing their lives to this institution, whether it's the staff or, for a short time
obviously, students. I can't be individually accountable to every one of them
but to the collective. Now it's difficult to express this because it's much eas-
ier to explain the formal accounting procedures and say what you have to
report and what you've done with the money and so on. It's much easier
to do that than to talk in rather general terms about a sense of commit-
ment or responsibility to certain people within the institution. I mean in
one sense of course you could get into a position where the responsibility
is mainly to keep the institution in being. In a great financial crisis then the
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responsibility would be to survive. You might then have to force through
decisions which are really very unpleasant for quite a lot of people in the
institution. People around the university used to quote examples of
decisions in which they felt their qualifications would apply that I feel
responsible for.

HB: One of the things that seemed to come out of what you were saying earlier was your sense
of accountability to the students too?

KE: I mean we are accountable to the students, we have to be accountable. If
they didn't come we would all be out of jobs. Again in the formal sense,
the existence of students' charters is raising student awareness of their
rights. Competition between universities and the league tables are begin-
ning to make the students perhaps a little more conscious of the fact that
they don't have to accept everything that happens. I think that's only mar-
ginal so far, but we're all concerned that it's going to become stronger.
Beyond that, there is something that is, I think, quite remarkable. Through
all the trials of the last six, seven years or so, a bit longer, I have been
impressed with the commitment of so many of the teaching staff, despite
the pressures, to doing a good job for their students.

HB: Yes, but you seem to have a concern for the students that went beyond that sort of formal
thing of students' charters.

KE: It goes back perhaps to my own sense of huge enjoyment of my own stu-
dent days and how much it mattered to me. Particularly coming from an
entirely non-academic background, university opened up for me wonder-
ful opportunities. I hope that we can do similar things for students now.
They deserve the best that we can give them. I can't do very much myself,
I don't teach any of them, though I have dealings with the Student Union
leaders of course and occasionally with the worst of the miscreants. What
I try to do is to encourage people to pay attention to their teaching and
learning activities, to be good teachers. Students are important not just
because they're there and our incomes depend on them but because there
are a lot of individuals out there whose lives are shaping up while they are
here as students.

HB: What aspects of your role do you enjoy most?
KE: I think I really enjoy the people issues most of all, particularly when you

get energetic people, committed people, whether doing brilliant research
activities, or new exciting courses that are generating interest or just set-
ting up a new entrepreneurial activity and doing it with vigour and
enthusiasm and a lot of skill. The opportunity to support them and make
it clear that you appreciate it. Those are the most pleasant parts of the job.

HB: How do you provide them with support when you see these interesting new initiatives?
KE: Well we try to provide material and practical support. For example, if

someone has got a new research programme and they need some start-up
costs, you hope that you can give these to them. If it goes well of course the
initiative should be able to pull money in from outside. It's not that I keep
a pot of gold in my bottom drawer to hand out but it's actually trying to
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talk through the system with the budget centres and see this enthusiasm
and commitment being infectious. Then people do appreciate it if the vice-
chancellor is around and can say that's great stuff.

HB: What parts of your role do you find particularly difficult or do you not particularly like?
KE: I'm still not at ease with situations in which I have to be highly critical of

somebody sitting in this room. I'd be much happier if I could say nice things
to people and not be critical, but what I have realized actually is that as
long as you are reasonable, that is to say you explain why you are saying
certain things, although people may not readily accept that it's a fair crit-
icism or whatever, they do actually appreciate, most of them, a
straightforward description of why they've not got promoted or why
they've not been appointed for this task or that. I think that's a very impor-
tant part of my job. During the last two years, this is nearly the end of the
second year now, I've been chairman of the National Committee of Vice-
Chancellors. That has obviously taken me away from the university and so
I have devolved a lot of things to pro-vice-chancellors, to administrators
and so on. One of the things I try to maintain is a kind of open door poli-
cy. It doesn't mean anybody can come in at any time. Clearly not. But I've
never had to put anyone off who wanted to see me for more than a few
days. If it's very urgent then I see that I'm back here to see them. That's
actually a very important issue. So for people who are not promoted, I will
always see them and explain why, if they want to come and see me. A
number do. Everybody who is up for a promotion for a readership or a
chair, I will see and talk to them about the process and about their case
and so on. I feel happier doing it that way and therefore I hope that the
place is a bit better.

HB: / was going to ask you why you thought it was important to see the person?
KE: Because people's ambitions and people's hopes matter a huge amount to

them. Also if people do get personal Chairs as a result of this exercise I've
got to know them and that's another part of my network. We have about
90 professors in the university and well over 50, probably now approach-
ing 60, have actually either been promoted or appointed since I arrived.
Because of the nature of our interviewing procedures on external appoint-
ments and because I get involved personally with people when they're
being considered for internal promotion, there is a very important network
there. They become people I can go and talk to and who feel free to come
and talk to me. Sometimes it's important to have people around who will
come with not just their own worries but say things to me that reflect some-
thing that is not being perceived in the university well. They may personally
feel that critical or not but they can convey that view. That's an important
part of the decision-making process. As vice-chancellor it's very easy to get
cut off. It's very easy to think that because on the whole the decisions that
have been made since you arrived have been accepted and absorbed, that
life is good really and you have no need to worry about how your next pro-
posals or decisions are being perceived.
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HB: Why and how is it easy to get cut off?
KE: I think it would be very easy to sit in this office and surround yourself with

your PVCs and your senior administrators and make various decisions.
Particularly when the world outside is changing so rapidly, you may have
made perfectly reasonable decisions, there may be perfectly good justifica-
tions for them in the circumstances, but then once you've started the
implementation process you're suddenly hit by the next change in. So you
sit around again and you respond to that. Unfortunately there's a whole
bunch of people out there to whom these changes seem to be arbitrary. So
it's important for a leader to communicate with other people in an institu-
tion, hence the networks.

HB: Do you think it's becoming more difficult to be an effective university leader than it used
to be and if so what is causing that?

KE: I'm not sure that it's harder to be as effective because the internal changes
are now happening more rapidly. People accept that they're happening
more rapidly. In that sense I think that the way that the world has changed
has made it easier to be more effective. To the extent that we're struggling
with what we see as adverse pressures from outside, in that sense we're actu-
ally becoming a really efficient and effective institution. It may not be quite
so easy, it's certainly harder work, I must admit.

HB: Do you see yourself now more as a chief executive or more as a practising academic or is
there some kind of fusion between the two?

KE: Well I'd like to think that there is some kind of fusion, but essentially I see
myself as a chief executive, although I hope I am someone who is well aware
of what makes academics tick because of my own experiences. I can't claim
to be anything other than a chief executive with a responsibility for an orga-
nization which has £100 million turnover and 2500 employees and so on.
You just have to be in that sense an executive. You have to turn your mind
from tax law about some entrepreneurial activity one day, to equal oppor-
tunities legislation, to the rules for the new Students' Union or access
payments or whatever, and keep an eye on those things. You can't really
regard yourself as anything but a chief executive.

HB: To be an effective chief executive, do you have to understand the academic job?
KE: I find it very hard to imagine how one would do the job without that aca-

demic background but then that's the way I am. I know other people have
been very effective without actually having been academics or at least have
not been academics perhaps for a very long time. There are people who
come in from quite different walks of life who do a good job. Any one indi-
vidual cannot get rid of the baggage that they carry from their own past.
That conditions how you think and it conditions how you feel about the
job. You can't imagine yourself doing it without that particular past
experience. I like to think that having been an academic for a long time I
do appreciate how they tick and what matters to them.

HB: I've been very interested in the way that you've been talking about your networking and
the way that in a sense you keep yourself up-to-date with what is going on through it.
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KE: I enjoy it very much. I haven't been able to do as much for the last couple
of years because of my national commitments. Going round departments
and talking to people, perhaps going to the Economic and Social History
Department and saying well how do you define economic and social his-
tory? What is at the core of the subject? Hearing differences of opinion
because economic history has got a different emphasis to social history and
so on. Asking them why they're doing particular research activities and
what's exciting about those. Letting people talk about what's exciting for
them I think helps people to feel involved and to feel that I'm involved. It
also actually helps me to identify those individuals who have really got a
bit of fire in their belly and yet are capable of handling this in a rational
and convincing way. It's an important part for me to see where the real
movers and shakers are.

HB: Is there anything else that we ought to talk about?
KE: Nothing that I can think of at the moment. I'm not aware of any sort of

aspect of what I do that we haven't talked about. At least nothing that I
think is important.



PART 3

Analysis
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CHAPTER 11

Pathways to headship and
principalship

Janet Ouston

Introduction
This chapter will focus on the professional formation of the nine educational lead-
ers whose interviews are included in this book. It will explore the early influences
on our interviewees and their professional experiences before they were appoint-
ed to headship. It will start by reviewing the influence of their education, and then
move on to review their lives as teachers before they were appointed to their first
headship.

Early lives and later careers?
As a developmental psychologist in origin, I tend to see educational leadership from
the individual perspective, with the individual being located in the broader con-
text of the family, the school, the LEA, and changing educational policy and values.
The person is in the middle of his or her world surrounded by concentric circles
of influence which move outwards from those areas that have a direct, daily influ-
ence on professional life to those which are indirect, and concerned with the wider
society. These concentric circles roll forward though time, changing and interact-
ing. For me one cannot fully understand the nature of leadership as described by
our interviewees without understanding something about their own history, locat-
ing them not only in the current context, but also in the past. While this study does
not focus extensively on the interrelationships between past experience and cur-
rent behaviour, this has been the concern of psychoanalysts, who interpret adult
behaviour in terms of childhood experiences. Storr (1989) has written an interest-
ing critique of the theoretical assumptions that underpin many of these ideas, in
particular the predominant role of interpersonal relationships in psychological
development. More directly relevant to the management of schools are psycho-
dynamic interpretations of organizational life. These concepts may have much to
offer educational organizations and their leaders. Two recent publications are
particularly of interest, by Hirschhorn (1988) and Obholzer and Roberts (1994).

Not all those who study teaching careers are interested in childhood. Evetts
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(1994) for example, in her study of the careers of secondary headteachers, focuses
entirely on the adult lives of her informants seeing her interviews as 'career
history data'. She is, however, concerned with the interrelationships between the
professional and the personal in adult life, reflecting her interest in gender issues
in headship. In contrast, our own study has only a minor focus on the personal
aspects of adult life but does explore the links between childhood and adulthood.
One of the very striking things about our interviewees' lives is their diversity. These
highly regarded leaders had very varied routes into teaching and headship. In a
time of increasing formalization of the expectations and role of'the headteacher'
(through, for example, the new National Professional Qualification for Headship)
it is important to document this diversity. Our study shows that good educational
leaders emerge from a wide range of backgrounds and experience.

Theoretical approaches

Two contrasting theoretical perspectives are most directly relevant to this study:
life-span developmental psychology (Sugarman, 1986) and from the contrasting
perspective of life history and narrative (Hatch and Wisniewski, 1995a). As will be
seen in the brief presentation of these approaches below, the life-span approach
might be seen as essentially psychological. It focuses primarily on the individual
and on processes which relate to the individual. The life history approach is
sociological in that its analyses are concerned with using data from the individual
to interpret larger contextual issues.

Most writers on life-span development focus on the development of particular
psychological characteristics, and the entwining of nature, nurture and experience
in their various theoretical approaches (Sugarman, 1986). Vondracek, Lerner and
Schulenberg (1986) present a more focused life-span analysis of the interactions
between experience, employment and the wider adult life. They support the impor-
tance of understanding the development of careers because of their significance in
our lives:

Today, work is viewed as an imperative not only for socio-economic well-
being but also for physical and psychological well-being. Moreover, recent
statistics suggest that in the United States individuals tend to make a more
permanent commitment to their work than to their first marital partner.
(Vondracek, Lerner and Schulenberg, 1986, p. 1)

Whether work will remain as important in the postmodern world, where it is argued
that individuals will build a portfolio of many different types of work during their
life span is debatable. (See Harvey, 1990 for a discussion of postmodernity, and
Hargreaves, 1994 for an analysis of teachers' work in postmodernity.) It seems pos-
sible that people may respond to the demands of the flexible, postmodern world
by either 'taking it on' with relish, or by actively creating a personal coherence
within the apparently incoherent, or by downgrading the importance of work in
their lives and replacing it with other, more personal, concerns such as family and
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non-work achievement. Leading a school staff would become a very different task
in each of these scenarios.

Life-span approaches argue that a particular stage in development is not direct-
ly predictable from the previous stage: each stage offers a range of possible
consequences, so that 'lifelines' can be seen as loosely linked with each stage result-
ing from previous stages and from current circumstances. Sugarman uses the
metaphor of a river:

A river, whilst having a force and momentum of its own, is also shaped and
modified by the terrain over and through which it flows. In turn, the river
exerts its own influence on its surroundings. Indeed, it is somewhat artifi-
cial to separate the river from its habitat; a more accurate picture is
obtained when they are considered as a single unit. None the less, for ease
and clarity of conceptual analysis they may be treated as separate entities.
The results of such investigation only reveal their full meaning, however,
when returned to the wider perspective of the river 4- surroundings unit.
So it is with the individual life course. We can concentrate our attention
on either the person or the environment as the focus of the developmental
dynamic. However, we will only gain an incomplete picture of life-span
development unless we consider the interactions between the two.
(Sugarman, 1986, pp. 6-7)

This 'interactional' view can be contrasted with the 'transactionaP view of
development:

Person and the environment are assumed to be in continuous reciprocal
relationship such that it is inappropriate to think of and study them as
distinct entities. The transaction between the organism and the environ-
ment is seen as the most appropriate unit of analysis. (Sugarman, 1986,
pp. 8-9)

Life history and narrative approaches are seen more broadly as a qualitative method-
ology for the social sciences:

Life history and narrative offer exciting alternatives for connecting the lives
and stories of individuals to the understanding of larger human and social
phenomena. (Hatch and Wisniewski, 1995b, p. 113)

Munro (quoted in Hatch and Wisniewski, 1995b) makes this point even more
strongly:

The focus on the individual is to gain a deeper understanding of the
complex relations between ideology and culture, self and society. Life his-
tory needs to be situated in a historical, cultural, political and social context
in order to avoid the romanticization of the individual, and thus
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reproduction of the hero narrative which reifies humanist notions of the
individual as autonomous and unitary, (p. 117)

The analysis of the early lives of our interviewees presented here clearly takes
the life-span interactionist approach: here the focus in on the interactions of'river
and river-bank': of person and experience.

Methodological issues
There are several methodological issues that are of concern in this study. First, the
nine interviews were undertaken by nine people. We have, therefore, a total con-
founding of interviews and interviewees. We will never be able to know whether
the differences between interviewees is partly accounted for by each having a dif-
ferent interviewer. Second, the interviewers and interviewees were given an agreed
interview outline. But in fact the interviews had rather different emphases, covered
rather different areas and in different sequences. This is a particular problem for
the analysis of the leaders' early influences. In some interviews this area is covered
in depth and in others hardly at all. These differences probably reflect the values
and interests of the interviewers at least as much as the importance of these early
influences for the interviewees.

A central issue in all research on life-span development is the extent to which
interpretations of childhood and early adulthood are influenced by current cir-
cumstances. We all have multiple current selves, and carry multiple children
around within us. Most young people experience happiness, fulfilment, anxiety,
depression and many other emotions depending upon age, temperament and cir-
cumstances. Memory of this period 30 years or more later will be interpreted
through more recent experiences. It seems likely that successful adults will see their
earlier years in quite a different way from those who perceive themselves to be
unsuccessful in adult life.

Blumenfeld-Jones (1995) develops the concept 'fidelity' rather than 'truth' in
narratives:

I take truth to be 'what happened in a situation' (the truth of the matter)
and fidelity to be 'what it means to the teller of the tale' (fidelity to what
happened for that person). Truth treats a situation as an object while fideli-
ty is subjective. (Author's parentheses, p. 26)

My concern is both with the relationship between fidelity and truth, and also
with the selectivity that must enter accounts such as ours which link a brief inves-
tigation into early life with current circumstances. Doubtless each of us, if pressed,
could provide very contradictory interpretations of our perceptions of positive and
negative early influences on our lives as adults.

An additional important methodological issue is that of analysis. The methods
most appropriate for the analysis of interview data such as we have here is by no
means self-evident. Polkinghorne (1995) (quoting Van Maanen, 1988) said that in
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much early ethnographic research: 'little need was felt to do much more than gath-
er and arrange the materials, for they would . . . speak for themselves' (p. 13).

Polkinghorne rejected this approach, and offered a more structured 'paradig-
matic analysis' where the researcher attempts to identify common themes from
several narratives. There are two alternative approaches that can be taken, either
(i) the possible themes are selected from an external source - perhaps previous
theory or research - or (ii) the themes are recorded from the data themselves. It is
this second approach that has been taken here. All nine interviews were reviewed
and the themes recorded. Each theme, even if it only occurred in one interview,
was recorded. Each interview was then dissected, with all the relevant information
on each theme recorded. This then became the raw material for the analysis, which
in turn was summarized to draw out some tentative conclusions. Just as
interviewees will create their own coherence and fidelity in telling their stories, the
researcher has created her own coherence through the analysis.

Issues reviewed in this chapter

1 What influence did family, friends, early life, etc. have on their experiences and
views of education?

2 How do they remember their own education and what influence did this have
on their views as educators and managers?

3 The contribution of professional experience before headship.

The context

In considering the early influences on our interviewees one has to keep in mind
both family and community influences, but also the society that they grew up in.
With the exception of Keith Bovair, who was raised in the States, all our
interviewees went to selective secondary schools. Married women often did not
work, and it was very rare for women with small children to work. Thus parents
were often ambivalent about higher education for their daughters as they may well
have expected them to follow their own life-style and not work once they had chil-
dren. Mary Marsh made the point that her mother 'worked for a little before she
had her first child, but thereafter very intermittently', and 'she was way out of date
when she went back to work'.

Selective secondary education was almost universal, and 'the 11+' was a cen-
tral feature of the lives of all primary school children and their parents. The
minority stayed at school to take 'O' levels: and research undertaken at that time
showed that young people from working-class families tended to achieve less well
in selective schools and leave at 16. The majority, however, left secondary mod-
ern school at 15 with no formal qualifications, to go into employment or
apprenticeships.

There was virtually full employment for young people, whether they left school
or college at 15, 16, 18, or 21. Far fewer young people went to university - under
10 per cent of the age group overall, and even fewer girls. Students got
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means-tested grants, and the full grant was just enough to live on. Vacation jobs
were available for all who wanted them. Men had to do National Service for two
years until the end of the 1950s. Some did it before going to university and others
deferred until they had completed their degrees. Girls got married young, in their
early- to mid-20s, and had families in the next few years. Many would have com-
pleted their families by their late 20s.

It was an exciting time. The narrowness of the post-war period was over, and
new ideas were everywhere: in education, in popular culture and so on. But one
has to remember that much of what we now think of as 'the 60s' didn't actually
take place until the early 1970s. One also has to remember that the 60s happened
mainly in cities. Small country towns were a long way from Carnaby Street!

The influence of parents, family and school

Parents and family

Parental influence is not evident in all our interviews. Roy Blatchford and Mary
Marsh both mentioned specific parental influences, but with rather different out-
comes. Roy's father was a teacher, who didn't want his son to be a teacher -
'whatever you do don't go into teaching.' Mary's mother was a doctor and want-
ed her to be a teacher because she liked - 'a job that you could do with a family'.
But Mary was adamant - 'I was not going to be a teacher.' Both, of course, became
teachers, but not as their first choice of careers.

The other interviewees do not report a powerful influence from their parents on
their career choice, although Helen Hyde and Rosemary Whinn-Sladden were
clearly very influenced by their fathers. Rosemary reports how she 'spent a lot of
time with him on the docks going round the boats from a very early age and I loved
it'. Helen was more influenced by her father - 'My father is a person dedicated to
all he undertakes, I have inherited this from him'; and by her mother's organiza-
tional skills 'I am a very organized person, I get that from my mother.' But her
mother thought of her as a person with no brains and was constantly surprised by
her achievements. 'She never put pressure on me to do anything. I think the under-
standing was that you studied until you got married.'

Overall, one does not get a picture of a uniformly powerful parental influence
acting directly on our leaders' choice of careers. But one must place this in
context. Very few of the parent's generation had stayed at school beyond the
school-leaving age and even fewer had gone to university. Many of our
interviewees' generation were the first in their family to go to university and
parents - while being very proud of their children's achievements - had little direct
help or experience to offer. Ken Edwards said that it was his teacher who recog-
nized his academic potential 'so I got a lot of support. I was the first member of
my family ever to go to university and I enormously enjoyed the experience.' The
majority of our interviewees seemed to be making up their own minds rather than
having very strong guidance from their parents.

Other family and home influences were interesting and quite idiosyncratic.
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Bernard Clarke talks powerfully about the impact of his brothers' failure and
unhappiness at a private school and how he 'refused to go' because he was happy
at the local grammar school. 'This caused a tremendous hoo-ha in the family . . .
I suppose I was a bit pious but, even at that early age, I had this moral objection
to the notion of private education and I saw that it didn't work for either of my
brothers.'

Helen Hyde talked about a range of family influences: her Jewish culture and
the Jewish youth group, her fluency in languages, and her life-long interest in
Biblical Studies. 'Looking back, my parents have had a lasting influence. I'm sure
it is at the back of my mind to make them proud of me.'

School

Here a much clearer pattern emerges. None of our interviewees were positive about
their primary schooling, in fact most were rather negative. Bernard Clarke reports
'a hatred of primary school and [a] fear of primary school teachers'. Mary Gray
said 'I don't remember being particularly happy at primary school' and for Rose-
mary Whinn-Sladden it was at best a mixed experience. She was ill, and got into
trouble for 'not fitting in', but one teacher seems to have made a much more pos-
itive impact.

It is, perhaps, interesting to speculate why some of our interviewees were so neg-
ative about primary school. Were they rather more mature, or more intelligent,
than most of their classmates? Perhaps their less than positive experiences led them
to feel that they could 'do it better'. Unfortunately we have no evidence to support
either of these proposals. Secondary school was a much more positive experience
for all except Keith Bovair, who was in conflict with his school, and Mick Brown,
who was transferred from a secondary modern to the grammar school as the Local
Education Authority's policy on selection changed. This contrasts with the nega-
tive experiences of many of the heads interviewed by Ribbins and Marland (1994).
Although Mick was unhappy at the grammar school 'I did well at school and
eventually went into the sixth form.' The other seven interviewees educated in the
UK speak very warmly about how 'they loved it'. Their schools were traditional,
selective, schools with academic values and, on the whole, these interviewees
flourished. Roy Blatchford was more influenced by the theatre and sport than by
the formal curriculum, and Bernard Clarke reports being devastated when he failed
his 'A' levels - 'I always wanted to be a teacher.' He tried to resit them, but became
ill. Even Keith Bovair, who was expelled from his private Catholic high school,
'fell in with a couple of good teachers (in a state school) . . . they influenced me,
got me interested in things'.

While these traditional secondary schools were a major influence on our inter-
viewees, interestingly none of them ended up working in selective schools. Indeed,
Mick Brown said:

This experience [his secondary schooling] has left its mark on me, and as
a consequence, as a teacher. I've always been inclined to avoid the
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conventional wisdom to encourage critical examination of circumstances,
and look behind the orthodox position.

As headteachers they all moved towards a more egalitarian approach, choosing
to work in comprehensive schools and with children from across the ability range.
We must, however, keep in mind the changing external context. Many of the
schools of the kind that our interviewees attended became comprehensive in the
1960s, so that aspiring headteachers would probably see their own future in the
comprehensive system.

Higher education
Their enthusiasm for secondary school did not, however, lead all of them directly
to university. Keith Bovair and Ken Edwards went into the Air Force, and Bernard
Clarke failed his 'A' levels and went to work in a bank. Mick Brown also left school
to work in a bank and Rosemary Whinn-Sladden lost her confidence that teach-
ing was the right career for her. Although she had always wanted to be a teacher
she 'panicked. I suddenly had a vision of my never setting foot outside the one
school' so she went into the Civil Service. The other four interviewees all went to
university directly from school but only one - Mary Gray - had a clear intention
to be a teacher.

Keith and Bernard both got into university later through unconventional routes:
Keith through the Air Force and Bernard through the back door. Rosemary got a
place at a college for mature students when she was 22 having realized that teach-
ing was what she really wanted to do. Mick Brown worked in the bank for four
years, taking Institute of Bankers qualifications at the local college, and then went
to university. Ken Edwards went to university after completing his National Ser-
vice and continued along the traditional academic path through post-graduate
degrees and fellowships.

Once our interviewees got to university they were all successful and enjoyed the
experience. Like secondary school it was a powerful influence in their lives. But it
is very striking that only four - Mary Gray and Rosemary Whinn-Sladden (who
had both gone to teacher training colleges), Ken Edwards (as an academic
researcher), and Mick Brown (an FE college lecturer) - were on the career route
they eventually followed.

The most unconventional path was taken by Keith Bovair (or perhaps it
just looks more unconventional to an English reader) who came back into
education through courses taken in the Air Force. He went to night school to study
psychology:

I got interested in psychology. I took night courses and I got the grades -
found I had the ability. I'd never gone to university because of the service,
and if it wasn't for the GI Bill I'd have missed out. I went to Michigan Uni-
versity because my grades at night school were good . . . it was not a
university [where he took night school] that the good grades came from -
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and all I said was - look I've just come out of the service and I got drafted
because of this Vietnam thing and I'm coming over to talk to you. I think
they thought I was going to arrive with bandoleers and guns blazing
because I got out there and they had the application forms all ready for
me.

He starting studying psychology and was influenced and encouraged by two uni-
versity teachers to move towards working with young people with special
educational needs. But 'I never thought I would be a teacher.' Bernard Clarke,
too, came back into education via teaching for VSO, residential social work, a gen-
eral degree in Applied Social Sciences and a Social Work qualification. Mary
Marsh was still determined not to be a teacher, and was doing a degree in Geog-
raphy and intending to go into market research, Roy Blatchford was headed for
publishing, and Helen Hyde had taken a PGCE because 'I didn't know what else
to do. I really didn't think that I'd ever teach. I had to do something - everybody
else had got their degrees and were going places and doing things. I didn't know
what else to do other than to study.' So she completed her PGCE and then returned
to university to complete her Honours degree.

For many of our interviewees their choice of subjects at university appears to
have been a compromise. Roy Blatchford 'ended up doing linguistics partly
because I didn't know what it was' and Mary Marsh 'had difficulty all the way
through choosing what subjects to do because I have a fascination with a wide
range of things. I realized that my aptitude was in science but I wanted to be more
in the middle and ended up with geography which certainly suited me very well.'

None except Mary Gray and Rosemary Whinn-Sladden seem to have had very
clear intentions to go into teaching during their time in higher education. They
didn't have clear career routes mapped out for themselves, for most one step led
to the next. As Mick Brown said:

I never had an ambition to move up the educational ladder for its own sake
and I became a head of department almost by accident. The reason for
moving from the first to the second college was that I didn't want to stay
as head of department in the former, and in order to move out I more or
less had to move up to a more senior job.

It is, perhaps, worthwhile reflecting at this point whether, in the very changed cli-
mate of the 1990s, so much flexibility in career planning is possible today. Do young
people today have similar opportunities, and the space, to develop themselves? My
perception is that they either get on a career track in their early 20s, straight from
college, or spend several years in and out of work before settling into non-
professional work or the 'postmodern portfolio career'.
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Other activities
Several of the interviewees comment on the importance of activities that were not
specifically to do with studying or their teaching. Roy Blatchford commented:

it's the extra curricular I remember in the sense that this has always lived
with me as a teacher. It was only later that I realized the richness of the
experience. It's a case of university being wasted on the young.

For Bernard Clarke 'one of the most important parts of my training as a head-
teacher was the training I received as a social worker'. Mary Marsh stopped
teaching in the early 1970s to raise her family of four boys: 'which was a hugely
important part of the experience that contributes to who I am. I really enjoyed it.
It was very positive, extremely demanding. Very rich and enlightening. I learned
a lot.' Mary also did some work 'teaching Asian women English in Barking which
got me involved in the whole multicultural debate, and I worked with the Com-
munity Relations Council in Barking and enjoyed that. . . . This is all my education
- I've always gone on learning.'

Mary Gray took the opposite approach to child-rearing:

I didn't have the feeling that I was the kind of person who wanted to stay
at home at that stage. Perhaps because we had the children so young, I
wasn't ready to stop teaching and I didn't really fancy the ironing and the
washing and everything else that went with it.

Both Ken Edwards and Keith Bovair see National Service as having a positive
side: for Ken ' ... the break out of education made me appreciate getting back'
and Keith was running an office in his early 20s 'with fifty individuals, civilian and
military'.

Helen Hyde reflected on her experience as a youth leader:

I moved up through the age groups starting with the little ones and by the
time I was doing my PGCE working with the older ones. I had taken them
on camps, living with the whole child and this experience has affected me
in anything I have done ever since.

Becoming a teacher

After university Mary Marsh, Mary Gray, Rosemary Whinn-Sladden, Mick Brown
and Ken Edwards were launched as teachers or academics; the others left univer-
sity doing a wide range of things. But Mary Gray was the only one who went
straight from school to teacher training college and into teaching. Mary Marsh and
Helen Hyde came into teaching somewhat reluctantly because it fitted their fam-
ily situation at that time. Helen was in London without a job, and Mary thought
that she might be going to live abroad. For both of them teaching was a means to
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an end, and seen as an appropriate way for a married woman to earn her living.
Ken saw his future as a researcher, and was working in academic research.

Keith Bovair, Bernard Clarke and Roy Blatchford all came into education
through being involved with social work in the broadest sense. Keith worked in
intermediate treatment and then in special education. Roy was a volunteer at Brix-
ton Prison:

What I didn't like about publishing was being behind a desk five days a
week. So I started truanting, taking long weekends (as one discovers some
teachers do before they leave teaching), and then I started doing some vol-
untary work at Brixton Prison. I walked in there one day interested in adult
literacy and they took me on. Then I decided to go down to the local com-
prehensive in Brixton and started supply teaching - and stayed!

He was also impressed with 'the richness of what the ILEA offered - whether it
was music centres for youngsters or the English Centres for teachers'. Bernard
Clarke trained as a social worker, then took his PGCE in his mid-20s. His first
teaching job was as a half-time teacher and half-time counsellor and youth leader.
Mary Marsh, too, had worked with an Asian women's group in East London.
Bernard set out the importance of this for his future career:

In hindsight one of the most important parts of my training as a head-
teacher was the training I received as a social worker. In those days the
work was very much related to the dynamics of individual and interper-
sonal behaviour, understanding what happens in groups, and when people
talk, trying to locate what their real feelings are underneath the words they
use.

Rosemary Whinn-Sladden worked in the youth service in 'a dockland area with
a lot of problems. I did several nights a week working in the youth service and that
was very helpful.'

Developing attitudes and values

Some of the attitudes and values have already been recorded, but it is clear that
experiences from the ages of 18 to 24 made a major impact on our interviewees.
Although they were not all teachers at this point they appear energetic, thought-
ful and guided by a framework of values which informed their future.

Moving towards leadership

There were not many threads common to our interviewees' early years in teach-
ing. Bernard Clarke and Helen Hyde stayed for several years in their first school,
progressing to senior posts. Each then left to take up deputy headships elsewhere.
Helen said:
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Why did I want to leave? Partly because I didn't get on with the head -
but I wasn't at all bored. Part of it was an inner challenge — I have con-
stantly to do something that frightens me. So I started to apply for
headships.

For Bernard:

The atmosphere at Filton was not one of experiment and trying new things.
It was run as a tight ship, a very safe organization, and after 11 years there
I felt rather constrained.

Rosemary Whinn-Sladden and Mary Marsh also disliked the style of their first
schools. Mary disagreed with the rigid streaming at her school and moved on very
quickly. In contrast, Ken Edwards moved from being a researcher to be head of
department because 'the alternative people were too awful to contemplate'. He
'learned from holding the post that sometimes the rather slow business of trying to
persuade people to do things, rather than directing them, was one that I could live
with'. He also learned that 'getting decisions made was essentially a political
process'.

Several of our heads took advanced courses at this stage: Mary Marsh an MBA,
Mary Gray an Advanced Diploma, Helen Hyde and Roy Blatchford Masters
degrees, and Ken Edwards a Ph.D.

Several of the interviewees stressed the importance of choosing the right school
to become a deputy head. Roy Blatchford deliberately moved to a very different
type of school from his previous experience, to 'a grammar school going compre-
hensive . . . so I did a deputy head's job there, very much as a change agent'. Mary
Marsh was the only one who continued as deputy in a school she had previously
taught in, but she took up the deputy headship after eight years at home raising
her children.

Deputy headship

This was clearly an influential time on our school-based interviewees. They all
comment on how they learned from their heads. Rosemary Whinn-Sladden:
'learned to curb my tongue which I am not naturally talented at. I learned to per-
suade people to do things that I wanted them to do in different ways.' For most it
was a more positive experience. Helen Hyde said:

He listened to you - he always looked you straight in the eye and you knew
he was listening. He only stayed a few years but during that time he
changed the school. I learnt a lot by watching him. He didn't speak a lot
to me, but he greatly influenced me.

Bernard Clarke commented on the powerful influence of his head: 'she was quite
outrageous, but her educational vision was absolutely wonderful... It was the most
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brilliant experience working for her and it was all the things I had been longing
for.' He also reports a very different experience with another head: 'My time with
him helped me to clarify the sort of head I wasn't going to be.'

Several others mention the importance of their head in giving them confidence
in doing a wide range of tasks. In her small all-age progressive private school Mary
Marsh 'did all sorts of things', which included running a boarding house, and the
junior school as well as being deputy head of the whole school with responsibility
for the curriculum and careers: 'St Christopher, being a smaller school, was almost
a better preparation for headship than spending your whole career in large schools.'
Several had posts as acting heads for short periods, but as Mary pointed out this
had its limitations as a training for headship:

Being an acting head isn't the same thing as being a head at all because
you are a caretaker. You've got to be very careful, and you don't move
anything. You don't rearrange the deckchairs even - never mind throw-
ing them overboard. You've just got to keep things ticking over.

Roy Blatchford made a similar point: 'It was keeping a well-oiled machine going.
The staff were right behind me as long as they knew there were no new initiatives.'
Mick Brown also saw that change could only be achieved by being the principal:

There is so much distance between the vice-principal and the principal in
terms of one's ability to influence and shape the character of an institution,
and because I wanted to shape a college of my own, I decided to apply for
the principalship. I had been approached by the governors in the college
in which I was vice-principal, to consider the prospect of becoming prin-
cipal when the current principal retired. However, I decided it would be
more difficult to act effectively as principal in a college where I had been
vice-principal than it would be in a new college, so I decided on the latter.

All our heads, however, were reflective about their experiences in middle
and senior management, either learning from the good aspects of the school, or
clearly reacting against it in their own headships.

Applying for headships
In different ways each of our interviewees report a sense of readiness - or even
impatience - to lead. Helen Hyde expressed this by saying 'part of it was inner
challenge' and Bernard Clarke talked of his sense of readiness for headship: 'I
reached a point where I found myself feeling that I could have a go at most of the
things Keith did, and that Joan had done.' Keith Bovair was more explicit saying
that as a head he wanted to 'take things forward, to shape the dynamics for chil-
dren to learn'.

Leadership in universities is different from schools. As Ken said: 'Cambridge is
not a place in which anybody is in charge in any obvious way.' He saw the move
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to vice-chancellorship as 'a natural next step to move to a position in which you
could try to exercise leadership'.

Conclusion
In conclusion, none of our educational leaders seems to have followed a planned
path to headship: they did not 'plan their careers' in the currently favoured style.
They took opportunities as they arose, becoming more aware as they became older
that choices and decisions had to be made about the route they were to take. All
of them set these decisions within a broad framework of educational values, know-
ing the kind of school they wanted to create and lead, and realizing that headship
would give them possibilities of achieving this. Returning to the analogy of the river
and its terrain, these nine leaders were strong, purposeful, fast-flowing rivers who
cut their ways through the surrounding land shaping it, and being shaped by it.
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C H A P T E R 12

Principals and headteachers as
leading professionals

Viv Garrett

Introduction

It was Hughes (1975) who coined the term 'leading professional' in one of his first
discussions of the 'professional-as-administrator'. He suggested that the 'profes-
sional as administrator', or the headteacher, had dual sub-roles: those of leading
professional and chief executive. He warned, however, that:

Though they are useful as analytical and heuristic devices, it has to be rec-
ognized that our . . . role models are but abstractions, which only partially
reflect the reality. In seeking to develop a more unified role model it is there-
fore salutary to recall that many heads to some extent, and some heads to
a great extent, succeed in simultaneously activating and integrating the
contrasting and potentially conflicting aspects of their total role. (p. 59)

This acknowledgement of the existence of the managerial role was the result of
research into the role of the secondary school headteacher; he proposed,
however, that the model is equally applicable at other levels and in other types of
educational organization. Morgan et al (1983) carried out similar research into the
'managerial tasks' of the secondary head and identified more differentiation
between the sub-roles, whilst recognizing a close relationship. It is significant that
both these studies focused on the secondary school. With the introduction of com-
prehensive education and the growth of the large school, so 'management' needed
to play a much greater part in the life of the head and the newly formed 'senior
management teams'. Grace (1995) refers to this period of the 1960s, 1970s and
early 1980s as the social democratic management phase in English state school-
ing. The transfer to the market management phase from the mid-1980s onwards
is now part of the dominant market culture of the public services in Britain. The
'commodification' of education is epitomized by the local management of schools,
league tables and the new language of customers and quality control. So, is it still
possible that the sub-role of leading professional is integrated into professional
leadership today?
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In order to answer the question, I will first of all unpack the full meaning of the
term 'leading professional', and suggest five dimensions on which our educational
leaders can be examined. I will then consider how the interviews with nine prin-
cipals of educational organizations reported in the second part of this book may
give us some insight into this issue. After reflecting on the evidence we have from
the interviews, I will consider whether our educational leaders still retain a lead-
ing professional aspect to their roles.

What is a leading professional?

Before examining the meaning of the term 'leading professional', it may first be
helpful briefly to explain Hughes' (1975, 1985) chief executive (CE) role model. He
perceives this as having two sectors: the internal and the external. The internal
sector is concerned essentially with the division and allocation of work, and the co-
ordination and control of organizational activity which would include staff
supervision and the setting up of efficient management systems and procedures.
The external is related to the level of status and autonomy granted to the head by
an external body. Hughes discovered a positive inter-relationship between these
two sectors, in that a head scoring high on the external sector is likely also to have
a high score relating to the internal sector, and vice versa.

Hughes, drawing upon ideas from Gouldner (1957), suggests that the leading
professional (LP) role model also has two dimensions: the traditional (or local) and
the innovating (or cosmopolitan). The traditional dimension encompasses such
activities as teaching and involvement with students, and relationships with staff;
the innovating dimension incorporates an openness to external professional influ-
ences, involvement in educational activities outside school, finding time for
personal study, and getting staff to try out new ideas.

Hughes (1975) argues that 'the executive and professional aspects of the heads'
role, though analytically distinct, are closely inter-related'. He draws upon a series
of remarks from the headteachers to whom he spoke to support his conclusion that
'a crude formulation of the professional-organizational dilemma in terms of the
polar extremes of a single continuum would be singularly naive' (p.309). Never-
theless, as Ribbins (1993) has pointed out, there is an influential strand of
contemporary thinking among some practitioners and educational commentators
which takes the view that the orientation which heads bring to their work may be
defined in terms of the response they make to the continuum of responsibility they
face. In this model, towards one polar end, are located a set of administrative tasks
(e.g. financial management, personnel management, site management, resource
management, public relations and marketing, the management of boundaries, sup-
porting and contributing to aspects of governance, income generation) and, at the
other polar end, a set of curriculum duties (e.g. determining the nature and qual-
ity of teaching and learning within the school as this is enabled through all aspects
of the curriculum, through pupil assessment, welfare, pastoral care, through extra-
curricular activities and the hidden curriculum in all its aspects, and through the
management of order and discipline). All this assumes as heads emphasize one
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dimension of their role they must do so at the expense of the other. On the basis
of his research Ribbins (1993) suggests this view may be unduly restrictive. He pro-
poses an alternative in which the two dimensions are largely independent of each
other rather than antithetical aspects of the orientation which heads bring to their
work. Such a model can be represented diagrammatically as follows:

Curriculum
orientation

High

Low

Administrative
orientation

Low High

From this it is possible to derive four types of orientation to headship as follows -
(i) The Curriculum Chief (above average on curriculum but below average in admin-
istration orientation); (ii) The School Leader (above average in curriculum and
administration orientation); (iii) The Abnegator (below average in curriculum and
administration orientation) and (iv) The Chief Administrator (above average in admin-
istration but below average in curriculum orientation). In his research, Ribbins has
found few headteachers who see themselves, or their colleagues in any numbers,
as Abnegators or as Chief Administrators and many who see themselves, and many
of their colleagues as Curriculum Chiefs and even School Leaders as defined above
(Ribbins, 1993). Whether they are justified in making such claims would, of course,
require evidence of the kind which can be generated by the kind of level 2 and
level 3 research described in the introduction to this book. To date, relatively
little such research is available.

Much of the work discussed above has taken place in secondary education but
the kinds of activities relating to these roles have been further developed by

1 2

3 4
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Coulson (1986) in his study of the managerial work of primary heads and are sum-
marized in the following table:

The managerial work of primary heads

Chief executive roles Leading professional roles
Interpersonal roles
Figurehead Goal setter and evaluator
Leader/supervisor Curriculum co-ordinator and developer
Liaison Teacher

Exemplar of professional values

Informational roles
Monitor
Disseminator
Spokesperson

Decisional roles
Entrepreneur
Disturbance handler
Resource allocator
Negotiator

Source: Coulson (1986)

Coulson uses Mintzberg's terminology of interpersonal, informational and
decisional roles as dimensions of the CE aspect and allocates roles within them.
His identified LP roles were developed from Hughes' originals. It is recognized that
in Coulson's work the roles are essentially school-based. In the case of large orga-
nizations, and particularly in further and higher education, several of these
activities will be delegated. Within the LP dimension, the goal setter and evalua-
tor role is concerned with determining the overall character of the school and
overseeing progress towards this in formulating the mission and aims of the school,
the shaping of the curriculum, and school self-evaluation. The curriculum
co-ordinator and developer relates to the organization and development of the
curriculum, the allocation of responsibilities and classroom supervision of teach-
ers. The teacher role describes the head's time in classrooms either teaching
personally or working alongside teacher colleagues. The exemplar of professional
values is represented by high standards of professional conduct and a commitment
to both students and teachers. These classifications amply fulfil Hughes' tradition-
al LP dimension, but Coulson could be criticized for not making the innovating
dimension more explicit.

While recognizing the inter-dependence of the two sub-roles of leading profes-
sional and chief executive, there will also be an inevitable tension between the two
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as priorities become addressed. The combination of chief academic and chief
administrator has been illustrated byjarratt (1985):

No one can doubt the need for the Vice-Chancellor to be recognized as
the academic leader of his institution and in no way should other respon-
sibilities be seen as diminishing this. But to enable the institution at least to
survive and to seize the opportunities open to it in the future, the Vice-
Chancellor will have to adopt a clear role as the executive leader as well -
and have the necessary authority to carry it out. (p. 26)

Let us now attempt to combine these descriptions into the five dimensions of a
leading professional. She or he will be one who:

• has undergone a lengthy period of professional training in a body of abstract
knowledge (Goode, 1960; Coulson, 1986; Hughes, 1985), and who will have
had experience in the relevant field, in most cases teaching;

• is controlled by a code of ethics and professional values (Barber, 1963, 1978;
Coulson, 1986; Hughes, 1985);

• has a strong philosophy and clear vision (Hodgkinson, 1991; Coulson, 1986);
• is committed to the core business of the organization, i.e. the quality of stu-

dent learning (Coulson, 1986);
• is politically adept and has an awareness of the external environment

(Hughes, 1985).

So, how do our interviewees match up to these dimensions? I recognize that, in
using nine different interviewers to interview nine different leaders, there will be
different emphases and different interpretations given to the questions. However
it is possible to develop a picture of each leader in their job. I will now, therefore,
attempt to examine each of these pen portraits against each of my five dimensions
of the leading professional role.

Professional training and experience

First, have all our interviewees undergone professional training? The interesting
point here is that only one, Mary Gray, followed the traditional path of school,
training college, then back to school as a teacher. Bernard Clarke, Rosemary
Whinn-Sladden and Mick Brown all started other careers before deciding to take
their teaching qualification. Keith Bovair won a university place after his period
of service in the US Air Force, and then began his teaching career. Roy Blatch-
ford, too, started in publishing after graduating, until he decided to forgo the
deskbound life of the publisher for the challenges of teaching in Brixton Prison.
Conversely, neither Helen Hyde nor Mary Marsh showed any great vocational
enthusiasm for teaching: Helen completed a PGCE after her degree and only
eventually started teaching when short of money, and Mary began as an untrained
teacher when an anticipated move abroad with her new husband did not
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materialize. Ken Edwards envisaged a career in research until he moved to Cam-
bridge as a lecturer. As Anderson (1995) points out, many of our leaders had an
uncertain start to their careers in education, and very few expressed a vocational
leaning towards education when early career decisions were being made. There is
no doubt that these individuals can be termed 'professionals' but it is as much their
ongoing experience in education, particularly the credibility gained in the actual
task of teaching in the case of the headteachers, as it is their initial training that
makes them deserving of this description.

This experience ranges from that of Helen Hyde and Bernard Clarke who both
stayed in the schools of their first appointment for several years until they had
attained senior roles, to that of Mary Gray who moved jobs a number of times to
fit in with her husband's career. Clarke's apprenticeship as vice-principal at
Burleigh Community College gave him the experience of working alongside 'two
remarkable powerful people'. Roy Blatchford was particularly appreciative of the
opportunities offered him in London. Not only was he able to continue with his
interest in publishing, but 'there was always something to do if you wanted to be
the extended professional'. That 'something to do' included being the chair of
NAPCE (the National Association for Pastoral Care in Education), an external
examiner and some part-time lecturing. For Mary Marsh, the eight years she spent
out of teaching bringing up her four sons was 'a hugely important part of the expe-
rience that contributes to who I am'. She then obtained a deputy headship in a
small progressive independent school, which she felt was the one job in the coun-
try where great value was placed on her time at home. Rosemary Whinn-Sladden
speaks of a range of experience with different heads, all with very different per-
sonalities. She learnt from them as much what not to do, as what to do. Her period
of deputy headship in a difficult school where she was responsible for everything
helped her to 'learn how to walk on cracked eggs'. In addition, she learnt diplo-
macy, including a lot of useful skills such as how to curb her tongue.
Whinn-Sladden also benefited from the experience of youth service work, as did
Clarke and Blatchford.

The experiences of Mick Brown and Ken Edwards are, as might be expected,
somewhat different. In Edwards' case, his professional credibility stems from labo-
ratory research in his field of experimental science, through head of department
and chair of school positions to a period as secretary general at Cambridge. This
was a senior academic administrative post which involved him in a wide range of
academic activities across the university; a position as vice-chancellor seemed a nat-
ural next step. Brown, on the other hand, says he never had an ambition to move
up the educational ladder, and became a head of department 'almost by accident'.
On deciding that he wanted to move to a different college, he 'more or less had to
move up to a more senior job', i.e. vice-principal. He describes the great deal of
experience he obtained of the local authority structures and systems, and felt well
prepared for the traditional role of an LEA principal. However, by the time he
gained his principalship, things had moved on and colleges had become corpora-
tions. He is honest enough to admit he was not at all prepared for operating under
new structures, although I sense his previous experience stood him in good stead.
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Code of ethics and professional values

Second, how do the issues of professional values and ethics affect our leaders? What
makes them behave in the way that they do? Is it their role which dictates their
behaviour, the rules affecting their sector, or their personal or professional ideolo-
gies? The overlap between personal and professional ideologies is a fascinating issue
for those of us in education. If one examines the early lives of our leaders and their
interpretation of events, one can get a feel for the forming of their professional
ideologies. The amount of responsibility that an educational leader has for the
development of those in their care makes the job a very special one and attracts
those for whom personal values are important. This can be demonstrated by the
fact that one of the strongest messages that came forth from the interviews was the
feeling of accountability to the students in their care. Simkins (1992) identifies this
as the professional model of accountability where individuals are granted autono-
my while the professional ethic ensures that they act in the interests of their
students. It is no surprise that all of our interviewees commented in some way upon
the elements of this model, which they not only readily accepted but which relat-
ed directly to their educational values and principles.

These beliefs can be demonstrated by the comments of Rosemary Whinn-
Sladden, who feels a very strong accountability to the children in her school, and
Ken Edwards, who has a responsibility to the 'people who are devoting their lives
to this institution', whether staffer students, and states that 'they [students] deserve
the best that we can give them'. Accountability to students was stated or implied
in nearly all the interviews; Bernard Clarke had the added dimension of his own
children being pupils at his school and was therefore subject to 'endless feedback'.
Helen Hyde felt that she was first of all accountable to herself and the high stan-
dards she set herself. In common with the others, she then included staff and
students as high priorities. 'Staff have to be able to trust and rely on me as a real
leader to represent and to guide and look after them.' She also states the impor-
tance of being a good role model for students, 'I must be the best role model I can
be', in which trust and respect play a big part. The same could be true for Keith
Bovair. The special position of a headteacher in special education means that rela-
tionships with the child and the parents are crucial.

This accountability is also evident in the three central educational values held
by all of our leaders: (i) a desire to provide high quality learning experiences for
their students; (ii) a belief that students should be treated with respect as individu-
als; and (iii) the belief that individuals in their organizations should be treated with
care (McMahon, 1995). As one reads through the interviews, one is struck by this
commitment to students and their development. Hodgkinson (1991) would recog-
nize this as representing the moral conscience of their organizations. Bernard
Clarke's comment, 'All the time, the bottom line for me is the motivation, the
expectation and the achievements of the students', clearly demonstrates the pro-
fessional values underpinning most of his decision-making.
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Strong philosophy and clear vision

Third, the leading professional has a strong philosophy and clear vision. What evi-
dence of this do we have from our leaders? Rayner (1995) stresses the importance
of leaders having 'the vision thing': a very strong mental image of the organization
which they are trying to build (Holmes, 1993, p. 16). Bernard Clarke describes this
well: 'My vision of leadership . . . is being responsible for creating the climate in
which young people and adults can do their best.' He then goes on to say that his
view of headship is of 'somebody who tries to articulate a set of principles, per-
suades people of those principles and then puts them into practice'. He cites his
Code of Conduct as an example. Mary Gray's vision is 'creating the best working
atmosphere I can for the children and offering them values where they will appre-
ciate other people, recognize the contributions they can make both within the
school and hopefully, as they get older, within the community'. Mary Marsh real-
ized very early on in her headship, that 'whatever we set out to do - whether it was
thinking about the prospectus which needed rewriting, or trying to get groups to
grapple with issues of the curriculum - I kept realizing that until we'd had this
debate about the aims and values of the school we really were in a vacuum'.

Rosemary Whinn-Sladden has a very strong philosophy to do the best for her
children. She emphasizes fairness, respect and equality and stresses the importance
of quality teaching in order to bring about quality learning: 'children deserve the
best and I think that's what I get paid for'. Ken Edwards echoes this from the uni-
versity sector '. . . they [students] deserve the best that we can give them . . . what
I try and do is to encourage people to pay attention to their teaching and learning
activities, to be good teachers'. He creates this sense of a mission by 'a lot of talk-
ing' and creating networks, both formal and informal, 'so that ideas and
information flow upwards and downwards and from side to side'.

Mick Brown's notions of accessibility and opportunity in post-16 education are
further exemplified by his 'no blame' culture where his staff are encouraged to
admit their mistakes and learn from them. Roy Blatchford cites self-criticism as
one of his strategies for achieving his vision of high achievement, high expectations
and the widening of horizons. Other strategies he includes are: a hands-on
approach to his job; putting in the time; appointing the right people; and com-
municating his vision to everyone. Rayner (1995) sums this up neatly in his
description of the VIP (Visionary, Implementer, Practitioner) role requirement
facing a manager in special education, which can be said to mirror the manage-
ment demands of every other phase of education. She or he should be a visionary,
and know what they want and where it lies; she or he should be an implementer,
in that they should know what they are going to move and in what direction; and
she or he should be a practitioner, and lead by professional example. Coulson
would add one further stage to this: that of evaluator.
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Commitment to the core business

Fourth, the commitment to the core business of the organization, i.e. the quality
of student learning. As can be seen above, and in the interviews, virtually all of our
leaders professed commitment to the underpinning activity of their organization,
i.e. teaching and learning. This commitment to the core activity is one that has put
educational leaders under most stress in the last few years. For the traditional head-
teacher in the primary school, the priority was the quality of the interactions in the
classroom. It is no surprise then that studies of headteacher stress (e.g. Ostell and
Oakland, 1992) frequently refer to the role changes of the last few years as a cause
of considerable anxiety. Ostell and Oakland's research in a number of primary and
middle schools in Bradford identify some of the implications of the role changes
brought about by the 1988 Education Reform Act as: lack of managerial training,
increased workload, diminishing teaching duties, bureaucratic frustrations and the
sheer rapidity of changes. Stephen Ball (1994) refers to these tensions when he talks
about 'new headship' in his book on education reform. He looks at the changes
brought about by the 1988 Act and questions whether they articulate headship 'in
terms of a new flexibility and autonomy or whether they actually construct a new
but less obvious and immediate set of constraints upon headship' (p. 85). These
constraints are well documented by our leaders and illustrate the tensions between
the chief executive and leading professional roles.

The pressures and demands of an increased workload since the 1988 Act mean
'duplication of work' for Mary Gray particularly in regard to formal procedures of
accountability. She admits that being the curriculum leader is now only one strand
of her role as head. Mary Marsh too feels the pressure from the 'range of things
you need to be doing', and admits that 'most weeks you don't do something you
should have done that's quite big'. Rosemary Whinn-Sladden contributes to this
by describing how she seemed to have a lot more time in her first headship. Her
frustrations with bureaucracy lead her to admit to being 'not the most efficient
paperwork person' in dealing with a now 'phenomenal' workload. She believes that
the amount of work that takes her away from managing the curriculum is 'to the
detriment of education'. 'A lot of heads try and do more teaching because that's
their way, but I don't see myself as achieving progress through more teaching . . .
it's in my management of their [teachers'] work, that I think I can make a differ-
ence.' Roy Blatchford, on the other hand, teaches for a third of the week. He feels
that teaching is personally quite important for him and believes that this is the most
effective way he can achieve his vision, by making sure he is 'in and amongst the
children and teaching them'. He regularly attends football and rugby matches on
Saturday mornings and is very sure of the way he wants to spend his time. 'I shall
continue as a headteacher as long as I choose at lunchtimes to watch children
rehearsing for a pantomime or "Blind Date" rather than sitting in the office look-
ing at the latest budget cuts.'

It is interesting to note that the emphasis of OFSTED on the teaching and learn-
ing process is encouraging headteachers to move back into the classrooms to
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monitor what is going on. Although Helen Hyde teaches for only a small propor-
tion of the week, she spends every half term with a new department so that she sees
'every teacher teaching and teaching in every year'. Salmons et al (1995), in their
report for OFSTED, identify professional leadership as one of the eleven key fac-
tors in their review of research into effective schools. Within this category, they
actually use the phrase 'leading professional' implying involvement in and knowl-
edge about what goes on in the classroom (p. 10).

The interviews with Mick Brown and Ken Edwards very much reflect the dif-
ferent culture in which they work. While they both acknowledge the centrality of
the teaching and learning process, their priorities lie in the task of managing a large
institution in a volatile market culture. In that respect, their involvement in ensur-
ing the quality of teaching and learning is at the strategic level, rather than in the
classroom, the laboratory or the lecture theatre.

Political skills and external awareness
The fifth dimension of a leading professional embraces political sensitivity and skills
and an awareness of the external environment. Several of our educational leaders
have had a range of previous experience outside education which gives them a
wider view of the world outside their institution. It is noticeable how many believe
that they have a commitment to the wider community and demonstrate this by
their involvement in working parties, committees and membership of various
groups. It is their breadth of experience which gives them the necessary level of
political skills. Ken Edwards is very open about the 'political business' of leader-
ship, in that 'you have to try to create an atmosphere in which the people involved
feel that the solution which has been produced gives something for everyone and
that the total solution, the total benefits from that solution, are better than any
alternative'. He is not the only one who uses a web of informal networks, in his
case 'a series of layers all of which can pick up information and ideas and spread
ideas and produce feedback'. Mick Brown receives support from informal networks
of principals, and Rosemary Whinn-Sladden speaks of the 'Goole Mafia': a group
of headteachers set up to tackle the local authority on contentious issues. Will the
Goole Mafia now be part of history along with the county of Humberside? Rep-
resentation on external bodies has been an important part of the development of
our leaders. Mary Gray was a member of the NAHT executive, and Rosemary
Whinn-Sladden was her area NUT secretary. Her experience of taking part in for-
mal negotiations for re-organization was instrumental in raising her self-esteem
and broadening her view of education. Mick Brown sees representation very much
as his role: involvement in the community is a crucial part of his marketing
strategy.

The use of political skills, however, cannot be interpreted without an under-
standing of the personal and educational values which these leaders represent. This
can be demonstrated by the work of Baddeley and James (1987) who use the dimen-
sions of the skills of reading the politics of a situation together with those an
individual is carrying into a situation, to produce an analogy of four types of
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behaviour: the clever fox, the wise owl, the innocent sheep and the inept donkey.
The owl and sheep may both act with integrity but one is politically aware and the
other unaware. Helen Hyde openly charts her political learning in the process of
going grant maintained from being perceived as 'an innocent little girl' who did-
n't know what she was doing, to taking the initiative a year later and 'pushing for
it'. Mary Gray's values shine through in her story about thanking the mums who
had been digging all day planting trees: 'anybody who is willing to help is wel-
come'. She may or may not feel she is politically aware but the outcomes of her
behaviour ensure that there are always those around her willing to help. The
wisest owl may be Bernard Clarke whose own children have attended his school.
Maybe Hodgkinson's words of standing or falling by one's values were never truer;
indeed, none of our leaders could be deemed to be 'value-neutered public servants'
(Hodgkinson, 1991).

Leading professional or chief executive
There is ample evidence here to show that all of our leaders can be termed lead-
ing professionals. The question left to answer is how much are they leading
professionals and how much chief executives? Do they have to prioritize one over
the other?

There is no argument that the external environment has changed for heads and
principals during the last ten years. The growth of the market culture and the
emphasis on output and results has led to a re-examination of Grace's (1995) 'mod-
ern professionalism' when school organization and administration was 'a
necessary, second-order activity to the prime purpose of educating children and
young people' (p. 31). Now there is a need for that traditional approach to be com-
plemented by a 'more explicit and critical consideration of the relationships
between educational institutions and those whom they serve' (Simkins etal, 1992,
p. 295). In short, the client in the market place is a critical factor in the equation
of what contributes towards a successful school, college or university. All of our
interviewees bear this out. This market orientation, or 'image and impression man-
agement' (Ball, 1994) could lead to conflicts in values between those leading the
organization and teachers whose leanings are towards teaching and learning and
the needs of students. Ball warns of an increasing gap between heads and teach-
ers; this view is supported by Evetts (1994) who feels that 'heads are no longer
educational leaders; the gulf between heads and their teacher colleagues is grow-
ing' (p. 37). We certainly have no evidence from our interviews to suggest that this
is true, although we only have the heads' perspectives.

The orientation towards the market is one of the tensions affecting the leading
professional role. Another has been the imposition of the National Curriculum and
testing. Heads can be said now to be managing an imposed curriculum rather than
acting as Coulson's (1986) Curriculum Co-ordinator and Developer and shaping
a curriculum pertinent to the needs of the school. Both of these major changes need
to be considered in the context of a third: that of the local management of schools.
Ball (1994) argues that self-management gives an 'illusion of autonomy and
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flexibility for the manager' (p. 66), quoting Kickert's (1991) theory of'steering at
a distance', i.e. the market providing a control to management but giving the
appearance of autonomy. I would argue that, in each of these cases, it will be the
manner of the heads' leadership rather than the actual activity which determines
their attitudes towards autonomy and control. Those heads who accept the CE
aspect of their role but none the less feel that the LP dimension should underpin
any decision-making will be the ones who find the space to be the autonomous pro-
fessional leader rather than the controlled manager.

The chief executive aspect to the educational leader's role cannot be denied. In
post-16 and higher education leadership, it has been apparent for many years. The
collegial culture of the professionals is being replaced by more hierarchical forms
of management. Simkins et al (1992) warned us of this,

Senior staff. . . need to consider how far they are leading professionals
aspiring to develop a shared educational enterprise through building col-
legial relationships with colleagues, and how far they are executives
managing the human and other resources of the institution towards organ-
isational goals established at the top of the institution or outside it', (p. 296)

It is clearly evident that this accountability to the world outside has expanded con-
siderably in all sectors of education over recent years. From the autonomous
professional's inbuilt sense of responsibility and commitment to what is 'best' for
the student, additional elements have been introduced as part of the so-called
process of improvement for education. Whatever one may personally feel about
reforms which emphasize the market element, they have brought about a signifi-
cant culture change across all sectors of education. Bowe et al (1992) refer to the
'new management (which) is oriented towards and constructed within a discourse
of cost, income, efficiency, financial planning, image presentation and enterprise
and modelled on the practices of business' (p. 145).

There is no doubt that this new management is very much part of our educa-
tional leaders' agenda. There is evidence, particularly from those in the primary
sector, that they resent the amount of time it takes them away from the classroom
and the students. It is in the prioritizing of the activities of headship and princi-
palship that we can begin to examine the relative importance of the leading
professional role. Laws and Dennison's (1991) review of the use of headteachers'
time concludes that heads spend the greatest part of their time on activities which
can be classified as chief executive. 'Their professional leadership actions, which
occupy less than half their working week, could assume still lower significance' (p.
57). Although the highest percentage of time spent on an LP activity was on teach-
ing, it is noted that heads' expertise in pedagogical issues is in danger of declining
as other tasks take precedence. The underdeveloped LP activities were those of
goal setting and evaluation. Evetts' (1994) study of secondary heads supports this
conclusion, 'The new headteacher is a corporate manager first; aspects of educa-
tional leadership have diminished dramatically in the work culture of headship'
(p. 46). And Grace (1995) is in no doubt that 'the position of the headteacher is
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itselfin radical transformation as executive, entrepreneurial and managerial func-
tions become constructed as the prime responsibilities of the role' (p. 43).

It is in the balancing of the two dimensions of chief executive and leading pro-
fessional that the key skills of educational leaders lie. The dimensions are
undoubtedly inter-related and inter-dependent. In their observation of the tasks of
six primary heads, Laws and Dennison (1991) confirmed the inter-relationship of
the LP and CE roles in noting that they often acted in both roles simultaneously.
While it is crucial that leaders have 'knowledge of their product' (Harvard Business
Review, 1992), and retain the credibility and support of their stakeholders, they owe
it to those very stakeholders, including their students, to make a success of their
institutions and maintain their viability. We do have evidence that students are still
the most important factor in the lives of our leaders; that decisions are taken for
the benefit of those who work in their institution, staff and students alike; and that
parents too are an important factor, but then were they not always?

One, perhaps unexpected, external factor helping to keep the balance of chief
executive and leading professional is the influence of OFSTED. Its emphasis upon
the centrality of the teaching and learning process has forced a re-examination of
what is important in schools and development planning, monitoring and report-
ing now play much more of a central role in the new managerial culture. Although
Ball (1994) points out that 'Teachers' work is ... increasingly viewed and evalu-
ated solely in terms of output measures (test scores and examination performance)
set against cost (subject time, class size, resource requirements)' (p. 51), our lead-
ers give a far more positive perspective to the raising of performance for students
and teachers. It is the key values which remain all-important, and for as long as
leaders can maintain their underpinning professional values and develop a com-
mitment to them from every part of the school, college or university community,
we can be assured that educational leadership will still retain the dimension of the
leading professional. Bernard Clarke sums this up succinctly: 'We still believe in
equal opportunities, we still believe in the value of every student, we still believe in
all those key principles and yet we've enabled youngsters, and their teachers, to
raise their performance, and all being well, that will continue. So that's the buzz.'

That 'buzz' is a privilege which is felt by all our leaders. They are aware of the
special position of a principal, who is able to influence the education, and future
lives, of all the students in their care. As Rosemary Whinn-Sladden says 'Where
else can you have a job where, whatever you do, a little wave just gets bigger?'
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Principals and headteachers as
chief executives

Hugh Busher

Introduction
Hughes (1973) first suggested that headteachers' (principals') roles could be con-
ceptualized as both leading professional and chief executive. The latter role was
given greater prominence by changes in society and by legislation in the 1980s in
the UK. The role of leading professional was conceptualized collegially, mainly
concerned with curriculum matters and pastoral care, although also responsible
for providing an effective administrative framework within which teachers could
work with considerable autonomy in the classroom. The role of chief executive is
seen more in administrative terms, being concerned with managing a school as an
organization, directing, planning and co-ordinating its resources and activities in
a coherent manner.

The moves to local autonomy for schools which have occurred in the UK and
elsewhere during the 1980s and 1990s have, perhaps, enhanced this shift in the
principal's role, putting greater emphasis on the chief executive aspects than for-
merly. Some of the educational leaders reported in these chapters describe
themselves as chief executives (Kenneth Edwards) or managing directors (Mary
Gray). Similarly, Keith Bovair saw himself as a 'co-ordinator of other people's
work'. Similar statements can be found in other texts. Valerie Bragg, for example,
in Ribbins and Marland (1994), characterizes herself as 'chief executive'. Evetts
(1994), in her study of headteachers in the Midlands in the UK, commented on
the extent to which secondary school principals had become corporate managers.
Alongside the greater autonomy given to schools under LMS (Local Management
of Schools) since 1988 has been imposed the greater accountability of headteach-
ers since 1986 in England and Wales to restructured and greatly empowered school
governing bodies (Ribbins, 1989). This accountability has been tightened by the
inauguration of regular OFSTED inspections since 1992.

The emergence of the school principal as a chief executive raises questions about
the extent to which they remain school leaders, whether leading professionals or
corporate bosses. The distinction between the functions of leading and managing
is an important one conceptually even if, as Bryman (1992) points out, it is
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difficult to sustain the distinction in practice when observing people at work. Lead-
ers have an important function in influencing events (Hunt, 1991), whether using
their authority of office or the informal micro-political processes (Blase and Blase,
1995) that are embedded in the interpersonal dynamics of organizations. Bolman
and Deal (1994) suggest that this influence occurs through the creation of shared
meaning for the people with whom a leader works. Manipulating the symbols of
an organization to create a coherent vision of purpose for a school, then, may be
central to the work of leaders. How they manipulate these symbols gives rise to the
styles of leadership people use, of which there have been numerous attempted cat-
egorizations (e.g. Kakabadse and Parker, 1984; Handy, 1985; Heller, 1985), some
of which offer illuminating descriptions rather than critical analytical frameworks.

There have also been attempts to dichotomize the approaches to leadership
which place central emphasis on vision and symbols from those which focus on
leaders directing and gaining compliance from their followers, one form being cat-
egorized as transformational leadership, the other as transactional leadership (e.g.
Bass, 1985; Bryman, 1992). Gronn (1995) amongst others doubts the substantive
quality of this distinction, pointing out that it mirrors the more global differences
between leadership (creating visions) and management. The latter can be described
as a succession of transactional relationships with other people to direct, plan,
co-ordinate, and evaluate their activities. In this framework, administration is the
co-ordinating function of management. In practice, too, it is hard to find examples
of the distinctions which such casuistry invents. Whether defined as leading
professionals or chief executives, school principals have to manipulate symbols to
help give schools an identity and coherence, and have to engage in manageri-
al/administrative activity to co-ordinate a school's functioning. What tends most
obviously to distinguish the one role from the other are the symbols manipulated
and, in particular, the language which is used to help people frame meanings for
their actions. Within this language are embedded values which convey messages
about the purposes of an organization, how actions within in it are to be construed
and how people are to be perceived.

In focusing on leaders and leadership, as Gronn (1995) points out, the role of
followers is revealed. Leaders manipulate organizational symbols not only to give
meaning to their own work but also to help the other people, with whom they work,
to give meaning to their engagements with an organization. In the context of a
school these other people include teaching and non-teaching staff, pupils (students),
parents, and perhaps school governors, too, although the last group could be con-
ceived of as the intended vision givers in the context of locally managed schools
with powerful governing bodies. However, followers have to give willing credence
to the activities of a leader if a leader's functioning is not to decline into mere head-
ship. Gibb (1947) perceives the latter as holding titular office without either having
the power to act effectively or knowing how to use the power available to act
effectively.

A micro-political perspective provides an antidote to the charismatic view of
leadership that agency is all important. It helps to avoid the unbalanced percep-
tion that somehow followers' roles are of less value than those of leaders in the
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effective functioning of a school, showing how a leader's influence is institutional-
ly located, rather than inherent in their personality, and dependent on their
interpersonal skills in bargaining and negotiation with other people over resources.
Not surprisingly, then, Huckman and Hill (1994) found that their headteachers
chose to work within staffpreference for the distribution of salary increments rather
than implement performance related pay, the latter being perceived as under-
mining teacher professionality and collegiality, whatever its claimed merits as a
mechanism for distributing scarce resources to more effective practitioners.

A micro-political perspective also disabuses the managerial view of leadership
that implementing structures which are said to be effective will necessarily create
effective institutions. On the other hand it does not negate the need for schools to
create effective organizational structures which allow the creative interplay of per-
sonalities, interests and beliefs. It is these last which Gronn (1986) suggested lay at
the heart of leading and managing schools. However, it does suggest that process-
es of school improvement involve more than simply imposing on schools a
blueprint derived from factors known to be associated with effective schools.
Leaders have a key role in building coalitions of staff who can help to take the work
of a school forward. To do this leaders not only have to negotiate transactionally
but also to create a vision inspirationally that will help to define the quality and
purposes of interpersonal relationships within a school.

This intertwining of transactional and inspirational leader processes to influence
individuals and groups of people in organizations suggests that the leadership and
management given by school principals should be considered as two inter-related
functions. As chief executives, principals not only have to co-ordinate the work of
teachers and others for whom they are accountable but they also have to play a
facilitating role in inspiring a school's personnel, whether staff or pupils, to meet
the demands which they face from the external environment.

The core qualities and abilities of principals as school leaders is variously defined
in the literature. Charismatic explanations emphasize the importance of vision and
values. For example, Bolman and Deal (1991) thought that although leaders need-
ed to have flexible strategies to cope with changing environments, they also had to
develop and sustain core values and beliefs which, Bennis and Nannus (1985)
argued, then needed to be translated, through effective communications, into clear
meanings for followers. These meanings, they suggested, came from manipulating
symbols, that is, managing the culture of an organization (Bolman and Deal, 1994;
Gronn, 1995) to help it meet the challenges of its environment.

Managing symbols in a consistent manner creates trust in leaders amongst their
followers. However, if leaders try to change the culture of a school by using sym-
bols from a different culture, even when that culture is the dominant socio-political
perspective, such as the attempted imposition of a market culture on schools in the
UK in the late 1980s and 1990s, they are likely to arouse suspicion and hostility
amongst followers who hold different sets of values. Locke (1992) and Busher and
Saran (1995) perceived trust as the key to effective leadership and management in
schools, arguing that leaders and followers had to develop mutual trust through
working together collegially. Leaders develop and indicate their trust of colleagues
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through consulting with them and delegating responsibility to them whenever pos-
sible. The sustaining of a vision helps a team to believe it has a firm sense of purpose.
It is this approach to leadership which some writers have called transformational
leadership.

Consistency of managing symbols and beliefs, however, may not be sufficient to
ensure effective leadership. Indeed it may lead to rigidity in meeting the challenges
of the environment and in taking account of the social needs of leaders' colleagues,
an important facet of leadership according to Hoyle (1986) when negotiating the
micro-political process in organizations. Bolman and Deal (1991) circumvent this
problem by arguing the need for leaders to be flexible in developing strategies to
meet the challenges of their tasks while sustaining core beliefs. In a rational-
technical model this distinction would appear as that between aims, the core beliefs
and objectives. Such flexibility allows leaders to take account of other people's
interests and concerns when meeting the changes in the environment so encour-
aging those people to feel part of a team.

A bureaucratic view of the key qualities of the effective principal may well look
somewhat different. Hodgkinson (1991), for example, claimed principals needed
to have knowledge of the task facing them, knowledge of the situation in which a
task was being undertaken, knowledge of the people who were or might be engaged
in particular tasks and situations, and knowledge of themselves. The last included
the capacity to evaluate critically their own actions. There is not enough space here
to debate the quality of that knowledge or whether it includes knowledge through
experience as well as knowledge through study and reflection.

A more detailed version of this bureaucratic paradigm emerged in the UK in
1995 when the Teacher Training Agency (TTA), a quango of central government
linked to the Department for Education and Employment, specified the skills and
abilities which heads (principals) needed to acquire. To embed this definition with-
in the education system, the TTA used it as the basis on which to decide whether
or not to license some people and institutions to be providers of training for newly
appointed headteachers. Where a provider became so registered, headteachers
attending relevant training courses with it had their costs reimbursed by the TTA
up to £2500. Headteachers on at least one such training course found that the list
of skills and abilities created a useful and all embracing structural framework with-
in which to consider their practices as school leaders and managers.

The rest of this chapter pursues the bureaucratic paradigm, exploring the views
of nine leaders of educational institutions on their roles as chief executives. The
questions addressed are: what are their educational and leadership values; what is
their leadership style; how do they manage people and resources; what is their
notion of accountability. Of the leaders, four were female and five were male; four
came from secondary schools, two from primary schools, and one each from spe-
cial schools, higher education, and further education. Seven of the nine institutions
represented come from an area south of the river Trent and east of the river Sev-
ern. With such an eclectic sample, it would be foolish to attempt even to develop
grounded theory, let alone derive generalizations. It will be sufficient to report par-
ticipants' views grouped according to the following four questions:
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1 What are their educational and leadership values?
2 What is their leadership style?
3 How do they manage people and resources?
4 How do they understand their accountability?

What are their educational and leadership values?

Many of the principals interviewed thought that values were at the heart of their
leadership. As Blatchford puts it 'The importance of values permeate everything
you do as senior managers.' If these values were not in place then a school would
lack a sense of purpose and people in it would not know what they were trying to
achieve. As Mary Marsh explained: 'I kept realizing that until we'd had this debate
about the aims and values of the school we really were in a vacuum.'

However, having a mission was not just parroting fine-sounding statements but
enacting those values through the work undertaken in schools and colleges. In this
way principals were able to make effective and visible their vision for their institu-
tion. Thus, for Keith Bovair 'Enacting the headteacher's vision through projects
helps the students and staff begin to share that vision.'

The nine principals interviewed showed some degree of commonality over
what that vision might be, surprisingly, given the diversity of their institutions.
Several considered it important to have high expectations of their students and
to expect the students to have high expectations for themselves: 'I certainly have
a vision for raising children's self-expectations - my core vision if you like' (Blatch-
ford). Others stressed the need to help students have such expectations and, in
doing so, principals emphasized the importance of 'Creating a climate in which
young people and adults can do their best' (Clarke). In this context, Mary Gray
talked about 'creating the best working atmosphere I can for the children and
offering them values where they will appreciate other people [and] recognize the
contributions they can make both within the school . . . [and] within the com-
munity'.

Part of that vision was raising teachers' expectations of what children could
achieve, according to Roy Blatchford: 'a teacher should be about widening those
horizons for young people . . . clearly any vision for a school is about raising
achievement'. This focus on student achievement manifested itself in the commit-
ment to students which leaders claimed for themselves and for their staff: 'I have
been impressed with the commitment of so many of the teaching staff, despite the
pressures, to doing a good job for their students' (Edwards).

This commitment seemed to be based more on moral grounds of responsibility
than on the commercial concerns of attracting large numbers of students, though
the latter was not absent. Ken Edwards pointed out that without students he and
his colleagues would be out of business. However, his main concern was for his
accountability to students. He felt that 'They deserve the best that we can give
them' and recalled, by way of a probable explanation for why he now held this
view, how much value he had been given as a student.

Part of this commitment was to students' personal development as well as to
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their academic performance. Not surprisingly this showed up most clearly in the
special school:

[It is] important to have a depth of understanding of the dynamics of indi-
viduals when dealing with children with emotional difficulties because you
need to handle the situation, the other people around the child, as well as
the students themselves. (Bovair)

Facilitating such development involved creating an appropriate climate in a school,
returning once again to the theme of what principals held as their core values.
Rosemary Whinn-Sladden thought 'fairness is a key value to students and staff. I
don't like having children picked on by teachers. If a child is having problems,
teachers need to solve the problem not go on scolding the child.' While Bernard
Clarke thought 'schools should be full of second chances for people because stu-
dents don't usually get it right first time'.

The concern which principals showed for students as individuals found an echo
in their attitudes to staff, where they emphasized the importance of caring for
individuals, accepting differences of opinion but respecting views. In this person-
centred culture of leadership, that strongly resembles the descriptions of transfor-
mational leadership considered earlier, several principals commented on their
enjoyment at seeing others develop. As Mary Gray puts it 'Personally I enjoy
seeing people blossom. The headteacher is a facilitator of opportunities for both
staff and students.'

Within this paradigm, staff development was seen to be for all staff, and went
beyond a crude instrumentality of human resources management of just trying to
fit staff to the purposes of an institution:

the importance of Investors in People as a means of promoting staff devel-
opment- it helps all staff, teaching and non-teaching Staff development
must not only emphasize promotion because this can be crushing on those
staff who stay in the classroom. (Whinn-Sladden)

The means of fostering this support for staff lay in the development of groups of
people working in teams and sharing purposes and values. Such teams had a tough
dynamic rather than a woolly cosiness in private. As Roy Blatchford explained 'a
team is more than a group of people: team members are publicly loyal to each
other, however much they argue in private'. The development of such teams was
of considerable importance to many of the nine principals interviewed, since as
Bernard Clarke noted: 'It seems to me as a headteacher you can't do much, you
can only achieve with the people you have around you, working with you.' Mary
Gray also felt it necessary to 'promote collegiality among staff- giving people con-
fidence by praise, by asking them to share ideas with other people' as a means of
helping staff to improve their performances. Improving the quality of staff perfor-
mance was seen as a crucial means of improving the quality of the teaching and
learning experiences offered to students.
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For some of the principals, delegation of responsibility was one of the key
processes for promoting this improvement. As such 'It is important to be hands-
off and to trust people. People are paid salaries for their responsibilities. People
respond well to delegation' (Blatchford). To achieve this, however, principals need-
ed to become adept in the micro-political processes of schools, 'as a headteacher
you've got to be out there wheeling and dealing, making people feel that what
they're involved with is worthwhile and is of value' (Bovair). This entailed being
skilled in listening as well as talking, according to Helen Hyde, and adroit at diplo-
macy, 'learning to walk on cracked eggs', as Rosemary Whinn-Sladden put it.

Several principals expressed joy in the work they did. They liked working with
other people to make things happen, although this was not an easy row to hoe.
Several principals commented on the need for determination if they were to
succeed in bringing about change: 'headteachers need to be brave to carry through
what they believe to be worthwhile' (Whinn-Sladden). Bennis and Nannus (1985)
also noted the need for leaders to be self-confident if they were to be successful.
The enthusiasm which several principals claimed for their approach to their job
was, perhaps, infectious to other staff. Mary Gray thought it important to act as
you would like others to act. Roy Blatchford emphasized 'the importance of a
leader leading by example by getting involved with a wide range of school
activities'.

What is their leadership style?
The preceding section raises questions on the style of leadership interviewees
espouse. There is no evidence available of what styles they actually used in differ-
ent situations since members of their role sets were not interviewed. This is a key
question for the culture and management of institutions since the impact of lead-
ers on their institutions is well known. The influence of a leader entails 'a significant
effect on an individual or group's well-being, interests, policies or behaviour and
. . . is usually thought of as legitimate by those subjected to it' (Gronn, 1995, p. 3).
As Mary Gray explained 'the headteacher is head of everything, not just the teach-
ers . . . and sets the right atmosphere'.

The style of leadership which all the principals interviewed claimed to espouse
was what might be described loosely as consultative or facilitative leadership,
broadly meeting the definitions of transformational leadership discussed earlier in
this chapter. Such a style was far removed from an abdication of leadership. 'Basi-
cally I am a managing director and the curriculum leader who identifies [a
problem/opportunity] and delegates [responsibility for it]' (Gray). As Clarke
explained, 'It is important to involve people in decision-making but part of your
judgement as leader is knowing who to involve on which occasions. Not everybody
wants to be involved in all decisions - they haven't time.'

Mary Gray perceived her style as benevolent and assertive. It involved putting
strategies in place to achieve collegiality, e.g. staff meetings. Keith Bovair offered
a similar view of being a supportive but ultimately directive co-ordinator of other
people's work in which 'I don't try to manipulate or coerce staff, but I try to give
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them experiences which will carry them along.' To such principals, the hallmark
of their styles was to 'Delegate responsibility. . . . Give [staff] autonomy, with
departments controlling their own budgets and curriculum decisions within the
framework of the philosophy of the school' (Hyde). But it was the principals who
retained the key levers of power and developed the framework of philosophy and
the structures of organizational practice in collaboration with their senior man-
agement teams (Hyde). Ken Edwards described this as 'creating a managerial
network in a series of layers all of which can pick up information and ideas and
spread ideas and produce feedback'.

The collegiality these principals established was, at best, bounded ('partial col-
legiality', as Helen Hyde described it). They developed it by trying to motivate and
support people, staff as well as students (Blatchford; Hyde), as well as by delegat-
ing responsibility. Mary Gray said an important aspect of this process was 'giving
people confidence by praise, by asking them to share ideas with other people'.
Finally, Keith Bovair pointed to 'the importance of teamwork, collaboration by
staff on projects, but also between staff and students in business enterprise, such as
running a market stall'.

Another important aspect was trying to ensure both that people were fairly treat-
ed and that they felt themselves to be so. This means, for Clarke, that 'The school's
code of conduct for students and staff is reviewed each year. It sets out people's
rights and responsibilities. . . . Teachers need to treat each other and students with
respect.' And for Marsh: 'Openness and trust are key managerial values, but they
need working at each day, because people only need to feel badly handled once,
or insufficiently consulted, for the headteacher to lose their trust.' A similar view
led Helen Hyde, among others, to suggest that principals needed to be good lis-
teners as well as enthusiastic and tenacious implementers of actions.

The workload of many of these principals was phenomenal (Whinn-Sladden),
not only because of the amount of teaching which a few of them continued to do,
but because of what was involved in managing a school. One principal talked about
the necessity of breakfast meetings with her caretakers, this being the only time
during the day when she and they could meet. Such hours of work are not uncom-
mon according the School Teachers' Review Body Report (1994). It is not known
how their staffs perceived such examples of dedicated professionalism, nor the
extent to which hardworking principals expected the same level of dedication from
their staff and what impact this had on the cultures of the institutions.

Despite the emphasis on collegial styles of working, democracy did not seem to
be even on the agenda, except as a rhetoric for indicating that people with inter-
ests in situations would be consulted. This was most clearly expressed by Bernard
Clarke who said

I want to say I'm all the nice words like democrat, benign and so on. I sup-
pose I would aim towards those characteristics . . . . [because] as a
headteacher you can't do much, you can only achieve with the people you
have around you . . . but people don't want to be involved in every deci-
sion. They haven't got time . . . and they may not be particularly interested.
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Helen Hyde thought that there were some decisions which if she as principal
did not make them would never be made. She claimed one of her junior staff had
described her as a benevolent dictator, not an epithet of which she was particu-
larly proud.

Whatever might be their appreciation of the merits of collegial styles of manag-
ing institutions, the nature of the principals' institutional structures ensured that
they could never be completely democratic. Apart from the legal requirements on
them to be accountable for the performances of the people in their institutions, as
Ken Edwards, principal of the largest institution included in the interviews, point-
ed out 'with a responsibility for an organization which has £100 million turnover
and 2500 employees . . . you can't really regard yourself as anything but a chief
executive'.

The appeal, then, for leaders to be democratic in hierarchical organizations,
such as that made by Davies (1995), perhaps has to be seen in terms not of its actu-
al implementation but in terms of the manipulation of a powerful symbol from
Western societies which associates involvement in decision-making, at least
through consultation, with part ownership of the process and empowerment of
those consulted. Consultation does not, however, even guarantee the influence of
those consulted over the outcomes of decision-making, although there is evidence
that where headteachers persistently use consultation in an insincere manner
teachers quickly become aware of the sham (Busher and Saran, 1992). It may be
this disjunction between the rhetoric and practice of consultation that in part leads
to the suggestion of Sinclair (1995) that participative approaches to management
can lead to lower employee satisfaction and consequently the need for teams to
have leaders to be effective. Hargreaves (1990) describes such insincere uses of con-
sultation as contrived collegiality.

How do they manage people and resources?
In their interviews principals acknowledged the administrative and financial loads
which they carried, particularly since the 1988 Education Reform Act. As Sue
Benton, quoted in a related study, has acknowledged, she had found this aspect of
her work 'quite difficult at first' (Ribbins and Marland, 1994). As she explained: 'I
did not come into headships expecting to carry out the detailed financial, staffing,
marketing and other administrative responsibilities I am now expected to exercise'
Rosemary Whinn-Sladden thought the range of managerial responsibilities she
had to undertake took her away from the curriculum, to the detriment of educa-
tion. Similarly, Brian Sherratt, head of the largest school in the UK, suggests that
some headteachers preferred to retreat into their administrative work because
achieving a worthwhile curriculum was very difficult in the UK in the mid-1990s,
but he thought this to be the road to isolation for headteachers from their staff
(quoted in Ribbins and Marland, 1994).

In talking about their management of educational institutions, principals gave
much greater emphasis to and detailed comments on the management of people
than on the management of physical and financial resources. This reflects,
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perhaps, the recognition in education service industries of the centrality of people
and their relationship to the effective provision of those services. It is reflected in
the balance of material in this section.

In reflecting on the management of people, many principals made reference to
how this grew from and was informed by the culture of a school, an aspect dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter under the educational and managerial values of
leaders. Several principals commented on the need to manage themselves as one
of those people. Discussion of this aspect has been included in the section on prin-
cipals' leadership styles since style in part includes how people manage themselves
in relation to other people and to the tasks which they face.

Several principals suggested or implied that there were or ought to be com-
monalties between the way in which staff were managed and the way in which
other people - students and parents, not least - were managed. Such common
aspects would be reflected in how people were treated as individuals as an enact-
ment of a school's culture; how the interactions of gender and status were handled;
how conflict was handled; how decisions were taken and implemented; how staff
development was fostered; effective networking with parents, governors and the
local community. These were set in the context of how principals managed the
changes in the socio-political environment of education and the delegation of fund-
ing to their institutions.

Gender, status and respect for individuals

Principals tended to be concerned to encourage people 'to develop themselves as
fully as possible; to learn for life and to be different' (Hyde). This required princi-
pals 'to trust staff and to encourage people to take risks and challenges' (Marsh).
To 'promote that sense of challenge several principals talked about trying to dele-
gate decision-making to staff whenever possible or explaining decisions openly'
(Marsh). It led Rosemary Whinn-Sladden to consider 'fairness . . . a key value to
managing staff and children and the non-teaching staff.

Principals claimed that they demonstrated respect for people through 'a deep
commitment to equal opportunities . . . that we are all in this together' (Clarke)
which meant that 'Non-teaching staff must be considered equal with other staff,
e.g. all staff come to staff meetings and all are listened to if they wish to contribute'
(Whinn-Sladden). It also meant that 'equal opportunities should permeate every-
thing you do, even if there is no explicit policy' (Blatchford) and this should be
revealed through the curriculum, too. For example, there should be 'a concern to
give girls equal opportunities especially in sciences' (Hyde).

How conflict was handled

Many of the principals interviewed claimed to want to diffuse tension whenever
possible, although this did not inhibit them from taking tough action when neces-
sary.
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The changes in the Arts Faculty in the end were forced through. The staff
didn't want to do any of this but I said 'look you either come up with some
ideas and we discuss them or I make the decision, but the status quo is not
an option. (Edwards)

Changes in funding meant that the numbers of staff had to be reduced and the fac-
ulty restructured into a more effective shape.

Mary Gray felt good relations amongst staff were maintained by sustaining the
self-esteem of staff, praising them when they did good work, encouraging them to
take as much responsibility as they could (Hyde), and supporting staff when they
faced problems (Whinn-Sladden). In addition the maintenance of agreed institu-
tional values (Marsh), policies and practices (Whinn-Sladden; Marsh) were
perceived as ways of preventing a build-up of tension, as was taking action quick-
ly, if quietly, when things went wrong (Clarke; Gray). Finding out what people
wanted from situations (Hyde) also helped, as did reducing people's anxiety (Hyde)
about what might happen, sometimes by helping people to face situations which
were inevitable (Clarke; Edwards).

This approach required principals to listen to what staff were saying to them:
'being aware of what is going on in every classroom and making time to talk with
the teachers about it' (Whinn-Sladden). This could happen through formal process-
es of appraisal, through asking questions when there seemed to be a sense of unease
amongst staff (Marsh), as well as through listening to grumbles. Keith Bovair
thought that staff needed 'to sound-off occasionally, to have the opportunity to
complain and grumble in a staff meeting. Then they are happy that the head-
teacher has listened.' Several principals emphasized that the way to handle conflict
when it occurred was to be open with the protagonists but to see them quietly,
away from a public arena: 'speaking with staff who are in conflict with you quiet-
ly and directly, explain that you can understand them but for the good of the school
things have to be otherwise' (Gray). They also thought it important to reduce col-
lateral damage from conflicts by being open about decisions. This reduced the
degree of speculation amongst staff about what had been decided and the reasons
for a decision. In turn this reduced the tendency for coalitions to form to support
one or both camps in a conflict (Gray).

In routine cases of conflict, staff under-performance, for example, it was thought
to be more effective to work through existing staff structures, within the framework
of existing policy, than for a principal to intervene directly (Clarke; Edwards).

How decisions were taken and implemented

Although several principals perceived themselves as chief executives who had to
take decisions and make judgements (Bovair), they also acknowledged that they
had to have 'a well-oiled machine for running a school' (Blatchford). Ken
Edwards thought it necessary to use 'a managerial network in a series of layers
all of which can pick up information and ideas and spread ideas and produce
feedback'. He believed the culture of universities precluded authoritarian
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leadership, a view which was echoed for schools by Brian Sherratt (Ribbins and
Marland, 1994).

Several of the nine principals emphasized the importance of a collaborative
approach to decision-making, pointing out that consultation (Clarke; Bovair;
Hyde) and working alongside other people (Whinn-Sladden) were key means of
developing teams of people who could take decisions in particular aspects of an
institution's management: 'As a headteacher you can't do much on your own. You
can only achieve things with people working around you' (Clarke). On the other
hand 'delegating responsibility is difficult because you have to accept that staff will
do the best they can although that may not be how you would have done it' (Gray),
and there was a risk that action would not be taken or not be taken in time. To
lessen the risks Mary Gray set clear datelines for tasks and offered support to those
people who were struggling with them.

How staff development was fostered
Helen Hyde, among other principals, thought her most important job was to look
after staff. Keith Bovair thought his school should apply its philosophy of empow-
ering people consistently, equally to staff and to students. But other principals
acknowledged the importance of appointing the right people in the first place
(Blatchford; Whinn-Sladden) and then keeping in touch with their development
(Edwards; Blatchford).

Effective staff development required principals to help people make the best use
of the strengths they had at whatever point in their careers they found themselves
(Bovair), although this sometimes meant helping them to face up to unpalatable
choices (Edwards). Where staff development focused on preparing people for pro-
motion, principals suggested a range of possibilities: 'work shadowing, working
alongside more senior staff (Hyde); 'being involved in conversations about
decision-making particularly when there is conflict' (Clarke).

Delegation was also an important means of helping competent staff to develop
because it gave them a chance to meet a school's needs creatively (Clarke). For
senior staff it gave them a real opportunity to work with and support other staff.
For heads of department and non-promoted teachers it gave them the opportuni-
ty to focus on particular tasks and take decisions in particular areas which were
their delegated responsibilities (Hyde).

To promote staff development Roy Blatchford emphasized the importance of
giving staff time when they needed it and of providing them with institutional sup-
port, though often that support would be to help them meet the school's needs
(Whinn-Sladden) rather than, necessarily, their own idiosyncratic interests.
Several principals thought training should be available for all staff, although there
are problems in financing it for non-teaching staff in schools.
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Effective networking with parents, governors and the
local community
Principals placed considerable emphasis on the importance of helping parents and
governors to share the values espoused by the schools. Helen Hyde described this
as the need to talk excellence to parents. Rosemary Whinn-Sladden and Mary
Gray stressed the importance of welcoming parents into schools and encouraging
them to make a contribution to the pupils' education either by helping with the
pedagogy or with the administration. She saw her school as part of a greater com-
munity and gave an example of parents helping the children plant trees to improve
the environment. To recognize the help the parents gave, the school bought each
a small plant. The importance of parental involvement to student educational
development, particularly for younger pupils, is well attested. In turn this required
principals to listen to what parents had to say about education (Bovair) and to allow
them to influence the core values of a school (Hyde) developed by senior staff and
governors (Bovair; Blatchford).

The benefits of collaboration with the civic community were seen to accrue to
the students (Gray) who profited from good publicity. She also suggested that it
reduced the level of vandalism to a school and the level of stress experienced by a
headteacher. Schools gained positively from having greater access to resources to
support the curriculum (Bovair) either from parents or from the local business com-
munity. Whinn-Sladden comments that 'We have a thriving education-business
partnership which brings support and resources into the school. We are hoping to
persuade the TEC to fund our use of GNVQs to develop non-teaching staff train-
ing.'

Roy Blatchford, amongst others, pointed out the value of a school having good
professional links with other educational institutions to resolve problems and offer
opportunities to students and also, perhaps, to staff. Rosemary Whinn-Sladden was
rather less complimentary about her local professional networks of headteachers!
Helen Hyde said that these networks offered her school considerable support, a
view borne out by all the headteachers in a recent study of school networks by
Busher and Hodgkinson (1996) in the midlands of the UK.

Managing resources in the changed
socio-political environment of education
How senior staff managed the other people involved with their organizations was
circumscribed by their administrative and financial responsibilities. These have
been greatly increased in the UK in schools since the passing of the Education
Reform Act (1988). Several principals commented on the long hours they worked,
as was discussed earlier in this chapter, and that they worked most if not every
evening of the week. Keith Bovair talked about needing to have help with the
budget from two deputy heads, as well as making a great deal of use of computers
in administration. Helen Hyde noted that despite the involvement of a deputy head
and a bursar to help her she still had to have some meetings at 8 a.m. (with the site
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supervisor) to avoid interrupting people's work. Mortimore and Mortimore with
Thomas (1994) noted the emergence of bursars as commonplace in maintained
schools since 1990, and the School Teachers' Review Body (1995) noted a 30 per
cent increase in non-teaching staff between 1989 and 1994 at a time when the
employment of full-time teaching staff increased at a rate less than that of pupils
in schools (2 per cent). Qualitative data from the east midlands of the UK suggests
that much of this increase has been focused on clerical duties and posts to cope
with the management of finance and personnel now undertaken by schools but
previously carried out in maintained schools by LEAs. This suggests that the del-
egation of funding to school organizations has taken resources away from the core
purposes of schools, students and the curriculum, into administration, of necessity
to meet schools' new and increased administrative and financial responsibilities.

Although the delegation of funding 'had increased teachers' workloads, espe-
cially the amount of paperwork. The latter prevents headteachers being involved
with teaching and learning' (Whinn-Sladden), several principals saw an advantage
in the management of staff in the delegation of funding to schools. Mary Gray
thought that in sharing school budget implications with staff it helped them to real-
ize the problems the school faced in ensuring there were adequate resources
available to meet the needs of pupils (Bovair). Helen Hyde and Roy Blatchford
perceived it as a vehicle for giving staff increased autonomy within a whole-school
framework, a view echoed by Ken Edwards in a university. On the other hand
'cut-backs in resources provided by the LEA have made it difficult to put in place
ideas which will maximize existing resources. No sooner have you developed these
than they are overtaken by another round of cuts' (Bovair).

How do they understand their accountability?

Simkins (1992) offers four main models of accountability for teachers and schools,
first a professional model in which a licensed person is granted autonomy to act
within a socially legitimated code, and then three other forms which represent var-
ious types of control by some people over the actions of others. These are a
managerial model in which control is exercised through bureaucratic structures
and power derives from the authority of office of the most senior person in an orga-
nization; a political model in which power derives from election to office; and a
market model in which power is derived from consumer choice.

It is useful for purposes of analysis to recognize that teachers are called to account
in a variety of ways, but more useful if those categories can be clearly distinguished.
The East Sussex Accountability Project (1979) produced a threefold typology of
responsiveness by teachers to their environment which offers such clarity. They
suggested that one form of accountability was genuine, i.e. people could be called
to account for their actions within an hierarchical process. If a person failed to
carry out their prescribed duties they could be coerced and, ultimately, deprived
of office. As power is hierarchically located in this model, it does not matter whether
power derives from political election/acclamation or from the authority vested in
a senior position in a bureaucracy. In this view political and managerial account-
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ability are two closely related versions of the same model. Examples of such
accountability by some of the principals who were interviewed are discussed below.

A second form, answerability, poses rather more problems since the location of
power is not bureaucratically connected to the actor. Therefore the means of exer-
cising that power are indirect. Indeed, power could be said to have become
transmuted to influence, i.e. actors are open to various sorts of pressure, but not
to legitimate coercion. It might be said, for example, that teachers are answerable
to parents. In this case principals can feel they are obliged to respond to parental
views about a school, as Mary Marsh indicated she felt she did. Were a principal
not to respond, the parents would have to acquire political power through, say,
joining the school governing body or influencing people already on that body,
before they would have the right to coerce the principal into doing what they want-
ed. In doing so, of course, parents would move into an hierarchical relationship
with the principal, activating the genuine or bureaucratic model of accountabili-

ty-
Without recourse to a model of genuine (bureaucratic) accountability, were the

parents so minded, they could exert influence over the principal in various ways,
for example, by threatening or actually withdrawing their children from the school.
The notion of answerability, then, fits comfortably with Simkins' (1992) notion of
market accountability but has the advantage of keeping the term 'accountability'
for one particular (bureaucratic) model of relationship between a professional
worker and the stakeholders in an organization.

This leaves the model of professional 'accountability', which can, perhaps best
be described as responsibility. In this, people may be said to be answerable for what
they do, or morally accountable for their actions, though it is difficult to see how
any pressure can be brought to bear through this model on a person for the qual-
ity of their work, apart from through the moral suasion of colleagues and others
and the internalized values of the actor. It is in this sense, perhaps, that both Rose-
mary Whinn-Sladden and Ken Edwards acknowledge their accountability to their
students and the people who are devoting their lives to this institution (Edwards). Such pro-
fessional responsibility easily encompasses Helen Hyde's view that she set herself
high standards of performance because 'staff have to be able to trust and rely on me as a
real leader to represent and to guide and look after them [and] . . . I must be the best role model
I can for the [students]'. This sense of professional responsibility includes a profes-
sional ethic of how a person ought to behave. In other professions such ethics have
been enshrined - the word is used deliberately - in professional codes of practice.
These allow a bureaucratic accountability ultimately to be imposed on those prac-
titioners who fail to implement sufficiently rigorously the work values which they
are supposed to have internalized during their induction into a profession.

Within this framework of three types of responsiveness by principals to the stake-
holders in their educational institutions, Rosemary Whinn-Sladden suggests there
is a bureaucratic relationship of accountability between principals and their gov-
ernors: 'They have got to be involved in those [school] decisions and not just ratify
something that I say They have been known to give me a hard time over things,
but that is fair because I give them a hard time over things and we work
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together'. Being accountable, as this suggests, also implies that the people with the
greater power have responsibilities to those with the lesser. We begin to close on
Salisbury's notions of the ideal relationship between the classes in mid-nineteenth-
century England, where although the rich had privileges, they also had
responsibilities to the poor, not least to ensure social chaos did not develop. In this
vein some principals, such as Keith Bovair, recognized their accountability to the
LEA, acknowledging that they still had to keep its officers informed. In return they
looked for what support they could from the more slimly proportioned LEAs of
the 1990s. Those principals in non-LEA institutions claimed no such obvious chain
of accountability beyond their own governing bodies, though one exists for GM
schools to the Grant Maintained Schools Centre and to the Funding Agency for
Schools which was established in 1993.

The emergence of parent charters and student charters (Edwards) can be viewed
as an attempt to give answerability an edge of bureaucracy, i.e. to begin to move
the relationship between students, parents and principals into a mode of account-
ability rather than answerability. In this context it is curious that Roy Blatchford
does not perceive himself as accountable to, or at least through, the school inspec-
tors who work for OFSTED, although he acknowledges they are an important part
of the system. They clearly seem to be agents through which schools are held
accountable to the state, i.e. bring about a genuine (bureaucratic) accountability
of schools to some of those who wield power in the education system - central gov-
ernment. The current inspectoral system with its central state control shows,
perhaps, the extent to which the power of the Secretary of State reaches out to the
periphery of the education system despite the rhetoric and the reality of the devo-
lution of power to educational institutions and their governing bodies.

At any one time principals of educational institutions are likely to feel themselves
engaged in all three types of responsiveness to different groups of stakeholders in
their institutions. In the busy press of organizational life the principals in this study
drew a crude distinction between formal accountability (genuine accountability
and answerability) and their sense of professional responsibility for the quality of
what they did. This is, perhaps, sufficient rational typology for processes which are
essentially flows of power with particular strengths or valencies depending on the
sources from which they emanate. More important in the future, perhaps, than
further sophisticated casuistry in the naming of accountable parts is to understand
the dynamics of how principals handle the ebb and flow of political, micro-
political and moral influences in their relationships with those who have a stake in
their institutions.
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